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I. INTRODUCTION • The RCA Spectra 70 Tape-Disc Operating System (TDOS) is an adapta
tion of the Tape Operating System (TOS). In addition to all TOS functions, 
TOOS provides a random access based operating and multiprogramming 
environment for the 70/35-45-55 Systems permitting the Control System, 
RCA-supplied routines, and installation programs to be executed using the 
70/564 Disc or 70/565 Drum as the basic storage media. TDOS also pro
vides extensive multichannel communications facilities for a wide range 
of data gathering and interrogation applications. 

A Control System is provided to control and coordinate the execution 
of all programs, and to ensure that maximum efficiency is maintained 
through the use of common programming facilities, in put/ output devices, 
and other hardware features in the system. The Control System consists 
of the Executive, Monitor, and File Control Processor. 

The Executive maintains complete control over the system and its 
physical resources such as core memory, peripheral devices, processor 
time, and the supervisory functions. The Executive controls the initiation, 
execution, and termination of programs. The Executive receives program 
requests for the allocation of memory and the assignment of devices, de
termines if these resources are available, and, if available, assigns them 
to the requesting program and protects these resources from other pro
grams operating on the system. In addition to its program control func
tion, the Executive decodes and services all interrupts, maintains control 
over the console typewriter, and controls all physical input/output oper
ations. 

The Executive permits the initiation and execution of a maximum of 
six programs concurrently. Each program that has been initiated is al
located a portion of memory and shares central processor time with other 
programs that have been initiated. Each program is assigned a priority 
number ranging from 1 to 6 with 6 being the highest. The highest priority 
program is serviced first, and control is given to the next higher priority 
program when the higher priority program temporarily relinquishes cen
tral processor time. This process is repeated for all programs being 
executed in a multiprogramming environment. When communications 
processing is required, the Multichannel Communications Program is as
signed a priority of 7. 

The Monitor, an extension of the Executive, requires resident core 
only when in use. It controls a run-to-run sequenced operation as deter
mined by a job stream with little or no operator intervention. Program 
preparation (language translation and binding) is pe:dormed under control 
of the Monitor. 

The File Control Processor (FC P) enables the program to perform in
put/output operations without regard to the physical constraints and con
trols required by the Executive. The FC P provides for the processing of 
files recorded in a serial mode on devices such as magnetic tape. It also 
provides for the processing of files recorded in a serial, sequential, or 
random mode on direct-access devices, such as disc, drum, and mass 
storage. 
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Multichannel communications are provided through the ability to select 
a particular set of communications functions to be loaded with a user pro
gram for the control of input/output functions over standard communica
tions lines. This package has three parts: the Communications Interrupt 
Analysis (CIA), the Multichannel Communications Program (MC P), and 
the Communications User Program (CUP). 

The CIA is included with the Executive at system generativn time and 
is loaded with the Executive as a resident function. It provides for the 
analysis and the linkages necessary to service all interrupts associated 
with communications processing. If communications are not a function of 
a given installation, the CIA may be omitted at system generation, thus 
conserving permanent memory. The MCP is composed of the actual con
trol functions necessary for the operation of the communications systems 
and terminal devices serviced by the system. It is modular in construc
tion, based upon the terminals and lines to be serviced and the processing 
functions required to service these terminals and lines. The CUP is a 
normal processing program containing linkages to the MC P for the exe
cution of communications functions in much the same way that user pro
grams link with the FC P through logical macroinstructions. 

Four programming languages are provided for the 70/35-45-55. These 
are: Assembly, Report Program Generator, COBOL, and FORTRAN. 
For TDOS, COBOL and the Assembly access the COBOL and Macro li
braries from disc or drum rather than from tape. Anyone or a combina
tion of these languages may be used to state the solution to a problem. 
Each language processor produces a common output format, which is 
termed an object module. 

In order for a program to be executable, related object modules that 
constitute a program are read from magnetic tape and bound into seg
ments by the Linkage Editor. A program can be designed as a single seg
ment or as many segments overlapping one another as required. The 
programs on the resultant load library may be executed from magnetic 
tape or may be transcribed from tape to disc or drum for execution from 
there. 

Three libraries are used in the preparation, maintenance, and execu
tion of both installation and RCA -supplied programs: System Load li
brary, Call library, and Program Load library. The System Load library 
contains the control programs, language translators, and other RCA -sup
plied system routines. It may also contain user production programs. 
The System Load library is required to control the loading and execution 
of all RCA system programs and user production programs. The Call 
library contains the macros and object modules, and is required by the 
language translators and the Linkage Editor to produce executable pro
grams. The Program Load library contains the user production programs 
and may also contain some system routines. These libraries may be ex
panded or contracted using the System Maintenance routines. 

Peripheral routines are provided to simplify data conversion. Many of 
these routines permit editing and printing of the data during the conver
sion process. 
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The TDOS Sort/Merge Generator provides for the generation of a tai-
10red Sort/Merge program based upon supplied parameters. 

An Automatic Integrated Debugging System (AIDS) facilitates the prep
aration and testing stages of program production. AIDS provides the 
ability to automatically perform the testing of one or more programs 
without requiring the programmer to be present. AIDS also enables the 
programmer to perform the console controlled testing of any program. 

In addition to AIDS, a complete package of Diagnostic routines is pro
vided, to meet all program testing requirements. 

All of the routines included in the Tape-Disc Operating System are 
contained on the Master System tape supplied by RCA. This tape is then 
tailored for each specific user equipment configuration by use of the Sys
tem Tape Generation Routine. Routines are also provided to print infor
m ation from this tape and to update it. 

TDOS consists of the following programming components: 

Control System: 

Executive 
Monitor 
File Control Processor 

Communications System: 

Communication Interrupt Analysis 
Multichannel Communications Program 
Communication Control-Multichannel Memory Generator Routine 
Multichannel Communications Program Diso Format Routine 

Language Processors: 

Assembly System 
Report Program Generator 
COBOL 
FORTRAN 

Automatic Integrated Debugging System 

Diagnostic Routines: 

Self- Loading Memory Print 
Snapshot 
Self- Loading Tape Edit 
Tape Edit 
Tape Compare 
Test Data Generator 
Self- Loading Random Access Edit 
Random Access Edit 
Random Access Index Edit 
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Peripheral Conversion Routines: 

Tape Volume Initializer 
Card-to-Tape 
Selective Card-to- Printer and/or Punch 
Tape-to-Tape 
Selective Tape-to- Printer and/or Punch 
Random Access Volume Initializer 
Random Access-to-Printer/Punch 
Random Access-to-Tape 
Random Access-to-Random Access 
Tape-to- Random Access 
Card-to-Random Access 

System Maintenance Routines: 

Object Module Library Update 
Load Library Update 
Linkage Editor 
COBOL Library Update 
Macro Library Update 
Tape Field Maintenance 
Random Access Storage Allocator 

Sort/Merge Generator 

Library Conversion Routines: 

Executive Library Transcriber 
Program Library Transcriber 
Call Library Transcriber 

Inlrodu c lion 

Operating information for these components are covered in subsequent 
sections of this manual. 

The components of the Tape-Disc Operating System are described in 
detail in the following manuals: 

POS/TOS/TDOS Assembly System Reference Manual, 
No. 70-00-602. 

TOS/TDOS File Control Processor and Executive 
Communication Macros Reference Manual, No. 70-00-608. 

POS/TOS/TDOS Report Program Generator Reference 
Manual, No. 70-00-606. 

TDOS Control System Reference Manual, No. 70-00-611. 

TDOS Utility Routines Manual 70-35-306. 

TOS Utility Routines Manual 70-35-302. 

TOS Sort/Merge System Manual, No. 70-35-303. 
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TOS/TDOS COBOL Reference Manual, No. 70-00-607. 

TOS FORTRAN IV Reference Manual, No. 70-00-604. 

TDOS Multichannel Communications Program Reference 
Manual No. 70-00-612. 

The minimum equipment requirements for TDOS are as follows: 

Processor: Models 70/35-E, 70/45-E, or 70/55-E. 

Console: Model 70/97. 

Card Reader: Model 70/237. 

Printer: Models 70/242 or 70/243. 

*Magnetic Tape Devices: Models 70/432, 70/442, or 70/445. 

**Disc Storage Unit: Model 70/564 

*'Ihree magnetic tape devices are required. At least two of these 
magnetic tape devices must be nine-channel; the third may be 
either nine-channel or seven-channel with the Pack/Unpack fea
ture. 

**Although the normal System Residence device is Disc Storage, 
an equivalent amount of storage on 70/565 Drum Memory Unit 
may be substituted. 
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2. TOOS 
CONTROL 

SYSTEM 
SYSTEM 

INITIATION 
• The operating procedures for loading the TDOS Executive Control 
System into memory are given in table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. Operating Procedure for System Initiation 

Operator Action Result 

1. Mount the System Load 
Library disc/drum. None. 

2. Press the GEN RES 
button on the console 
typewriter. None. 

3. Set the Load Unit Switches 
to the address of the 
device (channel and device 
number) from which the 
Executive is to be loaded. None. 

4. Press the LOAD button 
on the console typewriter. a. The Executive Bootstrap 

is loaded into memory 
which loads the Initial 
Program Loader and the 
Executive resident ele-
ments into memory. 

b. The general registers used 
for Executive base ad-
dresses, the Interrupt Mask 
Register, and the Interrupt 
Status Registers are ini-
tialized. 

c. Program Counters of 
Processor States 3 and 4 
are initialized. 

d. All of memory is set to a 
protection key of F (16). 

e. The System disc/drum de-
vice address is entered 
in the Load Library Table. 
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SYSTEM 
INITIATION 

(Confd) 

System I nitiatiol1 

Table 2-1. Operating Procedure for System Initiation (Cont'd) 

Operator Action 

5. The following system type
out occurs, identifying the 
system tape: 

SLLT IDENTIFICATION 
xxxxxxxx 

SLLT CREATION DATE 
mm/dd/yy 

SLLT VERSION NUMBER 
nnn 

6. A system typeout occurs, 
requesting that the current 
date be entered into the 
system: 

Typeout: ******V RSEXEC 
DATE 

Response: V /1 mmddyyjjj 

where: mm = Month. 
dd = Day of month. 
yy = Year. 
jjj = Day of year. 

7. If the Elapsed Time Clock 
is included in the system 
and the Timer routine has 
been specified at system 
generation, the following 
system typeout occurs: 

Typeout: ******V RSEXEC 
TIME 

Response: V /1 hhmm 

where: hh = Hour of day. 
mm = Minutes. 

e. g., 2:30 p. m. would be 
entered as V /11430 

8. The system is initialized 
and the operator is notified 
by the following typeout: 

V RSEXEC SYSTEM READY 

2-2 

Result 

Note: xxxxxxxx is aone-to-eight
character user-defined 
name, as contained in the 
Bootstrap. 

a. The operator is requested to 
key in the current date. The 
date is stored in the first 
nine bytes of the Executive 
Communication Region. 

a. The operator is requested to 
key in the time of day, if 
applicable. The time is 
converted to binary form and 
stored in the Executive Time 
Slot area. The Elapsed 
Time Clock is set to its max
imum value. 

a. The Executive System is ini
tialized and idles in Proc
essor State 2. The operator 
may initiate a program or 
execute any of the Executive 
console routines. 



PROGRAM 
INITIATION 

LCD 
Message Format 

• Programs other than Communication Programs are initiated by issu
ing the Executive Load (LOD) Console routine~ To load a program suc
cessfully, the required amount of contiguous memory must be available 
in the system. Also, an option is provided during initial program loading 
to enter runtime parameters. 

• The format of the LOD console routine operator message for non
Monitor non-Communication programs is as follows: 

E ilLODil program, [mn] , [p], [pa], [H], [mmmmmlnJ 

Where: 

program 

mn 

Program name. One-to-six-byte program name. 

Load library installation mnemonic. 
Two-byte mnemonic for the device which contains 
the program to be loaded. If this entry is omitted, 
the System disc/drum is assumed. 

Note: There may be up to three Alternate Libraries active at one time. 
Two of them may be disc/drum and one may be tapeo If an addi
tional Alternate Library is needed one of the active Alternate 
Libraries must be deallocated before another Library may be
come active (See Deallocate Device Console Routine). 

p = 

pa 

H 

mmmmmm 

Program priority number 0 Priority is a one-digit 
number (6,5,4,3,2 or 1). If omitted, the available 
priority closest to 6 is assigned to the program. 

Run-time device mnemonic. Two-byte mnemonic 
for the device which contains the program run-time 
parameters. This entry is omitted if there are no 
program run-time parameterso 

High memory load indicator. H indicates that the 
program is to be assigned the highest available 
contiguous free memory. If this entry is omitted, 
the program is assigned the required contiguous 
memory that is available nearest to the beginning 
of memory. 

Contiguous memory specification. A maximum of 
six bytes which specifies the amount of contiguous 
memory that is to be assigned to the program. 
When this entry is included it preempts the pro
gram memory requirements specified in the pro
gram header block. 

The format of the LOD console routine operator message for a Moni
tor Session is as follows: 

lMON t 
EilLODil MONSNP~' [mn], [p], pa, [Y], mmmmmm 
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Program Initiation 

LOD Where: 
Message Format 

(Cont'd) MON 

MONSNP 

mn 

Monitor program name. To indicate that Monitor 
is to be called without the Snap function. This will 
allocate 4,096 bytes to the Monitor Session. 

Monitor with SNAP program name. To indicate 
that Monitor with the Snap function is to be called. 
This will allocate 6144 bytes to the Monitor Ses
sion. This is required if a SNAP is to be taken in 
the Monitor job stream. 

Alternate T ape Load Library Installation Mne
monic. Two byte installation mnemonic for the tape 
which contains the program to be loaded. If any 
program within a Monitor session is to be loaded 
from an alternate tape library its installation mne
monic must be specified here. If any program is to 
be loaded from an alternate disc or drum it is only 
speCified in the LOAD or EXEC Monitor control 
statement (see Monitor control statement formats). 

Note: There may be up to three Alternate Libraries active at one time. 
Two of them may be disc/drum and one may be tape. If an addi
tional Alternate Library is needed one of the active Alternate 
Libraries must be deallocated before another Library may be
come active (See Deallocate Device Console Routine). 

p = Program priority number. Priority is a one-digit 
number (6,5,4,3,2, or 1). If omitted, the available 
priority closest to 6 is assigned to the program. 

pa Monitor job stream device installation mnemonic. 
Two byte installation mnemonic of the device which 
contains the Monitor input job stream. 

Y is an optional parameter. A Y indicates that an 808 
character I/O area for batching is to be allocated 
in front of the memory used by the Monitor ses
sion. This indicates the input/output to Monitor is 
in batched card image format, up to 4 images per 
batch. If SYSOPT or SYSLST is tape, the records 
are automatically batched for the user. 

mmmmmm Contiguous memory specification. A maximum of 
six bytes which specifies the amount of contiguous 
memory that is to be assigned to the program. 
When this entry is included it preempts the pro
gram memory requirements specified in the pro
gram header block. When Monitor is being allo
cated a value greater than 4096 must be specified. 
The size speCified here is the program size only; 
it does not include the size of Monitor. 
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RUN-TIME 
PARAMETERS 

UNDER MONITOR 
(Cont'd) 

ASSGN 
Parameter 

Format 

Program Initiation 

it implies a load-and-execute) in the job input stream for the user 
program or subprocessor. 

5. Only one group of these run-time parameters can be specified for a 
given user program or subprocessor; however, any number of user 
program and/or subprocessors can have run-time parameters in the 
job input stream. Any other group of run-time parameters, beyond 
the first group, for a given user program or subprocessor are 
rejected as out of sequence • 

• This parameter may be used to assign a device to a user program o 

The actual device indicated in this parameter is assigned to the symbolic 
device name in the user program o This parameter obviates device as
signment by the operator. Any or all of the devices for a given program 
(or successor chain of programs) may be assigned in this way. If a re
quest for the assignment of a given symbolic device is not satisfied by an 
ASSGN parameter, the request is referred to the operator 0 

II MSSGN!lSymbolic, {~~UUI} ,[Cdt] [,X1WC1]] 

Where: 

Symbolic 

mn 

Symbolic device name 0 One to six characters in 
length, assigned to the device o 

Two-byte installation mnemonic for the device to be 
associated with the symbolic device name o 
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LOD 
Message Format 

(Cont'd) 

RUN-TIME 
PARAMETERS 

RUN-TIME 
PARAMETERS 

UNDER MONITOR 

Pl'ogl'am Initiation 

The format of the initiate console routine operator message for Com
munications is as follows: 

E~MCP~program, [mn] " [pa] , [H], [mmmmm~ 

To load CUP the following is done: 

E~CUP~program, [mn] , , [pa] , [H], [mmmmmm] 

Note: The operand fields for the communication initiate messages are 
described under the E LaD message • 

• Parameters may be supplied at the initiation of a program if the LaD 
operand command designates a parameter device. Since a successor 
chain of programs must use the memory assigned when the operator ini
tiated it, the parameters are read at once and are available to all pro
grams in the successor chain. The parameters must be on punch cards 
or in unblocked card images on nine-level magnetic tape. Program run
time parameters must be entered in a specific sequence o The valid types 
of parameters and the order in which the groups must appear for both in
dividual and successor programs are as follows: 

ASSGN 

FILES t 
VOL 
TPLAB 

VDC 

JOB 

END 

The FILES, VOL, and TPLAB 
must appear together for each 
file defined. 

• Monitor only accepts the FILES, VOL, TPLAB, and VDC run-time 
parameters. When utilizing Monitor run-time parameters the user must 
take into consideration the following: 

1. The run-time parameter information is stored at the end of the 
Monitor allocated area. When a user program or subprocessor is 
loaded, no check is performed to ensure that the load does not 
overlay this information. Therefore, it is important that the E LaD 
operator command contain sufficient memory to hold the user pro
gram or subprocessor and its run-time parameters. 

2. The sequence speCified for these run-time parameters must be 
maintained or the parameters are rejected as out of sequence. 

3. Insufficient or invalid information causes the parameter to be 
rejected and can cause a parameter sequence error. 

4. These run-time parameters must be placed before the LOAD 
MOnitor control statement (or EXEC control statement providing 
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ASSGN 
Parameter 

Format 
(Cont'd) 

we 

60 

AO 

EO 

40 

80 

CO 

68 

A8 

E8 

48 

88 

C8 

70 

BO 

FO 

X'cuu' 

c = 

dt 

X'wc' 

Program Initiation 

Indicates the device to be assigned by channel and 
unit in hexadecimal. 

o multiplexor channel. 

1 - se lector channell. 

2 - selector channel 2. 

3 - selector channel 3" 

4 - selector channel 4. 

5 - selector channel 5. 

7 - selector channel 6. 

uu 00 to FF indicating the unit" 

This entry is present for compatibility. It is 
ignored by TDOS. 

Indicates applicable write control information used 
for seven-level tapes (see table 2-2). 

Table 2-2. Write Control Codes 

Density Parity Pacle/unpack Translate 
(bytes per Inch) mode mode 

200 Odd Off Off 

556 Odd Off Off 

800 Odd Off Off 

200 Even Off Off 

556 Even Off Off 

800 Even Off Off 

200 Odd Off On 

556 Odd Off On 

800 Odd Off On 

200 Even Off On 

556 Even Off On 

800 Even Off On 

200 Odd On Off 

556 Odd On Off 

800 Odd On Off 
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FILES 
Parameter 

Format 

VOL 
Parameter 

Format 

TPLAB 
Parameter 

Format 

Program Initiation 

• This parameter may be used to position tape files. The FILES infor
mation is also used when restarting a previously checkpointed job by 
storing tape positioning data for the file. This entry overrides the 
MRKCTR entry in the DTFSR. 

/ / ~ FILES~Symbolic, n 

Where: 

Symbolic Symbolic device name. One to six characters as
signed to this tape file. 

n - Number (up to four decimal digits) of tape marks to 
be skipped (from present position) 1-9999. 

• This parameter is for checking or writing standard labels for a tape 
file. It associates file information with a file name. It is rejected if it 
follows a FILES card and their symbolic names do not agree. 

/ / ~ VOL~Symbolic, fffffff 

Where: 

Symbolic - Symbolic device name. One to six characters, as
signed to this tape file. (POS compatibility only). 

ffffff - File name. One to seven character, which is used 
to identify this file in the DTF macro • 

• This parameter contains the label information for label checking and 
writing. This parameter must immediately follow the volume (VOL) en
try that it is associated With. 

/ / ~ TPLAB~ ,------, 

File labels may require two cards, the second being a continuation card. 
Label fields 3 through 10 are always written just as they appear in the 
label. These are the only fields used for label checking purposes. The 
additional fields (11 through 13) may be included. If the file is output, fields 
11 through 13 are written in the output label; otherwise they are ignored. 
The TPLAB parameter may have either of the following formats: 

,------, = Input files. Any character string punched within apostrophes, 
identical to fields 3 through 10 of input files HDRI label. If 
the character string is less than 49 characters it is space
filled to the right. 

,------, = Output files. Any character string punched within apostro
phes. If these fields are too long to be punched in a single 
card, the character string must extend to position 71 with a 
continuation character (C) punched inposition 72. The string 
is completed on the continuation card (beginning in position 
16). On the continuation card, positions 1 through 15 are 
blank. If the character string is less than 69 characters, it 
is space-filled to the right. 

Note: Monitor requires that ,------, must be a string of exactly 49 or 
69 characters. 
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TPLAB 
Parameter 

Format 
(Cont'd) 

VDC 
Parameter 

Format 

JOB 
Parameter 

Format 

END 
Parameter 

Format 

Progl'am Initiation 

Information required for processing labels during program execution 
is specified by the VOL and TPLAB parameters. The edit run-time 
parameters routine converts this information into a convenient form for 
their use. A total of 84 bytes in memory is reserved for each set of VOL 
and TPLAB parameters. 

• This parameter defines the volume serial numbers assigned to a 
direct-access file. This entry is required for direct-access files. 

/ / !1 VDC!1 Filename, Matrix, Fileid ,Serial-I, ... ,Serial-n 

Where: 

Filename 

Matrix 

File id 

Serial 1 

Serial n 

Name of the DTFSR or DTFDA (one to seven char
acters). 

The number (up to four decimal digits) of bytes to be 
allocated for the files extent matrix, if it was not 
specified at assembly time or it is desirad to over
ride the size speCified at assembly time. 

File identification name (1 to 44 characters). 

Volume serial number (one to six characters). 

A volume serial number must be included for each 
volume that is to be openedo 

• The JOB parameter indicates that a successor program is to be called 
and control is to be transferred to it. This parameter overrides all ter
mination Executive Communication macros and console requests that are 
in a program. The functions of the individual macros such as TERM, 
TERMD, TERMS, and the console requests EHLT and EDUM are per
formed. The functions such as Device Allocation and dumping are per
formed before the successor program is called in. Control is then 
transferred to the program specified by this parameter. 

/ / !1JOB!1Progname 

Where: 

Progname Name of the user program to be called. One to six 
characters in length • 

• This parameter indicates the end of the run-time parameters. 

//!1END 
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EXAMPLE OF 
RUNTIME 

PARAMETERS 
FOR ONE 

PROGRAM 

NOTES 

Program Initiation 

Statelllent't 
Operation Nallle Operand 

NUlllber 

1 II ASSGN SYSLST,L1 

2 II ASSGN SYSOOO, 02 

3 II ASSGN WORK,08, ,X'FO' 

4 II FILES SYSOOO, 5 

5 II VOL SYSOOO, MAS100 

6 II TPLAB MASTER~ FiLE~ 100~~ 
00000100010005000101~67013 ~ 68013' 

7 II VOL WORK,WORK 

8 II TPLAB ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 1'\000800' 

9 II VDC STAKEY, ,K01'\FILE3, 000777,000001 

10 II END 

1 - ASSGN statement for assignment of SYSLST to installation mne
monic Ll. 

2 - ASSGN statement for assignment of SYSOOO to installation mne
monic 02. 

3 - ASSGN statement for assignment of WORK to installation mne
monic 08, and a write control code of X'FO' for the seven level 
tape. 

4 - 5 - 6 - Must be in sets. 

4 - Positions the tape forward five tape marks to the desired file 
on this multi-file reel. 

5 - 6 - Supplies the label information needed for this input file. 

7 - 8 - Must be in sets. 

Supplies the label information needed for this output file. 

9 - Assigns a random access file for logical level FCP. This file is 
located on two volumes, volumes 000777 and 000001. 

10 - Terminates the run time parameters. 
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EXAMPLE OF RUNTIME 
PARAMETERS FOR THREE 

SUCCESSOR PROGRAMS 
Statement 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Name Operation 

II ASSGN 

II ASSGN 

II ASSGN 

II ASSGN 

II ASSGN 

II ASSGN 

II FILES 

II VOL 

II TPLAB 

II VOL 

II TPLAB 

II FILES 

II VOL 

II TPLAB 

II VOL 

II TPLAB 

II VOL 

II TPLAB 

II VDC 

II VDC 

II VDC 

II JOB 

II JOB 

II END 
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Program Initiation 

·Program in 

Operand which Parameters 
Belong 

SYSLST,L1 (First Program) 

SYSOOO,02 (First Program) 

WORK, 08, ,XtFOt (First Program) 

MASTER, X'107' (Second Program) 

TAPE1,03 (Second Program) 

TAPE4,03 (Third Program) 

SYSOOO,5 (First Program) 

SYSOOO, MA8100 (First Program) 

'MASTER~FILE ~100~ 
AOOO01000100050001 
01~67013&68013 ' (First Program) 

WORK, WORK (Fir st Progr am) 

' ~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~ 
IlM 000800' (Fir st Progr am) 

MASTER, 2 (Second Program) 

MASTER, MAS002 (Second Program) 

'MASTERL\FILE L\.o02 ~L\ 
000002' (Second Program) 

TAPE1, OUTPUT (Second Program) 

'MASTER~ ~ ~L\~L\ ~~L\ 
MOO0100' (Second Program) 

T APE4, INPUT (Third Program) 

'MASTERL\ ~~L\~ L\L\!\ L\ 
MOO0100' (Third Program) 

STAKEY, , KOL\FILE3, 
000777,000001 (First Program) 

MAST, 91, FICA~ 
MASTERA1967,OU0777 (Third Program) 

STAKEY, ,KOL\FILE3, 
000001 (Third Program) 

TWO (First Program) 

THREE (Second Program) 



Pl'ogl'am Initiation 

Notes • 1 - ASSGN statement for assignment of SYSLST to installation mne-
monic Ll for program one. 

2 - ASSGN statement for assignment of SYSOOO to installation mne
monic 02 for program one. 

3 - ASSGN statement for assignment of WORK to installation mne
monic 08 and a write control code of X'FO' for the seven level 
tape for program one. 

4 - ASSGN statement for assignment of MASTER to channel 1, device 
07 for program two. 

5 - ASSGN statement for assignment of TAPE 1 to installation mne
monic 03 for program two. 

6 - ASSGN statement for assignment of T APE4 to installation mne
monic 03 for program three. 

7 - 8 - 9 - Label statements for files must be in sets. 

7 - Positions the tape forward five tape marks to the desired file 
on device SYSOOO for this multi-file reel for program one. 

8 & 9 - Supplies the label information needed for this input file on 
device SYSOOO for program one. 

10, 11 - Label statements for files must be in sets. 

10 & 11 - Supplies the label information needed for this output file 
WORK for program one. 

12, 13, 14 - Label statements for files must be in sets. 

12 - Positions the tape forward two tape marks to the desired file 
on device WORK for this multi-file reel for program two. 

13, 14 - Supplies the label information needed for this input file on 
device WORK for -program two. 

15,16 - Label statements for files must be in sets. 

15 & 16 - Supplies the label information needed for this output file 
on device TAPEI for program two. 

17, 18 - Label statements for files must be in sets. 

17 & 18 - Supplies the label information needed for this input file 
on device T APE4 for program three. 

19 - Assigns a random access file for logical level FCP. This file is 
located on two volumes, volumes 000777 and 000001 and is used 
in program one. 
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Notes 
(Cant 'd) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENT 

PROGRAM 
IDENTIFICATION 

NUMBER 

TDOS Control System 

20 - Assigns a random access file for logical level FCP. This file is 
located on volume 000777 and the size of extent matrix is being 
changed to 91 bytes and is used in program three. 

21 - Assign a random access file for logical level FCP. This file is 
located on volume 000001 and is used in program three. 

Note: This file was used in program one but it must have another 
VDC to be used in program three. 

22 - This JOB statement calls program two at the termination of pro
gram one. 

23 - This JOB statement calls program three at the termination of 
program two. 

Note: At the termination of program three, the successor chain 
terminates because there is not another JOB successor call. 

24 - Terminates the run-time parameters. 

• Devices may be assigned to program files by the operator via the con
sole typewriter. When this method of device assignment is employed, the 
following typeout occurs: 

Typeout: Y progname 011GA ASSGN symbolic-device-name 

Response: Y L\ mn [,wc] [,W] 

YL\NO 

Where: mn = Installation mnemonic device (two bytes). 

wc = Write control byte for seven-level tapes. (See table 2-2 for 
codes.) 

W Wait indicator. This causes a program to wait temporarily 
until the specified device is available. This device is already 
being used by a program that is running. 

NO = This is used to indicate that an optional file is not present. 

Notes: 

1. The write control byte is given in the form of two EBCDIC 
characters representing the Write Control Code shown in 
table 2-2. 

2. If this reply is given for a file that was not defined as being 
optional, the program is terminated. 

• Each time a program is successfully loaded, it is assigned a one-digit 
program identification number by the Executive. This program retains 
this identifier until it is terminated. This number is used to identify the 
program to the Executive for communication between the program and the 
operator. 
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PROGRAM 
IDENTIFICATION 

NUMBER 
(Cont'd) 

TYPEOUTS 

TDOS Control System 

The identifier codes range from 7 to 1 and are assigned at program 
initiation. These identifier codes are assigned to programs based on the 
order in which the programs are loaded. The operator is informed of 
the assigned program identifier code by the following typeout. which 
occurs immediately after a program has been successfully initiated: 

Typeout: V program 02Ln or V program 02Ln hhmmss 

Where: 

n = Program identifier code (one digit - 7 to 1). 

Notes: 

1. The program identifier code is not the same as the priority number 
assigned to the program at program initiation. 

2. The second form of the message appears if the Elapsed Time Clock 
is specified to the Systems Generator. The hhmmss is the Time of 
Day in hours. minutes. and seconds. 

• This section describes the two standard typeout formats used by the 
Tape/Disc Operating System to communicate with the operator. The first 15 
or 17 positions of the typeouts are standard with each programming com
ponent identified by a unique code (item id of the typeout). The standard 
typeout format and each item's associated values are presented below. The 
remainder of this section contains individual typeout messages. oriented 
by type of device. For ease of reference. the typeout format is repeated for 
each device type. 

The first portion of the standard TDOS typeout formats are as follows: 

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Contents i ~ P P P P P P ~ i d c c A ~ 

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Contents i ~ n ~ p p p p p p ~ i d c c A ~ 

it;nt; ppppppt;idcc [~J t;run t;~evice mOde] CSSDB1B2B3FBt; text 

Where: 

i-Program Identification Code (one byte). 

~ - Space (one byte). 

n - Program Number as defined in the Program Table (one byte). 

pppppp 

id 

cc 

Program name (1 to 6 bytes). 

Component ID (two bytes). 

Error Code (two bytes). 

A or ~ = A specifies operator response required. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Program 
Identification 

Code 

TDOS Control System 

1 - The program is terminated and marked with unrecoverable error. 
The reason '16' is set if the bit 7:3 in CCB is not set. 

o - Retry the I/O. 

!\ Specifies no operator response required. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 

device Name of device (TAPE, PUNCH, etc.). 

mode Mode of operation such as R for reading, W for writing. Present 
only where applicable. 

CS* Channel status byte. 

SD* Standard device byte. 

Bl* Sense Byte 1. 

B2* Sense Byte 2. 

B3* Sense Byte 3. 

FB* Executive Flag Byte. 

*Doe s not apply to tape write error recovery. 

text - can be one of the following: (Executive Error Recovery only). 

CHAN INOP - Channel Inoperable at Condition Code 3. 

CHAN CONTROL CK - Channel Control Check set in CSB. 

CHAN DATA CK - Channel Data Cneck setinCSB (at I/O termination 
only). 

DEV INOP - Device inoperable set in SDB. 

HARDWARE MALF - Hardware malfunction or sense information 
lost. 

i~n~pppppp~idccA 

i 
Programming Component 

R MCP Error Recovery Overlay. 

T Resident Executive. 
~-

U Monitor. 

V Executive Program Control (LPOV). 

W CUP Error Recovery Overlay. 

X User Error Recovery Overlay. 

y Executive Overlay. 

Z Console Request. 
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TDOS Control System 

Program Name n~pppppp~idccA 
Programming Component pppppp 

DUP Tape Duplic ate 

FORTRN FORTRAN 

LLT Load Library to Tape 

LLU Load Library Update 

LNKEDT Linkage Editor 

MCDF Multi-Channel Communications Disc 
Formatting 

MCDSF Multi-Channel Communications Disc 
Snapshot Formatter 

MCP Multi -Channel Communications 

MLU Macro Library Update 
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Program Number 

Program Name 

i~n~pppppp~idccA 

n 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

TDOS Control System 

Programming Component 

*User Program Numbers Assigned 
by Executive. 

User Program Number Assigned by 
Executive or CUP number if communica
tions is in the System. 

MCP. 

* A program nwnber is assigned to each program that is loaded. This 
nwnber is used to identify the program to the Executive for communication 
between the program and the operator. Program nwnbers are assigned on 
the basis of the order in which programs are loaded, with 6 being the first 
program number assigned in a noncommunication system. In a communi
cation system, 6 is assigned to the CUP program, and the other programs 
are assigned from 5 to 1. Five is assigned to the first program loaded. 

n~pppppp~idccA 

pppppp 
Programming Component 

program User Program Name 

CONSOL Executive Console Control 

MaN Executive 

MONSNP Executive 

RSEXEC Executive 

ASSMBL Assembler 

CARDCK 70/568 Magazine Card Check 

CDCONV Card Convert 

CDPR Card to Printer/Punch 

CDRA Card to Random Access 

CDTP Card to Tape 

CLTR C all Library Transcriber 

CLU COBOL Library Update 
-----~ ~----

COBOL COBOL 
C----- -.-___ ~ _______ - --

DDRL Disc/Drum Dump and Reload 

DIAGDG Test Data Generator 

DUMPRT Executive Memory Print 
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Prog ram Name 

(Cant 'd) 
n~pppppp~idccA 

pppppp 

OMLU 

PRGTRN 

RAALLR 

RAEDIT 

RAINDX 

RAINIT 

RAMSUP 

RAPR 

RARA 

RATP 

RPG 

SLU 

SRTGEN 

SYSGEN 

TDSAID 

TPCOMP 

TPEDIT 

TPINIT 

TPMAIN 

TPPR 

TPRA 

TPTP 

TSTCUP 
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TDOS Control System 

Programming Component 

Object Module Library Update 

Program Library Transcriber 

Random Access Storage Allocator 

Random Access Edit 

Random Access Index Edit 

Random Access Volume Initializer 

70/568 Service Program 

Random Access to Printer/Punch 

Random Access to Random Access 

Random Access to Tape 

Report Program Generator 

Source Library Update 

Sort/Merge 

System Generator 

Automatic Integrated Debugging System 

Tape Compare 

Tape Edit 

Tape Volume Initializer 

Tape File Maintenance 

Tape to Printer/Punch 

Tape to Random Access 

Tape to Tape 

Communications Test Package 



Component 
Identification 

(Cont'd) 

TDOS Control System 

n~pppppp~idccA 
Programming Component 

Page 

id 
Reference * 

10 Load Library Update 9-5 

13 Self-Loading Memory Print 7-2 

14 Tape Edit 7-8 

16 Snapshot 7-3 

17 Index-Sequential Logging 2-111 

18 RADAR 9-69 

20 Tape-to-Tape 8-11 

22 Card-to-Tape 8-4 

24 Card -to-Printer /Punch 8-7 

26 Tape-to-Printer /Punch 8-13 

27 Tape Volume Initializer 8-1 

28 Tape Compare 7-10 

29 Magazine Card Check 7-24 

30 70/568 R/ A Volume Initializer 8-16 

31 R/ A Storage Allocator 9-33 

32 COBOL 5-10 

33 FORTRAN 5-13 

34 Tape File Maintenance 9-29 

35 Object Module Library Update 9-1 

36 Macro Library Update 9-18 

37 Disc/Drum Dump and Reload 9-54 

38 Card-to-R/ A 8-19 

39 Tape-to-R/ A 8-23 

40 Load Library to Tape 9-67 

41 R/ A -to-Printer /Punch 8-33 

42 R/ A-to-Tape 8-30 

43 R/A-to-R/A 8-27 

44 Self-Loading Tape Edit 7-6 

45 Random Access Edit 7-22 

46 Test Data Generator 7-13 

*Reference page for applicable programming component typeout. 
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ERROR RECOVERY 
TYPEOUTS 

MACHINE FAILURE 
TYPEOUTS 

PURGE STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

Tnos Control System 

• The following pages contain the error recovery messages for all 
devices supported by TDOS Error Recovery. In most cases, a response 
of 0 or 1 are the only re sponse s accepted by error recovery: 

0*- Retry the I/O 
1 - Return control to the program after setting the unrecoverable 

error bit. If the program's Accept unrecoverable error bit is not 
set to 1, the program is terminated. 

Entering an invalid response causes the following message typeout: 

010nA YY INVALID RESPONSE 

Message Meaning Action Response 

Machine Failure/ Machine check has Reinitiate None 
P/PS/aaaaa occurred. The pro- system. 

cessor is set to 
idle in P4. 

Legend: 

P = The program indicator from the ISR (0, 1, 2, or 3). 
S = The state that was interrupted. 

aaaaa = The p-counter of the interrupted state . 

• Standard typeouts from the PURGE Macro used by all software 
components: 

Message 

nL1ppppppL1 

nnP1Axx PD 
hdr labelid 
yyyyy 

Legend: 

Meaning 

Unexpired purge date 
in HDR label on 
output tape. 

nn = component prefix. 
xx = device number. 

Action 

Deallocate device; 
retry purge. 

Terminate and 
dump. 

Override purge 
date check; purge 
output tape. 

yyyyy = purge date in HDR label. 

Response 

R 

T 

I 

*A 0 response is not valid for magnetic tapes when message text is DEV 
INOP and condition code - 0 in Executive Flag Byte. 
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PURGE STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Tnos Control Systenl 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 
Action Response 

nnP2A Executive boot- Deallocate device; retry R 
xx EX strap sensed as purge. 
exec first record on 

Terminate and dump. T 
bootstrap output tape device. 
id Output tape con- Ignore executive boot- I 

sidered as invalid strap record and write 
for use as an out- a standard label set to 
put tape. output tape. 

nnP3A Abnormal termin- Deallocate device; retry R 
xxAB ation indicator purge. 

sensed while 
Terminate and dump. T 

writing a label 
to the output tape Ignore error and con- I 
noted. tinue processing. * 

nnP4A Unrecoverable Deallocate device; retry R 
xx UE error occurred on purge. 

the tape device 
Terminate and dump. T 

noted. 
Input device; Unwind TM I 
to position tape. Output 
device: Rewind to BT 
and write standard label 
set. ** 

nnP5A TM/MTA has Deallocate device; retry R 
xxAB been recognized purge. 

on tape xx. 
Terminate and dump. T 

Ignore and continue (tape I 
may be mispositioned). 

nnP6A BT/MTA has Deallocate device; retry R 
xxAB occurred on purge. 

tape xx. --.~---- ----------._-"----

Terminate and dump. T 
------------_._-

Ignore and continue. This I 
signal will probably be 
repeated each time tape 
is rewound and reused. 

*It must be noted, that if the option to continue is requested by the oper
ator, the output tape produced will most likely be unusable as generated 
due to the BT lET indicator encountered while writing to the output tape. 

**Tape will be mispositioned if read error occurred on the TM following 
the VOL, HDR. 

Legend: nn = component prefix. 
xx = device number. 

yyyyy = purge date in HDR label. 
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Component 
Identification 

(Cont'd) 

Message Code 

Operator Response 

TDOS Control Sys tern 

nL1ppppppL1idccA 
Page 

id 
Programming Component 

Reference * 

47 Self - Loading R/ A Edit 7-20 

48 Automatic Integrated Debugging 6-1 
System (AIDS) 

49 Random Access Index Edit 9-36 

50-52 File Control Processor - 2-93 
Standard 

53-55 File Control Processor - 2-100 
Random Access 

56 COBOL Library Updata 9-23 

57 System Tape Generator 4-3 

58 Program Library Transcriber 11-2 

59 C all Library Transcriber 11-6 

60 Reserved for future use 

61 Source Library Update 9-37 

62-66 Reserved for future use 

67 Autoform ** 

68 70/568 Service Program 9-37 

69 Reserved for future use. 

70 CCM Configurator ** 

71 Communications Test Package 12-1 
and Card Convert. 

72 & 73 1401 Emulator ** 

74 & 75 1440 Emulator ** 

76 1401 Emulator ** 
- -_ .. _--------

77 1410 Emulator ** 

78 301 Emulator ** 

79 501 Emulator ** 

80-99 Available to users 

*Reference page for applicable programming component typeout. 
**To be supplied. 

• Refer to the individual typeouts throughout the guide for the appropriate 
message code. 

• Refer to the individual typeouts throughout the guide for the operator 
response codes and their appropriate meanings. 
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TAPE READ TYPEOUTS 

Tape Read Typeouts 

• Format: n pppppp OOOXA mn TAPE R CSSDB1,B2,B3,FB 

Message Meaning Action 

OOOCA mn TAPE R A condition code of Retry the opera-
3 was returned for ~ion. 
an error recovery 
I/O message. This ~eturn control to 
indicates a ~he program. 
selector not 
attached to the 
system was spe-
cified, or an in-
operable device. 
Device was in 
local. 

OOOHA mn TAPE R A progr am check, fReturn control to 

OOOMA mn TAPE 

Legend: 

protection check, ~he program. 
channel control 
check, first sense 
byte equal to zero 
device not inoper-
able on condition 
code 1, or device 
inoperable during 
execution occurred 
while performing 
an error recovery 
I/O command, or 
user program reads 
reverse into BT. 

R A magnetic tape ~ontinue. (It is 
i alarm (short or possible that a 
noise block) was block has been 
detected while lost) 
error recovery 
was trying to re- lReturn control to 
cover from an I"he program. 
error. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte. 
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Response 

0 

1 

o or 1 

0 



TAPE READ TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

OOONA mn 
TAPE R 

0001A mn 
TAPE R 

0002A mn 
TAPE R 

0004A mn 
TAPE R 

0006A mn 
TAPE R 

Legend: 

Tape Read Typeouts 

Meaning Action 

Invalid information has Return Control to 
been detected on tape program w / abnormal 
during a read reverse termination bit set. 
intoBT. Also, BT 
sensed as result of re- Return Control to 
wind of one block. programw/unrecov-

erable bit set. 

Illegal operation sent Terminate the pro-
to a tape station while gram by setting un-
reading. recoverable error 

bit. 

Channel data check. Retry error re-
Error Recovery has covery. 
retried unsuccess-
fully. Return Control to 

program. 

Magnetic tape alarm Retry error 
(noise and short recovery. 
block) Error recovery 
has attempted to read Return control to 
a good block 25 times the program. 
(blocks less than 12 
bytes are discarded). 

Service request not Retry error re-
honored. covery. 
Error recovery has 
attempted to reread Return control to 
the block 25 times. the program. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte. 
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Response 

0 

1 

o or 1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

O 

1 



TAPE READ TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

0008A mn 
TAPE R 

0OO9A mn 
TAPE R 

Legend: 

Tape Read Typeouts 

Meaning Action 

Read error. Error re- Retry error re-
covery has attempted covery. 
to reread with error 
correction 25 times. Return control to 

the program. 

Inoperable. The device Retry the I/o 
was inoperable when an operation. 
I/o was initiated by 
error recovery. Return control to 

the program. 

mn = Installation mnemonic 
CS = Channel Status Byte 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

B1 ,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

O 

1 

0 

1 



TAPE WRITE TYPEOUTS 

Tape Write Typeouts 

• Format: n pppppp OOOXA mn TAPE W 

Message 

OOOCA mn 
TAPE W 

OOOHA mn 
TAPE W 

OOOMA mn 
TAPE W 

0OO2A mn 
TAPE W 

0OO5A mn 
TAPE W 

ooo6A mn 
TAPE W 

Legend: 

Meaning Action 

A condition code of 3 Retry the operation 
was returned for an 
error recovery I/O Return control to 
command. This in- the program. 
dicates a selector 
not attached to the 
system was specified, 
or an inoperable device. 
Device was in local. 

A program check pro- Return control to 
tection check, channel the program. 
data check, channel 
control check, first 
sense byte equal to 
zero or device in-
operable occurred on 
an error recovery I/O 
command. 

A magnetic tape alarm Return control to 
(short or noise block) the program. 
was detected while re-

Retry the operation 
winding a block follow-
ing a read-after-write 

with possibility of 

alarm. 
losing valid block 
of information. 

Illegal operation when a Retry the I/O oper-
Write command was ation (if the tape 
sent to a tape station. does not contain a 

ring, the operator 
should correct the 
condition) . 

Return control to 
the program. 

Transmission parity. Retry error re-
Error Recovery has at- covery. 
tempted to rewrite the 

Return control to 
block 25 times. 

the program. 

Service request not hon- Retry error re-
ored. Error recovery covery. 
has attempted to rewrite 

Return control to 
the block 25 times. 

the program. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

Bl , B2 ,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

1 

o or 1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

O 

1 

O 

1 



T APE WRITE TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

r-

Message 

0008A mn 
TAPE W 

0009A mn 
TAPE W 

Legend: 

Tape Write Tvpeouts 

Meaning Action 

Read after write error. Retry error re-
Error recovery has covery. 
attempted to rewrite 
the block 25 times. Return control to 

the program. 

Inoperable. The device Retry the I/O 
was inoperable when an operation. 
I/O was initiated by 
error recovery. Return control to 

the program. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

Bl,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

O 

1 

0 

1 



CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/236,1402, and 

2540) 

Card Punch Typeouts 
(70/236, 1402, and 

2540) 

• Format: n pppppp OOOXA PUNCH mn CSSDBI,B2,B3,FB 

Message 

OOODA 
PUNCH mn 

OOOEA 
PUNCH mn 

OOOFA 
PUNCH mn 

OOOHA 
PUNCH mn 

OOOIA PUNCH mn 

Legend: 

Meaning Action 

Secondary Indica- Return control to 
tor is set, but no the program. If 
bits are set in the the program's 
first sense byte. Accept unrecover-

able error bit is 
not set to I, the 
program is termi-
nated. 

Condition code I Same as above. 
is set and the de-
vice is not inoper-
able on the initia-
tion of an error 
recovery I/O. 

The secondary in- Same as above 
dicator is set and 
the bits set in the 
first sense byte 
are invalid. 

A program check, Return control to 
protection check, the program. If 
channel data the program's 
check, or channel Accept unrecover-
control check able error bit is 
alarm occurred not set to I, the 
on an error re- program is 
covery I/O co- terminated. 
mand. 

Illegal operation Terminate the 
attempted to program. 
Punch mn. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

BI,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

o or I 

Same 

Same 

o or I 

o or I 



CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/236,1402,and 

2540) 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

0002A PUNCH mn 

0003A PUNCH mn 

0004A PUNC H mn 

Legend: 

Card Punch Ty peouts 
(70/236, 1402, and 

2540) 

Meaning Action 

The HOLD switch Retry the 1/0 
on the operators operation. The 
panel was pressed. operator must re-

move the hold con-
dition. 

Return control to 
the program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable 
error bit is not 
set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

Intervention re- Correct the con-
quired. This con- dition and continue 
dition can be processing. 
caused by empty 
hopper, full Return control to 
stacker, or full the program. If 
chip box. the program's 

Accept unrecover-
able error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is 
terminated. 

Punch memory Retry error re-
parity error. covery another 10 
Error recovery times. 
attempted to re-
punch card 10 Return control to 
times. the program. If 

the program's 
Accept unrecover-
able error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is 
terminated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

Bl,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

1 

0 

1 

O 

1 



CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/236,1402, AN 0 

2540) 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

0005A PUNC H mn 

0006A PUNCH mn 

0007 A PUNCH mn 

Legend: 

Card Punch Typeouts 
(70/236, 1402, and 

2540) 

Meaning Meaning 

Transmission Retry error re-
parity error. covery another 10 
Error recovery times. 
has attempted to 
repunch the card Return control to 
10 times. the program. If 

the program's 
Accept unrecover-
able error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is 
terminated. 

Punch compare Retry error re-
error. Error re- covery another 10 
covery has times. 
attempted to re-
punch the current Return control to 
card and the back- the program. If 
up area 10 times. the program's 

Accept unrecover-
able error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

A condition code of Retry error re-
2 has occurred on covery another 10 
the initiation of an times. 
error recovery 
I/O. Error re- Return control to 
covery has tried the program. If the 
to repunch the program's Accept 
card 10 times. unrecoverable bit 

is not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

Bl,B2,B3= Sense Bytes I, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

1 

O 

1 

0 

1 



CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/236,1402, AND 

2540) 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

0008A PUNCH mn 

00009A PUNCH mn 

Legend: 

Card Punch Typeouts 
(70/236, 1402, and 

2540) 

Meaning Action 

A condition code of Retry error re-
3 has occurred for covery. 
an error recovery 
I/O command. In- Return control to 
dicates an errone- program. 
ous selector was 
specified or device 
controller inoper-
able. Punch in 
LOCAL. 

Inoperable. The de- Retry the current 
vice was. inoperable I/O operation. 
when an I/O was 
initiated by error Return control to 
recovery. the program. 

Retry the I/O con-
dition punching pre-
vious card as well 
as current card. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 

Response 

O 

1 

0 

1 

3 
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CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/234) 

Card Punch Typeouts 
(70/234) 

• Format: m pppppp OOOXA 234 PUNCH mn CSSDBl,B2,B3,FB 

Message 

OOODA 234 
PUNCH mn 

OOOEA 234 
PUNCH mn 

OOOFA 234 
PUNCH mn 

OOOHA 234 
PUNCH mn 

OOOIA 234 
PUNCH mn 

0002A 234 
PUNCH mn 

Legend: 

Meaning Action 

The secondary indica- This condition is un-
tor in the standard de- recoverable. 
vice byte was set in Terminate the pro-
the first sense byte. gram. 

Condition code 1 is set This condition is 
and the device is not unrecoverable. 
inoperable on the Terminate the 
initiation of an error program. 
recovery I/O. 

The secondary indica- This condition is 
tor in the standard de- unrecoverable. 
vice byte is set, and the Terminate the 
only bits set in the program. 
first sense byte are 
invalid. 

A program check, pro- This condition is 
tection check, Channel unrecoverable. 
data check, or channel Terminate the pro-
control check alarm gram. 
occurred on an error 
recovery I/O command. 

Illegal operation sent Terminate the pro-
to a 70/234 card punch. gram. 

The HOLD button was Retry the I/O 
depressed. operation. The 

operator must re-
move the HOLD 
condition. 

Return control to 
the progr am. If 
the program's 
Accept Unrecover-
able Error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is 
terminated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

Bl,B2,B3=SenseBytesl, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte. 
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Response 

O or 1 

o or 1 

I 

o or 1 

o or 1 

o or 1 

0 

1 



CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/234) 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

0003A 234 
PUNCH mn 

0004A 234 
PUNCH mn 

0005A 234 
PUNCH mn 

Legend: 

Card Punch Typeouts 
(70/234) 

Meaning Action 

Intervention re- Correct the condition 
quired. This con- and continue pro-
dition can be cessing. 
caused by empty 
hopper, full Return control to 
stacker, or full the program. If 
chip box. the program's 

Accept Unrecover-
able Error bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

Punch Memory Retry the 1/0 
Parity Error has operation. (The 
occurred. operator must clear 

the punch and remove 
the last two cards 
from the stacker) 

Return control to 
the program. If the 
program's Accept 
Unrecoverable 
Error bit is not set 
to 1, the program is 
terminated. 

Transmission Retry error re-
parity error. covery. 
Error Recovery 
has attempted to Return control to 
repunch the card the program. If 
10 times. the program's 

Accept Unrecover-
able Error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 



CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/234) 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

0006A 234 
PUNCH mn 

0007A 234 
PUNCH mn 

Legend: 

Card Punch Typeouts 
(70/234) 

Meaning Action 

Punch Compare Retry the I/o 
Error has operation. (The 
occurred. operator must clear 

the punch and re-
move the last two 
cards from the 
stacker. ) 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept Un-
recoverable Error 
bit is not set to 1, 
the program is 
terminated. 

A condition code of Retry the I/o 
2 has occurred on operation. (The 
initiation of an operator must clear 
error recovery the punch and remOVE 
I/o and standard the last two cards 
roll-back attempted from the stacker. 
unsuccessfully. 

Return control to 
the program. If the 
program's Accept 
Unrecoverable Error 
bit is not set to 1, 
the program is ter-
minated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

Bl, B2, B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

1 

0 

1 



CARD PUNCH TYPEOUTS 
(70/234) 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

0008A 234 
PUNCH mn 

0009A 234 
PUNCH mn 

Legend: 

Card Punch Typeouts 
(70/234) 

Meaning Action 

A condition code of 3 If device is in 
was returned for an "LOCAL" mode, 
error recovery I/O place in "REMOTE" 
command. This in- and retry I/O. 
dicates a selector 
not attached to the Return control to 
system was the program. If the 
spec ified or an in- program's Accept 
operable device cont- Unrecoverable 
troller was Error bit is not set 
specified. to 1, the program 

is terminated. 

Inoperable. The de- Retry the current 
vice was inoperable I/O operation. 
when and I/O was 
initiated by error Return control to 
recovery. the program. If the 

program's Accept 
Unrecoverable 
Error bit is not set 
to 1, the program 
is terminated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
C S = Channel Status Byte 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

1 

0 

1 



PRINTER TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Printer Typeouts 

Message Meaning Action 

0OO3A End of forms 0 To continue printing to 
PRINTER Low paper has been the end of the page, 

detected. press the SING LE 
FORMS button on the 
operator console. 
Note: When the message 
is typed out the second 
time, a paper-out 
condition exists and 
new paper must be 
supplied. 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram Accept unre-
coverable error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is terminated. 

Legend: mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 

2-32A 

Response 

0 

1 



PRINTER TYPEOUTS 

Printer Typeouts 

• Format: m pppppp OOOXA PRINTER mn CSSDB1B2B3FB 

Message Meaning Action 

OOOIA Illegal Operation There are three error s 
PRINTER sent to the printer. which cause this con-

dition: 

1. Failure to depress 
the TOP OF FORM's 
button when the paper 
tape loop is changed. 

2. The paper tape loop 
is not installed when 
paper movement is 
under its control. 

3. An illegal CCW 
command is issued. 

The first two errors are 
recoverable, when a 
message response of 
m~O is given. The third 
error is unrecoverable 
and the message res-
ponse must be m~ 1. 
This response causes 
the unrecoverable error 
bit to be set in the 
executive flag byte. 

0OO2A The HOLD switch Retry the I/O opera-
PRINTER on the operator tion. The operator must 

panel is on. remove the hold 
condition. 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept 
unrecoverable error 
bit is not set to ] , the 
program is terminated. 

Legend: mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

Bl, B2, B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte. 
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Response 

o or 1 

1 

0 

1 



PRINTER TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

0OO4A 
PRINTER 

0OO5A 
PRINTER 

0OO6A 
PRINTER 

Legend: 

Printer Typeouts 

Meaning Action 

Print line incom- Retry error re-
plete. This condi- covery. (The 
tion can be caused operator should 
by a blown fuse or correct the con-
circuit breaker, dition. ) 
yoke interlock 
open, stacker mal- Return control to 
function, invalid the program. If 
character sent to the program IS 

the printer ham- Acceptunrecover-
mers or inop- able error bit is 
erable buffer at not set to 1, the 
load time. Error program is ter-
recovery has minated. 
attempted to re-
print the line 3 
times. 

Channel Data Check Retry the operation. 
error has 
occurred. Return control to 

the program. If 
the program IS 

Accept unrecover-
able error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

Channel Control Retry the operation. 
Check error has 
occurred. Return control to 

the program. If 
the program I s 
Accept unrecover-
able error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

Bl,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 

2-33 

--

Response 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

I 

I 



PRINTER TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

0OO7A 
PRINTER 

0OO8A 
PRINTER 

0OO9A 
PRINTER 

Legend: 

Printer Typeouts 

Meaning Action 

A condition code of 2 Retry the operation 
was returned for an 3 more times. 
error recovery I/O 
command. This in- Return control to 
dicates the channel or the program. If 
controller was busy the program's 
or that a termination Accept unrecover-
interrupt is pending. able error bit is 
Error recovery has not set to 1, the 
attempted to retry the program is ter-
I/O command 3 times. minated. 

Inoperable with con- Retry the operation. 
dition code 0 (ribbon 
rewind point reached Return control to 
when ribbon push- the program. If 
button has been the program's 
pressed, or forms Accept unrecover-
check). able error bit is 

not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

Inoperable with con- Retry the operation. 
dition code l. 

Return control to 
the program. If 
the progr am's 
Accept unrecover-
able error bit is 
not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS - Channel Status Byte. 
SD - Standard Device Byte. 

B1,B2,B3= Sense Bytes 1,2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 



PRINTER TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Printer Typeouts 

Message Meaning Action 

OOOCA A condition code of 3 Retry the operation 
PRINTER was returned for an 

error recovery I/O Return control to 
command. This in- the program. If the 
dicates a selector not program's Accept 
attached to the system unrecoverable error 
was specified, or an bit is not set to 1, 
inoperable device. the program is ter-
Device was in local. minated. 

OOOHA A program check pro- Return control to 
PRINTER tection check, channel the program. If the 

data check, or channel program's Accept 
control check alarm unrecoverable error 
occurred on an error bit is not set to 1, 
recovery I/O command the program is ter-
or if condition code minated. 
1 is given and the de-
vice does not appear 
inoperable. 

OOOSA Sense information Return control to 
lost during printer the program. If the 
error recovery. program's accept 

unrecoverable bit 
is not set to 1, the 
program is 
terminated. 

Legend: mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

0 

o or 1 

o or 1. 



PAPER TAPE 
READER/PUNCH 

TYPEOUTS 

Paper Tape 
Reader/Punch 

Typeouts 

) Punching i 
• Format: n pppppp OOOXA PTR/p I R d' (mn CSSDBl, B2, B3, FB 

ea lng ) 

Message 

OOOIA 
PTR/p 
PUNCHING 
READING 

0OO2A 
PTR/p 
PUNCHING 
READING 

0OO3A 
PTR/p 
PUNCHING 
READING 

Legend: 

I 

, 

i 

I 

~ 

Meaning Action 

Illegal operation sent Return control to the 
to the paper tape program. If the pro-
punch. gram's Accept Un-

recoverable error 
bit is not set to I, 
the program is ter-
minated. 

The HOLD switch on Retry the 1/0 
the operator console operation. 
is on. 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept un-
recoverable error 
bit is not set to I, 
the program is ter-
minated. 

A Channel Control Retry the I/o 
Check error has operation. (NOTE: 
occurred. If error occurred 

during reading, the 
tape should be 
moved back to the 
gap before re-
sponding. If error 
occurred during 
punching, the tape 
should be moved 
back to the gap and 
if any punching 
took place, the 
punched data must 
be deleted before 
responding. 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept un-
recoverable error 
bit is not set to I, 
the program is 
terminated. 

mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte 

BI ,B2, B3 = Sense Bytes I, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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Response 

o or I 

0 

1 

0 

I 



PAPER TAPE 
READER/PUNCH 

TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

0OO4A 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

0OO5A 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

Meaning 

Inoperable with con-
dition code O. 

I 

I 
I 

Intervention required. 
This condition can be 
caused by no tape, 
tight tape, mechanical 
failure, or electric al 
failure. 

-~-------

2-37 

Paper Tape 
Reader/Punch 

Typeouts 

Action Response 

Retry the I/O opera- 0 
tion. (NOTE: If 
error occurred 
during reading, the 
tape should be 
moved back to the 
gap before respond-
ing. If error 
occurred during 
punching, the tape 
should be moved 
back to the gap and 
if any punching took I 

place, the punched 
I data must be de-

leted before re-
; 

sponding. 

I 

Return control to 1 
the program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable error 
bit is not set to 1, 
the program is ter-
minated. 

Retry the I/O opera- 0 
tion. (NOTE: If 
error occurred 
during reading, the 
tape should be 
moved back to the 
gap before respond-
ing. If error 
occurred during 
punching, the tape 
should be moved 
back to the gap and 
if any punching took 
place, the punched 
data must be de- I 

leted before reSPo:d~_ 
lng. 

Return control to the I 1 
program. If the pro-, 
gram's Accept un- I 

recoverable error I 

bit is not set to 1, 

L ____ the program is ter-
minated. 



PAPER TAPE 
READER/PUNCH 

TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

0OO6A 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

0OO7A 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

0OO8A 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

Meaning 

Service request not 
honored. 

A condition code 2 has 
occurred on an error 
recovery I/O. 

Parity Error 

2-38 

Paper Tape 
Reader/Punch 

Typeouts 

Action Response 

Retry the I/O opera- 0 
tion. (NOTE: If 
error occurred dur-
ing reading, the tape 
should be moved 
back to the gap be-
fore responding. If 
error occurred dur-
ing punching, the 
tape should be 
moved back to the 
gap and if any 
punching took place, 
the punched data 
must be deleted be-
fore responding. 

Return control to 1 
the program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable error 
bit is not set to 1, 
the program is ter-
minated. 

Retry the I/O opera- 0 
tion 3 more times. 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable bit 
is not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

Retry the I/O opera- 0 
tion. (NOTE: If 
error occurred dur-
ing reading, the tape 
should be moved 
back to the gap be-
fore responding. If 
error occurred dur-
ing punching, the 
tape should be moved 
back to the gap and 
if any punching took 
place, the punched 
data must be deleted 
before responding. 

: 



PAPER TAPE 
READER/PUNCH 

TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

0OO9A 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

OOOBA 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

Meaning 

Inoperable. The device 
was inoperable when an 
I/O was initiated by 
error recovery. (Con-
dition code 1) 

A channel data check 
error has occurred. 

2-39 

Paper Tape 
Reader/Punch 

Typeouts 

Action Response 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable error bit 
is not set to 1, the 
program is termin-
ated. 

Retry the I/O opera- 0 
tion. 

Return control to 1 
the program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable bit 
is not set to 1, the 
program is termin-
ated. 

Retry the I/O opera- 0 

tion. (NOTE: If the 
error occurred dur-
ing reading, the tape 
should be moved 
back to the gap be-
fore responding. If 
error occurred dur-
ing punching, the 
tape should be 
moved back to 
the gap and if any 
punching took place, 
the punched data 
must be deleted be-
fore responding. 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable bit is not 
set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 



PAPER TAPE 
READER/PUNCH 

TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

OOOCA 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

I 

OOODA 
PTR/P 
PUNCHING 
READING 

OOOHA 
PTR/P mn 
PUNCHING 

Legend: 

Meaning 

---~--------

A condition code of 
3 was returned for an 
error recovery I/O 
command. This indi-
cates a selector not 
attached to the system 
was specified, or an in-
operable device. Device 
was in local. 

A low tape condition 
has occurred. 

A program check, pro-
tection check, channel 
data check, or channel 
control check alarm 
occurred on an error 
recovery I/O command. 

Paper Tape 
Reader/Punch 

Typeouts 

Action Response 

------

Retry the operation. 0 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable error bit 
is not set to 1, the 
program is termin-
ated. 

Correct the low tape 0 

condition and con-
tinue processing. 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable error bit 
is not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

Return control to the o or 1 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable error bit 
is not set to 1, the 
program is ter-
minated. 

mn =-= Installation mnemonic. 
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CARD READER 
TYPEOUTS 

Card Reader 
Typeouts 

• Format: m pppppp OOOXA READER mn CSSDB1B2B3FB 

Message Meaning Action 

000lA Illegal operation Terminate the program. 
READER sent to the card 

reader. 

0OO2A The HOLD switch Retry the I/O opera-
READER on the operator's tion. The operator must 

panel is on. remove the hold 
condition. 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable error bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

0OO3A Stacker selection Return control to the 
READER too late. instruction following 

the stacker selection 
instruction. 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable error bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

0OO4A End of file. Return control to the 
READER program with an ab-

normal termination. 

Return control to the 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable error bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

Return control to the 
program with a normal 
termination. 

Legend: mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte. 
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Response 

o or 1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

2 

i 



CARD READER 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

I 
I 

Card Reader Typeouts 

Message Meaning Action Response 

0005A Invalid punch code. Retry the I/O operation. 0 
READER (The operator must 

place the card that is 
in the reject stacker 
back into the hopper. ) 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable bit is not set 
to 1, the program is 
terminated. 

0006A Service request Retry the I/O operation. 0 
READER not honored. (The operator must 

place the last card in 
the reject stacker back 
into the hopper). 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

0007A A condition code Retry the I/O operation. 0 
READER of 2 was returned 

Return control to the 1 
for an error 

program. If the 
recovery I/O 
command which 

program's Accept 

was attempted 
unrecoverable bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-

10 times. 
gram is terminated. 

0008A Read error. Retry the I/O operation 0 
READER again. (The operator 

must place the last card 
in the reject stacker 
back into the hopper. ) 

Return control to the 1 
program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable bit is not 
set to 1, the program 
is terminated. 

Legend: mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

Bl,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3 
FB = Executive Flag Byte 
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CARD READER 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Card Reader Typeouts 

Message Meaning Action 

0OO9A Inoperable. The Retry the I/O operation. 
READER device was inoper-

Return control to the 
able when an I/O 

program. If the 
was initiated by 

program's Accept 
error recovery. 

unrecoverable bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

OOOBA A condition code of Retry the operation. 
READER 3 was returned for 

Return control to the 
an error recovery 

program. If the 
I/O command. This 
indicates a selector 

program's Accept 

not attached to the 
unrecoverable error 
bit is not set to 1, 

system was speci-
the program is 

fied, or an 
terminated. 

inoperable device. 
Device was in 
local. 

OOOCA A channel data Retry the I/O operation. 
READER check occurred on (The operator must 

an error recovery place the card that is 
I/O command. in the reject stacker 

back into the hopper. ) 

Return control to the 
program. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 

OOODA The secondary Return control to the 
READER indicator is set program. If the 

and no bits are program's Accept 
set in the first unrecoverable error 
sense byte. bit is not set to 1, the 

program is terminated. 

Legend: mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

B1,B2,B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte. 
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Response 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

o or 1 



CARD READER 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Card Reader Typeouts 

Message Meaning Action Response 

OOOFA The secondary Return control to the o or 1 
READER indicator is set program. If the 

and the only bit program's Accept 
set in the first unrecoverable error 
sense byte is bit is not set to 1, 
invalid. the program is 

terminated. 

OOOHA A program check, Return control to the o or 1 
READER protection check, program. If the 

or channel control program's Accept 
check alarm unrecoverable error 
occurred on an bit is not set to 1, 
error recovery the program is 
I/O command. terminated. 

Legend: mn = Installation mnemonic. 
CS = Channel Status Byte. 
SD = Standard Device Byte. 

Bl, B2, B3 = Sense Bytes 1, 2, and 3. 
FB = Executive Flag Byte. 
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Pages 2-45 thru 2-66 have been deleted by 
Revision 3, dated August, 1968. 

2-45 thru 2-66 

Card Reader Typeouts 



RANDOM ACCESS 
ERROR RECOVERY 

TYPEOUTS 

Random Access Error 
Recovery Typeouts 

• The Random Access Error Recovery typeout format is as follows: 

OOxyA mn 112233 hh~ ccc ttt m 

The x position denotes the command on which the failure occurred: 

o - Seek command 

2 - Search command 

3 - Set file mask command 

4 - Read command 

5 - Other X' 07' type or invalid command 

6 - WRITE command 

The y position denotes sense data from the failure: 

o - Command code reject and file protect 

1 - Count field parity error or seek check 

2 - Invalid sequence 

3 - Read (read after write) parity error 

4 - Command code reject 

5 - Not found and missing markers, or missing markers 

6 - Command code reject and head switch error 

7 - Service request not honored 

9 - Transmission parity error 

Legend: 

mn - installation mnemonic 

11 - hexadecimal equivalent of sense byte 1 

22 - hexadecimal equivalent of sense byte 2 

33 - hexadecimal equivalent of sense byte 3 

h - head # of the track on which the error occurred 

ccc - cylinder # of the track on which the error occurred 

ttt - card # of the track on which the error occurred if device is 70/568 

m - magazine # of the track on which the error occurred if device is 
70/568 
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RANDOM ACCESS 
ERROR RECOVERY 

TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Random Access Error 
Recovery Typeouts 

Codes not included in the above: 

AL - Unrecoverable error on alternate track 

DE - Unrecoverable error on defective track 

D1 - Unrecoverable error on defective track plus 1 

TC - Unable to trace users chain 

UD - Unmapped defective track 

06 - Extract counter equal 

16 - Extract counter equal during error recovery I/O 

80 - RESTORE has been issued 

81 - During attempt to check for mispositioning. an error has 
occurred which prevents further processing 

86 - No seek at start of users chain 

88 - Invalid alternate assigned 

89 - Cannot classify sense data 

90 - Channel or controller inop, during error recovery I/O 

91 - Unrecoverable error during error recovery I/O 

92 - Device inoperable during error recovery I/O 

Responses to all the above messages are as follows: 

Action Response 

Retry the operation. 
I 

0 

Return control to program. If the program's 
Accept Unrecoverable bit is not set to 1, the 
program is terminated. 1 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

0101A mn 
CHAN 
INOP 

0101A mn 
CHAN 
CONTROL 
CK 

0101A mn 
DEV 
INOP 

Meaning 

Channel inoperable 
occurred at Start 
Device. Condition 
Code is equal to 3. 

Channel control 
check is set in the 
Channel Status Byte 
at Start Device time. 

Executive Typeouts 

Action 

Type in the applicable 
response: 

Retry the I/O again. 

Return control to the 
program with the 
unrecoverable error 
bit set to 1. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-

Response 

o 

gram is terminated. 1 

Type in applicable 
response: 

Retry the I/O again. 

Return control to the 
program with the 
unrecoverable error 
bit set to 1. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverablp. bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-

o 

gram is terminated. 1 

Device inoperable at Type in the applicable 
Start DeVice time. response: 

~------------------~ 
Note: For magnetic Retry the I/O again. 

tape, a re
sponse of 0 
is invalid if 
cc = O. 

Return control to the 
program with the unre
coverable error bit set 
to 1. If the program's 
Accept unrecoverable 

o 

bit is not set to 1, the II 

program is terminated. 1 

Legend: mn = installation mnemonic. 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 
Meaning 

0101A mn Sense information 
HARDWARE lost at Start Device 
MALF time or hardware 

malfunction. 

0102A mn Channel inoperable 
CHAN occurred at 110 ter-
INOP mination. Condition 

Code is equal to 3. 

0102A mn Channel control check 
CHAN is set in the Channel 
CONTROL Status Byte at 1/0 
CK termination. 

Legend: mn - installation mnemonic 
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Executive Typeollts 

Action Response 

Type in the applicable 
response: 

Retry the 110 again. 0 

Return control to the 
program with the 
unrecoverable error 
bit set to 1. If the 
program's Accept 
unrecoverable bit is 
not set to 1, the pro-
gram is terminated. 1 

Return control to the 
program with the unre-
coverable error bit set 
to l. If the program's 
Accept unrecoverable 
bit is not set to 1, the 
program is terminated. o or 1 

Hal t program. HLT 

Return control to the 
program with the unre-
coverable error bit set 
tol. If the program's 
Accept unrecoverable 
bit is not set to 1, the 
program is terminated. o or 1 

Hal t program. HLT 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

0102A mn Channel data check is 
CHAN set in the Channel 
DATA CK Status byte at I/O 

termination. 

0102A mn Device inoperable at 
DEV 110 termination. 
INOP I 

0102A mn Sense information 
HARDWARE lost at I/O termina-
MALF tion or hardware 

malfunction. 

Legend: mn - installation mnemonic 
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Executive Typeotlts 

Action Response 

Return control to the 
program with the unre-
coverable error bit set 
to 1. If the program's 
A,ccept unrecoverable 
bit is not set to 1, the 
program is terminated. o or 1 

Hal t program. HLT 

Return the control to 
the program with the 
unrecoverable error 
bit set to 1. If the pro-
gram's Accept unre-
coverable bit is not set 
to 1, the program is 
terminated. o or 1 

Halt program. HLT 

Return control to the 
program with the unre-
coverable error bit set 
to 1. If the program's 
Accept unrecoverable 
bit is not set to 1, the 
program is terminated. o or 1 

Halt program. HLT 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 

0132 On-line catalog 
routine was re-
quested and no 
on-line catalog 
area was specified 
at systems genera-
tion (SYSGEN) 
time. 

01MR mn DXC mn is not 
EXTERNAL assigned to any 
~REQUEST user on the com-
~PENDING puter and the 

connected computer 
issued a write to 
the DXC, causing 
an interrupt. 

Legend: mn = installation mnemonic. 
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Executive Typeouts 

Action Response 

Do a SYSGEN and 
include an OLC 
area. None. 

Type in applicable 
response: The re-
que st will be 
satisfied by a pro-
gram the operator 
will load. The 
request write is 
waited until the 
program is loaded. 0 

The request (write) 
is terminated and an 
incompatible write 
is issued to the other 
computer, terminat-
ing the write. 1 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

011GA Assign a device to the 
ASSGN symbolic device name 
symdev symdev. Program 

waits for the device 
assignment. 

011GA Invalid device assign-
ASSGN ment was made. 
symdev Ei ther the device was 
AGAIN already assigned or 

the assignment was 
invalid. Program 
waits for device as-
signment. The in-
stallation mnemonic 
might not be in the 
Device List or the 
CCB and Device List-
device clas s do not 
match. 

Note: Installation 
mnemonic might not 
be in device list. 
CCB and DL classes 
do not match. 

012G The last message 
MESSAGE typed in is ignored. 
IGNORED Processing 

continues. 

0130A Uninitialized Volume 
MNAB on device "mn" and 

magazine "b". 

0131A END OF OLC 

Legend: mn - installation mnemonic 
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Executive Typeouts 

Action Response 

Assign a device with 
mn, wc, W or NO: 

Installation device 
mnemonic mn 

Optional write control 
code for seven-level 
tape. wc 

Optional request to 
wait for a device as-
signed to another 
program. W 

Do not assign the re-
quested optional file. NO 

ASSign a device with mn, 
wc, W or NO: 

Installation device 
mnemonic. mn 

Optional write control 
code for seven-level 
tape. wc 

Optional request to 
wait for a device as-
signed to another 
program. W 

Do not assign the re-
quested optional file. NO 

Retype message. None. 

Continue 1 

Terminate 0 

Typeout vol umes on 
line. 0 

Terminate. 1 



EXECUTIVE TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 
Meaning 

02KO Checkpoint dump is 
mn taken on device mn, 
ident. ~ cchh cylinder cc, head 

hh, and the check-
point identification is 
ident. Processing 
continues. 

02Ln Program has been 
loaded into memory. 
Processing continues. 

02MC An attempt was made 
to initiate a Monitor 
session while one 
was running" Only 
one Monitor session 
mlly be run at a time. 
Console request is 
rejected. 

Legend: mn - installation mnemonic 
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Executive Ty peouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

Retry console request None. 
when the Monitor 
session terminates. 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

02CC An attempt is made to 
load MC P and there 
is no CIA extension 
in the Executive. 

Or an attempt to load 
CUP and there is no 
MCP. 

02CM Changing memory 
was not possible. 
Console request is 
rejected. 

02IA 1) Operator console 
request designates 
invalid Load 
Library device. 
Either there 
are already three 
alternate devices 
in operation (only 
two random 
access and one 
tape alternate is 
allowed) or the 
designated device 
is not a Load 
Library. Console 
request is rejected. 

2) While loading sys-
tem, Load Device 
not contained in 
IODS card during 
SYSGEN. 

02IM Insufficient memory 
is available for the 
program. Console 
request is rejected. 

02KI Operator console re-
quest has an invalid 
format or nonnumeric 
memory is specified. 
Console request is 
rejected. 

Legend: mn - inatallation mnemonic 
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Executive Typeouts 

; 

Action Response 

Do a SYSGEN and None. 
include CIA. 

Load MCP before None. 
loading CUP. 

Retry console request. None. 

Retry console request. None. 

Retry console request. None. 

Retry console request. None. 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 

02RT Invalid format in run-
time parameters or 
they are not in order. 
Program is terminated. 

02UE Unrecoverable error 
loading root load from 
tape. 

Legend: mn = installation mnemonic. 
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Executive Typeouts 

Action Response 

Put run-time None. 
parameter in order 
and initiate program 
again. 

Retry console 
request. None. 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp.\ 

02NF The program or con-
sole routine cannot be 
located. Console re-
quest is rejected. 

02NH Normal halt (End of Job). 

02NP Operator attempted to 
multiprogram seven 
programs. Only six 
are allowed. Console 
request is rejected. 

02ROA Type in Restart 
parameters: 

mn,CHID [,WcJ 

or 

mn,CHID, ,CCHH 

or 
RHLT 

02RIA Restart successful, 
but trailer record 
invalid. 

02Rn Program has been 
restarted. n = program 
number. 

Legend: mn = installation mnemonic. 
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Executive Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

If there is enough 
memory available 
when a program 
terminates, retry 
console request. None. 

Type in applicable 
Restart parameters. 
Commas must be 
used if a field is 
omitted. 

Installation 
mnemonic of device 
containing check-
point records. mn 

Five-byte check-
point identification. CHID 

Optional write con-
trol code for seven 
level tape. WC 

Disc (or drum) cyl-
inder and head 
address (in decimal) 
of where the check-
point information is 
located. CCHH 

Halt program being 
restarted. RHLT 

Continue program 
being restarted. C 

Halt program being 
restarted. RHLT 

None. None. 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Executive Typeouts 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 
Action Response 

02WP The program priority Retry console None. 
requested in the LOD request with a 
console request is not different priority. 
available. Another pro-
gram is already assigned 
this priority. Console 
request is rejected. 

021GA Assign a tape to which Assign a device 
ASSGN a dump may be written. with mn, wc or NO: 
DUMP Program waits for device 

Installation device 
assignment. If executing 

mnemonic. mn 
a COBOL Program, lip 
record size differs from Optional write 
size of record or wrong control code for 
recording mode speci- seven-level tape. wc 
fied in source program. 

Do not assign the 
requested optional 
file. The dump 
will not be taken 
and the program 
will terminate. NO. 

021GA Invalid Device assign- Type in the appli-
ASSGN ment was made. Either cable response: 
DUMP the device was already 

Installation device 
AGAIN assigned or the assign-

mnemonic. 
ment type in was invalid. 

mn 

Program waits for Do not assign re-
device assignment. quested optional 

file. The dump 
will not be taken 
and the program 
will be terminated. NO 

0211 There was a CCB ad- Type in the appli -
dress or instruction cable response: 

'u 1 error. 
Dump and halt {E ~DU~n 
program. (See *footnote) 

Halt program. 
{~ }~HLT~n 

(See*footnote) 

Legend: mn - installation mnemonic. 
*. n - the program number of the program to be halted or dumped. 

Note: This is the complete operator response. 

You respond with a UL\DUML1n or UL\HLTL\n if the typeout you 
are answering was prefixed with aU. If it was prefixed with 
any other identifier you must respond with El\DUML\n or 
EL\HLTL1n. 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Goni'd) 

Executive Typeollts 

Message 
Action 

n6pppppp6 
Meaning Response 

0212 

0213 

0215 

There was a De- Type in the applicable 
vice List address response: 
error. The as-

Dump and halt l~i~DuM~n signment half-
word does not 

program. 

address the first (See * footnote) 

byte of a Device Hal t pro gram. l~~~HLT~n List entry which 
is assigned to (See * footnote) 
this program. 

An error in the Type in the applicable 
SVC calling ~e- response: 
quence. An ex-

Dump and halt l~~MUMLID pected field was 
invalid. 

program. 
(See * footnote) 

Halt pro gram. l~! ~HLT~n 
(See * footnote) 

An unrecover- Type in the applicable 
able error oc- response: 
curred on an 

Dump and hal t l~! ~DUM~n I/O channel 
such as data 

program. 

error or pro- (See * footnote) 

tection check Halt program. l~! ~HLT/\n error. 
(See * footnote) 

*: n = the program number of the program to be hal ted or 
dumped. 

Note: This is the complete operator response. 

You respond with a UtlDUMtln or UAHLTtln if the typeout you 
are answering was prefixed with a U. If it was prefixed with 
any other identifier you must respond with EL\DUMtln or 
El\HLTtln. 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Executive Typeouts 

Message 
Meaning Action 

n6pppppp6 
Response 

0216 

0217 

0218 

Device went in- Type in the applicable 
operable after response: 
initiation of an 
I/O or program Dump and halt {Ul 
will not accept program. Ef~DUM~n 
unrecoverable (See * footnote) 
I/O errors. 

Halt program. {~}~HLTL\n 
(See * footnote) 

An invalid SVC Type in applicable 
code was issued. response: 
The SVC does 
not exist, or no Dump and halt 

* {~}DUM timer specified program. n 
during SYSGEN 
in a communica- Halt program. * 'Ul 
tion system, or {EfHLT n 
CMGET or 
CMPUT issued 
by non CUP pro-
gram, or CMINT 
issued by non 
MCP program, 
or PR issued by 
program other 
than CUP or 
MCP. 

An invalid in- Type in the applicable 
terrupt oc- response: 
curred. Dump and halt {~}~DUM~n program. 

(See*footnote 

Hal t program. {~}"~HLT~n 
(See*footnote) 

*: n = program number of the program to be halted or 
dumped. 

Note: This is the complete operator response: 

You respond with a U~DUM~n or U~HLT~n if the typeout you 
are answering was prefixed with aU. If it was prefixed with 
any other identifier you must respond with E ~DUM~n or 
E~HLT~n. 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Execlltive Typeollts 

Message 
Meaning Action 

nb.ppppppb. 
Response 

0219 An unrecover- Type in the applicable 
able program response: 
error occurred; 

Dump and halt l~t DUM n 
such as an in-
valid operation 

program. 

code or an ad-
(See * footnote) 

dress error and Halt program. l~! the program had HLT n 
no STInT rou- (See * footnote) 
tine. 

0220 Unrecoverable Type in the applicable 
error occurred response: 
while loading an 

Dump and halt l~~ DUM n 
executive over-
lay from disc; 

program. 

system is halted. 
(See *footnote) 

Halt program. l~~ HLT n 
(See *footnote) 

0221A Assignment for Type in the applicable 
a required de- response: 
vice was NO. A 

Dump and halt l~! device must be 
assigned to a 

program. DUM n 

required device. 
(See! footnote) 

Halt program. 1~1 HLT n 
(See * footnote) 

0227 Monitor Sub- Type in the applicable 
processor or response: 
successor pro-

Dump and halt 1~1 gram cannot be 
found. 

program. DUM n 
(See * footnote) 

Halt program. 1~1 HLT n 
(See * footnote) 

*: n = program number of the program to be halted or dumped. 

Note: This is the complete operator response: 

You respond with a UL1DUML1n or UL1HLTL1n if the typeoutyou 
are answering was prefixed with a U. If it was prefixed with 
any other identifier you must respond with EL1DUML1n or 
~HLTL1n. 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Executive Typeouts 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

nb.ppppppb. 

0228 

0229 

0230 

0232 

The load ad- Type in the applicable 
dress for a response: 
Monitor Subproc-

Dump and halt ~f!! DUM ~ n essor or suc-
cessor program program. 

is too high. (See * footnote) 

Halt program. l~!~ HLT ~ n 
(See * footnote) 

An unrecoverable Type in the applicable 
error occurred response: 
searching for 

Dump and halt l~!MUML\o Program Direc-
tory or the Pro-

program. 

gram Directory (See * footnote) 

cannot be found. Halt program. l~~ HLT ~n 
(See * footnote) 

User overlay Type in the applicable 
cannot be response: 
loaded because 

Dump and halt l~L\DuM~n of insufficient 
memory as-

program. 

signed. (See * footnote) 

Halt program. l~!~ HLT~n 
(See * footnote) 

User overlay Type in the applicable 
cannot be response: 
loaded because 

Dump and halt l~!~Du~n of insufficient 
memory as-

program. 

signed. (See * footnote) 

Halt program. l~!~ HLT~n 
(See * footnote) 

*: n = program number of the program to be halted or 
dumped. 

Note: This is the complete operator response: 

You respond with a U~DUM!~n or U,1HLT,1n if the typeout you 
are answering was prefixed with a U. If it was prefixed with 
any other identifier you must respond with E~DUM~n or 
E~HLT~n. 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Executive Typeotlts 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

0233 

0235 

0236 

0237 

Load Directory Type in the applicable 
entry not found response: 
for user pro-

Dump and halt 1~!MUM&1 gram segment 
or user over-

program. 

lay. (See * footnote) 

Halt program. ~~!IlHLTL\n 
(See * footnote) 

Unrecoverable Type in the applicable 
error reading response: 
user program 

Dump and hal t ~~! r\DUMr\n segment from 
disc or tape or 

program. 

the device went (See * footnote) 

inoperable Halt program. l~lr\ HLT~ while reading a 
segment. (See * footnote) 

The user load Type in the applicable 
exceeds the response: 
memory limit 

Dump and halt l~!i\ DUMAn or the FLOAT 
or FLODR 

program. 

macros are (See * footnote) 

asking to be Halt program. l~!A HLTr\n loaded outside 
of the pro- (See * footnote) 
gram area. 

Essential Type in the applicable 
Monitor overlay response: 
cannot be found. 

Dump and halt \~!~DUM~n program. 

Halt program. 

\~! ~HLT~n 
*: n = program number of the program to be halted or 

dumped. 

Note: This is the complete operator response: 

You respond with a U~DUM~n or UL\HLT~n if the typeout you 
are answering was prefixed with a U. If it was prefixed with 
any other identifier you must respond with EL\DUML\n or 
EL\HLTL\n. 
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EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

0240 

0241 

0242 

0243 

0244 

Meaning 

Reply to restart 
request for pa-
rameters or re-
ply to message 
caused by in-
valid tailor rec-
ord was RHLT. 
Program is ter-
minated. 

The designated 
check point rec-
ords were not 
found before 
logical end of 
tape. Console 
request is re-
jected. 

The original 
memory space is 
not available to 
the program be-
ing restarted. 
Console request 
is rejected. 

Unrecoverable 
error occurred 
during restart 
I/O. Console 
request is re-
jected. 

An abnormal 
termination 
occurred during 
attempted re-
storation of user 
memory blocks. 
Console request 
is rejected. 
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Executive Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



EXECUTIVE 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Executive Typeouts 

Message 
Action 

n6pppppp6 
Meaning Response 

0250 Invalid user key- Type in the applicable 
in address in response: 
TYPE macro. 

Dump and halt 
1 ~\L'l DUML'ln program. 
(See * footnote) 

Halt program. ~~~L'l HLTL'ln 
(See * footnote) 

*: n = program number of the program to be hal ted or 
dumped. 

Note: This is the complete operator response: 

You respond with a U~DUM~n or UnHLT~n if the typeout you 
are answering was prefixed with a U. If it was prefixed with 
any other identifier you must respond with E/~DUM~n or 
E~HLT~n. 
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MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS Message 

n6pppppp~ 

03A5 

03A6 

03A7 

03A8 

03A9 

03C5 

03C6 

Meaning 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the ASSGN 
statement. state-
ment is ignored and 
processing continues. 

A number in the 
ASSGN statement is 
too long or contains 
a nonnumeric. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A number in the 
ASSGN statement has 
an inadmissible 
value. Statement is 
ignored and pro-
cessing continues. 

A field in the ASSGN 
statement that is 
required is omitted. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A symbolic name in 
the ASSGN state-
ment is too long. 
Statement is ignored 

I and processing con-
tinues. 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the C OMM or 
J?A USE statement. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A number in the 
COMM statement is 
too long or contains 
a nonnumeric, 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 
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Action Response 

~---- ----

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. 
I 

None. 

None. None. 

i 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Confd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

03C7 

03CS 

03C9 

03D5 

03D6 

03D7 

03DS 

Meaning 

A numeric in the 
COMM statement has 
an inadmissable 
value. statement is 
ignored and pro-
cessing continues. 

A field in the C OMM 
statement that is 
required is omitted. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A symbolic name in 
the COMM statement 
is too long. State-
ment is ignored and 
processing continues. 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the DEA LOC 
statement. State-
ment is ignored and 
processing continues. 

A number in the 
DEALOC statement 
is too long or con-
tains a nonnumeric. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A number in the 
DEALOC statement 
has an inadmissible 
value. Statement is 
ignored and process-
ing continues. 

A field in the 
DEALOC statement 
that is required is 
omitted. statement 
is ignored and pro-
cessing continues. 

2-S2 

Monitor Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

03D9 

03E5 

03E6 

03E7 

03E8 

I 

03E9 

03F5 

Meaning 

A symbolic name in 
the DEALOC state-
ment is too long or it 
is omitted after a 
comma. Statement is 
ignored and process-
ing continues. 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the EQUATE 
statement. State-
ment is ignored and 
proce s sing continue s. 

A number in the 
EQU A TE statement 
is too long or con-
tains a nonnumeric. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A number in the 
EQUA TE statement 
has an inadmissible 
value. Statement is 
ignored and pro-
cessing continues. 

A field in the 
EQUA TE statement 
that is required is 
omitted. Statement 
is ignored and pro-
cessing continues. 

A symbolic name in 
the EQUATE state-
ment is too long. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the DUMP 
statement. A stand-
ard dump is given of 
the program area and 
processing continues. 
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TDOS Control System 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

I 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

03F6 

03F7 

03FS 

03F9 

03G5 
I 

03G6 

Meaning 

A number in the 
DUMP statement is 
too long or contains 
a nonnumeric. A 
standard dump is 
given of the program 
area and processing 
continues. 

A number in the 
DUMP statement has 
an inadmissible 
value. A standard 
dump is given of the 
program area and 
processing continues. 

A field in the DUMP 
statement that is re-
quired is omitted. A 
standard dump is 
given of the program 
area and processing 
continues. 

A symbolic name in 
the DUMP statement 
is too long. A stand-
ard dump is given of 
the program area and 
processing continues. 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the dump op-
erand of a SNAP 
statement. A stand-
ard dump is given of 
the program area and 
processing continues. 

A number in the dump 
operand of the SNAP 
statement is too long 
or contains a non-
numeric. A standard 
dum p is given of the 
area and processing 
continues. 

2-S4 

Monitor Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

03G7 

03L5 

03L6 

03L7 

03L8 
I 

03L9 

Meaning 

A number in the dumr 
operand of the SNAP 
statement has an in-
admissible value. A 
standard dump is 
given of the program 
area and processing 
continues. 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the LOAD or 
EXEC statement. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A number in the 
LOAD or EXEC 
statement is too long 
or contains a non-
numeric. Statement 
is ignored and pro-
cessing continues. 

A number in the 
LOAD or EXEC 
statement has an in-
admissible value. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A field in the LOAD 
or EXEC statement 
that is required is 
omitted or illegal 
alternate library 
has been specified. 
Statement is 
ignored and pro-
cessing continues. 

A symbolic name in 
the LOAD or EXEC 
statement is too long. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 
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i\lonitol' Typeollt;.; 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cant 'd) 

Message 

n ~pppppp~ 

03P5 

03P6 

03P7 

03P8 

03P9 

03RT 
hh:mm:ss 

03R5 

03R6 

03R9 

Message 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the P ARAM 
statement. State-
ment is ignored and 
processing continues. 

A number in the 
P ARAM statement is 
too long or contains 
a nonnumeric. State-
ment is ignored and 
processing continues. 

A number in the 
P ARAM statement has 
an inadmissible value. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing 
continues. 

A field in the P ARAM 
statement that is 
required is omitted. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A symbolic name in 
the P ARAM statement 
is too long. Statement 
is ignored and proc-
essing continues. 

Elapsed program run-
ning time between 
job cards. 

hh = hours 
mm = minutes 
ss = seconds 

Insufficient informa-
tion. Statement is 
ignored. 

A number is too long 
or contains a non-
numeric. Statement 
is ignored. 

A symbolic name is 
too long. Statement 
is ignored. 
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TDOS Control System 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Confd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

03S5 

03S6 

03S7 

03S8 

03S9 

0301 
xxxxxx 

Meaning 

Insufficient informa-
tion in the SNAP 
statement. State-
ment is ignored and 
processing continues. 

A number in the 
SNAP statement is 
too long or contains 
a non-numeric. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

A number in the 
SNAP statement has 
an inadmissible value. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing c 011-

tinues. 

A required field in 
the SNAP statement 
is omitted. State-
ment is ignored and 
processing continued. 

A symbolic name in 
the SNAP statement 
is too long. State-
ment is ignored and 
processing continues. 

A device was not as-
signed to symbolic 
device name xxxxxx 
because of an error 
in the ASSGN para-
meter. When the 
device is used the 
first time the device 
will be assigned via 
the typewriter. Pro-
cessing continues. 
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Monitor Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0302 
xxxxxx 

0303 
xxxxxx 

0304 

0310 

0311 

0312 

}lonitor Typeouts 

Meaning Action Response 

The symbolic device None. None. 
xxxxxx was not de-
allocated because of 
an error in the 
DEALOC parameter. 
The device remains 
assigned. Processing 
continues. 

The symbolic device None. None. 
xxxxxx was not 
equated because of 
an error in the 
EQUA TE parameter. 
Processing continues. 

Control statement None. None. 
cannot be identified. 
statement is ignored. 

A LOAD or EXEC None. None. 
statement is en-
countered and the 
error flag is set. 
statement is ignored. 

A LOAD or EXEC None. None. 
statement specified 
ALT (an alternate 
library) and no al-
ternative library was 
allocated in the LOD 
console request. 
statement is ignored. 

A LOAD statement None. None. 
does not contain a 
program name and a 
program has not been 
previously bound to 
SYSUT2 or translated 
to SYSUT1; or, an 
EXEC statement does 
not contain a program 
name and a program 
is not loaded and a 
program has not been 
previously bound to 
SYSUT2 or transla-
ted to SYSUT1. 
Statement is ignored. 
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MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

0313 

0314 

0315 

0316 

0317 

0318 

0320 

Meaning 

Invalid symbolic in 
PARAM statement. 
Any recognizable 
operands before the 
invalid symbolic are 
processed; from the 
point of error this 
statement is ignored. 
Processing continues. 

The error flag is set 
and a subprocessor 
statement is encount-
ered. This statement 
is ignored. Proces-
sing continues. 

A control statement 
is ignored because 
a portion of the job 
stream is being 
skipped. Processing 
continues. 

A SNAP request is 
received and no 
SNAP memory is 
allocated. Statement 
is ignored. Proces-
sing continues. 

A DUMP, SNAP, or 
PATCH is encount-
ered and no program 
is in memory. 
Statement is ignored. 
Processing continues. 

A reque st to load 
from SYSUT2 is re-
ceived but no SYSUT2 
device is assigned. 
Statement is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues. 

Sequence error in 
run time parameters. 
Statement ignored. 
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Monitor Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0321 

0322 

0323 

0329 

0330 

0340 

0341 

Meaning 

TPLAB format 
error-no starting 
apostrophe. State-
ment is accepted. 
First non-space 
character assumed to 
be label information. 

TPLAB format 
error-no ending 
apostrophe. State-
ment is accepted. 

Format error. Label 
information exceeds 
maximum number of 
characters. State-
ment accepted. Ex-
cesses truncated. 

User allocated in-
sufficient memory. 
Statement ignored. 

Previous parameter 
out of sequence. 
Previous statement 
ignored. 

Previous parameter 
has insufficient 
information for lack 
of a continuation 
parameter. Previous 
statement ignored. 

Same as 0340. Also 
TPLAB has format 
error-no starting 
apostrophe. Pre-
vious statement ig-
nored. This state-
ment is accepted with 
first non-space 
character assumed to 
be label information. 
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~lonitol' Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

0342 

0343 

0350A 

0351 
xxxxxx 

0352 

0353 

0354 

0355A 

Meaning 

Same as 0340. Also 
this TPLAB has 
format error-no 
ending apo strophe. 
Previous statement 
ignored. This state-
ment is accepted. 

Same as 0340. Also 
label information 
exceeds maximum 
number of characters. 

The first record in 
the job stream is 
not a STARTM con-
sole statement. 

A non-recoverable 
error was detected 
on the Monitor device 
as designated by 
xxxxxx. Monitor is 
terminated. 

Non-critical overlay 
cannot be found. 

Incorrect byte count 
on WRTOTor 
PROUT. 

A critical monitor 
overlay cannot be 
found. 

SYSOPT is assigned 
to a tape. SYSLST 
is not assigned and a 
request for its use 
is made. 
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Monitor Typeouts 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

Type in the applicable 
response: 

Monitor is to termimtte. 0 

Monitor is to continue 
and ignore the first 
card. 1 

Monitor is to continue 
and process the first 
card. 2 

If corrective action None. 
can be taken, restart 
Monitor Session. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

Type in the applicable 
response: 

SYSLST is a tape. Y 

SYSLST is the printer. NALI 



MONITOR 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

0356A 

0357A 

0358 

0359 

0360 

0361A mn 

0362 

Meaning 

SYSLST is assigned 
to a tape, SYSOPT 
is not assigned and a 
request for its use is 
made. 

SYSIPT was not as
signed by the E LOD 
typein or a SYSLS T 
statement is not the 
second statement in 
the job stream. 

Patch format error. 
Patch is not applied. 
Processing continues. 

Patch format error. 
Patch is applied. 
Processing continues. 

Patch area is not 
within the area al
located to the pro
gram. Any portion 
of the patch within 
the program area is 
applied. The re
mainder of the patch 
is ignored. Pro
cessing continues. 

End of reel reached 
on SYSLST /SYSOPT / 
SYSIPT as indicated 
by mn. 

User has exceeded 
allocation of 
SYSOPT file. 

TDOS Control System 

Action 

Type in the applicable 
response: 

SYSOPT is a tape. 

SYSOPT is the punch. 

Type the in stall a tion 
mnemonic mn of the 
device to be assigned 
to SYSIPT or SYSLST 0 

None. 

None. 

None. 

Reply when new reel is 
mounted. 

Reallocate 
SYSOPT with 
additional file 
size. 

Response 

Y 

1'W>1 

mn 

None. 

None. 

None. 

1 

None. 

L

_03_9_9 ________ ~A __ p_r_O_g_r_am ___ h_as __ b_e_e_n __ ~N_o_n_e_. _______________ uone. terminated. Proces-
sing continues. 

Legend: mn = installation mnemonic 0 
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FCP STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

TDOS Control System 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

5002A Unrecoverable I/O Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff error on Open or 

Retry. R mn EOV. Error re-
covery was Type record causing M 
unsucces sful. error, user supplied 

label information, and 
repeat error message. 

Ignore error and I 
continue processing. 

Read or write next S 
record. 

5003A Unrecoverable write Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff error on Close (out-

Type record causing M 
mn put file). Error 

error, user supplied 
recovery was un-

label information, 
successful. 

and repeat error 
message. 

5004A Wrong length record Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff read. Standard label 

Retry. R mn format was expected. 
Type record causing M 
error, user label 
'information, and re-
peat error message. 

Process record as is. I 

Read next record. S 

5005A Standard labels Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff specified and a TM 

Retry. R 
mn was found in place 

of a VOLl, (output Type record causing M 
file) . error and user 

supplied label 
information and 
repeat error 
message. 

Backspace over TM I 
and write HDRl. 

I 

I 
Legend: fffffff filename. 

nm installation mnemonic. 
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This page was deleted by revision dated 
February, 1969. 
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FCP S1 ANDARD 
1YPEOU1S 

(Cont'd) 

TDOS Control System 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

5006A Type mark found Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff where not expected. 

Retry. R 
mn TM was found where 

label record should Consider file opened. I 
have been (in place 

Read next record. S 
of VOL, HDR, etc.). 
Input file only. 

5007A Tape mark found Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff where not expected 

Retry . R 
mn on volumn change. 

TM found in place Read next record. S 
of label record. 
Input file only 0 

5008A Standard labels spe- Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff cified, LABN AME 

Retry only after R 
mn missing on Open 

changing program, 
and no run time 
parameter. 

modifying param-
eter' etc. 

50l0A No VOLI Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff encountered on tape 

Retry. R 
mn at BT during Open 

or EOV processing Type record causing M 
on input or output error, user supplied 
files. label information, 

and repeat error 
message. 

Output file only: 
Write HDRI record. I 

Output File only: 
Check if HDR1. S 

Input File only: 
Check if HDRI I 

50l2A VOL serial number Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff discrepancy during 

Retry. R 
mn Open of input or 

output file. Type record causing M 
error, user-supplied 
label information, and 
repeat error message. 

D pdate user-supplied I 
serial number from 
serial number on VOLle 

Legend: fffffff = filename. 
mn = installation mnemonic. 
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FCP STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

(Contrd) 

TDOS Control System 

Message 
. Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

5014A C 10 se is sued to tape Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff file not previously 
mn Opened. 

5016A HDRI not found Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff where needed on 

Retry. R 
mn input. HDRI does 

not follow VOL. Type record causing M 
error, user-supplied 
label information, 
and repeat message. 

5018A HDRI does not Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff agree with user-

Retry. R 
mn supplied label 

inf ormation. Type record causing M 
Input file only. error, user-supplied 

label information, 
and repeat error 
message. 

Update user-supplied I 
HDRI on Open. 

5019A EOF/EOV label Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff does not agree with 

Type record causing M 
mn user-supplied label 

error, user-supplied 
information. Input 

label information, 
file only. 

and repeat error 
message. 

Ignore discrepancy I 
on volume change. 

5020A Unexpired tape on Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff output, 
mn 

Retry. R 

Type record causing M 
error, user-supplied 
label information, and 
repeat error message. 

Override check. I 

i 

I 

Legend: fffffff = filename 0 

mn = installation mnemonic 0 
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FCP STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

FCP Standard Typeullt . ..,· 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 
Action Response 

5022A Unrecognizable Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff record following 

Retry. R mn standard labels. 
Input file only. Type record causing M 

error, supplied label 
information, and re-
peat error message. 

Read next record. S 

5023A Unrecognizable Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff record following 

Retry. R mn EOV or EOF. 
Type record causing M 
error, supplied 
label information, 
and repeat error 
message. 

Read next record. S 

5024A Rewind specified on Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff reverse processing 

Bypass rewind and S mn and MRKCTR = O. 
continue processing. 
Open file in place. 

5026A LABADDR has been Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff omitted and there 

Retry. R mn are more than 24 
nonstandard labels Search through 24 I 
to be bypassed on more records for 
input forward. tape mark. 

5028A No initial T M on Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff reverse processing. 

Retry. R mn 

5030A Unrecognizable Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff record on reverse 

Retry. R mn processing during 
Open or EOV. Type record causing M 

error, user-supplied 
label information, 
and repeat error 
message. 

Read next record. S 

Legend: fffffff = filename. 
mn = installation mnemonic. 
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FCP STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

PCP Standard Typeollts 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

5032A TM missing between Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff standard labels and 

data on revers e 
Retry. R mn 

processing during Type record causing M 
Open. error, user-supplied 

label information, and 
repeat error message. 

Read next message. I 

5034A LABADDR has been Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff omitted and there 

Retry. 
are more than 24 R 

mn 
nonstandard labels Search through 24 I 
to be bypassed on more records for 
input reverse tape mark. 
processing. 

5036A Logical EOV on Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff input no EOV IEOF 

Type record causing M 
mn following tape mark. 

error, user-supplied 
label information, 
and repeat error 
message. 

Read next record. S 

5037A FEOV for DTFPH Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff input file and no 

Type record causing M 
mn EOV or EOF. 

error, user-supplied 
label information, and 
repeat error message. 

Read next record. S 

5038A EOF condition and Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff no EOFADDR. 
mn 

5050A Volume swap time Reply when next R 
fffffff and no ALTT APE volume is ready. 
mn on input. 

5052A Volume swap time Reply when next R 
fffffff and no ALTT APE volume is ready. 
mn on output. 

Legend: fffffff = filename. 
mn = installation mnemonic. 
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FCP STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

TDOS Control System 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

5060A Alternate device Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff specified. No 

Retry. R mn primary or alternate 
device assigned. 

5062A~ A C LOSE has been Terminate and dump. 
FFFFFF issued to a unit re- T 
mn cord file that has 

not previously been 
I OPENed. 

5070A Unrecoverable Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff data write error 
mn when tape output 

file is closed or at 
EOV. 

5072A Unrecoverable Terminate and dump. 
i 

T 
fffffff data write error 

I mn on clos e other than Ignore error. I 
magnetic tape. I 

i 
5080 Tape output file None. 

r 

None. 
fffffff closed block cOlUlt 

I 

mn xxxxxx. 

5081 Tape output file None. None. 
fffffff EOV block count 
mn xxxxxx. 
xxxxxx 

i 

5082 Tape input file None. On reverse 

I 

None. 
fffffff clo sed, block count processing cOlUlt is 
mn is xxxxxx. 

I 
number of blocks i 

I 

i 

xxxxxx rem aining to he i 

I read. ! 
I 

5084 End of volume on 
ffffff tape input file, 
mn FILENAME and 

block COlUlt 
xxxxxx. None. i None. I 

5086 Device other than None. None. 
fffffff magnetic tape 
mn closed, block COlUlt 
xxxxxxx xxxxxxx. 

Legend: fffffff = filename. 
mn installation mnemonic. 
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FCP RESTART ERROR 
TYPEOUTS 

Message 

5l00A 
fffffff 

5l0lA 
fffffff 

5l02A 
fffffff 

5l03A 
fffffff 

5l04A 
fffffff 

Meaning 

HDRI missing on 
' standard labeled file. 

HDRI doe s not agree 
with information in 
either LABNAME or 
run time parameter. 

Record following 
HDRI is not TM or 
UHL. 

Negative block count 
on other than Read 
Reverse File. 

TM found in tape 
positioning by block 
count. 

2-99A 

Fep Restart Error 
Typeouts 

Action Response 

Ignore error and I 
continue as if 
HDRI was read 
and checked. 

Rewind tape to B T R 
and go through 
positioning again. 
This may need 
operator inter-
vention such as 
mounting a new tape. 

Ignore discrepancy. I 

Same as for mes- R 
sage 5l00A. 

Backspace over I 
questionable block 
and po sition tape 
by block count from 
that point. 

Same as for mes- R 
sage 5100. 

Illegal reply. I 

Same action as R 
message 5100. 
This necessitates 
a change of FILE-
NAME in the 
subject file region. 

Ignore TM. I 

Same as for mes- R 
sage 5l00A. 



FCP STANDARD 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd~ 

FCP Stalldard Typcollt . ..,· 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

5087 EOV omitted None. None. 
fffffff labeled file block 
mn count xxxxxx. 
xxxxxx 

5088 FEOV input file, None. None. 
fffffff block count xxxxxx. 
mn 
xxxxxx 

5090A Block count dis- Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff crepancy at EOV / 
Inn EOF (forward Ignore discrepancy. I 
xxxxxx processing) , 
yyyyyy accumulated block 

count xxxxxx, 
followed by EOV / 
EOF block count 
yyyyyy. 

5092A Block count dis- Terminate and dump. T 
fffffff crepancy at EOF 
mn time on reverse Ignore discrepancy. I 
yyyyyy processing, the 
xxxxxx difference, and 

the block count 
from Open is 
displayed. 

Legend: fffffff = filename. 
mn = installation mnemonic. 
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FCP RANDOM ACCESS 
TYPEOUTS Message 

n6pppppp6 
Meaning 

5301 fffffff A Volume Displace-
ment Card (VDC) 
cannot be located 
for this file. 

5302A fffffff A Volume Serial 
Number cannot be 
located for this file 
within the On-Line 
Catalog (OLC). 

5303A fffffff On-Line Catalog 
does not agree with 
Volume Serial Num-
ber contained on the 
physical volume's 
VTOC 1 record. 

5304A fffffff The first VTOC 
record for this 
volume is not a 
Format 4. 

5305A fffffff A Format 1 VTOC 
record cannot be 
located for this 
file. 

5306A fffffff An illogical end-of-
cy linder or an end-
of-file condition 
encountered while 
accessing VTOC 
Format 1 records 
for this file. 

Legend: fffffff == filename. 

2-100 

TDOS Control Systenl 

Action Response 

Program is termi- None. 
nated. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Reattempt OLC R 
Search. 

I 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore error condition I 
and assume Format 4 

j 
record. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore illogical con- I 
ditions and continue 
processing. 



FCP RANDOM ACCESS 
TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 

5307 A fffffff Format identification 
is not 1 for a VTOC 
Format 1 record for 
this file. 

5308A fffffff The Volume Serial 
Numbers contained 
on the Volume Dis-
placement Card for 
this file are not in 
volume sequence 
order. 

5309A fffffff Format identification 
is not 3 for a VTOC 
Format 3 record for 
this file. 

5310A fffffff Unable to read the 
standard volume 
label on which this 
file is contained. 

5311A fffffff Unable to read the 
VTOC Format 4 
record for this file. 

5312A fffffff Unable to read the 
VTOC Format 3 
record for this file. 

Legend: fffffff = filename. 

2-101 

Tnos Control System 

Action Response 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Ignore out-of-sequence I 
condition and continue. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

I 
Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 



FCP RANDOM ACCESS 
TYPEOUTS 
{Cant 'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 

5313A fffffff An attempt was made 
to open this file and 
the file is already 
opened. 

5314A fffffff A matrix area has 
not been defined in a 
VDC parameter or 
DTF (LABNAME) 
operand. 

5350A fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
reading user header 
labels. 

5351A fffffff Abnormal term ina-
tion occurred when 
writing user header 
labels. 

5352A fffffff Abnormal term ina-
tion occurred when 
writing user EOF 
trailer label record. 

5353A fffffff Abnormal term ina-
tion occurred when 
reading user trailer 
labels. 

5354A fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
writing user trailer 
labels. 

5355A fffffff File's header label 
EOF record is 
missing. 

5356A fffffff File's trailer label 
EOF record is 
missing. 

Legend: fffffff = filename. 

2-102 

TDOS Control Sys tern 

Action Response 

Ignore condition. I 

Terminate and dump. T 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry .• R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 



FCP RANDOM 
ACCESS TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

5357 A fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
writing back user 
header label during 
update processing. 

535 SA fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
writing back user 
trailer label during 
update processing. 

5401 fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion upon accessing 
track descriptor 
record. No response 
required. Program 
is terminated with 
dump. 

5402A fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
updating track 
descriptor record. 

5403A ffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
updating user data 
record. 

5404 fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
writing user data 
record. No response 
required. Program 
terminated with 
dump. 

5405A fffffff Abnormal termina-
tion occurred when 
reading user data 
record. 

5406 fffffff Seek address is 
incorrect. No re-
sponse required. 
Program is term-
inated with a dump. 

Legend: ffffff = filename. 

2-103 

FCP Random Access 
Typeouts 

Action Response 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

None. None. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

None. None. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Retry. R 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

None. None. 



FCP RANDOM ACCESS 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 
Meaning 

5506A fffffff User has issued a 
WRITE AFTERID 
macro but has not 
specified AFTERID 
in his DTF. 
(AFTERID must be 
specified in at least 
one DTF for this 
message to be 
applicable) 

5507 A fffffff User has issued a 
CNTRL macro but 
has not specified 
CNTRL in his DTF. 

Lengend: fffffff = filename. 

2-104A 

TDOS Control System 

Action Response 

Terminate and dump. T 

Bypass Write and S 

I return to program. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Bypass CNTRL and S 
return to program. 



FCP RANDOM 
ACCESS TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 
Meaning 

5407 fffffff Overllow Record 
Error. Program is 
terminated if an 
ERROPT entry has 
not been specified 
for this file. 

5408 fffff A I/O opera-
tion was attempted 
against a random 
access file that 
had not been pre-
Viously OPENed. 

5501A fffffff User has issued a 
READ ID macro but 
has not specified 
READID in his DTF. 

5502A fffffff User has issued a 
READ KEY macro 
but has not specified 
READKY in his DTF. 

5503A fffffff User has issued a 
WRITE ID macro 
but has not specified 
WRITEID in his DTF. 

5 504A fffffff User has issued a 
WRITE KEY macro 
but has not specified 
WRITEKY in his DTF 

5505A fffffff User has issued a 
WRITE AFTER 
macro but has not 1 specified AFTER in 
his DTF. 

Lengend: fffffff = filename. 

2-104 

TDOS Control Systern 

Action Response 

--.-1------

None. None. 

None. None. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Ignore condition and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. I T 

Bypass Read and S 
return to program. 

. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Bypass Read and I 
S 

I return to program. i 

I 

Terminate and dump. 
I 

! T 

Bypass write and S 
return to program. 

Terminate and dumpo ! T 

Bypass Write and S 
return to program. 



FCP RANDOM 
ACCESS TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 

5508A fffffff An unrecoverable 
error has been 
encountered. 
(other than Read 
Parity, Count 
Field Data Error, 
or Track End). 

5509A fffffff User has issued an 
I/O to a DTFDA 
which requires a 
WAITF. 

5510A fffffff An internal I/O 
error has occurred 
in reading count 
block during the 
AFTERDID macro. 

5511A fffffff An internal I/O 
error has occurred 
in reading track 
descriptor record. 

5512 fffffff System error. A 
section of logical 
coding has been 
executed which was 
not indicated within 
the DTF. 

5513A ffffff Get or put issued to 
a file which has not 
been opened. 

Legend: fffffff == filename. 

2-105 

TDOS Control System 

Action 
1 

Response I 

Terminate and dump. T 

Bypass I/O and S 
return to program. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Bypass I/O and S 
return to program. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Bypass I/O and S 
return to program. 

Ignore error and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Bypass error and S 
return to program. 

Ignore error and I 
continue processing. 

Terminate and dump. T 

Terminate and dump. T 

I 



TYPEINS 

Typeins 

• All responses to typeouts, both to system and user programs, nlust 
be in the following format: 

nL1 .... r 

n = One-byte program identification code that is the first byte of 
typeout which this message is a response to. * 

r .... r = One to seventy-byte response. 

*Exceptions to this rule are listed under the individual typeouts. 
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INDEXED -SEQUENTIAL 
FCP TYPEOUTS 

Message 

5200 

5201 

5202 

5203A 

5204 

5206 

5207 

5208 

5209 

5210 

5211 

5212 

5213 

5214 

5215 

5216 

5217A 

5218 

5219 

5223 

5224 

Response and Action 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

Reply R or T 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

Reply I or T 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

2-107 

TDOS Control System 

Meaning 

Executive has no OLC. 

No Run-Time Parameters. 

No VDC card for file. 

OLC Update must be run. Run OLC 
and type R or type T and cause a 
TERMD. 

File not in VTOC. 

File not allocated as indexed-
sequential file. 

File BLKSIZE in VTOC :j; DTFIS 
BLKSIZE. 

File RECSIZE in VTOC :j; DTFIS 
RECSIZE. 

File KEYSIZE in VTOC :j; DTFIS 
KEYSIZE. 

File KEYLOG in VTOC :j; DTFIS 
KEYLOC. 

UPINDEX df'vice not specified in VDC 
card. 

Device types mixed (both disc and 
drum specified). 

File labels are missing or incorrect. 

Insufficient room for extents list. 

No data extent has been specified for 
the file. 

No index extent has been specified for 
the file. 

Not possible to resind any index 
level due to insufficient space. Reply 
I to ignore and continue processing, 
reply T to cause a TERMD. 

File volume not mounted while trying 
to RESIND. 

File RECFORM in VTOC :j; DTFIS 
RECFORM. 

No exit declared for contingency 
endfile. 

No exit declared for contingency 
macrosyn. 



INDEXED-SEQUENTIAL 
FCP TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

5281 

5282 

5283 

5284 

5285 

5286 

5287 

5288 

5289 

5290A 

Response and Action 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

Reply I or T 

2-108A 

TDOS Control System 

Meaning 

Illegal KEYSIZE as specified in 
DTFIS macro. 

Illegal BLKSIZE as specified in 
DTFIS macro. 

Incompatible values for KEYSIZE and 
B LKSIZ E as specified in the PTFIS 
macro. 

Illegal KEYLOC as specified in DTFIS 
macro. 

Illegal RECSIZE as specified in 
DTFIS macro. 

Illegal CYLOF as specified in DTFIS 
macro. 

Illegal ISDEN as specified in DTFIS 
macro. 

Illegal PRINDEX as specified in 
DTFIS macro. 

Did not open in output mode when 
trying to load a file. 

Opened in output mode but file purge 
date has not expired. Reply I to 
ignore and destroy file or T to cause 
a TERMD. 



INDEXED-SEQUENTIAL 
FCP TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

5225 

5226 

5227 

5228 

5229 

5230 

5231 

5233 

5235 

5240A 

5241A 

5243A 

5244 

5245 

5246A 

5247 

5248 

5280 

Response and Action 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

.----_._------- ---

TERMD 

Reply R or I 

Reply R or I 

Reply R or I 

TERMD 

No action 

Clean R/W heads 
on MSU. Type R if 
it recurs, type I 

TERMD 

TERMD 

TERMD 

2-108 

TDOS Control Sys tem 

Meaning 

No exit declared for contingency 
writerr. 

No exit declared for contingency 
readerr. 

No exit declared for contingency 
indext. 

No exit declared for contingency 
dataext. 

No exit declared for contingency 
daterr. 

No exit declared for contingency 
extfile. 

ISFC P destroyed. 

File volume not mounted or attempted 
I/O with illegal seek address. An 
illegal seek address can be caused by 
an incorrect format 2 label. 

-------

Overflow record cannot be found. 

Device busy. Type R for retry, I to 
ignore and continue processing. 

Missing magazine. Insert proper 
magazine and type R or type I to 
ignore and continue processing. 

Device inoperable. Type R for retry, 
I to ignore. 

NOFIND exit on GETKY has been 
aborted by user. 

XXXXX Y ZZZ. Card extract 
counter = O. Replace later. 
XXXXX = Vol. serial no. , Y = Bin, 
ZZZ = card no. 

Unrecoverable Read/Write error. 

Duplicate key exit on INSRT has been 
aborted by user. 

SEQC K exit on PUTIS has been 
aborted by user. 

Flagged file not allowed for DISC / 
DRUM file. 



INDEXED-SEQUENTIAL 
LOGGING TYPEOUTS 

Message 

1710A 
~Action 

1711A 
~NO~ 

CLOCK 

1712A 
~LOG~ 

FILE~ 

UNOPENED 
~OR~ 

NOT L\ 
OUTPUT 

Meaning 

Unrecoverable I/O 
error on the log tape 
file. The operator 
has replied "1" to 
executive and error 
recovery console 
message. 

DTFIS specified 
LOGTOD = YES but 
the system is not 
equipped with a 
time clock. 

The logging output 
tape (dtfname 1 or 
dtfname 2) was 
either described 
as an input or was 
not opened. 

2-109 

TDOS Control Sys tem 

Action Response 

Abort all logging and T 
resume processing. 

Inhibit logging on this I 
tape and resume 
processing. 

Transfer to the user's E 
routine at exit name + 4. 

Terminate the program. T 

Use block count rather C 
than time clock value. 

Abort all logging and A 
continue the program. 

Terminate the program. T 

Abort logging but con- A 
tinue the progr am. 



DELETED 
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3. CONSOLE 
ROUTINES 

EXECUTIVE 
CONSOLE 
ROUTINES 

• The operator communicates with the Executive by means of console 
requests via the console typewriter. These console routines are initiated 
after a console request is issued. The console routines are an external 
means of communicating with the Executive to request an action to be 
performed. 

To give a command to the Executive, the operator must: 

1. Press COIN button on the console typewriter, 

2. Type in the valid operator routine, and 

3. Press EaT button on the console typewriter. 

The Executive Console Routines available are summarized in the table 
below: 

Console 
Routines 

E~LOD 

E~RST 

E~HLT 

ELlliDV 

E~PRY 

E~DUM 

E~INT 

E~DDA 

E~DMA 

E~MIX 

E~MEM 

EMUD 

E~OLC 

E~KIL 

EL1CNG 

E~BSY 

Executive Console Routines 

Function 

Load Program 0 

Restart Program. 

Terminate Program. 

Deallocate Device. 

Change Priority. 

Dump and Terminate Program. 

Interrupt Program. 

Display Device Assignments. 

Display Memory Assignments. 

Dis play Program Mix. 

Dis play Free Memory. 

Display Unassigned Devices. 

Update On-Line Catalog. 

Terminate Successor Chain. 

Change Memory Requirements. 

Request Device Status. 
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LOAD PROGRAM 
(EflLOD) 

Format 

Console Routines 

• The Load Program console routine initiates the loading and execution 
of a program. It may also inform the Executive of the priority of the pro
gram, the tape, disc, or drum on which it is located, and the relative 
position in memory it is to be loaded. 

• The format of the LOD console routine operator message for non
Monitor non-Communication programs is as follows: 

E~LOD~program, [mn] , [pJ, Cpa] , [H], [mmmmmmJ 

Where: 

program Program name. One-to- six-byte program name. 

mn Load library installation mnemonic. Two-byte mnemonic for 
the device which contains the program to be loaded. If this 
entry is omitted, the System disc/drum is assumed. 

Note: There may be up to three Alternate Libraries active at one time: 
two may be di sci drum, one may be tape. If an additional Alternate 
Library is needed, one of the active Alternate Libraries must be 
deallocated before another Library may become active (see Deallo
cate Device Console Routine). Once a tape alternate library has 
been activated, its positioning must not be disturbed. If any opera
tor intervention occurs, for example, change library tape, rewind 
tape, etc., the library must be deallocated and reassigned. 

Exception: When requesting the Monitor to be loaded, this entry refers to 
programs running under Monitor and not Monitor itself. The 
Monitor is always loaded from the System resident device. 

p Program priority number. Priority is a one-digit number 
(6,5,4,3,2 or 1). If omitted, the available priority closest to 
6 is assigned to the program. 

pa Run-time device .!!l_nemoJ?ic. Two-byte mnemonic for the 
device which contains the program run-time parameters. 
This entry is omitted if there are no program run-time 
parameters. 

H High memory load indicator. H indicates that the program is 
to be as·signed the highest available contiguous free memory. 
If this entry is omitted, the program is assigned the required 
contiguous memory that is available nearest to the beginning 
of memory. 

The format of the LOD console routine operator message for a Monitor 
Session is as follows: 

)MON, 
E ~ LOD~ , MONSNP\ ' [mn] , [p] , pa, [YJ ' mmmmmm 

Where: 

MON Monitor program name. To indicate that Monitor is to be 
called without the Snap function. This will allocate 4,096 
bytes to the Monitor Session. 
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Format 

(Cont'd) 

Executive Console 
Routines 

MONSNP = Monitor with SNAP program name. To indicate 
that Monitor with the Snap function is to be called. 
This will allocate 6144 bytes to the Monitor Session. 
This is required if a SNAP is to be taken in the 
Monitor job stream. 

mn = Alternate Tape Load Library Installation Mnemonic. 
Two byte installation mnemonic for the tape which 
contains the program to be loaded. If any program 
within a Monitor session is to be loaded from an 
alternate tape library its installation mnemonic 
must be specifiro here. If any program is to be 
loaded from an alternate disc or drum it is only 
specified in the LOAD or EXEC Monitor control 
statement (see Monitor control statement formats). 

Note: There may be up to three Alternate Libraries active at one time. 
Two of them may be disc/drum and one may be tape. If an ad
ditional Alternate Library is needed one of the active Alternate 
Libraries must be deallocated before another Library may become 
active (See Deallocate Device Console Routine). 

p = Program priority number. Priority is a one digit 
number (6,5,4,3,2, or 1). If omitted, the available 
priority closest to 6 is assigned to the program. 

pa Monitor job stream device installation mnemonic 0 

Two byte installation mnemonic of the device which 
contains the Monitor input job stream. 

Y is an optional parameter. A Y indicates that an 
808 character I/O are for batching is to be al
located in front of the memory used by the Monitor 
session. This indicates the input/output to Monitor 
is in batched card image format, up to 4 images 
per batch. If SYSOPT or SYSLST is tape, the 
records are automatically batched for the user. 

mmmmmm Contiguous memory specification. A maximum of 
six bytes which specifies the amount of contiguous 
memory that is to be assigned to the program. 
When this entry is included it preempts the program 
memory requirements specified in the program 
header block. When Monitor is being allocated a 
value greater than 4096 must be specified. The 
size specified here is the program size only; it 
does not include the size of Monitor. 

The format of the initiate console routine operator message for Communi
~ations is as follows: 
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Format 
(Confd) 

RESTART PROGRAM 
(E~RST) 

Format 

TERMINATE 
PROGRAM 

(E~HLT) 

Format 

DEALLOCATE 
DEVICE 
(E~DDV) 

Format 

CHANGE 
PRIORITY 
(E~PRY) 

Executive Console 
Routines 

E~MCPL\program, [mn],,[paJ, [H], [mmmmmm] 

To load CUP the following is done: 

E!1C up!1 program, [mn] , , [pa] , [H], [mmmmmm ] 

Note: The operand fields for the communication initiate messages are 
described under the E LOD message. 

• The Restart Program console routine initiates the restart of a previ
ously checkpointed program. The program name, priority, and device on 
which the program is located must be supplied. 

• E6RST~program, [mnJ , [p] 

Where: 
progrm Program name. One to six-byte program name o 

mn Program Load library installation mnemonic. 
Two-byte mnemonic for the device on which the 
program's Load Library is mounted. This entry 
may be omitted - for omission rule, see Load Pro
gram. 

p Program priority number. Priority is a one-byte 
number (6,5,4,3,2 or 1). If omitted the available 
priority closest to 6 is assigned to the program. 

+The Terminate Program console routine terminates the specified pro
gram and deal locates the programs memory and devices. 

• E!1HLT-L~prgm 

Where: 

prgm One-byte program number displayed when the pro
gram was started or restarted. 

+ The Deallocate Device console routine deallocates any device assigned 
to a user program. The device to be deallocated is specified by its in
stallation mnemonic. This console routine is also used to deallocate 
alternate Load Libraries . 

• E!1DDVL\mn 

Where: 
mn = Two-byte installation mnemonic of the device to be 

deallocated. 

+ The Change Priority console routine changes the priority of a user 
program. The designated program priority is changed to 6 in a non
communications system the highest priority or to 5 in a communication 
system. If necessary, the other programs in the Operation List are 
pushed down in order to change the designated program to a 6 or 5 prior
ity as applicable. 
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Format 

Typeout 

DUMP AND TERMINATE 
PROGRAM (El1DUM) 

Format 

INTERRUPT PROGRAM 
(El1INT) 

Format 

DISPLAY DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS (El1DDA) 

Format 

Console Routines 

• EL\PRY L\prgm 

Where: 
prgm One-byte program number displayed when the pro

gram was started or restarted. It is the program 
number of the program to be given the priority of 6 
or 5 as applicable. 

• prgm,L\progrmL\priority 

Where: 

prgm = One-byte program number assigned to this program 
when it was started or restarted. 

program One-to- six-byte program name. 

priority One-byte priority assigned to the program at pro
gram initiation or by the change priority console 
routine. 

• The Dump and Terminate console routine causes the specified program 
and its Executive Storage Area (ESA) to be dumped to tape and the pro
gram to be terminated. 

• EL\D UM Llprgm 

Where: 

prgm One-byte program number of the program to be 
terminated and dumped, which was displayed when 
the program was started or restarted. 

• The Interrupt Program console routine causes the specified program 
to jump to the Operator Communication subroutine specified in the pro
gram Set Contigency Routine Address (STXIT-OC) macro. The program 
identifier of the program to be interrupted must be indicated. 

• E L\INT L\prgm 

Where: 

prgm One-byte program number of the program to be 
interrupted which was dis played when the program 
was started or restarted. 

• The Display Device Assignment console routine displays all devices 
assigned to the program. The program identifier must be supplied. 

• EMDAL\prgm 
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Format 
(Cont'd) 

Typeout 

DISPLAY MEMORY 
ASSIGNMENTS 

(E~DMA) 

Format 

Typeout 

DISPLAY 
PROGRAM 

MIX 
(E~MIX) 

Format 

Typeout 

Where: 

Executive Console 
Routines 

prgm One-byte program number of the program whose 
devices are to be displayed. It is the number that 
was displayed when the program was started or 
restarted. 

• mn,~symdev 

Where: 

mn Two-byte installation mnemonic for the device that 
is assigned to this program. 

symdev Symbolic device name of the device assigned to 
this program. 

• The Display Memory Assignment console routine displays the low and 
high memory limits of the program including the Executive storage area 
and run-time parameter storage. 

• E~DMA~prgm 

Where: 

prgm 

• xxxx-yyyy~&'zzz 

xxxx-yyyy~ /y'zzz 

'Where: 
xxxx 

The one-byte program number of the program 
whose memory limits are to be displayed. It is 
the number that was displayed when the program 
was started or restarted. 

Low-memory limit in hexadecimal of the specified 
program. 

yyyy High-memory limit in hexadecimal of the specified 
program. 

zzzz The decimal number of bytes assigned to this pro
gram. 

• The Display Program Mix console routine displays the program names, 
priorities, and program numbers up to six, of the programs currently 
running. 

• E~MIX 

• prgm L\ program L\ priority 
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Typeout 

(Cont'd) 

DISPLAY FREE 
MEMORY 
(E~MEM) 

Format 

Typeout 

DISPLAY UNASSIGNED 
DEVICES 
(E~DUD) 

Format 

Typeout 

UPDATE ON-LINE 
CATALOG 
(E~OLC) 

Where: 

prgm 

Executive Console 
Routines 

One-byte program number assigned to this pro
gram when it was started or restarted. 

progrm = One to six -byte program name. 

priority == One-byte priority assigned to this program at pro
gram initiation or by the change priority console 
routine. 

• The Display Free Memory console routine displays the low- and high
order boundaries of continuous segments of unassigned memory. The 
low-order memory address is the first byte of unassigned memory and 
the high-order address is the last byte. 

• EL1MEM 

• xxxx-yyyy/').L1.zzzz 

xxxx-yyyy /').~zzz 

Where: 

xxxx Low-memory limit in hexadecimal of the free 
memory in this contiguous segment. 

yyyy High -memory limit in hexadecimal of the free 
Inemory in this contiguous segment. 

zzzz The decimal number of bytes available in this 
contiguous segment. 

• The Display Unassigned Devices console routine displays the instal
lation mnemonic device name for all unassigned devices on the system. 

• EMun 

• mn,.,.,.mn 

Where: 

mn Two-byte installation mnemonic name of the unas
signed device, 

• The Update on-line Catalog console routine updates the On- Line Cat
alog by posting the serial number of the random access volumes that are 
on line at the current time. Whenever the system is initialized, or ran
dom access volumes are changed the On- Line Catalog must be updated 
with this console routine. 
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Typeout No.2 
(Cont'd) 

Typeout No.3 

MONITOR CONSOLE 
ROUTINES 

Console Routines 

This message requires a response of Y~I to ignore the outstanding 
I/O and await normal termination, or Y ~ T to terminate the outstanding 
I/O with unrecoverable error, clear byte 17 of the CCB, free the overlay 
area and key-in area, and exit. 

If the response is YAT and termination has already been received (the 
indicator has been cleared by storage of the hardware registers at 
termination), the "not busy" message is typed, indicating it was not 
necessary to force the termination. 

If the mnemonic is omitted from the EABSY type-in, the count of 
unidentifiable I/O interrupts received by the Exec and hardware informa
tion (CAR, CSB, and SDB) relating to the last nine of these interrupts is 
typed out. The count and the storage area are then cleared to zeroo 

The format of this typeout is: 

• Y RSEXEC NNNN CCCCCCCCAABBI CCCCCCCCAABB2 

.•• CCCCCCCCAABBg 

Where: 

NNNN indicates the count of unidentifiable interrupts received, 
and 

CCCCCCCCAABBm indicates the CAR, CSB, and SDB for the mth 
most recent unidentifiable interrupt received. 

• The operator communicates with the Monitor by means of console re
quests via the console typewriter. These console routines are initiated 
after a console request is issued. The console routines are an external 
means of communicating with the Monitor to request an action to be per
formed. The Monitor console routines and all of the Executive console 
routines may be issued in a Monitor session. 

To give a command to the Monitor, the operator must: 

1. Press COIN button on the console typewriter, 

2. Type in the valid operator command, and 

3. Press EaT on the console typewriter, 

The Monitor Console Routines available are summarized in the table 
below: 
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Console Routines 

Format I • E!!OLC 

TERMINATE SUCCESSOR 
CHAIN (EAKIL) 

Format 

CHANGE MEMORY 
REQUIREMENTS 

(EACNG) 

Format 

REQUEST DEVICE 
ST ATUS (EI1BSY) 

Format 

Typeout No. 1 

Typeout No.2 

• 'The Terminate Successor Chain console routine cancels all unstarted 
job orders in the program run-time parameters. The program currently 
running runs to completion. 

• E L\KIL L1 prgm 

Where: 

prgm One-byte program number displayed when the pro
gram was started or restarted. 

• The Change Memory Requirements console routine increases or de
creases the amount of memory assigned to a program. 

• E.OCNGL1prgm,size 

Where: 

prgm One byte program number displayed when the pro
gram was started or restarted. 

size Size is a one to six byte decimal number specifying 
the number of bytes the program is to be increased 
or decreased. The first byte must be a plus or 
minus. Size must be a multiple of 2048 bytes in a 
memory-protected system. 

• The Request Device Status console routine requests the status of a 
device indicated by the mnemonic mn. 

• E~BSY[I\ mnJ 

Where: 

mn = Two byte mnemonic device number assigned at Systems 
Generation time. 

If this device has no outstanding I/O (an I/O issued for which no ter
mination has been received), the following message is typed: 

• Y~mnL\NOT~BUSY 

After completion of this typeout, the key-in area and overlay area are 
freed. 

If there is an outstanding I/O for this device, an indicator (FF 16) is 
set in byte 17 of the CCB pending, and the following message is typed: 

• *****Y~X~RSEXEC~mn~IS~BUSY 
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MONITOR CONSOLE 
ROUTINES 

(Cont'd) 

TERMINATE 
PROGRAM 

(M1'1HLTP) 

Format 

TERMINATE JOB 
(M1'1HLTJ) 

Format 

DUMP PROGRAM 
(M1'1DUMPP) 

Format 

DUMP JOB 
(M1'1DUMPJ) 

Format 

MONITOR SKIP 
(M1'1SKIP) 

Console 
Routines 

Mt\HLTP 

MtL'\HLTJ 

MLIDUMPP 

M~DUMPJ 

Mi1SKIP 

M~END 

ML\CONT 

Monitor Console Routines 

Function 

Terminate Program. 

Terminate Job. 

Dump Program. 

Dump Job. 

Monitor Skip. 

Terminate Monitor. 

Monitor Console 
Routines 

Continue Processing After PAUSE. 

• The Terminate Program console routine terminates the current pro
gram running in the Monitor job stream. This request then initiates and 
executes the next program in the job stream unless the current program 
was the last one 0 In this case Monitor terminates. 

• Mru-ILTP 

• The Terminate Job console routine terminates the current job running 
in the Monitor job stream. This request then initiates and executes the 
next Job in the job stream; however, if the current Job was the last one, 
Monitor terminates. 

• The Dump Program console routine dumps the current program run
ning in the Monitor job stream. This request then initiates and executes 
the next program in the job stream; however, if the current program was 
the last one, Monitor terminates. The program dump is in hexadecimal 
format with a group of four. 

• M!~DUMPP 

• The Dump Program console routine dumps the current program run
ning in the Monitor job stream. This request then initiates and executes 
the next job in the job stream; however, if the current program was the 
last one, Monitor terminates. The program dump is in hexadecimal 
format with a grouping of four. 

• M~DUMPJ 

• The Monitor Skip console routine terminates the current job running in 
the Monitor job stream and skips to the indicated parameter in the job 
stream. It then executes that parameter. 
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Format 

TERMINATE 
MONITOR 
(M~END) 

Format 

CONTINUE PROCESSING 
AFTER PAUSE (Mt'1.CONT) 

Format 

MONITOR 
PARAMETER 

SUMMARY 

STARTM 

ASSGN 

Mt'1. SKIP L1 Parameter 

Monitor Parameter 
Summary 

Where Parameter is up to 16 characters in length of the information 
on the control statement you want to skip to. This will instruct the 
monitor to skip all input in the job stream until the first control state
ment with the indicated information is encountered. 

• The Terminate Monitor console request terminates the current Moni
tor session. 

• ML1END 

• The continue console request allows the job steam to continue. 

• ML1CONT 

• A Monitor control language is used to direct the processing of jobs 
contained within a given session. This control language consists of a se
ries of control language parameter statements, with each statement indi
cating a particular function that is to be performed. The following sum
mary of these control parameters indicates their general function and the 
order in which they must appear: 

• The ST ARTM control statement must be the first input record in the 
job stream. This parameter identifies the Monitor job stream. 

• The ASSGN control statement may appear in the job stream to define 
and to allocate devices required by the Monitor session. This entry may 
appear anywhere in the job stream prior to the first access to the de
vice. 

JOB • The JOB control statement indicates that a job is to be initialized in 
the Monitor job stream. 

PARAM 

SUBPROCESSOR 

LOAD 

EXEC 

DUMP 

SNAP 

• The PARAM control statement provides the user with the facility to 
indicate subprocessor options for the job. This parameter may only indi
cate options for a subprocessor. 

• The subprocessor control statement requests the loading and execu
tion of a system program from the system tape SYSRES. 

• The LOAD control statement requests a program to be loaded by the 
Monitor. 

• The EXEC control statement for the execution of a program which has 
been loaded or requests that a program be loaded and executed. 

• The DUMP control statement requests the program or a portion of the 
program last loaded by Monitor to be dumped to the SYSLST device. 

• The SNAP control statement requests a memory dump at specified in
tervals of the resident program in memory running under Monitor con
trol. 
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PATCH 

EQUATE 

DEALOC 

COMM 

LOG 

NOLOG 

ENDMON 

PAUSE 

Monitor Parameter 
Summary 

• The PATCH control statement allows a program in the job stream to 
be patched. 

• The EQUATE control statement equates a previously assigned symbol
ic device to another symbolic device. 

• The DEALOC control statement calls for the deallocation of a device 
allocated to the Monitor session. 

• The COMM control statement allows comments of the user to be 
wri tten to SYSLST. 

• The Log control statement request Monitor to write all control state
ments to SYSLST. 

• The NOLOG control statement inhibits Monitor from writing control 
statements to SYSLST. 

• The ENDMON control statement terminates the Monitor session. 

• The PAUSE control statement causes the Monitor session to halt until 
an operator response is given to continue. 
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4. SYSTEM 
GENERATION 

DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

• The Tape Disc Operating System Generation is the process by which a 
TDOS System is created on random access, tailored to the hardware and 
software requirements of a particular user installation. In addition, 
System Generation has the ability to produce a Call Library Tape (CLT). 

• The complete generation of a system is divided into five separate 
functions. The five functions (Random Access Volume Initialization, 
Random Access Volume Allocation, Executive System Generation, Call 
Library Generation, and Executive Library Transcription) are executed 
by the Generation Controller as they are selected by user parameters. 
Within a System Generation, any number of the five functions may be re
quested with the following restrictions: If more than one function is to be 
executed they must be requested in the order listed below, and to per
form a function its input must be present on the indicated device. The 
order in which the functions must be executed is: 

Random Access Initialization 

Random Access Allocation 

Executive System Generation 

Call Library Generation 

Executive Library Transcription 

The Program Library Transcriber and C all Library Transcriber do 
not run under the control of TDOS System Generator. They must be run 
by themselves outside of SYSGEN. 

For a description of program and call Hbrarytranscription see "Library 
Transcription Procedure" at the end of the System Generation section. 

Symbolic Device Type Remarks 
Device Name 

SYSTAP Magnetic Tape Output device which contains 
(Nine-Level) the generated System Load 

Library tape. 

SYSLIB Magnetic Tape Output device which contains 
(Nine or Seven the generated Call Library 
Level Tape) tape. 

SYSRES Disc or Drum Output device which contains 
the Executive Library. 

SYSLST Printer Contains the listings of the 
routines. This is required 
for Random Access Alloca-
tion and Executive Trans-
cription. 

MASTAP Magnetic Tape Input device (addressed from 
(Nine-Level) Load unit switches). 
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PARAMETER 
SUMMARY 

OPERATING 
PROCEDURES 

System Generation 

Routine Remarks 
Parameter 

II~LOG Causes all succeeding parameters to be listed for 
the console typewriter. It must be before any EXE C 
parameters. 

II~ASSGN This parameter indicates the devices required. It 
must be before any EXEC parameter. 

I I~DATE This parameter is used to record the date of the 
System Generation. This information is retained in 
the Executive bootstrap. It mus t be before any 
EXEC parameter. 

I I~EXEC This parameter calls the indicated function to be 
executed. 

EXECP This parameter calls the indicated function to be 
executed. 

10DS This parameter is used in generating a SLLT and it 
contains information regarding each 1/0 device 
except the cons ole typewriter. 

ENDP This parameter indicates the end of the parameter 
set for generating a S LL T . 

II~END This parameter indicates the las t parameter in the 
System Generation input stream. 

Operator 
Action 

Result 

1. Mount input Master System None. 
Tape (MASTP). 

2. Mount input SYSIPT on 
card reader or tape. 

3. Mount output tape or tapes 
as required by options used 
in Systems Generation. 

4. Set the address of the de-
vice (channel and device 
number) from which the 
Executive (MASTAP) is to 
be loaded into the Load 
unit switches. 
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OPERATING 
PROCEDURES 

(Cont'd) 

TYPEOUTS 

OperCitor 
Action 

5. Press the G EN RES 
button. 

6. Press the LOAD 
button. 

7. A system typeout occurs 
requesting that the input 
that the input parameters 
device (SYSIPT) 
be ass igned. 

Typeout: 

6L\ GENCTL L\ 5799A L\SYSGEN 
INPUT DEVICE 

Response: 

6L\.mn,cuu, R 

8. No further specific 
operator action is required 
for System Generation. When 
the generation session is 
completed the following is 
typed: 

x L\ GENCTL L1 COMEX L\ 
TERMINATED 

System Generation 

Result 

mn - Two character instal
lation mnemonic 

cuu - physical device 
address 

R - required if card 
reader is assigned as 
parameter device. If 
omitted 9-level tape is 
assumed. 

NOTE: Parameters may 
be read from any 9-level 
tape except MASTAP. 

None. 

Typeouts and responses for Initialization, and Allocation are described 
in the operation procedures for the pertinent routines. 

Typeouts and responses for Executive Transcription are described in 
detail on page 4-7. 

Transcription procedures for program and call librarie's are described 
on page 4-9. 

Message Meaning Action Response 

5700 SYSGEN ABNORMAL Parameter Program is None. 
TERMINA TION card order terminated. 

invalid. 

5701 SYSGEN ABNORMAL Parameter Program is None. 
TERMINATION card identi- terminated. 

fic ation field 
error. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

5703 SYSGEM ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5704 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5705 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5707 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5708 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5709 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5715 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5716 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5717 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5718 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5719 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

4-4 

Meaning 

Parameter 
card op-
errand 
field error. 

Parameter 
card field 
missing. 

Too many 
co-channels 
per channel 

Too many 
trunks per 
channel. 

Address or 
mnemonic 
specified 
twice. 

No config-
uration 
parameter 
in EXECP 
card. 

Invalid 
bootstrap 
or IPL. 

Text 
block 
missing 
from 
MASTAP. 

Tape block 
larger then 
1044. 

Tape block 
type or 
name in-
valid. 

Unexpected 
double 
tape mark. 

System Generation 

Action Response 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated 

Program is None. 
terminated 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

5720 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5721 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5723 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5724 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5725 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINA TION 

5726 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5727 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5728 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5729 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5730 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 
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Meaning 

HI DUMMY 
(Program 
Dummy 
Block) 
missing. 

Call 
Library 
identification 
block 
missing. 

Modifier 
block length 
invalid. 

Text block 
length in-
valid. 

End of tape 
encountered 
when writing 
SYSLIB. 

No selector 
channel 
specified. 

Multiplexor 
specified 
as 
co-channel. 

Co-channel 
speCified 
for multi-
plexor. 

Invalid 
device 
type. 

Too many 
devices per 
trunk. 

System Generation 

Action Response 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None 
terminated. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

5731 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5733 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5734 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 

5735 SYSGEN ABNORMAL 
TERMINATION 
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Meaning 

Invalid 
device type 
for multi-
plexor. 

End tape 
encountered 
writing 
SYSTAP. 

A device 
required by 
System 
Generation 
is not 
assigned. 

System 
Generation 
function call 
(/ / EXEC) 
out of order. 

System Generation 

Action Response 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 



EXECUTIVE 
TRANSCRIPTION 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

System Generation 

• The TDOS Executive Transcriber (LDISK) places the TDOS Executive 
routines on disk or drum in the correct TDOS system format. It also pro
duces an edited listing of the Program Directory and Load Directories that 
are created for the TDOS Executive. The program can only be run under 
SYSGEN control. 

Note: 

Since this program can be run only under SYSGEN control, the following 
device assignments follow the normal SYSGEN convention requiring all 
assignments to be made via / / ASSGN cards at the initiation of the 
entire SYSGEN process. 

• Under SYSGEN Control: 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSTAP Magnetic Tape. Input device containing TDOS 
Executive. 

SYSRES Disc or drum. Output device. Must be initialized 
and allocated before routine is run. 

SYSLST Printer. Output listing device. 

Message 
Meaning Action ~{esponse 

n~pppppp~ 

1 The input tape format Correct problem None. 
is incorrect. and restart. 

2 Non-recoverable disk Correct problem None. 
or drum error. and restart. 

3 Insufficient area allo- Reallocate the None. 
cated on disk or drum disk or drum and 
for the TDOS restart. 
Executive. 

4 N on -recoverable Correct problem None. 
tape error. and re start. 

6 Non-recoverable Correct problem None. 
printer error. and re start. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Sys teJn Generation 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~ppppppA 

7 An Executive component Correct problem None. 
being transcribed is too and restart. 
large. 

8 Disc format error. Reinitialize vol- None. 
VTOC found on ume with VTOC 
cylinder 0, track o. not on cylinder 0, 

track o. 

9 No END card found Correct patches None. 
after patche s or all and restart. 
patches were not 
applied. 

In addition to the above typeouts, the following standard typeout will 
occur: 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

PATCHES? Are there any patches Re spond with 
to be applied to the applicable 
executive during its response: 
transcription to the 

If no patche s are 
disc (drum). 

to be applied. N 

If patche s are to 
be applied. y 
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LIBRARY 
TRANSCRIPTION 

PROCEDURE 

Sys tem Generation 

• After System Generation has been completed, the Executive has been 
transcribed to the System resident device and System Load Library (SLIT) 
and Call Library (CLT) tapes have been generated. Disc or drum storage 
for the program library (PGMLIB) should be allocated under SYSGEN. 
These libraries must then be transcribed to the system resident device 
(SYSRES). * This is the procedure to be followed: 

1. Load the TDOS executive from SYSRES. 

2. Load the Program Library Transcriber (PRGTRN) from the TDOS 
MAST AP, using MAST AP as an alternate load library. 

Assign SYSUT2 to the SLLT generated by SYSGEN. 

Note: PRGTRN parameters and general operating instructions can 
be found in the TDOS Utility Manual and TDOS Operators I 
Guide. 

3. Load the C all Library Transcriber (C LTR) from either the MAST AP 
as an alternate load library, or from SYSRES. 

a. If space has not been allocated for the libraries, the compute 
function (using the CDS entry in the parameter) can be used to 
determine how much disc storage is required. Then the storage 
allocator (RAALLR) must be run to allocate for the libraries. 

b. After allocation is completed, load the CLTR again to perform 
the actual transcription. 

*Note: 

Assign SYSUT2 to the previously generated Call Library tape. 

Note: CLTR parameters and general operating instructions can 
be found in the TDOS Utility Manual and the TDOS Oper
ators I Guide. 

The program library and object module library do not have to be disc
resident. They may remain on tape as alternate libraries. 
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5. LANGUAGE 
PROCESSORS 

ASSEMBLY SYSTEM 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

• The TOOS Assembly System translates symbolic source program 
statements into machine-coded Object Module Files (OMF). The Object 
Module Files are produced on magnetic tape in nonloadable format and 
must be bound by the Linkage Editor to produce a loadable program. 

Symbolic 
Type Device Remarks 

Device Name 

SYSLIB Disc or Drum. Contains Macro Library. 

SYSIPT Card Reader or magnetic System input device con-
tape. taining Monitor control 

cards and, optionally, 
the source deck. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic If neither a printer nor 
tape. punch is as signed to either 

SYSLST or SYSOPT respec-
tively, both SYSLST and 

SYSOPT Magnetic tape or card SYSOPT must be assigned 
punch. to a single Inagnetic tape. 

SYSUT1 Magnetic tape. Work tape or Object Module 
File output. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. Work tape (Required). 

SYSUT3 Magnetic tape. Work tape (Required). 

SYSUT4 Magnetic tape. Optional work tape assign-
ed if SYSUT1 is unavailable. 
(See below. ) 

The assembly allocates work tapes in one of three ways: 

1. SYSUT1, 2, 3 if SYSUT1 is available. 

2. SYSUT4, 2, 3 if SYSUT1 is not available but SYSUT4 is. 

3. SYSUT2, 3 only if neither SYSUT1 or SYSUT4 is available. 

SYSUTI is considered unavailable as a work tape if it already contains an 
object module, or the Assembler is to produce an object module to the 
unit. An alternate work tape, SYSUT4, is made available by specifying 
the WORK operand of the Monitor PARAM message. 

Note: Each work tape must contain a single TM or a standard volume 
label followed by aTM. 
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DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

(Cont'd) 

SOURCE 
LANGUAGE 

CORRECTION 

OPERATIONAL 
PARAMETERS 

Assembly System 

The Assembler will generate the object program to 

1. No unit (See TAPE and CARD operands). 

2. SYSOPT (output to this unit is always controlled by Monitor). 

3. SYSUTI or an alternate device (as specified to Monitor). 

4. Both units specified by 2 and 3 above. 

The Assembler interrogates the Monitor table to determine which one 
of the four cases is specified. The alternate device can never be SYSUT2 
or SYSUT3. It cannot be SYSUT4 if the WORK parameter is specified to 
Monitor and the Assembler will not use SYSUTI as a work tape (i. e. , an 
object module already exists on SYSUTl). 

The Macro Library cannot be on magnetic tape . 

• The source language correction feature requires up to two additional 
magnetic tape devices depending on the options chosen. Assignment of 
devices to these units is controlled by Monitor and they cannot be the 
same devices assigned to the assembly (i.e., SYSUTI-UT3). 

1. Source Library Tape Input - The symbolic name to be assigned to 
this device must be specified using the INPUT operand of the 
Monitor PARAM statement. In addition, an ASSGN card must be 
used to specify the physical device assignment. 

2. Updated Source Output - Symbolic device name SYSUT5 is re
served by Monitor for the updated source program. 

A unique symbolic name (i. e., other than SYSUT5) can be as
signed by use of the SOURCE operand in the Monitor PARAM 
statement. 

In either case, an ASSGN message must also be used to denote 
physical device assignment. 

+ The Monitor PARAM statement may optionally be used to designate or 
to omit specific assembly system output files. The PARAM operands 
that override normal output assumptions are listed below. Refer to the 
TDOS Control System Reference Manual (70-00-611) for complete format 
information. 
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TYPEOUTS 

Language Processors 

• Typeouts are generated by the Assembly system when 1) SYSLIB is 
available and the Macro Library has been requested (LIBRY=YES) or 2) 
Source Language Maintenance From Tape has been requested. In these 
cases, the following type outs apply: 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

0500A MACRO The Macro Library 1. Continue with- Any letter 
LIBRARY NOT was not correctly out Macro except T. 
ONR.A. transcribed to disc. Library. 

2. Dump & ter- T 
minate**. 

0501 Response of other None. None. 
CONTINUING than T for above 
WITHOUT message was re-
MACRO ceived. Assembly 
LIBRARY continues without 

the Macro Library. 

0502A MACRO Macro Library 1. Continue with- Any letter 
LIBRARY BAD cannot be read out the macro. except T. 
ONR.A. from R. A.; how-

2. Dump & ter- T 
ever, assembly may 

minate**. 
continue without 
macro being called. 

0503 Response of other None. None. 
CONTINUING than T for above 
WITHOUT message was re-
MACRO ceived. Assembly 
XXXXX continues with-

out macro XXXXX 
for this call. 

0504 MACRO The Macro Library None. Job None. 
XXXXX BAD on R. A. was de- terminated. 
ON R.A.- tected as bad during 
JOB expansion of macro 
TERMINATED XXXXX. Job is 

autom atic ally 
dumped and ter-
minated** . 

**Note: 

Dumping occurs only when / / DUMP card is present before the 
/ / ~EXEC or / /~Subprocessor card. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 
Meaning 

052nA ERROR, Hardware error 
device REWOUND doing rewind to 
TO BT INSTEAD logical device. 
OF ATM Job will be ter-

n=l - TDOS Pass 1 
minated after 

4 - TDOS Pass 2 
response & 

5 - TOOS Pass 2A 
dumped. 

6 - TDOS Pass 2B 
7 - TDOS Pass 2C 
8 - TDOS Pass 3 

0530A LIBRARY Needs type of 
DEVIC E TYPE? device library is 

on. 

0531 LIBRARY Type for 0530A 
DEVICE INVALID message above 

invalid. 

0540 *STARTC XXXXXXXX is 
x:xxxxxxx name of segment 

being assembled 
from tape, when 
source Language 
Maintenance is 
used. 

5-3B 

Language Processors 

Action Response 

Call C. E. to Any 
examine com-
puter before 
responding 
to message. 

Respond DISC 
appropriately. DISK 

DRUM 

None. None 

None. None 



OPERATIONAL 
PARAMETERS 

(Conl'd) 

Language Processors 

Param 
Meaning 

Operand 

TAPE=NO Indicates that tape output is not to be 
generated. 

CARD=YES Indicates that card image output is to be 
written to SYSOPT. 

INPUT=symbolic Source input device, if other than SYSIPT. 
(See Source Language Correction.) 

OUTPUT=symbolic Indicates symbolic device, if other than 
SYSUTl, that is to receive the generated 
Object Module File(s). 

WORK=YES Indicates assignment of the additional 
work tape SYSUT4. 

LIBRY=NO Indicates absence of Macro Library. 

SOURCE=symbolic Updated source symbolic device, if other 
than SYSUT5. (See Source Language Correc-
tion. ) 

ERRLST=NO Indicates that a listing of error flags is not 
to be printed. 

ASMLST=NO Indicates that the progranl listing is not to 
be produced. Statements containing errors, 
however, will be printed. 

XREF=YES A cross reference listing is to be produced. 

MAP=NO Indicates that the Symbol Table listing is 
not to be produced. 

Note: 

If both ERRLST = NO and ASMLST = NO are specified then no listing 
information is produced. 
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OPERATING 
PROCEDURES 

SOURCE INPUT 
COMPOSITION 

ASSEMBLE, BIND 
AND EXECUTE 

Example 1 

Assembly System 

• The Assembly System is a subprocessor component of the Tape/Disc 
8perating System and operates under control of the TDOS Monitor, ac
cepting standard Monitor control messages from the job stream. To re
quest loading and execution of the Assembler, a subprocessor control 
statement of the format / / ASSMBL must be entered into the job stream. 
If the operational l\1:onitor PARAM message is used, it must precede the 
above call me s sage . 

• The Assembly source deck must immediately follow the / / ASSMBL 
message. Multiple assemblies can be performed by placing the START 
card of each successive assembly behind the END card of the preceding 
assembly, with no intervening Monitor Control messages. Each source 
deck will thus generate an individual Object Module File which, in turn, 
must be bound by the Linkage Editor. (See Example 1, below.) If ap
propriate Linkage Editor control cards are reproduced onto the OMF be
tween each object module, it becomes possible to direct the binding of 
each object module into separately loadable object modules. 

If the source program is contained on magnetic tape (INPUT operand 
of PARAM message specified) and no source corrections are to be ap
plied, the following control message must immediately follow the / / 
ASSMBL call message: 

*STARTC program name, ASSEMBLE 

The *ENDC card must not be present when this option is used . 

• The following three examples illustrate the control cards required to 
perform an assembly, to bind the object module with the Linkage Editor, 
and to execute the generated loadable program: 

• Assemble three programs, bind each object module produced into one 
loadable program and execute. 

// ~STARTM 

//~JOB 

/ / ,1 ASSl\iBL 

START 

END 

\ 

( , 
START l 
END 

Source 1 

Source 2 
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Example 1 

(Confd) 

Example 2 

A.s'sembly System 

START 

l 
~ 

Source 3 

END 

//~EXEC 

(Data, if required) 

/ / /). ENDMON 

• A multiple assembly of three programs, each containing the appro
priate Linkage Editor parameters to direct the binding of each into sep
arately loadable programs. In this case, the / / EXEC message will load 
and execute only the last program. 

//~STARTM 

//~JOB 

/ /~ASSMBL 

START 

Source 1 

END 

(Appropriate Linkage Editor parameters) 

START { 

~ 
Source 2 

END 

(Appropriate Linkage Editor parameters) 

START 

END 

{ Source 3 

~ 
(Appropriate Linkage Editor parameters) 
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Example 2 

(Cont'd) 

Example 3 

.A.sselllbly System 

/ /~EXEC 
(Data, if required) 

//~ENDMON 

• A ssemble three programs, bind and execute each after it has been as
sembled. 

//~STARTM 

//~JOB 

//~ASSMBL 

Source 1 

//~EXEC 
(Da ta, if required) 

//~JOB 

//~ASSMBL 

S~ART t 

E~ ~ 
Source 2 

//~EXEC 
(Data, if required) 

//~JOB 

//~ASSMBL 

START 

: ? Source 3 

END ~ 
//4 EXEC 
(Data, if required) 

//~ENDMON 
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REPORT PROGRAM 
GENERATOR 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

PROBLEM 
SPECIFICATIONS 

HEADER CARD 

Report Program 
Generator 

• The TDOS Report Program Generator (RPG) is an automatic program
ming system that produces a report program from problem specifica
tions. The result is an Object Module which must be bound by the Link
age Editor prior to execution. 

An RPG compile and execute function is an option that causes compilation 
of the problem specifications, linking and execution of the resultant Ob
ject Module. 

Symbolic 
Device Device Type Remarks 
Name 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic If neither a printer nor punch is 
tape. assigned to SYSLST or SYSOPT, 

both SYSLST and SYSOPT must 
SYSOPT Card punch or mag- be assigned to the same tape 

netic tape. unit. 

SYSUTI Magnetic tape. Work tape. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. Work tape. 

SYSUT3 Magnetic tape. Work tape. 

• The problem specification cards must enter the compiler in a fixed 
sequence. Those form types not needed for problem solution may be 
omitted. 

Form Type 
Description (col.6-) 

H Header card (RPG control card). 

F File description specification. 

E File extension specification. 

L Line counter specification. 

I Input specifications. 

C Calculation specifications. 

0 Oltput format specifications. 

The termination symbol for the problem specification deck is a card with 
1* in columns 1 and 2 . 

• The header card (H Col. 6) determines the RPG options to be per
formed; e. g. , compile, compile and execute with Library tape, compile 
and execute without a Library tape. 
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COMPILE 

COMPILE AND 
EXECUTE WITH 

LIBRARY 

COMPILE AND 
EXECUTE WITHOUT 

LIBRARY 

Report Progra11/ 
Generator 

• The RPG compilation is started by inclusion of one of the following 
cards, in the job stream, in front of the problem specifications: 

Control Card 
Remarks 

Type 

//~RPG These two cards produce the same Monitor 
function; either may be used when the com-

//~EXEC~RPG piler is not on an alternate tape. 

/ /~EXEC~RPG,ALT Used if the compiler is on an alternate tape. 

• Compile and execute with Library allows immediate execution of the 
Object Module. The inclusion of the Library allows RPG FCP and any 
other Object Modules called from the library to be bound into the Object 
program during operation of the Linkage Editor. The fully bound pro
gram can then be executed from tape or a random access device. 

When the header card (H Col. 6) speCifies compile and execute with Li
brary, the following control cards are required in addition to those used 
for normal compilation: 

Control Card 
Remarks Type 

/ / ~ASSGN ~SYSLIB Specifies random access device containing 
Object Module Library. 

//~EXEC Immediately follows the /* card that terminates 
the problem specifications. This causes the 
binding and execution of the newly generated 
Object Module. 

• Compile and Execute without a Library has the same functions as 
compile and execute with Library. 

When the header card (H Col. 6) specifies Compile and Execute without a 
Library, the following is needed in addition to that necessary for normal 
compilation: 

1. RPG FCP package and any other Object Module decks to be linked 
to RPG program must be in the job stream. 

2. The following additional control cards are needed: 
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COMPILE AND 
EX ECUTE WITHOUT 

LIBRARY 
(Cont'd) 

COMPILER ERROR 
HALTS 

OBJECT PROGRAM 
ERROR TYPEOUT 

Control Card 
Type 

//~LNKEDT 

~ INCLUDE~SYSUTI 

/ /~EXEC 

Remarks 

Call Link Editor. 

Report Program 
Generator 

Informs Link Editor that the root 
segment is on SYSUTl. 

Causes execution of the bound program . 

• There are no compiler error halts or typeouts. All diagnostics are 
printed on SYSLST with the program listing. 

Message Meaning Action 

06Hn n = 0 through Take action specified in programmers 
9. Halt condi- instructions. 
tion set up by 
the program-
mer. 
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TOOS COBOL 
COMPILER 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

OPERATIONAL 
PARAMETERS 

• The TDOS COBOL Compiler is designed to accept source programs 
written in the COBOL language described in the TDOS COBOL Reference 
Manual (70-00-607) and translate these programs into machine-coded 
Object Module Files that must be bound by the Linkage Editor before ex
ecution. 

Symbolic Device 
Device Type Remarks Name 

SYSLIB Tape, Drum Contains COBOL Source Program 
or Disk Library and is required when the 

library is referenced by a source 
program. This device also con-
tains COBOL object time sub-
routines and FCP coding. 

SYSIPT Card Reader System input device containing 
or Magnetic Monitor Control cards and the 
Tape source program. 

SYSLST Printer or If neither a printer nor punch is 
Magnetic Tape assigned, both SYSLST and SYSOPT 

SYSOPT Card Punch or must be assigned to the same 
Magnetic Tape magnetic tape. 

SYSUT1 Magnetic Tape Work Tape. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic Tape Work Tape. 

SYSUT3 Magnetic Tape Work Tape. 

SYSUT4 Magnetic Tape Optional work tape, required for 
stacked compilations. 

SYSUT5 Magnetic Tape Alternate Source Input Tape. 

Note: SYSUT4 must be used if stacked object modules for multiple com
plications are generated for subsequent processing by the Linkage 
Editor, or if SYSUT1 contains object modules produced by a proc
essor executed prior to the current COBOL compilation . 

• The Monitor PARAM statement may optionally be used to designate or 
omit specific COBOL compiler output files. The PARAM operands that 
override normal output assumptions are listed below. Refer to the TOS 
Control System Manual (70-00-609) for complete formal information. 

Param 
Meaning 

Operand 

TAPE=NO Tape object modules are not to be generated to SYSUTl. 

CARD=YES Card image output is to be generated to SYSOPT. 

LIST=YES A source program listing is to be written to SYSLST. 
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Example 1 

Example 2 

Example 3. 

COBOL 

• Compile a single program, bind the object module into a loadable pro
gram, and execute. 

//~JOB 

/ /~COBOL 

(COBOL Source Deck or BASIS Cards) 

/ /~EXEC 
(Data, if required) 

• Compile two programs, bind each object module produced into one 
loadable program, and execute the generated loadable program. 

//~JOB 

/ / ~COBOL 

(1st COBOL Source Deck or BASIS Cards) 

//~COBOL 

(2nd COBOL Source Deck or BASIS Cards) 

/ /~ EXEC 
(Data, if required) 

• Compile two programs, bind each object module produced as a sepa
rate loadable program, and execute the last loadable program. 

/ /~JOB 

/ /~COBOL 

(1st COBOL Source Deck or BASIS card) 

(Appropriate Linkage Editor Cards) 

//~JOB 

//~COBOL 

(2nd COBOL Source Deck or BASIS card) 

//~EXEC 
(Data, if required) 
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Example 4. 

COBOL STACK 
COMPILATION 

COBOL 

• Compile three programs without binding or execution of the object 
modules. 

/ /I'lJOB 

//I'lCOBOL 

(1st COBOL Source Deck or BASIS card) 

/ /I'lCOBOL 

(2nd COBOL Source Deck or BASIS card) 

/ /I'lCOBOL 

(3rd COBOL Source Deck or BASIS card) 

• This option permits automatic generation of the Linkage Editor PROG 
parameter by the compiler. This feature facilitate s the binding of object 
modules generated by a stacked compilation into separate loadable pro
grams without the need for submitting additional parameters to the Linkage 
Editor routine during the binding process. 

The entry DUPL=YES in the / / PARAM card(s) preceding the / / EXEC 
COBOL card will notify the compiler that a PROG parameter is to be 
generated preceding each object module produced from the ensuing COBOL 
source programs in the monitor job stream until either a / / JOB card, or 
a / / PARAM card with DUPL=NO specified, or the / / ENDMON card is 
encountered. The Linkage Editor will then produce a loadable program 
from the modules following a PROG entry on SYSUT1 until the next PROG 
entry, or the end of the object module file on SYSUTl. 

The only parameter required in the monitor job stream pertaining to the 
Linkage Editor routine is the / / LNKEDT card. In this situation SYSUT1 is 
the primary input, there is no secondary input. The name of the loadable 
program(s) is the same as the name given in the PROGRAM-ID entry of 
the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION in the source program. 
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COBOL STACK 
COMPILATION 

(Cont'd) 

COBOL 

Examples: 

Monitor Job Stream Program Load Library (SYSUT2) 

I I STARTM 

II JOB 

I I PARAM DUPL=YES Program-A 

I I EXEC COBOL 

(source program -A) 

I I EXEC COBOL 

(source program-B) 

I I PARAM DUPL=NO Program-B 

I I EXEC COBOL (implicitly includes modules C and D) 

(source program-C) 

I I EXEC COBOL 

(source program-D) 

I I PARAM DUPL=YES 

I I EXEC COBOL 

(source program-E) Program-E 

I I LNKEDT 

II ENDMON 

Noles: 

1. The predefined option is DUPL=NO, therefore no changes in operating 
procedures are required if this facility is not desired. 

2. If it is desired to create an overlay structure or to explicitly include 
modules from an OMF or OML this feature should not be used. 

3. When a COBOL source program in the monitor job stream contains 
the SORT feature the parameter DUPL=YES must be in effect for 
both the source program containing the SORT and the source program 
following it in the same monitor job stream (re: Note 2 above). 

4. If all of the source programs in a given monitor job stream, includ
ing any that may contain the SORT feature, are to be bound as one 
loadable program, the DUPL=YES parameter is not required o Also, 
no Linkage Editor parameters are permitted. 
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USE OF AN 
ALTERNATE SOURCE 

T APE AS I NPUT TO 
COMPILATION 

General 

Source Tape 
Format 

Single 

COBOL 

• This option allows source input to a COBOL compilation to reside on a 
symbolic device other than SYSIPT. When this option is desired it is 
nece ssary to employ the INPUT=SYSUT5 Monitor parameter option to 
specify which magnetic tape device contains the source program to be 
compiled. 

• The run-time parameter cards for a COBOL compilation job stream 
remain the same with the addition of the INPUT=SYSUT5 entry in the //.1 
P ARAM card. However, in place of the source program cards in the job 
stream the control message *STARTC is required to specify which program 
on SYSUT5 is to be compiled. The format of the source input tape and the 
control message are described below. 

• The source tape, (SYSUT5) , may have either Standard Labels, Omitted 
Labels, or be Unlabeled. 

STANDARD LABELS 

Single 
Single or 
Blocked (5) 

Single or 
Blocked (5) 

ID-BLOCK DATA-BLOCK DATA-BLOCK 

Single or 
Blocked (5) 

Single or 
Blocked (5) 

Single or 
Blocked (5) 

IID-BLOCK~DATA-BLOCK~DATA-BLOCK~DATA-BLOCKwaTM~EOF~ 

Single 

LABELS OMITTED 

Single or 
Blocked (5) 

Single or 
Blocked (5) Single 

I TM~ID-BLOCK ~DATA-BLOCK~DATA-BLOCK~TM~ID-BLOCK~ 

Single or 
Blocked (5) 
~.~ 

DATA-BLOCK~_T_M~~~_T_M~I ______________________________ ~ 

Single 

-"--
Single or 
Blocked (5) 

UNLABELED 

Single or 
Blocked (5) Single 

lID-BLOCK ~ DATA-BLOCK ~ DATA-BLOCK ~TM~ID-BLOCK~ 
Single or Blocked (5) 

I DATA-BLOCK ~TMWJ TM ~ 
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ID-BLOCK Format 

Data Record Format 

·STARTC 
Control Message 

·STARTC 
Card Format 

COBOL 

• All programs whether blocked or unblocked on the source tape must 
be preceded by a single record ID-BLOCK of 80 characters. The ID
BLOCK must be in the following format. 

80 bytes, unblocked 
'~" 

I *STARTC~ PROGRAM-NAME I 
Position Contents 

1-7 *STARTC 

8 (SPACE) 

9 - 16 PROGRAM-NAME (1 to 8 characters NOT 
surrounded with quotes, left justified, space 
filled) 

17 - 80 NOT USED 

Note: PROGRAM-NAME must be the same as that specified in the 
PROGRAM-ID entry in the source program. 

• Each data record must be 80 characters in length, unblocked or blocked 
five records to a block. The data records may not be in compressed form. 
The last data block of a source program may contain from one to five 
records but must be an even multiple of 80 bytes. 

The COBOL compiler will terminate reading of a source program from 
the input tape upon encountering a single tape mark. A double tape mark 
indicates the end-of-file. Standard labels and initial tape marks are 
processed under normal system standards. 

• An *STARTC control card must immediately follow the / / .1 COBOL run 
time parameter. The control card specifies the name of the source program 
to be compiled and tape positioning prior to searching for the program on 
the input tape. Searching is always done in a forward direction, and the 
tape is not rewound after a compilation. 

• *STARTC program-name [. {~~D} ] 
1. *STARTC must be punched in columns 1 through 7. 

2. The program-name may be 1 to 8 characters in length starting in 
column 9 of the *STARTC card. 

3. RWD means rewind the source input tape before searching for the 
program, NO means search for the program without first rewinding 
the tape. 

4. If the [. {~~} ] operand is specified a comma m list precede it. If 

this option is omitted the comma is also omitted and NO rewind is 
assumed. Redundant spaces preceding the comma are not permitted. 

5. The program-name in the STARTC card and the PROGRAM-ID 
entry in the source program must be identical. 
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OPERATIONAL 
PARAMETERS 

(Cont'd) 

TYPEOUTS 

OPERATING 
PROCEDURES 

SOURCE INPUT 
COMPOSITION 

COMPILE, BIND, AND 
EXECUTE 

COBOL 

Param 
Meaning Operand 

MAP=NO A locator/map is not to be written to SYSLST. 

OBJLST=YES An object program listing is to be written to SYSLST. 

DIAG=NO A diagnostic listing is not to be written to SYSLST. 

XREF=YES A cross reference listing is to be written to SYSLST. 

DUPL=YES COBOL Stack Compilations 

INPUT= Alternate Source Tape as Input 
SYSUT5 

Message Meaning Action Response 

32FF Complication Self-explanatory. None. None. 
Aborted. 

3200 Compilation Self-explanatory. None. None. 
Completed. 

3201 Re-Run Work Self -explanatory. None. None. 
tape. Non-
recoverable error. 
Compilation 
aborted . 

• The COBOL compiler is a subprocessor of TDOS and operates under 
the control of the TDOS Monitor, accepting standard Monitor Control 
messages from the job stream. 

To request loading and execution of the COBOL compiler, a subprocessor 
Control statement of the format / / L1 COBOL must be entered into the 
job stream. If the optional Monitor PARAM message is used, it must 
precede the COBOL call message . 

• The COBOL source deck must immediately follow the / / L1 COBOL 
control statement. Multiple compilations can be performed by placing 
one source program after the other separated by a / / L1 COBOL card. 
Each source deck will generate an individual object Module File which 
must be bound by the Linkage Editor into a loadable program. 

• The following examples illustrate the control cards required to per
form COBOL Compilations, bind the object module using the Linkage 
Editor, and execute the generated loadable programs. SYSLIB is always 
required as input to the Linkage Editor to bind COBOL object time sub
routines and File Control Processor coding with the Object Module File. 
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Diagnostic 

Example of SYSIPT 

COBOL 

• If the program-name entered in the *STARTC card is not found on the 
source tape the following diagnostic will be issued: 

Program-name 

XXXXXXXX NOT FOUND ON ALTERNATE SOURCE TAPE 

Card Column 1 

t 
(1) //~JOB 
(2) / / ~PARAM LIST=YES, OBJLST=YES, INPUT=SYSUT5 
(3) / / ~ COBOL 
(4) *STARTC EXAMP2,NO 
(5) / / ~ COBOL 
(6) *STARTC EXAMP1,RWD 
(7) / / ~ COBOL 

(Source Deck) 
(8) / / ~ LNKEDT 

Card 1: Initiates a monitor job stream. 

Card 2: Specifies that source and object code listings are desired in 
addition to the map listing, and that the tape unit assigned to 
SYSUT5 contains an alternate source program input file. 

Card 3: Causes loading of the COBOL compiler. 

Card 4: Specifies that the program "EXAMP2" is on the alternate input 
tape and searching is to commence without rewinding the tape. 

Card 5: Causes reloading of the COBOL compiler. 

Card 6: Specifies that the program "EXAMP1" is on the alternate input 
tape and searching is to commence after the tape is rewound. 
(The tape is assumed to be positioned after program "EXAMPI ".) 

Card 7: Causes reloading of the COBOL compiler. The source program 
following in SYSIPT is to be compiled. 

Card 8: Causes the Linkage Editor to be loaded and the process initiated. 
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FORTRAN 

DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

OPERATIONAL 
PARAMETERS 

Language Processors 

• The FORTRAN compiler accepts programs written in the FORTRAN IV 
language described in the TOS FORTRAN IV Reference Manual and trans
lates them into Object Module Files acceptable to the Linkage Editor which 
prepares a bound program for execution. 

Symbolic 
Device Name 

Device Type Remarks 

-
SYSIPT Card Reader System input device contain-

Magnetic Tape ing monitor control cards 
and possibly the source 
program. 

SYSLST Printer or System list device contain-
Magnetic Tape ing possibly the source 

list and storage maps. 

SYSOPT Punch or Optional systems output 
Magnetic Tape device possibly containing 

the object module files. If 
both SYSLST and SYSOPT 
are assigned to a magnetic 
tape, it must be the same. 

SYSUT1 Magnetic Tape Work tape and possibly the 
object module file. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic Tape Work tape. 

SYSUT3 Magnetic Tape Work tape. 

• The monitor P ARAM statement may optionally be used to designate 
specific compiler functions. The PARAM operands which override normal 
designations are listed below. See the TDOS Control System Reference 
Manual, 70-00-611 for complete explanation. 
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OPERATIONAL 
PARAMETERS 

(Cant 'd) 

ERROR TYPEOUTS 

OPERATING 
PROCEDURES 

Language Processors 

Param Operand Meaning 

TAPE=NO The object module file is not to be written to 
SYSUT1. 

CARD=YES The object module file is to be written to 
SYSOPT. 

LIST=YES The input source program is to be written to 
SYSLST. 

MAP=NO The storage maps in alphameric and assign-
ment sequence are not to be written to SYSLST. 

DEBUG=YES The statement number for each executable 
statement is to be saved so that it can be 
output if an error message occurs. (This 
adds 8 bytes for each executable statement.) 

CODE=2 7094 code is used for source program input. 

CODE=3 3301 code is used for source program input. 

INPUT=symbolic The device which contains the source input. 

• None 

• There are two forms of the FORTRAN compiler: 

1. FORTRN - requires 44872 bytes of memory for compilation. 

2. FOR131 - requires 80000 bytes of memory for compilation. 

The only difference between the two is that FOR131 allows more variable 
names and constants. 

Both compilers are subprocessors of the TOS Operating System and 
operate under control of the TOS Monitor. 

To request compilation, a statement of the form 

//FORXXX 

where XXX=TRN or 131 must be in the job stream, preceeded by any PARAM 
statements. 
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SOURCE INPUT 

EXECUTION 

TYPEOUTS 

Language Processors 

• The FORTRAN source deck must either immediately follow the 
/ /FORXXX statement or be on the source input tape. If it is on tape, 
then there can be no labels and the source program must be blocked four 
card images per block, the first block of which must be the first block 
on tape. 

• Before execution, the object module file must be bound by the Linkage 
Editor. This will require a Call Library which contains certain modules 
necessary for execution. (The user may have assembled his own ITFDATAD 
module or he may use the one or the Call Library. This will depend on his 
input/output file requirements. Information relevant to this area can be 
found in the FORTRAN IV Reference Manual. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

3301A A PAUSE, PAUSE n Continue C 
FORTRAN or PAUSE 'ss ... s' is 

Terminate. T 
**PAUSE** being executed. (xx ... xx 
xx .... xx is either n or ss .... s) . 

3302 The program is being None. None. 
xx .... xx run under the executive 

without the monitor 
and some error has 
occurred. (xx ... xx is 
a description of the 
error). 

3303A Input to the program Enter the Input. 
*dddddd* from the Console Type- input. 

writer has been re-
quested. (dddddd is the 
device address, 
DEV ADDR in the 
DAT AD for this data 
set reference number. ) 

3304A An error has been en- Ignore & I 
xxxx countered in opening or Continue. 
11 •.• 11 closing a tape with 

Terminate. T 
standard labels. 
(xxxx is VOLl, HDRl, 
or EOFI and refers to 
the label in error. 
11 ... 11 is the label. ) 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

nL\pppppp~ 

3305A 
xxxx 

3306A 
xxxxxx PURGE 
DATEyydoy 

Meaning 

The block count in the 
EOF1 label of a tape 
with standard labels 
does not agree with the 
number of blocks read. 

The purge date in the 
HDR1 label of the tape 
on unit :xxxxxx is yydoy 
(year and day of year) 
which is less than to-
day's date. 
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Language Processors 

Action Response 

Ignore & I 
Continue. 

Terminate T 

Ignore & I 
Continue. 

Terminate. T 



6. AUTOMATIC 
INTEGRATED 
DEBUGGING 

SYSTEM 
(TDSAID) 

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION 

OPERATING 
PROCEDURE 

AUTOMATIC AIDS 

• The TDOS Automatic Integrated Debugging (TDSAID) System provides 
console-controlled and automatic methods of testing a single program or 
a series of programs. The console-controlled AIDS routine is controlled 
by parameters entered from the console typewriter. In this case, the 
user runs the routine or tells the operator what parameters to use. 

The automatic AIDS routine needs no operator input for test param
eters. The parameters are entered automatically from a card reader or 
magnetic tape device. 

• 1. Place the AIDS control cards for all programs to be tested, in the 
card reader, in the order they are to be tested. The operator 
should place an ~END~AIDS card at the end of the AIDS control 
cards. The complete card deck may be transcribed to tape, and 
the tape used as AIDS input. 

2. Load AIDS for automatic testing using the following Executive 
message: 

E~LOD~TDSAID,mn" ,H 

where mn = mnemonic for device containing AIDS if it is not on 
the System resident device. 

H high memory load. Automatic AIDS must always be 
loaded high. 

3. AIDS then types the following message: 

AUTO OR CONSOLE? 

The response to this message is: 

AUTO~mn 

where mn = mnemonic for the de~ice containing the programs to 
be tested. 

4. The Executive then asks for assignment of AIDIPT and AIDOPT. 
When this is accomplished, AIDS processes device cards, asks for 
device assignments, and loads the program to be tested. 

If the program to be tested cannot be found on the indicated device, 
the routine cycles with the Executive message nL\ppppppL\02NF. 
The operator must then load the program to be tested using the 
EL\ LOD message indicating low-order memory. 
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AUTOMATIC AIDS 
(Cont'd) 

CONSOLE-CONTROLLED 
AIDS 

Automatic Integrated 
Debugging Systen~ 

5. When the program under test and AIDS share the reader, AIDS 
types the message ARE CARDS dddddd AVAIL? (dddddd is the 
symbolic used for the reader by the program under test). The 
operator should remove any AIDS control cards, place the card 
input for the current program in the reader, and respond n Y. If 
the card input is not available, respond nAN; AIDS will proceed to 
the next program. 

6. When the testing of a program terminates, AIDS types the message 
RELOAD CARD READER WITH AIDS JOBSTREAM. The operator 
should remove any cards that may be in the reader and replace the 
remaining AIDS control cards. 

7. When AIDS and a program under test that requires card input do 
not share the card reader, AIDS types the message ARE READER 
AND FILE dddddd A V AIL? The operator should place the card 
input for the current program in the reader, and respond nAY. 
If the card input is not available, respond n N; AIDS will proceed 
to the next program • 

• 1. Console-controlled AIDS is loaded using the following Executive 
message: 

E A LODA TDSAID, mn 

where mn = mnemonic for the device containing AIDS if it is not 
on the System re sident device. 

2. AIDS then types the following message: 

AUTO OR CONSOLE? 

The response to this message is explained on page 6-09. 

After the response to AUTO OR CONSOLE? is made, AIDS deter
mines if the program to be tested is in memory. If it has not been 
loaded, AIDS cycles until an EALOD message from the user loads 
the program. 

If the program is in memory and it has a higher priority than AIDS, 
the change Priority Console routine must be used to make the 
priority of AIDS higher than that of the program to be tested. 

3. When both AIDS and the program to be tested are in memory, the 
message AIDS REQUEST REQUIRED is typed. The user can then 
submit any of the AIDS parameters. 
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DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

PRINTOUTS 

AUTOMATIC TESTING 

AIDS 

• Under Executive Control: 

Automatic Testing 

SON Device Type Remarks 

AIDIPT Card reader or magnetic Parameter input device. 
tape. 

AIDOPT Printer or magnetic tape. Output device. 

Console-Controlled Testing 

SON Device Type Remarks 

AIDRDV Card reader or magnetic Input device for Snapshot, 
tape. Trace, and Patch 

parameter s. 

AIDOPT Printer or magnetic tape. Output device for Memory 
Print, Snapshot, and 
Trace results. 

'----

Message Meaning 

A DATA ERROR INTERRUPT A decimal arithmetic error, 
HAS OCCURRED AT PROG REL editing error, or Convert to 
nnnnnn, P CTR nnnnnn Binary instruction error 

occurred. 

A DECIMAL OVERFLOW The result field of an instruc-
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT tion was too small to contain 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR the result of the decimal 
nnnnnn operation. 

A DIVIDE ERROR INTERRUPT A fixed-point, floating-point, 
HAS OCCURRED AT PROG REL or decimal divide error or 
nnnnnn, P CTR nnnnnn Convert to Binary instruction 

error occurred. 

A FIXED POINT OVERFLOW High -order significant bits 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED were lost or a high-order 
AT PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR carry occurred in a fixed-
nnnnnn point operation. 
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AUTOMATIC TESTING 
(Conl'd) 

Message 

AN ADDRESSING ERROR 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

AN ELAPSED TIME CLOCK 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

AN EXPONENT OVERFLOW 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

AN EXPONENT UNDERFLOW 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

AN OPERATN CODE TRP 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

A PRIVILEGED OPERATN 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

A SIGNIFICANT ERROR 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

A SUPRVSR CALL INSTR 
INTERRUPT HAS OCCURRED AT 
PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

(Parameter) CARD SEQUENCE 
ERR 

(Parameter) DEC FIELD ERROR 

(Parameter) EXCH PATCHES 
EXCEED PROG RHE 
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AIDS 

Meaning 

An addressing, specification, 
or protection key error 
occurred. 

The Elapsed Time Clock cycle 
for the test program was 
completed. 

The re sult exponent of a 
floating-point operation was 
greater than 127. 

The re sult exponent of a 
floating-point operation was 
Ie s s than zero. 

The te st program attempted 
to execute an instruction that 
was either not assigned or 
not available to the processor. 

The test program attempted to 
execute a privileged operation 
and the processor was in the 
non-privileged mode. 

The result mantissa of a 
floating-point add or subtract 
instruction was zero. 

The test program attempted 
to execute an invalid Supervisor 
Call. 

The, sequence number in the 
parameter is in error. 

A decimal field in the parameter 
is in error. 

The right-hand-end of the ex
change patch data is outside 
the test program memory 
limit .. 



AUTOMATIC TESTING 
(Conl'd) 

Message 

(Parameter) INVALID HEX CHAR 

(Parameter) INVALID TEST 
NAME 

(Parameter) NO END SENTINAL 

NO PROG END CARD 

OPERATOR REQUESTED 
TERMINATION HAS OCCURRED 
AT PROG REL nnnnnn, P CTR 
nnnnnn 

(Parameter) PAR TAB FILLED 

(Parameter) PATCH TYPE ERR 

(Parameter) PROG NAME ERR 

(Parameter) SNAP AREA 
INVALID 

(Parameter) TEST POINT 
INVALID 

(Parameter) TRACE AREA 
INVALID 
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AIDS 

Meaning 

The parameter contains an 
invalid hexadecimal character. 

The test name in the parameter 
is not SNAPS, TRACE, or 
PATCH. 

There is no end sentinal (11,8, 
7 punch) immediately following 
the last graphic character in 
the PATCH parameter. 

There was no END PROG 
parameter following the AIDS 
cards for a program. Infor
mation only. 

The operator interrupted the 
program and terminated it. 

This parameter caused the 
limits of the AIDS parameter 
table to be exceeded. 

The Add or Exchange Patch 
parameter format is incorrect. 

The program name in the 
parameter does not agree with 
the name in the previous PROG 
parameter. 

All or part of the Snap area 
defined in the parameter was 
outside the program limits or 
the lhe was greater than the 
rhe. 

The test point given in the 
parameter was outside the 
program limits. 

All or part of the Trace area 
defined in the parameter was 
outside the program limits. 



AIDS 

TYPEOUTS 

AUTOMATIC TESTING Message 
Meaning Action Response 

ni'1ppppppi'1 

AIDS ABORT An unsolicited inter- 1. Terminate current A 
REQUEST rupt was entered. program testing, 
REQUIRED continue AIDS. 

2. Complete current B 
program testing, 
terminate AIDS. 

3. Terminate current C 
program te sting and 
AIDS immediately. 

AIDS olp EOT sensed on AIDS Mount new tape on A 
TAPE FULL, output tape. device mn. 
MOUNT NEW 
TAPE ON mn. 
REPLY WITH 
f!..A WHEN 
MOUNTED 

ALL lip AIDS could not find AIDS terminates. None. 
TESTED, a program identifi-
NO ID RCD cation record 
FOUND (PROGcard). 

ANY MORE AIDS requests 1. AIDIPT is reader; Y 
AIDS INPUT? additional control place additional 

card input; no END AIDS control cards 
AIDS card was in reader. 
found. 

2. AIDIPT is tape or N 
no more AIDS 
input. 

ARE READER Are cards for device 1. Place cards in Y 
AND FILE dddddd in card reader. 
dddddd reader? AIDS and 

2. Cards are not N 
AVAIL? program under test 

available. AIDS 
do not share reader 0 

proceeds to next 
program. 

DEVICE AIDS is processing None. Noneo 
REQUESTS device cards for 
FOR PROG program pppppp. 
pppppp 
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AUTOMATIC TESTING 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

ARE CARDS 
dddddd 
AVAIL? 

PROGRAM 
pppppp 
TESTING 
TERMI-
NATED 

RELOAD 
CARD 
READER 
WITH AIDS 
JOBSTREAM 

011GA 
ASSGN 
dddddd 

011GA 
ASSGN 
PRINTER 

011GA 
ASSGN 
PUNCH 

011GA 
ASSGN 
TAPE 

Meaning 

Are data cards for 
device dddddd in 
card reader? AIDS 
and program under 
test ~ the 
reader. 

Testing of program 
pppppp has termi-
nated. 

Place remaining 
AIDS control cards 
in card reader. 

Assign program 
under test input 
tape device dddddd. 

Assign printer to 
program under test. 

Assign card punch 
to program under 
test. 

Assign work tape 
to program under 
test. 
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AIDS 

Action Response 

1. Remove AIDS y 

control cards and 
place data cards 
in reader. 

2. Cards are not N 
available. AIDS 
proceeds to next 
program. 

None. AIDS proceeds None. 
to next program. 

Remove any data None. 
cards and place AIDS 
control cards in 
reader. 

1. Assign dddddd. mn 

2. Device or input N 
tape is not avail-
able. AIDS 
proceeds to next 
program. 

1. Assign printer. mn 

2. Printer is not N 
available. AIDS 
proceeds to next 
program. 

l. Assign punch. mn 

2. Punch is not N 
available. AIDS 
proceeds to next 
program. 

l. Assign tape. mn 

2. Work tape is not N 
available. AIDS 
proceeds to next 
program. 



AUTOMATIC TESTING 
(Cont'd) Message 

n~pppppp~ 

48PRA 
AUTO OR 
CONSOLE? 

Meaning 

Is AIDS to be auto-
matic or console-
controlled? 

Automatic Integrated 
Debugging System 

Action Response 

AIDS is automatic AUTO 
and program s to be ~mn 

tested are on device 
mn. 

Note • Additional Typeouts may occur during testing from the program under 
test and the Tape Edit and Test Data Generator routines contained in AIDS. 

CONSOLE
CONTROLLED 

TESTING 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

AIDS 
REQUEST 
MSG UN-
ACCEPTABLE 

AIDS 
REQUEST 
REJECTED 
(reason for 
rejection) 

AIDS 
REQUEST 
REQUIRED 

AIDS 
REQUEST 
REQUIRED 
EOJ AT 
hhhhhh 

AIDS 
REQUEST 
REQUIRED 
SGMT 
ssssss 
LOADED 

Meaning Action Response 

Parameter just Submit correct parameter. 
entered was not 
recognized. 

Parameter just Submit correct parameter. 
entered was re-
jected for reason 
given. 

Request for AIDS Submit correct parameter. 
input parameter. 

Program under Submit any AIDS parameter. 
te st has executed If Continue or Proceed is 
EOJ SVC at submitted, it must contain 
location hhhhhh. an address where control is 
AIDS requests to be transferred to. 
input parameter. 

Segment ssssss Submit any AIDS parameter. 
has been loaded. 
AIDS requests 
input parameter s. 
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CONSOLE
CONTROLLED 

TESTING 
(Cont'd) 

Notes 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 

AIDS Address Stop test 
REQUEST point hhhhhh has 
STOP AT been executed re-
hhhhhh quired number of 

times. AIDS re-
quests input 
parameter. 

48PRA Is AIDS to be auto-
AUTO OR matic or console-
CONSOLE? controlled? 

Automatic Integrated 
Debugging System 

Action Response 

Submit any AIDS parameter. 

AIDS is console-
controlled and: 

1. AIDS and pro- pppppp 
gram under test pppppp = 
do not share name of 
reader or program under 
printer. test. 

2. AIDS and pro- ppppppL'. aaaaaa 
gram under test aaaaaa = program 
share card under test name 
reader. for card reader. 

3. AIDS and pro- ppppppL'.,bbbbbb 
gram under test bbbbbb = program 
share printer. under te st name 

for printer. 

4. AIDS and pro- ppppppL'. 
gram share aaaaaa,bbbbbb 
card reader 
and printer. 

• 1. Additional typeouts may occur during testing from the program 
under test. 

2. Refer to TDOS Utility Routines manual, Section 4, for AIDS param
eters. 
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7. DIAGNOSTIC 
ROUTINES 

SELF-LOADING 
MEMORY PRINT 

• The Self-Loading Memory Print routine is an emergency testing aid 
that provides a listing of all, or part, of main memory and the contents 
of scratch-pad memory. This routine is used when a program has ter
minated in an abnormal or unexpected manner and the standard memory 
print (Dump and Terminate console request) cannot be used. 

This routine contains its own bootstrap, loader, and device control. 
As a result, it is not dependent on any other programming system and is 
loaded without the Executive or Monitor. 

Operating procedures for this routine are as follows: 

10 Place routine object deck in card reader 0 Set load unit on control 
panel to address the card reader. 

20 Press LOAD. 

3. The following typeout occurs: 

FLOAT 

The print routine may be floated in memory as low as 00080(16)' 
or loaded at the end of memory, based on the following core 
sizes: 

65K 

121K 

262K 

524K 

OF610 

1F610 

3F610 

7F610 

4. Type in the LHE address of where print routine is to be loaded 
(five-character hexadecimal address ending in zero). 

50 The program will then load itself and display the following mes
sage: 

ENTER COMPLETE PARA 

6. Type in the following parameter: 

lllllrrrrr ~cuu~d 

Where: 

11111 

rrrrr 

hexadecimal address of left-hand end of memory area 
to be printed (five characters). 

hexadecimal address of right-hand end of memory 
area to be printed (five characters). 
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SELF-LOADING 
MEMORY PRINT 

(Cont'd) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

cuu 

space. 

Self-Loadillg 
1\1 emory Print 

channel and device number of the output device. 

d output device type: space for printer; T for nine-level 
magnetic tape, S for seven-level magnetic tape. 

7. Press EaT. 

8. After the memory print has been completed, the routine types out 
the following message: 

ENTER MEM UMIT PARA 

9. To print an additional area of memory, type in the limits of the 
area as shown below and press EaT. 

lllllrrrrr 

10. To terminate the routine, type in END and pr~ss EaT. 

• None. 

Message Meaning Action 

1301 Parameter input Type correct param-
error. eter input. 

1316 Output device Correct condition. 
inoperable. Press START. 

1317 Error writing to 1. If printer output, 
output device. press COIN to 

print line. 

2. If magnetic tape 
output, press 
COIN to rewrite 
record. 
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SNAPSHOT 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

Diagnos tic Routines 

• The Snapshot routine is a program testing aid that provides an edited 
listing of the general registers of the PI state, the floating-point regis
ters, and selected areas of main memory. 

Listings are obtained during program execution time as a result of 
SNAPS macro call lines placed in the assembly source deck. Any or all 
snapshot points can be inhibited at run time. 

• Under f~xecutir;e Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SNPRDR Card reader For INHIBIT parameters if 
they are to be entered from 
card reader. 

SNAPOP Printer or magnetic tape. Output device. If magnetic 
tape, pre-edit option of Tape 
Edit routine must be used to 
print tape. 

{Tndcl' hlonitol' Contml 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader For INHIBIT parameters. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic Output device. If magnetic 
tape. tape, pre-edit option of Tape 

Edit routine must be used to 
print tape. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

16PDA 
SNAPS 

16PRA 
ENTER 
INHIB 
PARAM 

16PRA 
ENTER 
SNAP x 
PARAM 

160DA 
OP/DEV 

1601 

1601 
F=x 
N=y 

1601 

Meaning 

Request for 
source of 
INHIBIT pa-
rameters, if 
any. 

Request for 
number of 
snappoints to 
be inhibited. 

Request for 
left and right-
end of snap-
shot point x. 

;Request for 
~utput device 
~ype. 

Parameter 
~ormat error. 

Format and/or 
jgrouping factor 
~rror • 

~arameter not 
~ecognized. 
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Snapshot 

Action Response 

1. Card reader R 

2. Console typewriter. T 

3. None. EOT 

Insert number of nnn ..• n 
snappoints to be Where n IS are 
inhibited. number of snap-

points to be 
inhibited. 

Insert left-hand end Type ll1ll1rrrrrrfn 
and right-hand end where: 
of snapshot point x. 111111 = (lliE) 16 

rrrrrr = (RHE) 16 
f = H hexadecimal 

= G EBCDIC 
graphics. 

= C EBCDIC 
graphics and 
hexadecimal. 

= M mnemonics. 
= F floating-

point, double 
precision. 

=S floating-
point, single 
precision. 

n = 1 one-byte 
print group. 

= 2 two-byte 
print group. 

= 4 four-byte 
print group. 

1. Magnetic tape. T 

2. Printer. P 

Processing continues. None 

Processing continues. None 

Repeat parameter None 
input when requested. 



SELF-LOADING 
TAPE EDIT 

• The Self-Loading Tape Edit routine is an emergency testing aid that 
displays the contents of a magnetic tape reel in hexadecimal format, 
EBCDIC graphic format, or both. The format in which the data are to be 
displayed is determined from an input parameter message entered from 
the console typewriter. 

This routine contains its own bootstrap, loader, and device control. 
As a result, it is not dependent on any other programming system and is 
loaded without the Executive or Monitor. 

Operating procedures for this routine are: 

1. Place routine object deck in card reader. Set load unit number on 
control panel to address the card reader. 

2. Press LOAD. 

3. The program loads itself, and the following typeout occurs: 

44RDA ENTER OUTPUT PARAM 

4. Type in the following parameter: 

ccu~d 

Where: 

cuu channel and device number of the output device. 

d output device type: T for magnetic tape, space for 
printer. 

5. Press EOT. 

6. The following typeout occurs: 

44PRA ENTER INPUT PARAM 

7. Type in the following parameter: 

cuu~fL\ss 

Where: 

cuu channel and device number of the input device. 

f 1 rewind to BOT and print in EBCDIC graphics 0 

2 rewind to BOT and print in hexadecimal. 

3 rewind to BOT and print in EBCDIC graphics and 
hexadecimal. 
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SELF-LOADING 
TAPE EDIT 

(Cont'd) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

PRINTOUTS 

TYPEOUTS 

f 

Self-Loading 
Tape Edit 

4 begin at present position and print in EBCDIC 
graphics. 

5 begin at present position and print in hexadecimal. 

6 begin at present position and print in EBCDIC 
graphics and hexadecimal. 

ss seven-level magnetic tape control information. If 
nine-level input, these positions are not used. 

8. Press EaT. 

9. The routine edits the first tape and displays the following mes
sage: 

44PRA ENTER INPUT PARAM 

10. If additional tapes are to be edited, repeat steps 7 and 8; other
wise type END and press EaT. 

Note: To terminate the routine before the tape edit is completed, 
press COIN . 

• None. 

Message Meaning 

****SHOR T BLOCK**** A block of les s than 12 bytes was read. 

*TAPE MARK* A tape mark was read. 

'CONSOLE INTERRUPT' The routine was terminated by pressing 
COIN. 

Message Meaning Action Response 

4401 Parameter input Type correct param- None. 
error. eter when requested. 

4402 Invalid reply to Type correct reply None. 
message. when requested. 

4403 Read error on input The read of the input None. 
tape. tape will be tried five 

times. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

4403A 

4404 

4404A 

4405 

4408A 

4409A 
DOUBLE 
TAPE 
MARK 

4416cuu 

Meaning 

Read error on 
input tape. 

Write error on 
output tape. 

Write error on 
output tape. 

Printer error. 

End of output 
tape. 

Double tape 
mark read 
on input 
tape. 

Device cuu 
is inoperable. 
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Action 

1. Reread five 
more times. 

2. Terminate. 

3. Bypass record. 

The write to .the output 
tape will be tried five 
times. 

1. Retry the write 
five more times. 

2. Terminate. 

Press COIN to retry. 

1. Continue with same 
device and mount 
new tape. 

2. Continue with new 
device and mount 
new tape. 

3. Terminate. 

1. Continue past 
double tape mark. 

2. Terminate. 

Make device 
operable. 

Self-Loading 
Tape Edit 

Response 

R 

T 

N 

None. 

R 

T 

None. 

C 

N L\cuu 

Where: 
cuu = channel 
and device 
number of 
new tape. 

T 

C 

T 

None. 



TAPE EDIT 
(TPEOIT) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Diagrzos tic Routines 

• The Tape Edit routine edits and displays all, or selected portions, of 
a magnetic tape on the printer. The contents of the tape may be displayed 
in character mode (EBCDIC graphics), hexadecimal mode, or both. Edit 
options and the display format are determined by parameter inputs. 

• Under Eteclltice Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

EDTRDR Card reader. Parameter input. 

EDTnnn Magnetic tape. Input device. 

EDTLST Printer or magnetic tape. Output device. 

(Tnell'/' ,\1(milo,. Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader. Parameter input. 

EDTnnn Magnetic tape. Input device. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic tape. Output device. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

nL\ppppppL\ 

14PDA Request for param- 1. Preset parameters 0 
ENTER eter input device. are to 1:>e executed. 
PARAM 

2. Card reader. C 
DEVICE 

3. Console typewriter. T 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

14PRA 
ENTER 
TAPE 
EDIT 
PARAM 

1401A 

1402 

1403A 
BLOCK 
xxxxx 

1408A 

1409 
EDTnnn 
OPTIONn 

1409A 
EDTnnn 
OPTIONn 

1421 
BLOCK 
TRUN-
CATED 

Meaning 

Request for Edit 
parameter 
information. 

Invalid 
parameter. 

Invalid reply 
to 14PDA. 

Input tape error 
at block number 
xxxxx. 

E OT sensed on 
output tape. 

BOT sensed on 
tape nnn before 
block count 
exhausted. 

Double tape 
mark sensed on 
tape nnn before 
count exhausted. 

Block greater 
than allowable 
size. 
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Tape Edit 

Action Response 

1. Insert Edit param- EDIT ~ Snnn, 
eter (Refer to 00, Cnnnnn, 
TOS Utility Rou- Ff, Pp, Ln, 
tines manual for Rnnn 
description of this 
parameter. ) 

2. No additional tape 
edits are desired. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. If card input, C 
correct card in 
reader. 

3. If typewriter input, C 
wait for new pa-
rameter request. 

Repeat reply. None. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. To print block and C 
continue. 

Double tape mark None. 
written and tape is 
rewound. To continue, 
mount new tape and 
press EOT. 

Processing continues. None. 
Tape is positioned as 
specified in EDIT 
parameter. 

1. Continue past C 
double tape 
mark. 

2. Terminate. T 

Processing continues. None. 
Block is truncated to 
allowable size. 



TAPF. COMPARE 
(TPCOMP) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Tape COlnpare routine is a diagnostic aid used to compare infor
mation recorded on one magnetic tape with that of a second magnetic 
tape. It provides a printed listing of any portions of the tapes that are 
unequal. 

Comparison of data is done on a decade basis which allows for the 
printing of five groups of variant data on a 132-line printer or six groups 
on a 160-line printer. 

• l' 1Ieler 1-:.\('(,111 i (" (' COli f ro1 

SON Device Type Remarks 

COMRDR Card reader Parameter input. 

COMLST Printer or Inagnetic tape. Output device. 

COMOOI Magnetic tape. First input tape. 

COMOO2 Magnetic tape. Second input tape o 

Under, Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader. Parameter input. 

SYSLST Printer or Inagnetic tape. Output device. 

COM001 Magnetic tape. First input tape. 

COMOO2 Magnetic tape. Second input tape. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

28PDA Request for 1. If preset paraIlleters None. 
PARAM parameter input are to be executed, 
DEVICE device. press EOT. 

2. Card reader. C 

3. Console typewriter. T 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

28PRA 
ENTER 
COM 
PARAM 

28PRA 
ENTER 
POS 
PARAM 

28PRA 
ENTER 
RCD 
PARAM 

Meaning 

Request for 1. 
Compare 
parameter. 

2. 

Request for 1. 
Position 
parameter. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Request for 1. 
Record 
parameter. 

2. 
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Tape Compare 

Action Response l 
i 
\ 

If preset param- None. 
eters are to be 
executed, press 
EOT. 

Insert compare COM ~stcnnnnn 
parameter. 
(Refer to TOS 
Utility Routines 
manual for 
description of 
this parameter.) 

If preset param- None. 
eters are to be 
executed, press 
EOT. 

Insert Position POSn.~pppnnnnn.1 

parameter. POS2 i1 pppnnnnn 
(Refer to TOS 
Utility Routines 
manual for 
description of 
this parameter. ) 

Additional tapes RESTART 
are to be com-
pared, mount 
new tapes. 

No more tapes END 
are to be 
positioned. 

If preset param- None. 
eters are to be 
executed, press 
EOT. 

Insert Record RCD~t i1nnnnn 
parameter. 
(Refer to TOS 
Utility Routines 
manual for 
description of 
this parameter. ) 



TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

2801A 

2803 

2807A 

2808A 

2809A 

2810A 

2821A 

2830 
yyyyy 
BLOCK 
IPTx 
READ 
ERROR 

Meaning 

Invalid parameter 
format. 

Block read is greater 
than block size 
specified. 

Invalid input device 
character. 

End of tape sensed 
on output tape. 

While positioning 
input tape, double 
tape mark or BOT 
sensed before speci-
fied number of blocks 
or file ID was 
reached. 

Double tape mark 
during compare be-
fore specified block 
count or file ID was 
reached. 

Record read is less 
than fixed-length 
specified. 

Unrecoverable read 
error in yyyyy block 
on input tape where 
x = 1 for first tape 
and x = 2 for second 
tape. 
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Tape Compare 

Action Response 

1. If card input, correct None. 
card in reader and 
press EaT. 

2. If typewriter input, None. 
press EaT and wait 
for new parameter 
request. 

Program will None. 
terminate. 

Type correct character 
and press EOT. 

Double tape mark 
written and tape is re-
wound. To continue, 
mount new tape and 
press EOT. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Continue. C 
Tape will rewind and 
restart if initial 
positioning. If final 
positioning, final 
printout will occur. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Continue. C 

Remaining tape will 
be printed. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Continue. C 

Block yyyyy is com- None. 
pared with corres-
ponding block of other 
tape. Processing 
continues. 



TEST DATA 
GENERATOR 

(DIAGDG) 

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION 

OEVtCE ASSIGNMENT 

Diagnostic Routines 

• The Test Data Generator routine automatically prepares files of pro
gram test data on random access volumes, punched cards, magnetic tape, 
or paper tape. The routine can be used to produce single volume or 
multivolume files or multifile volumes. 

• Under Executive Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

TDGRDR Card reader or mag- Parameter input. 
netic tape. 

TDGOOI Random access, Output device. 
magnetic tape, card 
punch, or paper 
tape punch. 

TDGLST Printer. To display parameters. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or mag- Parameter input. 
netic tape. 

TDGOOI Random access, Output device. 
magnetic tape, card 
punch, or paper tape 
punch. 

SYSLST 
Printer or magnetic 

To display parameters. 
tape. 
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Diagnostic Routines 

TYPEOUTS i 
Message I 

Meaning I Action Response 
n6pppppp6 

------~-~ -_ .. - ----

46PDA Request for param- 1. If preset options, None. 
PARAM eter input device. are to be executed, 

DEVICE press EaT. 

I 
2. Card reader or mag- C 

netic tape. 
I 

3. Console typewriter. T I 

46PRA Request for a Enter parameter on None 
ENTER parameter. typewriter. (See TOS 
PARAM utility Routines Manual 

for format. ) 

4601A Parameter input 1. Continue. Cards C 
aaaaa xxxx error: will be read and 

aaaaa = first five 
ignored until the 

characters of card 
next FILE, RECRD, 

in error. 
EOD, or END 
parameter is en-

xxx:x will be one of 
countered. 

the following: ! 2. Correct card. R 

SEQ ERR: improper 
i 

3. Terminate. T 
sequence. ! 

NUMyyyy: non-
I numeric field. 
I 

yyyy = non -numeric ! 

characters. I 

INVyyyy: invalid 
i 

field. 
I 

yyyy = invalid I 
I 

characters. 

SIZEyyyy: invalid 
record size. I 

yyyy = size in error. 

IMPR DESC: device 
assignment is in con-
flict with the file 
descriptor parameter 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

nL\pppppp~ 

4601A 
aaaaa xxxx 
(Cont'd) 

4602 

4607A REQ 
MAG 

4608 

4620A 
NO VOL 
LABEL 

4621A 

4632 
FILE 
ABSENT 
VTOC 

Meaning 

INSUF KEY: 
data to be used 
as Key for test 
record was not 
supplied. 

EXCS KEY: 
more than 
twelve data 
fields were 
defined. 

Invalid reply. 

Request for out-
put magazine 
number. 

End of Mag-
netic tape reel. 

No file identi-
fication supplied 
on VOL label 
parameter for 
random access 
output. 

Block or record 
size too large 
for allocated 
memory. 

File identifica-
tion in VOL 
label parameter 
not found in 
VTOC. 
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Action 

Repeat reply when 
requested. 

Type in magazine 
number (00-07) 

Assign new output 
device when requested. 

1. Supply start address 
(LHE) of file area. 

2. Terminate. 

1. Continue. Cards 
will be read and 
ignored until the 
next FILE, 
RECRD, EOD, or 
END parameter 
is encountered. 

2. Terminate. 

None. Program 
terminates. 

Test Data 
Generator 

Response 

None. 

nn 

None. 

C,mmcccch 
mm=maga-
zine number 
for mass 
storage. (Use 
00 for disc or 
drum) 

cccc = cylin-
der number. 

h = head. 

T 

C 

T 

None. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

nbappppppba 

4634 
RECORDS 
GENERATED 
nnnnnn 

4634 
FILEn 
GENERATED 
RECORDS 
nnnnnn 

4635 
VTOC 
PROTECT 

4636 
INVAL 
OPTION 

4640 
STARTING 
ADR:MAGn, 
CARDnnn, 
CYLnnn, 
HDn 

4642 
FILE 
PROTECT 
MAGn, 
CARDnnn, 
CYLnnn, 
HDn 

Meaning 

For random access, 
the number of 
records generated 
to a file. 

File n has been 
created and contains 
nnnnnn records. 

The RHE address 
supplied does not fall 
within an extent allo-
cated for this file; 
or when THE and 
RHE addresses are 
supplied, the VTOC 
indicates that this 
area contains previ-
0usly allocated 
storage. 

When the THE ad-
dress of the file area 
is furnished through 
the console type-
writer, the RHE ad-
dress must be in the 
RE CRD parameter. 

The RHE address of 
the file area that was 
supplied by the 
programmer. 

The track descriptor 
record (RO) indicates 
data is already re-
corded at displayed 
address. 
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Action 

None. 

None. 

None. Program 
terminates. 

None. Program 
terminates. 

None. 

1. Continue. Overlay 
data on this track 
and all subsequent 
tracks within this 
file area. 

2. Terminate. 

Test Data 
Generator 

Response 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

C 

T 



TYPEOUTS 
(Coni'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

4643 
VOLUME 
FULL BE-
FORE 
CRITERIA 
REACHED 

4644 
RECORD 
TOO LARGE 
FOR TRACK 

Meaning 

Total number of 
records specified 
could not be contained 
within this file's 
extent. 

The recording of this 
record or block would 
create an overflow 
condition. 
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Action 

None. Program 
continues. 

None. Program 
terminates. 

Test Data 
Generator 

Response 

None. 

None. 



EXECUTIVE DUMP 
PRINT (DUMPRT) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Diagnos tic Routines 

• The Executive Dump Print routine produces an edited listing of mem-
0ry dumps recorded on magnetic tape by the Executive Dump console 
routine. 

Any or all memory dumps on the input tape may be selected for edit
ing . 

• Under Executive Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

DUMPMT Magnetic tape. Input tape containing 
Executive memory dumps. 

Message I 
n6ppppppt; 

Meaning Action Response 

ASSGN Request for input Enter actual device dd 
DUMPMT tape assignment. for input tape. 

02DNA Request for tape 1. Request assign- A 
NEXT print directions ment of first or 
DUMP new input tape. 
PRINT Note: After tape is --

A response of A assigned it is re-
or Ac\pppppp must wound and the nrst 
be made for the program is printed. 
first print after 
the routine is 2. Request assignment A/\pppppp 
loaded. This is to of first or new in-
make sure that put tape. After 
the tape is re- tape is as signed 
wound. Additional it is rewound and 
prints from the program pppppp 
same tape are then is printed. 
made by respond-
ing B or H\ pppppp. 3. Print next program B 

on current tape. 

4. Print program B~pppppp 

pppppp on current 
tape. 

5. Terminate. C 

DUMP Double tape mark Input tape is rewound None. 
NOT ON has been sensed to BOT. Routine will 
TAPE on input tape be- again request dump 

fore requested ins tructions from 
program was operator. 
found. 
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SELF-LOADING 
RANDOM ACCESS 

EDIT 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

PRINTOUTS 

Diagnostic Routines 

• The Self-Loading Random Access Edit routine is an emergency test
ing aid that provides an edited listing of selected areas of a random ac
cess device. The areas to be displayed, the listing format, and the input 
device type are determined from parameters entered by way of the con
sole typewriter or from the card reader. 

This routine contains its own bootstrap, loader, and device controL 
As a result, it is not dependent on any other programming system and is 
loaded without the Executive or Monitor. 

Operating procedures for this routine are as follows: 

1. Place routine object deck in card reader; set load unit number on 
control panel to address the card reader. 

2. Press LOAD. 

3. The following typeout occurs: 

47PDA ENTER I/O PARAM DEVICE 

a. To enter parameters frOln typewriter, reply with: T, ocuu 

b. For card input reply with: C, ocuu 

where: o output listing device; P for printer or T for 
tape. 

cuu channel and device number of output device, 

4. Press EOT. 

5. The routine proceeds to read edit parameters from the device 
specified until an END parameter is recognized. 

Note 
When parameters are entered from the typewriter, the message 47PDA 
ENTER INPUT PARAM is displayed for each input parameter. To 
terminate the routine the operator must respond with the message: END. 

• None. 

Message Meaning 

***THIS RECORD OVERFLOWS Record being edited overflows to 
TO NEXT TRACK*** next track. 

***THE FOLLOWING RECORD Data length in count field does not 

WAS INCORRECTLY agree with actual data length. 

WRITTEN*** Actual data length used to deter-
mine what is printed. 
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PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

TYPEOUTS 

Message 

HEAD RECORD NOT FOUND 
nnn ccc h 

4718 nnn ccc h 
IS A DEFECTIVE TRACK 

4718 nnn ccc h 
IS AN ALTERNATE TRACK 

4718 BAD ALTERNA TE 
TRACK 

Message Meaning 

47PDA Request for I/O 
ENTER I/O assignments. 
PARAM 
DEVICE 

47PRA Request for Edit 
ENTER IN- parameter. 
PUT PARAM 

4701 Parameter format 
error (console type-
writer). 

4701A Parameter format 
error (card reader). 

4702 Invalid reply from 
typewriter. 

4704 Output tape error. 

4704A Five successive 
tape write errors. 

4705 Printer error. 
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Self-Loading 
Random, Access Edit 

Meaning 

Next track will be edited and 
printed. 

Track specified is defective and 
alternate track will be processed. 

Track specified is being proc-
essed as an alternate track. 

Track specified as an alternate 
track does not contain a 1 
bit in 20 of its Home Address 
record. 

Original track is ignored, and 
routine processes next track. 

Action Response 

See step 3 of operating proce-
dures. 

Type in Edit parameter as de-
scribed in Utility Manual. Do 
not type leading space. 

None. Routine will reissue 
parameter request. 

Read next parameter. C 

None. Routine will reissue 
parameter request. 

None. Write will be retried 
five times. 

1. Retry. R 

2. Terminate. T 

None. I/O will be reissued. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

4708A 

4712 

4716 cuu 

4719A nnn 
ccc h TRANS 
PARITY 

4719A nnn 
ccc h SEEK 
CHECK 

4719A nnn 
ccc h READ 
PARITY 

4719A nnn 
ccc h MISS 
ADDR 
MARKERS 

4719A nnn 
ccc h COUNT 
FIELD ERR 

4719A nnn 
ccc h NOT 
FOUND 

I 

I 

I 

Diagnostic Routines 

I 
Meaning Action Response 

Ccuu 
End of reel on output l\'lount next reel. where: 
tape. cuu is 

channel 
and de-
vice 
number 
of new 
output 
tape. 

Card reader error. Correct card. I COIN 
I 

Device inoperable, Made device operable iNone. 
where cuu is channel 

I 

and device number. 
! 

Error detected while 1. Retry. i R 
reading from random i 

access device. 2. Sldp current N 
nnn = card number, if track. 

i 
mass storage 
device. 3. Terminate and T 

ccc = cylinder number read next input 
h = head number. parameter. 

Same as 4719A . 

Same as 4719A . 

I 

Same as 4719A. 

Same as 4719A. 

I 

Home address miss- Same as 4719A 
ing, track descriptor 
record missing, no 
data recorded on 
track, etc. I 

I 
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RANDOM 
ACCESS EDIT 

(RAEDIT) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

PRINTOUTS 

• The Random Access Edit (RAEDIT) routine is a diagnostic aid that 
provides an edited listing of selected areas of a random access device. 
The areas to be displayed, the listing fornlat, and the input device type 
are determined from parameters entered by way of the console type 
writer or from the card reader. 

• Under EXCCldilx' Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

RDPARM Card reader. Parameter input. 

RAOUT Printer or magnetic Output listings. 
tape. 

ssssss Random access volume. Symbolic name of input 
device. 

Under Alonitol' Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader. Parameter inpuL 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic Output listings. 
tape. 

ssssss Random access volume. Symbolic name of input 
device. 

---

Message Meaning 

***THIS RECORD OVE RFLO\VS Record being edited overflows to 
TO NEXT TRACK*** next track. 

***THE FOLLOWING RECORD Data length in count field does 
WAS INCORRECTLY WRIT- not agree with actual data length. 
TEN*** Actual data length used to 

deternline what is printed. 

HEAD RECORD NOT FOUND Next track \vill be edited and 
printed. 

4518 nnn ccc h Track specified is defective and 
IS A DEFECTIVE TRACK alternate track will be processed. 

4518 nnn ccc h Track specified is being pro-
IS AN AL TE fu~A TE TRACK cessed as an alternate track. 

4518 BAD ALTERNATE Track specified as an alternate 
TRACK track does not contain a 1 bit 

in 20 of its Home Address 
record. 

Original track is ignored, and 
routine processes next track. 
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TYPEOUTS 

Random Access Edit 

Message 
1 Meaning Action Response 

nLlPppppPLl 

45PDA Request for param- 1. Console typewriter. T 
ENTER I/O eter input device. 

2. Card reader. C 
PARAM DE-
VICE 

45PRA Request for a pram-
ENTER eter. 
INPUT 
PARAM 

4501 Parameter is incor- None. Request for None 
rect (entered from parameter will be re-
typewri te r) . issued. 

4501A Parameter is incor- Read next parameter. C 
rect (from card 
reader). 

4507 Invalid device as- None. Request for None 
signed after End of assignment will be 
Tape. reissued. * 

*For magnetic tape output devices, the routine writes two tape marks 
and rewinds the tape. The Executive then issues a request for a new 
assignment. 
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70/568 MAGAZINE 
CARD CHECK 

(CAROCK) 

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The 70/568 Magazine Card Check routine is designed to allow a rapid 
check of one or more 70/568 magazines for missing, duplicate, or unse
lectable cards. 

• Under Executive or Monitor Control: 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSMAG Mass Storage unit. Symbolic name of device 
containing magazine to 
be checked. 

Message Meaning Action Response 

2900A BIN Reques t for bin 1. Type in bin y = bin number 
NO? number of magazine number (0-7) 

to be analy zed. 2. Terminate NO 
program. 

2901A-mn Mass storage unit Correctinoper- EOT. 
b ccc became inoperable able condition. 

when attempting 
to select a card. To continue, 

mn = installation press EOT. 
mnemonic. 

b = bin number. 
ccc = card numher. 
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ST ATISTICAL AN D 
HISTORICAL 

INFORMATION ON 
RECOVERABLE AND 

UNRECOVERABLE 
ERRORS (SHIRUE) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Diagnostic Routines 

• The TDOS Statistical and Historical Information on Recoverable and 
Unrecoverable Errors, (SHIRUE) , gathers and displays hardware error 
statistics for analysis of device and system efficiency by maintenance per
sonnel. Also, it permits the accumulation of the number of Input/Output 
operations performed. Statistics are maintained on Magnetic Tape and 
Random Access devices only. 

SHIRUE operates under TDOS with other programs and itself occupies a 
program slot. When initially loaded, SHIRUE obtains control, modifies the 
Executive routine, and builds a statistics table from the Executive device 
list table. The Executive modification establishes linkage between the 
Executive routine and SHIRUE. 

• None: (Refer to TDOS Utility Manual.) 

Message 

n~ppppppp~ Meaning Action Response 

0910 END OF All statistics accumu- The 0915 mes- None. 
STATISTICS lated have been sage is repeated. 
THIS BATCH displayed. 

0915A SHIRUE has begun Answer as Xy£lCUU 
SHIRUE accumulating errors. desired. (Refer 
READY Reply when statistics to TDOS 

are desired. Utility Manual. ) 

0920 BAD X parameter not The 0915 mes- None. 
X PARAM T, C, S, D, or N. sage is repeated. 

0925 BAD Y parameter not The 0915 mes- None. 
Y PARAM C, E, P, or blank. sage is repeated. 

0930 BAD Blank parameter not The 0915 mes- None. 
BLANK blank. sage is repeated. 
PARAM 

0935 BAD Channel and/or unit Repeat request xy~cuu 

CUU incorrect in console with correct 
PARAM reply. channel and 

unit. 

0940 NO No statistics have been The 0915 mes- None. 
ERROR TO accumulated for the sage is repeated 
REPORT device or devices unless the pre-

requested. vious reply 
specified 
termination. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0945 UNRE-
PORTED 
EXEC 
CHANGE 
SHIRUE 
TERMINATED 

0950 CCDDTP 
(See Output 
section for 
complete 
typeout). 

0955 
aaaaaaa/ etc. 

0960 DEVICE 
NOT FOUND 
IN TABLE 

0965 OVER-
FLOW REPLY 
REQUIRED 

0970A IS 
I/O COUNT 
DESIRED 

0975 TABLE 
FULL 
RELOAD 
SHIRUE & 
ASSIGN 
MORE CORE 

0999 END 
SHIRUE 

Meaning 

Exec has been modified 
in such a way that 
SHIRUE cannot link 
properly. 

Header preceding 
SHIRUE output data. 

Detail error informa-
tion. A complete display 
of all command categor-
ies for each device on 
which I/O activity 
occurred. One line for 
each device. 

Executive furnished a 
channel and unit number 
that was incorrect. 

One of the table counters 
has exceeded its 
capacity. Processing 
to this counter will be 
inhibited. 

Program allows user 
the option of counting 
I/O's fired on each 
device. 

The number of eligible 
device list entries, in 
the Executive device 
list, exceeds the space 
available in the SHIRUE 
statistics table. 

SHIRUE terminates 
after this message. 

SHIRUE has been 
terminated. 
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Diagnos tic Routines 

Action Response 

SHIRUE cannot None. 
be used with 
this version of 
the Executive. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

Machine should None. 
be checked by 
maintenance. 

Either clear XYACUU 

counters or 
terminate using 
the 0915 mes-
sage reply 
options to answer. 

If count is Y 
desired. 

If count is N 
not desired. 

Reload SHIRUE, None. 
assigning more 
memory at load 
time. 

None. None. 



TYPEOUTS 
Message 

r-
n~pppppp\ 

27DD 
UTVPRM 
DEALLO-
CATED 

r---

27EE END 
TPINIT. 
END CARD 
NOT 
REACHED. 

27WCA 
WRITE 
CONTROL 
IS NOT 
C8 

Meaning 

UTVPRM has been 
deallocated. 

Processing completed 
but T PIN IT parameter 
cards remain in 
reader. 

Write control code for 
7 -level tape is not 
X'C8'. C8 is the stand-
ard for all 7 -level tape 
labels. 

8-1A 

1. 

2. 

Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

Continue with R 
specified code. 

Change code to C 
C8 and con-
tinue. 



8. PERIPHERAL 
CONVERSION 

ROUTINES 

TAPE VOLUME 
INITIALIZER 

(TPINIT) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENT 

• The Tape Volume Initializer routine prepares reels of magnetic tape 
for label processing by writing up to eight Volume labels, a dummy HDR1 
label, and a tape mark on each tape initialized. All labels are written as 
SO-character blocks. 

Up to 16 tape reels (UTV001 through UTV016) can be initialized in one 
cycle of this routine. Additional cycles may be executed if more than one 
reel is to be initialized and sufficient tape drives are not available. 

• Under Executive Control 

SON OevieeType Remarks 

UTVOO1 Magnetic tape. First reel to be initialized. 

UTVOO2 Magnetic tape. Second reel to be initialized. 

UTV016 Magnetic tape. Final reel to be initialized. 

UTVPRM Card reader. Parameter input. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON OevieeType Remarks 

UTVOO1 Magnetic tape. First reel to be initialized. 

UTVOO2 Magnetic tape. Second reel to be initialized. 

. 

. 
UTV016 Magnetic tape. Final reel to be initialized. 

SYSIPT Card reader. Parameter input. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

27LG VOL ... 

UTVnnn=T/U 
yy 

27NDA UTV 
nnn NOT 
ASSIGNED 

2700A 

2701 

2702 

2703 

2704 

2705A 

2706A 

Meaning 

Volume label data 
written to output tape. 

Device to which label 
was written: 

nnn=symbolic unit. 
yy=device mnemonic 

Device nnn has not 
been assigned. 

illegal control card. 

Illegal entry in utility 
control card. 

Serial number is not 
six characters or is 
nonnumeric. 

Parameter entry 
specified twice on 
utility card. 

Punctuation error in 
utility control card. 

Illegal Volume label 
image. 

Volume label card is 
out of sequence, or 
more than eight cards 
have been submitted. 

8-2 

Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

None. None. 

1. Request device as- R 
signment message 
from Executive. 

2. Terminate. T 

1. To continue, insert R 
correct parameter. 

2. Terminate. T 

None. Job automatically None. 
terminates. 

Same as 270l. 

Same as 2701-

Same as 270l. 

1. End current output I 
tape and continue to 
next tape. 

2. Retry and insert R 
correct card. 

1. End current output T 
tape and continue to 
next tape. 

2. Terminate. T 

I 

I 



TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

2707 

2708 

2709 

2710A 

2711A 

2799 END 
TPINIT 

Meaning 

Utility control card 
does not contain re-
quired entries. 

Illegal combination of 
entries in utility 
control card. 

Tnn or Unn entry in 
utility control card 
is illegal. 

Unrecoverable error 
while trying to write 
to current output tape. 

End of one initiali-
z ation cycle; 
additional tapes to be 
labeled. 

Processing has been 
completed. 

8-3 

Tape Volume 
I nitializef 

Action Response 

None. Job automatically None. 
terminates. 

None. Job automatically None. 
terminates. 

Same as 2708. 

1. Ignore current out- I 
put tape and continue 
to next tape. 

2. Terminate. T 

1. Mount new tape. R 

2. Terminate. T 

None. None. 



CARD-TO-TAPE 
(CDTP) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

The Card-to-Tape routine transcribes 80-column card records to 
magnetic tape in standard Spectra 70 formaL Input cards are punched in 
EBCDIC format, with the final card containing /* in the first two columns 
to signify the end of file. The generated output file contains standard 
Spectra labels and may be single or multivolume. 

• Under Executive Control 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

PRIPT Card reader or Data input device. 
paper tape reader. 

PROPT1 Magnetic tape. Primary output device. 

PROPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate output device. 
--

PRPRM Card reader, paper Parameter input device. 
tape reader, or mag-
netic tape. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or Parameter and card data or 
magnetic tape 0 card image input device. 

PRIPT Paper tape reader Paper tape or card data 
or card reader. input device. 

PROPTI Magnetic tape. Primary output device. 

PROPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate output device. 

Message I 
Meaning 

I 
Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

2231INVAL- Input format is invalid I Th~ no~~oflag;~ set and None. 
ID FORMAT or not as specified 0 • processing continues 0 

I 

2232INVAL- Input record length is Same as 2231. 
ID INPUT not as specified. 
RECORD 
LENGTH 

2233INVAL- Record less than 12 Same as 2231. 
ID OUTPUT bytes or output param-
RECORD eter is in error. 
LENGTH 
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TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 
Message 

nD.ppppppD. 

2234 INVAL-
ill JOB FOR 
THIS PRO-
GRAM 

2235 INVAL-
ill INPUT 
OPTION 

2236 INVAL-
ill OUTPUT 
OPTION 

2237 LOAD 
CORRECT 
PARAM-
ETERS AND 
RESTART 

2238 WRONG 
DEVICE, 
TRY AGAIN 

2261A 

2262A 

Meaning 

Function parameter 
is not C, F , R, or RF. 

I parameter is not l. 

o parameter is not 
R,N,orU. 

The no-go flag was 
set during validation. 

Incorrect input device 
assignment was made. 

Input record out of 
sequence. 

Input record exceeds 
maximum allowable 
size. 

8-5 

Card-to-Tape 

Action Response 

Same as 2231. 

Same as 223l. 

Same as 223l. 

Correct the parameters None. 
in error and restart the 
program. 

Make new assignment None. 
when requested by 
Executive. 

l. Accept record and A 
sequence number 
and continue se-
quence checking. 

2. Accept record and B 
continue sequence 
checking using 
number of previous 
record. 

3. Accept record and C 
discontinue sequence 
checking. 

4. Reject record and D 
continue sequence 
checking. 

5. Terminate routine. E 

l. Accept record. A 

2. Reject record. D 

3. Terminate. E 



TYPEOUTS 

(Cant'd) 

Card-ta-Tape 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

2263A Incorrect reply to Give correct reply. 
error message. 

2268 NO GO The routine was None. None. 
FLAG SET terminated because 
JOB the no -go flag was 
TERMI- seL 
NATED 

2269 NO The routine was not None. None. 
TERMINAL terminated by a /*. 
MESSAGE 
JOB TER-
MINATED 

226E TOTAL The number of rec- None. None. 
RECORDS ords read in was 
IN xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx. 

2291 OUT- Output record None. None. 
PUT xxxxxxxxx in block 
RECORD yyyyyyyyy was 
xxxxxxxxx truncated. 
BLOCK 
yyyyyyyyy 

2292A End of tape reached Mount new tape. C 
on output tape. 

2293 REC- Output tape just None. None. 
ORDS xxxxxx written contained 
BLOCKS xxxxxx records and 
yyyyyy yyyyyy blocks. 
WRITTEN 
THIS TAPE 

2294 TOTAL Total blocks written None. None. 
BLOCKS were yyyyyyyyyyyyy; 
OUT total records were 
yyyyyyyyyyyy~ xxxxxxxxxxxxx . 
RECORDS 
OUT 
xxxxxxxxxxxX) 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Card-to-Tape routine are 
shown beginning on page 8-36. 
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SELECTIVE CARD
TO-PRINTER 

AND/OR PUNCH 
(CDPR) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Selective Card -to -Printer 
and/or Punch 

• The Selective Card-to-Printer and/or Punch routine transcribes 80-
column card records or paper tape to punched cards or paper tape and/or 
the printer. The card files are punched in EBCDIC and the final card con
tains /* in the first two columns to signify the end of file. The output may 
be printed in character (EBCDIC graphics) or hexadecimal (two characters 
per byte) mode and the print format may be List or Display • 

• Under Executive Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

PRIPT Card reader or Data input device. 
paper tape reader. 

PROPT Card punch or paper Output device. 
tape punch. 

PRLST Printer or magnetic Output device. 
tape. 

PRIPRM Card reader, paper tape Parameter input 
reader, or magnetic tape. device. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or mag- Parameter and card 
netic tape. data or card image 

input device. 

PRIPT Paper tape reader or Paper tape or card data 
card reader input device. 

PROPT Paper tape punch. Out out device. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic Output device. 
tape. 

SYSOPT Card punch or mag- Output device. 
netic tape. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

2405A SHORT Paper tape input 1. Accept record and 0 
BLK READ, record is shorter continue processing. 
REPLY 0 TO than specified length. 
ACCEPT, 1 2. Terminate. 1 
TO TERM 

2406A LONG Paper tape input Same as 2405. 
BLK READ, record is longer than 
REPLY 0 TO specified length. 
ACCEPT, 1 
TO TERM 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cant 'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

2407A IN-
VALID RE-
SPONSE TRY 
AGAIN 

2431 FIXED 
LENGTH 
RECORD 
FORMAT 
REQUIRED 

2432 IN-
VALID 
INPUT 
RECORD 
LENGTH 

2433 IN-
VALID JOB 
FOR THIS 
PROGRAM 

2434IN-
VALID 
OUTPUT 
OPTION 

2435 IN-
VALID IN-
PUT 
OPTION 

2436 LOAD 
CORRECT 
PARAIvI-
ETERS AND 
RESTART 

2437 WRONG 
DEVICE 
ASSIGNED, 
TRY AGAIN 

2438 IN-
VALID 
SPACING 
PARAMETER 

Meaning 

Incorrect response to 
message 2405 or 2406. 

Input format is invalid 
or not as specified, 

Input record length 
is not as specified. 

Incorrect function 
parameter. 

o entry in utility 
modifier card is 
not 1, X, or Co 

I en try in utility 
modifier card is 
not 1. 

The no-go flag was 
set during validation. 

Incorrect input device 
assignment was made. 

Spacing parameter 
is 4 when dis play 
format is selected. 

8-8 

Selective Card-la-Printer 
and/or Punch 

Action Response 

Make correct response. 

The no -go flag is set None. 
and processing con-
tinues. 

Same as 2431. 

I 

Same as 2431 

Same as 243L 

Same as 2431. 

I I 
I 

Correct the parameters I None. 
i in erro r and restart the l 
I I 
i program. 

I I 
! i 

I 

Make new assignment I None. 
! 

when requested by i 

Executive. 

Same as 2431. 

I 
I 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Selective Card-to-Printer 
. and/or Punch 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 
Meaning Action Response 

2439 An illegitimate Reassign correct 
WRONG output device has device. 
DEVICE been assigned. 
ASSIGNED, 
TRY 
AGAIN 

2461A Input record out of 1. Accept record and A 
sequence. sequence number and 

continue sequence 
checking. 

2. Accept record and B 
continue sequence 
checking using 
number of previous 
record. 

3. Accept record and C 
discontinue sequence 
checking. 

4. Reject record and D 
continue sequence 
checking. 

5. Terminate routine. E 

2462A Input record exceeds 1. Accept record. A 
maximum allowable 
size. 2. Reject record. D 

3. Terminate. E 

2468 NO GO The routine was None. None. 
FLAG SET terminated because 
JOB TER- the no -go flag was 
MINATED set. 

2469 NO The routine was not None. None. 
TERMINAL terminated by a / * 
MESSAGE 
JOB TERMI-
NATED 

246E TOTAL The number of rec- None. None. 
RECORDS IN ords read in was 
xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Selective Card-to-Printer 
and/or Punch routine are shown on page 8-36. 
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T APE-TO-TAPE 
(TPTP) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

Tape-to-Tape 

• The Tape-to-Tape routine transcribes data from one magnetic tape to 
another in standard Spectra 70 format. The generated output file contains 
standard Spectra labels and may be single or multivolume . 

• Under Executive Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

PRIPTI Magnetic tape. .Primary input device. 

PRIPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate input device 0 

PRPRM Card reader, paper tape Parameter input device. 
reader, or magnetic tape. 

PROPTI Magnetic tape 0 Primary output device. 

PROPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate output device. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

PRIPTI Magnetic tape. Primary input device. 

PRIPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate input device. 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic Parameter input device 0 

tape. 

PROPTI Magnetic tape. Primary output device. 

PROPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate output device. 
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TYPEOUTS Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

2031 IN- Input or output block 
VALID xxxxx xxxxx length was less 
BLOCK than 12 bytes or not 
LENGTH equal to, or a multiple 

of, the record length. 

2032 IN- Input or output record 
VALID xxxxx xxxxx is not as speci-
RECORD fied or less than 12 
LENGTH bytes. 

2033 IN- Incorrect function 
VALID JOB parameter. 
FOR THIS 
PROGRAM 

2034 IN- o parameter is not 
VALID OUT- R,N, or U. 
PUT OPTION 

2035 IN- I parameter is not 
VALID IN- R,N,U,orM. 
PUT OPTION 

2036 RE- The no -go flag was 
LOAD COR- set during validation. 
RECT PAR-
AMETERS 
AND RE-
START 

2071A IN- Size of input record 
VALID IN- xxxxx in block yyyyy 
PUT is not as specified. 
LENGTH 
yyyyy 

2072A IN- Size of input block 
VALID xxxxx is not as 
BLOCK speCified. 
LENGTH 
xxxxx 

2073A Incorrect reply to 
error message. 

I 

i 

Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

The no-go flag is set None. 
and processing continues. 

Same as 2031. 

Same as 2031. 

Same as 2031. 

Same as 2031. 

Correct the parameters None. 
in error and restart 
the program. 

1. Accept truncated A 
record. 

2. Reject record. D 

3. Terminate. E 

Same as 2071A. >I' 

Give correct reply. 
I 
I 

*An "A" reply to this message may also cause error 2071A to occur. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Tape -to - Tape 

Message Meaning Action Response 

2074 L\~ MN ~~ Input EOF block None. None. 
xxxxxx count. Unlabeled 

or nonstandard. 

2075 RCDS~ Total records read None. None. 
OUT~/)' were xxxxxxxx. 
xxxxxxxx 

2076 RCDS ~/). Total records read None.** 
IN /).xxxxxxxx in is xxxxxxxx. 

2077A READ~ Record block in Ignore block; I 
ERROR~ error xxxxxx. continue proc-
BLOCK essing. *** 
~xxxxxx 

Terminate. T ***--------*** 
*** 

2078 /)./). MN Input EOV block None. None. 
/)./). xxxxxx count. Nonstandard 

only. 

2079 JOB End of routine. None. None. 
TERMINATED 

207E JOB Routine terminated None. None. 
TERMINATED because the no-go 
NO GO FLAG flag was set. 
SET 

2091 OUTPUT Output record None. None. 
RECORD xxxxxxxxx in block 
xxxxxxxxx yyyyyyy was 
BLOCK truncated. 
yyyyyy 

2092A End of tape reached Mount new tape. C 
on output tape. 

2093 ~~MN /).~ Output EOV block None. None. 
xxxxxxxx count. Nonstandard 

only. 

2094 /)./). MN ~~ Output EOF block None. None. 
xxxxxxxx count. Unlabeled or 

Nonstandard only. 

**If an unrecoverable read error occurs which is ignored (see message 
2077 A), 2076 will not correctly reflect such ignored records. 

***The *'s with error halt 2077A reflect the first 27 bytes of the block 
ignored. xxxxxx is the block number. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Tape-to-Tape routine are 
shown beginning on page 8-36. 
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SELECTIVE T APE
TO-PRINTER 

AND/OR PUNCH 
(TPPR) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

Selective Tape -to -Printer 
and/or Punch 

• The Selective Tape-to-Printer and/or Punch routine transcribes data 
from magnetic tape to punched cards or paper tape and/or the printer. The 
output card file is punched in EBCDIC and the final card contains /* in the 
first two columns to signify the end of file. The output may be printed in 
character (EBCDIC graphics) or hexadecimal (two characters per byte) 
mode and the print format may be List or Display. 

• Under Executive Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

PRIPT1 Magnetic tape or paper Primary input device. 
tape reader. 

PRIPT2 Magnetic tape or paper Alternate input device. 
tape reader. 

PROPT Card punch or paper Output device. 
tape punch. 

PRLST Printer. Output device. 

PRPRM Card reader, paper tape Parameter input device. 
reader, or magnetic 
tape. 

Under Monitor Contro I 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

PRIPT1 Magnetic tape or paper Primary input device. 
tape. 

PRIPT2 Magnetic tape or paper Alternate input device. 
tape. 

PROPT Paper tape punch. Output device. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic Output device. 
tape. 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic Parameter input device. 
tape. 

SYSOPT Card punch or magnetic Output device. 
tape 0 
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TYPEOUTS Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 

2632 INVALID Input record format 

INPUT is invalid or not as 
RECORD specified. 
LENGTH 

2633 INVALID Function parameter 
JOB FOR is not R or RF. 
THIS 
PROGRAM 

2634 INVALID o parameter is not 
OUTPUT X or C. 
OPTION 

2635 INVALID I parameter is not R, 
INPUT U, M, orN. 
OPTION 

2636 LOAD The no-go flag was 
CORRECrr set during validationo 
PARAM-
ETERS AND 
RESTART 

2637 INVALID Spacing parameter 
SPACING is 4 when display 
PARAMETER format is selected. 

2639 WRONG An illegitimate output 
DEVICE device has been 
ASSIGNED, assigned. 
TRY AGAIN 

2671A IN- Size of input record 
VALID INPUT xxxxxx in block 

LENGTH yyyyyy is not as 

xxxxxx specified. 

BLOCK 
yyyyyy 

2672A INV AL- Size of input block 
IDBLOCK xxxxxx is not as 
LENGTH specified. 
xxx xxx 

2673A Incorrect reply to 
error message. 

Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

The no-go flag is None. 
set and processing 
continues. 

Same as 2632. 

Same as 2632. 

Same as 2632. 

Correct the param- None. 
eters in error and 
re start the program 

Same as 2632. 

Reas sign correct device. 

1. Accept truncated A 
record. 

2. Reject record. D 

3. Terminate. E 

Same as 2671A *. 

Give correct reply. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Selective Tape-to-Printer 
and/or Punch routine are shown on page 8-36. 

*An "A" reply to this typeout may cause error 2671A to occur. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n8pppppp8 Meaning 

2674 Input EOF block 
~~MN~~ count. Unlabeled 
xxxxxx or nonstandard 

only. 

2675 The tape just read 
RCDS~OUT out xxxxxxxx records. 
~~xxxxxxxx 

2676 RCDS Number of records 
~IN~~ xxx read in xxxxxxxx. 
xxxxx 

2677A Block in error 
READ~ERROR xxxxxx. 
L\ BLOCKL\xx 
xxxxx 
***-----*** 

2678L\L\ Input EOV block 
MN L\L\ xxxxxx count. Nonstandard 

labels only. 

2679 JOB End of routine. 
TERMINATED 

267E JOB Routine terminated 
TERMINATED because the No-Go 
NO GO FLAG flag was set. 
SET 

2684 PARAM- User has specified 
ETER ERROR paper tape records 

that are variable 
in length. 

MN = Mnemonic device. 

Selective Tape -to -Printer 
andlor Punch 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 
See Note 1. 

1. Ignore block; I 
continue 
processing. 

2. Terminate. T 
See Note 2. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. Routine None. 
terminates. 

1. If an unrecoverable read error occurs which is ignored (see message 
2677 A), 2676 will not correctly reflect such ignored records. 

2. *'s reflect first 27 bytes of block ignored; xxxxxx is the block number. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the selective tape-to-printer and/ 
or punch are shown on page 8-36. 
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RANDOM ACCESS 
VOLUME INITIALIZER 

(RAINIT) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Random Access Volume Initializer routine prepares and formats 
random access volumes for use with the Spectra 70 TOS programming 
system. A volume is defined here as being a disc pack (70/564), a drum 
(70/565), or a magazine (70/568). 

• Under Execlltitje Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

CDRR01 Card reader. Parameter input. 

Note: As the type of random access input device is defined in the volume 
parameter, it is not necessary to make this device assignment at 
load time. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

3001 End of job. None. None. 

3002 Invalid parameter None. Routine termi- None. 
name. nates. 

3003A- Invalid serial 1. Enter correct 1~ ssssss 
ssssss number ssssss number from con-

in parameter 0 sole. 

2. Read next 
parameter. * 2 

3004A- Device name 1. Enter correct 1~dd 

dd (dd) invalid. device name 
from console. 

2. Read next 2 
parameter. * 

3005A- Magazine number 1. Enter correct 1~m 

m (m) invalid. number from 
console. 

2. Read next 2 
parameter. * 

3006 Invalid character None. Routine ignores None. 
in numeric pa- parameter and reads 
rameter field. next card. 

3007 Alternate track 
area overlays Same as 3006. 
VTOC. 

*Initialization of current volume will be terminated. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) 

Random Access 
V olume InitializeI' 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 
Meaning Action Response 

3008 Invalid alternate 
track area assign- Same as 3006. 
ment. 

3009 Invalid VTOC 
Same as 3006. 

extent. 

3010A- Purge-date of file Bypass purge-date 1 
file on volume to be check. 
label initialized has not 

Read next parameter 0 * expired. 2 

3011A Alternate track 1. Continue initializa- 1 
area exhausted. tion. ** 

2. Read next par am - 2 
eter. 

3012A Unable to read I. Bypass label check 1 
volume label on and begin initializa-
RA device. tion. 

2. Read next param- 2 
eter. * 

3014A- Unable to write 1. Continue surface 1 
t-ccc- Track Descriptor analysis of vol -
ddd Record to track t, ume. *** 

cylinder ccc, 
2. Read next 2 card ddd. 

parameter. * 

3015A- Unable to write Same as 3014A. 
t-ccc- Home Address to 
ddd track t, cylinder 

ccc, card ddd. 

3016- Defective track on None. Alternate track None. 
t-ccc- track, cylinder will be used. 
ddd ccc, card ddd. 

*Initialization of current volume will be terminated. 
** Any subsequent defective tracks will not be flagged nor assigned an 

alternate track. 
* **For disc and drum, volume initialization will terminate after surface 

analysis has been completed; no volume labels will be written. 

For mass storage, volume labels will be written. Before the volume 
is to be processed, any card included in this typeout must be replaced 
and initialized separately by the 70/568 Service Program. In this 
case, it is suggested that the operator respond with a "1", so that all 
defective cards are detected. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n.6pppppp.6 

3017A Unable to write 
volume label to 
RA unit. 

3018 Unrecoverable I/O 
error. 

3019 Device nn 
INITIALIZE Magazine x (if 
nn x mass storage) 

initializ ation has 
been started. 

3020A An invalid cylinder 
ccchh or track on Mart 

parameter. 

3021 More than 60 mar-
ginal tracks have 
been entered on the 
input parameter. 

LABELS For mass storage 
i WILL BE magazine only. 
I WRITTEN- Volume labels will 

CHANGE be written to this 
CARDS WITH magazine, but be-
HA or RO fore it can be proc-
ERROR essed, the defective 

cards listed in 
3014A and 3015A 
typeouts must be 
changed and 
initialized 
separately. 

I 

I 
I 
: 

i 

Random Access 
Volume InitializeI' 

Action Response 

1. Retry initialization. 1 

2. Read next param- 2 
eter. * 

None. Program None. 
terminates. 

None. None. 

1. That particular 1 
entry will be 
dropped and 
not processed. 

2. A correct par am- 2~ccchh 

eter may be 
entered via the 
console. Leading 
zeros must be 
used to complete 
field ccchh = 00705. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

I 
I 

*Initialization of current volume will be terminated. 
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CARD-TO
RANDOM ACCESS 

(CORA) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Card -to -Random 
Access 

• The Card-to-Random Access routine transcribes 80-column card rec
ords or paper tape to a random access file. Input cards are punched in 
EBCDIC format, with the final card containing /* in the first two columns 
to signify the end of the file. The generated output file may be single or 
multi-volume, provided all volumes are on-line. 

• Under Executive Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

PRIPT Card reader. Data input device. 

PRPRM Card reader, magnetic tape, Parameter input 
or paper tape reader. device. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic Parameter and card 
tape. data or card' image 

input device. 

PRIPT Paper tape reader or card Paper tape or card 
reader. data input device. 

Note: As the random access device is defined in the VDC card at run
time, it is not necessary to make this assignment at load time. 

Message 

n6pppppp6 
Meaning Action Response 

3831 Input format is The no-go flag is set None. 
INVALID invalid or not as and processing contin-
FORMAT specified. ues. 

3832 Input record length Same as 38310 
INVALID is not as specified. 
INPUT 
RECORD 
LENGTH 

3833 For fixed-length Same as 38310 I 

INVALID records, record 
OUTPUT length is less than 
RECORD 12; for undefined 
LENGTH records, record 

length is not zero, 
or output parameter 
is in error. 

j 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

3834 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
BLOCK 
LENGTH 

3835 
INVALID 
JOB FOR 
THIS 
PROGRAM 

3836 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
OPTION 

3837 
INVALID 
INPUT 
OPTION 

3838 
LOAD 
CORRECT 
PARAM-
ETERS 
AND RE-
START 

3839 
WRONG 
DEVICE 
ASSIGNED, 
TRY AGAIN 

383B 
FIXED 
LENGTH 
FORMAT 
REQUIRED 
FOR KEYS 

Meaning 

For fixed-length 
records, block length 
is not equal to or a 
multiple of the record 
length; for undefined 
records, block length 
is less than 12 or 
output parameter is 
in error. 

Function entry is 
not C, F, R, or RF. 

The Output entry is 
not Y or N. 

The Input entry is 
not a 1. 

The no-go flag was 
set during validation. 

Incorrect input device 
assignment was 
made. 

Output not fixed 
length and Key fields 
are specified. 
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Card-to-Random 
Access 

Action Response 

Same as 3831. 

Same as 3831. 

Same as 3831. 

Same as 38310 

Correct the parameters None. 
in error and restart 
the program. 

Make new assignment None. 
when requested by 
the Executive. 

Same as 3831. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

3861A 

3862A 
INPUT 
RECORD 
EXCEEDS 
MAXIMUM 
SIZE 

3863A 
INCOR-
RECT RE-
PLY TO 
ERROR 
TYPEOUT 

3869 
NO TER-
MINAL 
MESSAGE 
JOB TER-
MINATED. 

386E 
RCDS 
IN 
xxxxxxxx. 

38C1 
BLKS 
WRITTEN 
XXXXXXXX. 

Meaning 

Input record out of 
sequence. 

Input record exceeds 
maximum allowable 
size. 

Incorrect reply to 
error message. 

The routine was 
not terminated 
bya/*. 

The number of 
records read. 

The number of blocks 
written. 
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Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

1. Accept record and A 
sequence number 
and continue se-
quence checking. 

2. Accept record and B 
continue sequence 
checking using se-
quence number or 
previous record. 

3. Accept record and C 
discontinue sequence 
checking. 

4. Reject record and D 
continue sequence 
checking. 

5. Terminate routine. E 

1. Accept record. A 

2. Reject record. D 

3. Terminate routine. E 

Give correct reply. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 
Meaning 

nLlppppppLl 

38C2 RCDS The number of 
WRITTEN records written. 
xxxxxxxx. 

38C3 FS Keys specified but 
REQUIRED function entry is not 
TO F or RF. 
PROCESS 
KEYS 

38C5 Input exceeds extents 
allocated. 

Action 

None. 

None. Routine 
terminates .. 

None. The output 

Card-to-Random 
Access 

Response 

None. 

None. 

None. 
block count is typed 
out and job is termi-
nated. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Card-to-Random Access 
routine are shown beginning on page 8-36. 
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TAPE-TO-RANDOM 
ACCESS (TPRA) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Tape-to-Random Access routine transcribes data from magnetic 
tape to a random access file. The generated output file may be single 
or multivolume, provided all volumes are on-line • 

• {Tnder ExeclItir;e Control 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

PRIPT1 Magnetic tape. Primary input. 

PRIPT2 Magn-etic tape. Alternate input. 

PRPRM Card reader, magnetic tape, Parameter input. 
or paper tape reader • 

• Under. Monitor Control 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

PRIPT1 Magnetic tape. Primary input. 

PRIPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate input. 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic tape. Parameter input. 

N ate As the random access device is defined in the VDC card at run 
time, it is not necessary to make this assignment at load time. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

3931 For fixed -length The no-go flag is set None. 

INVALID records, the record and processing 
INPUT length is less than 12 continues. 
RECORD bytes. For undefined 
LENGTH or variable-length 

records, the record 
length is not zero. 

3932 For fixed -length Same as 39310 
INVALID records, block length 
INPUT is not equal to or a 
BLOCK multiple of record 
LENGTH length. For undefined 

or variable-length 
records, block length 
is less than 12 bytes. : 

I 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

3933 

3934 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
RECORD 
LENGTH 

3935 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
BLOCK 
LENGTH 

3936 
INVALID 
JOB FOR 
THIS 
PROGRAM 

3937 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
OPTION 

3938 
INVALID 
INPUT 
OPTION 

3939 
LOAD 
CORRECT 
PARAM-
ETERS 
AND 
RESTART 

Meaning 

Keys are specified, 
but output format is 
not fixed length. 

For fixed-length 
records, record 
length is less than 12 
bytes. For undefined" 
or variable-length 
records, record 
length is not zero. 

For fixed -length 
records, block length 
is not equal to or a 
multiple of record 
length. For undefined 
or variable-length 
records block length 
is less than 12 bytes. 

Function entry is not 
C, F, R, or RF. 

The Output entry is 
not Y or N. 

The Input entry is 
not R, U, M, or N. 

The no-go flag was 
set during validation. 
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Tape-to-Random 
Access 

Action Response 

Same as 3931. 

Same as 3931. 

Same as 3931. 

Same as 3931. 

Same as 3931. 

Same as 3931. 

Correct the parameters None. 
in error and restart 
the program. 

I 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

n~pppppp~ 
Meaning 

3971A Size of input record 
INVALID xxxxxxxx in block 
INPUT yyyyyy is not as 
LENGTH specified. 
xxxxxxxx 
BLOCK 
yyyyyy 

3972 Size of input block 
INVALID xxxxxxxx is not as 
BLOCK specified. 
LENGTH 
xxxxxxxx 

3973A Incorrect reply to 
IMPROPER error message. 
REPLY TO 
ERROR 
TYPEOUT 

3974 Input EOF block 
mn count for tape mn. 
xxxxxx (N on - standard 

labels only. ) 

3975 Total records 
RCDS out was xxxxxx. 
OUT 
xxxxxx 

3976 Total records in 
RCDSIN was xxxxxx. 
xxxxxx 

3977A Read Error 
READ occurred on 
ERROR block xxxxxx. 
BLOCK 
xxxxxx 

*** *** ... . 

mn = Mnemonic device. 

Notes: 

Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

1. Accept truncated A 
records. 

2. Reject record. D 

3. Terminate record. 

Same as 3971A. * 

Give correct reply. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

See Note 1. Ignore I 
block; continue 
processing. 

Terminate. See T 
Note 2 . 

1. If an unrecoverable read error occurs, which is ignored (see 
message 3977 A), 3976 will not correctly reflect such ignored 
records. 

2. *' s reflect first 27 bytes of block ignored; xxxxxx is the block number. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

n~pppppp\ 
Meaning 

3978 mn Input EOV block 
xxxxxx count for tape mn. 

(Nonstandard labels 
only. ) 

397E JOB Routine terminated 
TERMI- because the no-go 
NATED flag was set. 
NO GO 
FLAG SET 

39Cl Total blocks written. 
BLKS 
WRITTEN 
xxxxxxxx 

39C2 Total records 
RCDS written. 
WRITTEN 
xx.xxxxx 

39C3 FS Keys specified for 
REQUIRED output, but field-
TO select is not 
PROCESS specified. 
KEYS 

39C5 Input exceeds extents 
allocated. 

Action 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. Routine 
terminates. 

Tape -to -Randorn 
Access 

Response 

None. 

None. 

None. 

I 

None. 

! 

None. 

None. The output None. 
block count is typed 
out and job is 
terminated. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Tape-to-Random-Access 
routine are shown beginning page 8-36. 

*A reply of "A" to error halt 3972 may cause error 397lA to occur if 
record size is also oversize. 
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RANDOM 
ACCESS-TO

RANDOM ACCESS 
(RARA) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Random Access to Random Access routine transcribes data from 
one random access file to another. Multivolume input and output are 
accepted, provided all volumes are on-line o 

• C Tnder Execlltice Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

PRPRM Card reader, magnetic tape, or Parameter input. 
paper tape reader. 

Under Alonitol' Control 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic tape o Parameter input. 

Note: As the random access devices are defined b. the VDC cards at 
run time, it is not necessary to make this assignment at load 
time. 

Message 
Action Response Meaning 

n6ppppppi1 

4331 For fixed-length No-go flag is set and None. 
INVALID records, record processing continues. 
RECORD length is less than 12 
LENGTH bytes; for undefined 

or variable -length 
records, record 
length is not zero. 

4332 Same as 4331. Same as 4331. 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
RECORD 
LENGTH 

4333 Input and/or output Same as 4331. 
FIXED records have keys, 
LENGTH but format specified 
REQUIRED is not fixed-length. 
FOR KEYS 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

nb.ppppppb. 

4334 
INVALID 
INPUT 
BLOCK 
LENGTH 

4335 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
BLOCK 
LENGTH 

4336 
INVALID 
JOB FOR 
THIS 
PROGRAM 

4337 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
OPTION 

4338 
LOAD 
CORRECT 
PARAM-
ETERS 
AND 
RESTART 

43B1 
BLKS 
READ 
xxxx:xxxx 

43B2 
RCDS 
READ 
xxxx:xxxx 

Meaning 

For fixed-length 
records, block length 
is not equal to or a 
multiple of record 
length; for undefined 
or variable-length 
records, block length 
is less than 12 bytes. 

For fixed -length 
records, block length 
is not equal to or a 
multiple of record 
length; for undefined 
or variable-length 
records, block length 
is less than 12 bytes. 

Function entry is not 
C, F, R, or RF. 

The Output entry is 
other than Y or N. 

The no-go flag was 
set during validation. 

Total blocks read. 

Total records read. 
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Random Acce.'·,.,'}'-(o
Random Access 

Action Response 

Same as 4331. 

Same as 4331. 

Same as 4331. 

Same as 4331. 

Correct the parameters None. 
in error and restart 
the program. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

I 



TYPEOUTS 
(Con(d) 

Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

43B3 End of routine. 
JOB TER-
MINATED 

43Cl Total blocks written. 
BLKS 
WRITTEN 
xxxxxxxx 

43C2 Total records written. 
RCDS 
WRITTEN 
xxxxxxxx 

43C3 FS Keys specified for 
REQUIRED input and/or output, 
TO but field-select not 
PROCESS specified. 
KEYS 

43C4 Block count exceeds 
BLOCK record count. 
COUNT 
EXCEEDS 
RECORD 
COUNT 

43C5 Input exceeds extents 
allocated. 

Ram/o1ll Acces'''''-fo
Random Access 

Action Response 

None. None. 

None 0 None 0 

None o None. 

None. Routine None o 

terminates. 

None. Routine None. 
terminates. 

None. The output None. 
block count· is typed 
out and job termi-
nated. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Random Access-to-Random 
Access routine are shown beginning on page 8-36. 
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RANDOM ACCESS 
-TO-TAPE 

(RATP) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENT 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Random Access-to-Tape routine transcribes data from a random 
access file to magnetic tape. The generated output file may be single or 
multivolume. 

• Under Executif.je Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

PROPT1 Magnetic tape. Primary output. 

PROPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate output. 

PRPRM Card reader, magnetic tape, or Parameter input. 
paper tape reader. 

Under, Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

PROPT1 Magnetic tape. Primary output. 

PROPT2 Magnetic tape. Alternate input. 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic tape. Parameter input. 

Note: As the random access device is defined in the VDC card at run 
time, it is not necessary to make this assignment at load time. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

4231 For fixed -length No-go flag is set and None. 
INVALID records, record and processing 
INPUT length is less than 12 continues. 
RECORD bytes; fqr undefined 
LENGTH or variable-length 

records, record 
length is not zero. 

4232 For fixed-length Same as 4321. 
INVALID records, block length 
INPUT is not equal to or a 
BLOCK multiple of record 
LENGTH length; for undefined 

or variable -length 
records, block length 
is less than 12 bytes. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp~ 

4233 

4234 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
RECORD 
LENGTH 

4235 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
BLOCK 
LENGTH 

4236 
INVALID 
JOB FOR 
THIS 
PROGRAM 

4237 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
OPTION 

4238 
LOAD 
CORRECT 
PARAM-
ETERS 
AND 
RESTART 

4275 RCDS 
OUT xxxxxx 

4291 
OUTPUT 
RECORD 
xxxxxx:xxx 
BLOCK 
yyyyyyy 

Meaning 

Inpu t records have 
keys and fixed-length 
format not specified. 

For fixed -length 
records, record 
length is less than 
12 bytes; for unde-
fined or variable-
length records, 
record length is not 
zero. 

For fixed-length 
records, block length 
is not equal to or a 
multiple of record 
length; for undefined 
or variable length 
records, block length 
is less than 12 bytes. 

Function entry is not 
C, F, R, or RF. 

The Output entry is 
other than R, N, or 
U. 

The no-go flag was 
set during validation. 

Total records out 
was xx:xxxx 

Output record 
xxxxxx:xxx in block 
yyyyyyy was trun-
cated. 
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Random 
Access-to-Tape 

Action Response 

Same as 4231. 

Same as 4231 0 

Same as 4231. 

Same as 4231. 

Same as 4231. 

Correct the parameters None. 
in error and restart 
the program. 

None None. 

None. None. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n.l pppppp.l 

4292A 

42Bl 
BLKS 
READ 
xxxxxxxxxx 

42B2 
ReDS 
READ 
xxxxxxx 

42B3 
JOB TER-
MINATED 

4293 
mn 
xxxxxx 

4294 
mn 
xxxxxx 

Meaning 

End of tape reached 
on output tape. 

Total blocks read. 

Total records read. 

End of routine. 

Output EOV block 
count for tape mn. 
(Non-standard labels 
only. ) 

Output EOF block 
count for tape mn. 
(Non-standard labels 
only. ) 

Action 

Random 
Access-to-Tape 

Response 

Mount new tape. C 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

Additional type outs that can occur for the Random Access -to-Tape 
routine are shown beginning on page 8-36. 
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RANDOM ACCESS 
-TO-PRINTER 

AND/OR PUNCH 
(RAPR) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Random Access-to-Printer 
and/or Punch 

• The Random Access to Printer and/or Punch routine transcribes data 
from a random access file to punched cards or paper tape and/or the 
printer. The output card file is punched in EBCDIC with the final card con
taining /* in the first two columns to signify the end of the file. The output 
may be printed in character mode (EBCDIC graphics) or in Hexadecimal 
mode (two characters per byte), and the print format may be List or Dis
play • 

• Under Executive Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

PROPT Card punch or paper tape punch. Output device. 

PRLST Printer. Output device. 

PRPRM Card reader, magnetic tape, or Parameter input 
paper tape reader. device. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSOPT Card punch or magnetic tape. Output device. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic tape. Output device. 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic tape. Parameter input 
device. 

PROPT Paper tape punch. Output device. 

Note: As the random access device is defined in the VDC cards at run 
time, it is not necessary to make this assignment at load time. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

4131 For fixed-length No-go flag is set and None. 
INVALID records, record processing continues 0 

INPUT length is less than 12 
RECORD bytes or block length 
LENGTH is not equal to or a 

multiple of record 
length; for undefined 
or variable -length 
records, record 
length is not zero or 
block length is less 
than 12 bytes. 
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TYPEOUTS 

(Canl'd) 
Message 

n~pppppp~ 

4149 
SEQ. 
NUMBER-
ING 
REQUESTED 
WITHOUT 
OUTPUT 

4184 

41B1 
BLKS 
READ 
xxxxxxxx 

41B2 
ReDS 
READ 
xxxxxxxx 

Meaning 

Sequence numbers 
specified with 
printer only output. 

Parameter error 
User has specified 
paper tape records 
that are variable-
length. 

Total blocks read. 

Total records read. 

8-34A 

Randanz Access-la-Printer 
and/or Punch 

Action Response 

Same as 4139. 

None. Routine None. 
terminates. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

-



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~ppppppl\ 

4132 
INVALID 
JOB FOR 
THIS 
PROGRAM 

4133 
FIXED 
LENGTH 
FORMAT 
REQUIRED 
FOR KEYS 

4134 
INVALID 
OUTPUT 
OPTION 

4135 
INVALID 
INPUT 
BLOCK 
LENGTH 

4136 
F.S. 
REQUIRED 
TO 
PROCESS 
KEYS 

4137 
LOAD 
CORRECT 
PARAM
ETERS 
AND 
RESTART 

4139 
WRONG 
DEVICE 
ASSIGNED 
TRY 
AGAIN 

Meaning 

Function entry is R 
or RF. 

Input records have 
keys and format is 
not fixed-length. 

The Output entry is 
other than 1, X, or 
C. 

Same as 4131. 

Self-explanatory. 

The no-go flag was 
set during validation. 

An illegitimate out
put device has been 
assigned. 
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RandoJn c1ccess -to -Printer 
and/or Punch 

Action 

Same as 4131. 

Same as 4131. 

Same as 4131. 

Same as 4131. 

Same as 4131. 

Correct the param
eter s in error and 
re start the program. 

Reassign correct 
device. 

Response 

None. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) 

Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

41B3 End of routine. 
JOB TER-
MINATED 

None. 

Random Access-to-Printel' 
and /01' Punch 

Action Response 

None. 

Additional typeouts that can occur for the Random Access-to-Printer 
and/or Punch routine are shown beginning on page 8-36. 
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ADDITIONAL 
TYPEOUTS 

Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

• The type outs and logging messages in this section can occur for any of 
the peripheral conversion routines listed below. Each message is pre
ceded by a code in the form xxnn: 

where: xx = 20, Tape-to-Tape routine. 
22, Card-to-Tape routine. 
24, Selective Card-to-Printer and/or Punch routine. 
26, Selective Tape-to-Printer and/or Punch routine. 
38, Card-to-Random Access and Card-to-Random Access/ 

Mass Storage routine. 
39, Tape-to-Random Access and Tape-to-Random Access/ 

Mass Storage routine. 
41, Random Access-to-Printer and/or Punch routine. 
42, Random Access-to-Tape routine. 
43, Random Access-to-Random Access and Random Ac

cess-to-Random Access/Mass Storage routine. 
nn = error number. 

50, peripheral routine identifier for logging message. 
51, logging message. 

When an error occurs in a utility modifier or field select card, the 
card image is typed below the error message. The utility modifier card 
image is preceded by xx16 CARD#nnn and the field select card image is 
preceded by xx2E CARD#nnn. The nnn is the read count of the card type; 
e. g., xx16 CARD#003 precedes the card image of the third utility modi
fier card read and xx2E CARD#009 precedes the card image of the ninth 
field select card read. 

The logging messages may be typed in any combination depending on 
the input parameters. The message that identifies the peripheral conver
sion routine to which the logging messages apply is typed preceding the 
logging message. 

Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 
Action Response 

xx01A Request for param- Type 1, 2, or 3 
ASSIGN PA- eter input device. as necessary. 
RAM 
RESPOND 
1 = TYPE, 
2 = PRPRM, 
3 = NONE 

xx02 Operator response to Type correct reply Noneg 

INVALID xx01A typeout was w hen requested. 
RESPONSE not a 1, 2, or 3g 

xx03A Request for param- Type in parametersg (Refer to 
FURNISH eter input. TOS Utility Routines manual for 
PARAM- parameter descriptions.) 
ETERS 
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ADDITIONAL 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

xx04 UN-
IDENTIFI-
ABLE 
PARAMETER 

xx05 FIELD 
SELECT 
CARD NOT 
EXPECTED 

xx06INVAL-
ID PRINT 
HEADER 
PARAMETER 

xx07 SELEC-
TION CHAR-
ACTERS 
NOT PRO-
CESSED 

xx08 UTIL-
ITY MODI-
FIER 
PARAMETER 
IGNORED 

xx09 SELEC-
TION CARD 
INCORRECT-
LY TERMI-
NATED 

ssOB FIELD 
SELECT 
CARD(S) 
REQUIRED 

Additional Typeouts 

Meaning Action Response 

A parameter has been The parameter is None. 
read that is not rec- ignored; processing 
ognized. continues. 

A field select param- Same as xx04. 
eter has been read 
and the utili ty modi-
fier parameter (or 
preset options) do not 
specify field select. 

Either a duplicate HI, Same as xx04. 
H2, or H3 parameter 
has been read or the 
character following 
the H is not aI, 2, or 
3. 

A Print or Punch Same as xx04. 
selection parameter 
has been read and no 
print or punch output 
is designated. 

A utility modifier Same as xx04. 
parameter has been 
read after a field 
select parameter. 

A Print or punch Processing None. 
selection parameter continues. 
was not terminated 
by II. 

Preset or utility mod- Same as xx09. 
ifier parameters in-
dicated field selection 
was specified but END 
parameter was read 
and field select 
parameters had not 
been processed. 
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ADDITIONAL 
TYPEOUTS 

(Confd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

xxOC FIELD 
SELECT 
CARD 
IGNORED-
FORMAT 
NOT FIXED 

xxll~~a 

ILLEGAL 
FORMAT 
UTILITY 
MODIFIER 
CARD 

Additional Typeout.s· 

Meaning Action Response 

A field select card Same as xx04. 
has been read; how-
ever, the record for-
mat is not fixed. 

Format of utility The no-go flag is set and 
modifier card is in- processing continues. 
correct. The a in-
dicates the param-
eter in the card that 
is in error: 

where a = U, param-
eter iden-
tifier. 

= N, pro-
gram-type. 

= J, job 
type. 

= F, record 
format. 

= A, input 
format. 

= B, output 
format. 

= I, input 
option. 

I = 0, output 
option. 

= S, spacing 
option. 

= P, page 
number. 

= C, se-
quence 
number-
ing. 

= Q, se-
quence 
checking. 

I 
= R, start-

ing record 
= W, tape 

position-
ing. 
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ADDITIONAL 
TYPEOUTS 

Message 

nL\ppppppL\ 

xx12INCOR-
RECT PRO-
GRAM 

xx13 a 
ILLEGAL 
FORMAT 
UTILMOD 
CARD 

xx15INVAL-
ID INPUT 
or OUTPUT 
CARD 
SEQUENCE 
PARAM-
ETER 

xx16 CARD# 
nnn (80 
column card 
image) 

xx17INVAL-
ID INPUT 
or OUTPUT 
RECORD 
LENGTH 

xx18INVAL-
ID INPUT 
or OUTPUT 
BLOCK 
LENGTH 

Additional Typeouts 

Meaning Action Response 

= L, un-
labeled 
magnetic 
tape. 

= Z, logging. 
= X, ,spaces 

between 
param-
eters. 

Program type param- The routine terminates. None. 
eter on utility modi- Correct the card( s) and 
fier card is correct. restart. 

A Utility Modifier Same as xxII. 
card specified a key 
field for a non-
random access file. 

a = A input file. 
b = B output file. 

The input or output Same as xx 11. 
card sequence par am-
eter is in error. 

When an error of any Processing continues None. 
type is detected on the 
Utility Modifier Card, 
the entire card is 
typed out after it is 
processed. 

The input or output Same as xx11. 
record length· was 
zero or greater than 
4096. 

The input or output Same as xxII. 
block length was zero 
or greater than 4096. 
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ADDITIONAL 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

xx22 yyyy a 
PARA 
EQUALS 
ZERO 

zz23 yyyy 
CANNOT 
PROCESS 
HEX 
PARA 

xx24 yyyy 
CANNOT 
PROCESS 
PACK 
PARA 

xx25 yyyy 
R + S EX-
CEEDSIN-
PUT 
LENGTH 

xx26 yyyy 
S+T 
EXCEEDS 
OUTPUT 
LENGTH 

.Additional Typeollts 

Meaning Action Response 

A parameter in a field The parameter set is None. 
select card is punched ignored and processing 
as zero. The a field continues with the next 
in parameter set yyyy set designated by a /. 
is in error: 

where: 

a = R, starting posi-
tion of input field. 

= S, size of input 
field. 

= T, starting posi-
tion of output 
field. 

= N, size of input 
field (for pack/ 
unpack option). 

= M, size of output 
field. 

Hexadecimal option Same as xx22. 
selected in parameter 
set yyyy for non-
printer output. 

Pack option selected Same as xx22. 
in a parameter set 
yyyy for printer out-
put. 

R + s or r + n in Same as xx22. 
parameter set yyyy is 
greater than the in-
put record or key 
length. 

S + Tor t + m in Same as xx22. 
parameter set yyyy 
is greater than the 
output record or key 
length. 
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A.dditional Typeouts 

ADDITIONAL Message 
TYPEOUTS Meaning Action Response 

(Confd) 
n6pppppp6 

xx27 yyyya A parameter field Same as xx22. 
PARA CON- starts with a non-
TAINS A numeric. Refer to 
NON- error xx22 for de-
NUMERIC scription of yyyy a. 

xx28 yyyy A break character in If the error is before t None. 
ILLEGAL parameter set yyyy is paramete r, the param-
BREAK not a comma, paren- eter set is ignored. If 
CHARACTER thesis, or /. the error is after t, the 

parameter is accepted 
and processing con-
tinues. 

xx29 SIS The s parameter Same as xx22. 
ILLEGALLY modifier is not a P, 
MODIFIED U,orX. 

xx2B There is no space Processing continues. None. 
ILLEGAL following the FS 
FORMAT parameter identifier. 

xx2C yyyy R or t in parameter Processing continues. None. 
R OR TIS set yyyy is modified 
ILLEGALLY by an illegal char-
MODIFIED acter; only K is 

allowed. 

xx2D COL 80 An r or s parameter Same as xx22 or the None. 
FOUND BE- found in column 80. next parameter card is 
FORE A read. 
TERMI-
NATING 
SYMBOL 
FOUND 

xx2E Indicates that pre- None. None. 
ceding error type-
out(s) have been gen-
erated by the Field 
Select module. 

xx2F ADDI- One or more param- The parameters are None. 
TIONAL eters found after a accepted as normal. 
PARA(S) space or spaces 
FOUND following the t param-
AFTER A eter. 
SPACE(S) 
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ADDITIONAL 
TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 

I 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

xx40RELOAD 
REQUESTING 
xxxxx BYTES 
FOR MAXI-
MUM I/O 
BUFFERS OR 
yyyyy FOR 
MINIMUM 
I/O BUFFERS 

or 
xx40 RELOAr: 
REQUESTING 
xxxxx BYTES 
FOR MAXI-
MUM I/O 
BUFFERS 

xx71A 

xx72A 

xx73A 

xx81 
RECORDS 
PRINTED 
nnnnnn 

xx82 CARDS 
PUNCHED 
nnnnnn 

xx83 
DEVICE 
NOT 
ASSIGNED 

Additional Typeouts 

Meaning Action Response 

Generated field se- Restart the routine and None. 
lect coding, required request the needed core. 
I/O buffer sizes, or 
both, requires addi-
tional core to operate. 

I 

Block size not mul ti- l. Truncate record and A 
pIe of record size for continue processing. 

I fixed records or 
2. Bypass record and D block size of variable 

record read does not 
continue processing. 

agree with parameter 3. Terminate. E 
(it does not exceed 
read-in area). 

Input block exceeds Same as xx71A. 
read-in area. 

Incorrect response to Type in correct reply. 
error typeout. 

I 
I Number of records None. None. 
printed. 

Number of cards None. None. 
punched. 

Device not assigned Routine None. 
for printer or punch. terminates. 
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Pages 8-43 and 8-44 
have been deleted by 
the December 1968 re
vision to this manual. 
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TAPE DUPLICATE 
(DUP) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENT 

TYPEOUTS 

Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

• The Tape Duplicate routine makes one or more copies of a tape from BT 
to a double tape mark, or to the special EOV record if the tape is a RCA 
Master tape. The input tape may be 7 or 9-level, labeled or unlabeled, 
and contain interspersed tape marks. If the input is 7-level and contains 
labels, both the labels and data must be in the same recording mode . 

• Under Monitor or Executive: 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or Parameter input under Monitor. 
magnetic tape. 

TAPEIN Magnetic tape. Input device. 

TAPE01 Magnetic tape. First output tape. 

TAPE02 Magnetic tape. Second output tape. 

TAPE03 Magnetic tape. Third output tape. 

TAPE04 Magnetic tape. Alternate for first output when tape 
swapping is used. 

TAPE05 Magnetic tape. Alternate for second output when tape 
swapping is used. 

TAPE06 Magnetic tape. Alternate for third output when tape 
swapping is used. 

Message Meaning Action Response 

0401A ENTER Enter input Type input dupL\a,bbb,c, Y, Y,N 
PARAM: 1-3 parameter. parameter where: 
OP, 001-999 on console. a = No. of tapes 
TOTAL OP, per pass (1-3). 
S-N SWITCH bbb = total No. of 
OR NOT, outputs (001-
*OPTIONAL* 999). 
Y FOR READ c = S tape swap. 
EOV, = N no tape swap. 
*OPTIONAL* Y = check master 
Y FOR READ tape EOV 
OP TO BT record. 

Y = check output 
byte count. 

N = do not purge 
output tape( s). 

Refer to TOS Utility 
Manual for parameter 
details. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Conl'd) Message 

0402 BLOCKS 
COPIED 
xxxxx 

0403 TAPE 
MARKS 
COPIED 
xxxxx 

0404 BYTES 
COPIED xx, 
xxx,xxx 

0405 IP BYTE 
COUNT DOES 
NOT CHECK. 

0406A EOT 
SENSED ON 
TAPExx, 
RESPOND B 
TO BYPASS 
EOT WARN-
ING, ANY 
OTHER 
RESPONSE 
WILL PROCESS 
OTHER OP 
TAPES ONLY 

0407 TAPExx 
BYTE COUNT 
DOES NOT 
CHECK 

Meaning 

Total number of 
blocks copied 
from input to 
output, exclud-
ing tape marks, 
is xxxxx. 

Total number of 
tape marks 
copied from 
input to output 
is xxxxx. 

Total number of 
bytes copied 
from input to 
output is xx, 
xxx,xxx. Each 
tape mark is 
counted as a 
byte. 

Total number of 
bytes read from 
Master Tape does 
not agree with 
total in EOV 
record. 

EOT has been 
sensed on 
TAPExx. 

Read reverse 
check on T A PExx 
indicates number 
of bytes (blocks 
on 7 -level tape) 
doe s not agree 
with what was 
read from input. 
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Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

Processing continues. None. 

Processing continues. None. 

Processing continues. None. 

Processing continues. None. 
The output tape should 
be considered bad un-
less it is known that 
the EOV record is bad. 

1. Bypass EOT. B 

2. Terminate output Any. 

to TAPExx. 

Other tapes will be 
processed. 

Processing continues. None. 
TAPExx is a bad tape. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Conl'd) Message 

0408A INVALID 
PARAMETER, 
TRY AGAIN 

0409 INPUT 
BLOCK EN-
COUNTERED 
LARGER 
THAN BUFFER 
SIZE. 

0410 PASS 
COMPLETED 

0410A PASS 
COMPLETED, 
HIT EOT TO 
CONTINUE 

0413 DESTROY 
VOL LABEL 
ON TAPExx 

0414 PARA-
METER NOT 
DUP 

0415 xxx ... xx 

0417A DO YOU 
ACCEPT 
TAPExx AS 
VALID 

0418 CANT 
READ INPUT 
TAPE 

0499 DUP 
EOJ 

Meaning 

Parameter enter-
ed from typewriter 
or card reader is 
incorrect. 

Insufficient 
memory for input 
block size. 

A pass utilizing 
tape swapping has 
been completed. 

A pass that does not 
utilize tape swap-
ping has been com-
pleted. 

A VOL label on 
T APExx has been 
destroyed. Type-
out 0415 will dis-
play the label. 

DUP is missing in 
input parameter. 

VOL label xxx ... xx 
has been destroyed. 

Read reverse check 
on TAPExx failed. 
Is tape to be accept-
ed? 

Attempt to read in-
put tape in both 
label and data mode 
has failed. 

End of Job. 
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Peripheral Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

Type in correct parameter. 

Routine terminates. None. 
Reload routine request-
ing more memory. 
Refer to Appendix X. 

Processing continues. None. 
Take down tape(s) from 
previous pass and 
mount tape( s) for next 
passifnecessary. 

Take down tape(s) from previous 
pass and mounttape(s) for this 
pass; then press EOT. 

Processing continues. None. 

Reenter parameter. 

Processing continues. None. 

1. Yes. Y 

2. No. Tape will be N 
duped again. 

Program terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

ERROR-RESUBMITTED 
(Parameter card image) 

END OF ACTIONS AND ERRORS 

RCD BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd INVALID OMF CD 
(Card Image) 

RCD BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd BLANK OMF RCD 

RCD BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddddd INCLUDE INVAL. 
(Card Image) 

RCD BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd EXTRA INCLUDE. 
(Card image) 

RCD BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd TYPE CODE ERR. 
(Card image) 

*OM BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd TXT ADDR. ERR. 
(OMF card image) 

TM ASSUMED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd BLOCK SIZE ERROR 
(first 80 characters in read-in 
area) 

*OM BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd NO END CARD 

*OM BYPASSED DEV. 
dddddd NO FO ESD CARD 

9-1A 

Object Module 
Library UPdate 

Procedure 

Parameter resubmitted via 
operator response. 

All parameters read in and 
validated; Phase III begins. 

OMF record is ignored, and 
processing continues. 

OMF record is ignored, and 
processing continues. 

OMF record is ignored, and 
processing continues. 

OMF record is ignored, and 
processing continues. 

OMF record is ignored, and 
processing continues. 

The designated module is not 
processed, and the input file 
is positioned to the next 
module or parameter. Pro
cessing continues. 

When an erroneous block size 
is encountered on an OMF, 
processing continues as if a 
tape mark had been read. 

This message occurs when a 
parameter has been read in, 
and a module has not been 
completely processed. The 
module is bypassed and the 
parameter read in, is 
processed. 

This message occurs after an 
End card for the OMF is en
countered. The module desig
nated is not added and the input 
file is positioned to the next 
module or parameter. Pro
cessing continues. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

*OM BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd BYTE COUNT ERR. 
(OMF card image) 

*OM BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd RLD ITEM ERROR. 
(OMF card image) 

*OM BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd ESD ITEM ERROR. 
(OMF card image) 

*OM BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd ESD ESID # ERR. 
(OMF card image) 

*OMF BYPASSED OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd ESD EXCEED MAX. 
(OMF record that caused over-
flow) 

NAME OF MODULE ON SYSIPT 
xxxxxxxx DOES NOT MATCH 
NAME ON PARAMETER, 
PROCESSED AS zzzzzzzz 

WARNING FLAG OMF - xxxxxxxx 
DEV. dddddd OMF SEQ # ERR. 

PARAMETER BYPASSED - NO 
OMF FOLLOWS ON SYSIPT 
(Parameter card 80 cc) 
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Object Module 
Library UPdate 

Procedure 

The module designated has an 
ESD, RLD, or TXT card with 
an erroneous byte count field. 
The module is bypassed. 
Processing continues. 

The module designated has an 
RLD card with an erroneous 
ESID #, flag, or address 
field. The module is bypassed 
and processing continues. 

The module designated has an 
ESD card with an erroneous 
type address field. The 
module is bypassed and pro-
cessing continues. 

The module designated has an 
ESD card with an erroneous 
ESID #. The module is by-
passed and processing 
continues. 

The module designated has 
more than 255 ESD' s. The 
module is bypassed and pro-
cessing continues. 

The name designated by the 
parameter has been assigned 
to an OMF with a blank name, 
and processing of the OMF 
continues. 

Out of sequence TXT and RLD 
cards for the module specified. 
Module is processed as usual 
except that a flag bit is set in 
the descriptor block on the 
OML. 

A "CAT ALO" parameter is 
immediately followed by 
another parameter; the first 
is bypassed and the second 
is processed. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

TYPEOUTS 

Message 

BLANK MODULE NAME ON 
dddddd, PROCESSED AS 
Xyydddmm 

OM - xxxxxxxx on dddddd 
SUPERSEDES IDENTICALLY 
NAMED MODULE ON dddddd. 

Notes: 

Object Module 
Library UPdate 

Procedure 

The module is assigned a name, 
where X = constant 

yyddd = date of run 
mm = sequential number 

assigned during run 
starting with Ol. 

Processing continues. 

Processing continues. 

1. xxxxxxxx is the name of the Object Module. 

2. dddddd is the symbolic name of the device on which the module is to 
be found. 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 
Meaning Action Response 

3502A Insufficient memory Terminate the rou- Use a console 
alloc ated to routine. tine. Refer to routine, e. g. , 

Appendix D for E HLT n or 
memory require- M HLTP. 
ments. 

3503A SYSxxx does not con- Terminate the rou- Use a console 
SYSxxx tain directory block tine. routine, e. g. , 

for OML file to be E HLT nor 
merged. M HLTP. 

3504A SYSxxx does not con- Same as 3503A 
SYSxxx tain directory block 

on OM L file from 
which OML's are to 
be extracted. 

3506A End of tape sensed Same as 3503A 
on output. 

3508A Body of OML file on Same as 3503A 
SYSxxx SYSxxx does not 

agree with directory 
block. 
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9. SYSTEM 
MAINTENANCE 

ROUTINES 

OBJECT MODULE 
LIBRARY UPDATE 

(OMLU) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

PRINTOUTS 

• The Object Module Library Update routine is used to create, to mod
ify, to copy, and to display object module libraries. The functions per
formed by the routine are completely dependent on user-supplied param
eters. 

• Under Executive or Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic For input parameters 
tape. and OMF's to be added. * 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic tape. Output listing device. * 

SYSLIB Magnetic tape. Primary input for any 
merge, update, or copy. 

SYSUT1 Magnetic tape. Object module file input, 
if used. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. Output library tape. 

SYSUT3 Magnetic tape. Work tape if OMF's are 
used. 

SYSUT4 Magnetic tape. Required for 2 or 3-way 
merge. 

SYSUT5 Magnetic tape. Required for 2 or 3-way 
merge. 

SYSUT6 Magnetic tape. Source of OML's to be 
extracted or OMF's to 
be added. 

*When under Executive control, SYSIPT must be assigned to the card 
reader and SYSLST to the printer. 

Message Procedure 

ACTION TAKEN (Parameter card None. 
image 

OMFCATALOGUEDFROM None. 
dddddd,xxxxxxxx 

ERROR-BYPASSED (Parameter Parameter bypassed as a 
card image) result of operator response. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

3511A 
SYSxxx 

3512A 
SYSxxx 

3513 

3521A 
(para-
meter) 

3522A 
(para-
meter) 

3523A 

3524A 
(para-
meter) 

3525A 
(para-
meter) 

Meaning 

OML or Call Library 
file SYSxxx format 
error. 

Call Library file 
SYSxxx format 
error. 

AL,EL or CL 
specified in 
COpy parameter 
cannot be found 
on call Library. 

Copy parameter dis-
played has improper 
format or invalid 
operands. 

Merge parameter 
displayed does not 
have operand of 1, 
2, or 3. 

Call Library file 
format error at 
beginning of 
Executive Library 
copy. (May also 
be caused by Call 
Library tape with 
no Executive 
Library. ) 

Rename parameter 
has invalid device 
name. 

Device name in 
parameter is not 
valid. 

9-2 

Object Module 
Library Update 

Action Response 

1. Continue and R 
mount correct 
tape. 

Same as 
2. Terminate 3503A. 

1. Continue and R 
mount correct 
tape. 

2. Terminate. 
Same as 
3503A. 

Processing con- None. 
tinues. 

1. Bypass para- B 
meter. 

2. Resubmit the R~ 

parameter. (Corrected) 

Note: Parameters 
parameter) 

greater than 70 
characters cannot 
be corrected. 

3. Terminate. 
Same as 
3503A. 

Same as 3521A. 

1. Bypass copying B 
Executive 
Library. 

2. Continue and mount R 
Call Library with 
correct Executive 
Library on SYSxxx. 

Same 3521A. 

Same as 3521A. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

3526A 
(parameter) 

3528A 
(parameter) 

3540A 
(parameter) 

3541A 
(parameter) 

3560A 
(parameter) 

3562 
(parameter) 

3564A 
(parameter) 

3566A 
(parameter) 

3568A 
(parameter) 

3582A 

Meaning 

Extract parameter 
has invalid device 
name or improper 
format. 

Add parameter has 
invalid device name 
or improper format. 

Invalid operation 
name in parameter. 

Parameter is out of 
sequence. 

Input device in param-
eter does not have 
program to be ex-
tracted. 

Program to be deleted 
is not on OML input 
given in parameter. 

Program to be re-
named is not on input 
given in parameter. 

OMF to be added is 
not on input given in 
parameter. 

Program to be dis-
played is not on 
SYSLIB (if display 
only) or is not 
scheduled to be 
written to the output. 

Invalid card type in 
an OMF. 

9-3 

Action 

Same as 352IA. 

Same as 352IA. 

Same as 352IA. 

Same as 352IA. 

Same as 352IA. 

Same as 352IA. 

Same as 352IA. 

Same as 3521A. 

Same as 3521A. 

Ob;ect Module 
Library Update 

Response 

1. Continue and ignore R 
OMF record. 

2. Go to parameter B 
error 3583A. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

3583A 
(parameter) 

3584A 

3585A 

3586A 
(parameter) 

Meaning 

Invalid card type in 
an OMF. Card will 
not be processed. 

Invalid field in OMF 
card image. 

Block size for OMF 
is not a multiple of 
80. 

Maximum number of 
ESD Cards exceeded. 

9-4 

Action Response 

Same as 3521A. 

1. Continue and skip B 
this OMF. 

2. Terminate. Same 
as 
3503A 

1. Continue and R 
ignore block. 

2. Go to parameter B 
error 3583A. 

Same as 3521A. 



LOAD LIBRARY 
UPDATE(LLU) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

System Maintenance 
Routines 

• The Load Library Update routine produces an updated Load Library 
from previously generated Load Libraries by adding, deleting, replacing 
or altering programs. A System Load Library, Program Load Library, 
or Executive Load Library can be updated by this routine. 

• Under Executive 01' Monitor Control: 

SON DevieeType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader. * Parameter input 
device. 

SYSLST Printer. * Output listing device. 

SYSLIB Magnetic tape. Executive Library in-
put, if used and not on 
another device. 

SYSUTI Magnetic tape. Primary input for any 
merge, update, or 
copy. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. Output Library tape. 

SYSUT3 Magnetic tape. Work tape for SSL 
output if Executive 
Library is not on 
SYSLIB. 

SYSUT4 Magnetic tape. Required for 2 or 3-
way merge. 

SYSUT5 l\1:agnetic tape. Required for 3-way 
merge. 

SYSUT6 Magnetic tape. Required for Load 
Library from which 
programs are to be 
extracted. 

SYSUTI Magnetic tape. Same as SYSUT6. 

SYSUT8 Magnetic tape. Same as SYSUT6. 

*May be magnetic tape under Monitor. 

Message i 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

IOOIA Parameter displayed Terminate the program. 
(parameter) could not be identified 

and caused illogical 
error in phase I. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

1002A 
(parameter) 

1003A 
(parameter) 

IOO4A 
(parameter) 

IOO5A 
(parameter) 

1006A 
(parameter) 

I007A 
(parameter) 

1008A 
(parameter) 

IOO9A 

1010A 

IOIIA 
(parameter) 

Meaning 

First parameter was 
not a Copy or Display 
parameter. 

Field one of param-
eter is in error. 

Parameter is out of 
sequence. 

Field three of 
parameter is too 
large. 

Field two of param-
eter is in error. 

Field two of Copy 
parameter is 
missing. 

Invalid device 
name in parameter. 

First block on 
SYSLIB is not a 
bootstrap or VOL 
header label. 

lllogical error in 
Ilo routine. 

Parameter could not 
be identified and 
caused illogical 
error in phase II. 
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Load Library Update 

Action I R.,pon,. 

--f--------

1. Bypass parameter. B 

2. Resubmit parameter. R~ 
(Cor-

Note: Parameters rected 
greater than 70 param-
characters can not eter. ) 
be corrected. 

3. Terminate the programo 

Same as IOO2A. 

Same as IOO2A o 

Same as IOO2A. 

Same as IOO2A. 

Same as IOO2A. 

Same as IOO2A. 

Mount correct tape I B 
on SYSLIB. 

Same as IOOIA. 

Same as IOOIA. 

I I 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

1012A 
(parameter) 

1013A 

1014 
(program 
name) 

1015A 
(parameter) 

1016A 
(parameter) 

1017A 
(parameter) 

1018A 
(parameter) 

1019A 
(parameter) 

1020A 
(parameter) 

102lA 
(parameter) 

1022A 
(parameter) 

Meaning 

Program named in 
parameter was not 
found on input. 

End of Input sensed 
before last param-
eter was processed. 

Extract program was 
not found on input 
specified. 

Field four of Patch 
parameter is in 
error. 

Field six of Patch 
parameter is in 
error. 

Parameter patch 
data is in error. 

Field two of Patch 
parameter is 
missing. 

Field three of Patch 
parameter is 
missing. 

Field three of Patch 
parameter is too 
large. 

Field four of Patch 
parameter is 
-missing. 

Field four of Patch 
parameter is too 
large. 
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Load Library 
Update 

Action Response 

Same as 1001A. 

Same as 1001A. 

Processing continues; None. 
output tape will not 
contain the requested 
program. 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002Ao 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002A. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

~. 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

1023A 

1024A 

1025A 
(parameter) 

1026A 

1027A 
(parameter) 

1028A 
(parameter) 

1029 
pppppp 

1030A 

1031A 
(parameter) 

1032 pppppp 
ON SYSUTn 

1033 pppppp 
ON SYSUTn 

1099 

Meaning 

lliogical error in 
processing executive 
overlay. 

Load to be displayed 
was not found. 

Another Display 
parameter was read 
after a DSPLY ALL 
or DSPLYA ALL 
parameter. 

Program named in 
Display parameter is 
before pre sent tape 
position. 

Copy parameter 
mnemonic indicator 
is not N, D, V, or F. 

Format error on 
input tape. 

Program pppppp in 
DSPL Y parameter 
cannot be found. 

Table overflow s. Too 
many functions used 
or input programs too 

I 
large for memory. I 

Program-name entry 
in parameter card is 
invalid (contains all 
spaces). I 

Program pppppp is 
duplicated on 
SYSUTn. 

Pro gram pppppp on 
SYSUTn is out of 
sequence. 

End of job. 
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Load Library Update 

Action Response 

Same as 1001A. 

Bypass display. B 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002A. 

Same as 1002A. 

1. Continue and mount R 
correct tape. 

Processing continues. None. 

Assign more memory or reduce 
number of functions and restart 
the routine. 

Same as 1002A. 

The first program is None. 
retained; all other 
duplicates are ignored. 

The program is None. 
ignored. 

None. None. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

***LNKERR A05 SYMBOLIC 
DEVICE (xxxxxx) DOES NOT 
CONTAIN AN EXECUTIVE 
SYSTEM 

***LNKERR A06 
SYSTEM MALFUNCTION 

***LNKERR B01 (t) INCLUDE 
LIST EXCEEDED 

(See note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B02 (t) 
INVALID CARD TYPE 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B03 (t) 
INVALID ESD CODE 

(See Note on page 9-16). 

***LNKERR B04 (t) 
INVALID OPERAND FIELD 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B05 (t) 
ILLEGAL PLACEMENT 

(See Note on page 9-16). 

***LNKERR B06 (t) 
PUNCTUA TION ERROR 

(See Note on page 9-16). 

**LNKERR B07 (t) SYMBOL 
TOO LONG 

(See Note on page 9-16). 

9-10 

Linkage Editor 

Meaning 

Executive program not on tape 
specified. Routine terminated. 

An apparent error was detected by 
the 110 Control section of the Link
age Editor or the Interspersed Ex
ecutive Overlays could not be 
located on the device from which the 
they were previously copied. The 
routine terminated and a memory 
dump was taken. 

The INCLUDE parameter waiting 
exceeds 30. Binding of current 
program terminated. 

The record printed above was not 
an object module card image or 
Linkage Editor parameter. Rec
ord was ignored and binding con
tinued. (This error can also be 
caused by a misplaced AC TION 
statement. ) 

The record printed above contained 
an invalid ESD type code. Binding 
of current program terminated. 

The operand field in the record 
printed above was invalid. Binding 
continued on a diagnostic basis 
unless the LE T option was exercised. 

The parameter printed above was 
out of order. Binding continued on 
a diagnostic basis. 

Punctuation error in parameter 
displayed above. The fields after 
the error were ignored and binding 
continued on a diagnostic basis un
less the LET option was exercised. 

The symbol indicated above by the 
caret (,,), contained too many 
characters. The excess right-hand 
characters were ignored. Binding 
continued on a diagnostic basis un
less the LET option was exercised. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

***LNKERR B08 (t) IN
VALID SOURCE 

(See Note on page 9-16. ) 

***LNKERR B09 (t) RE
SERVED SYMBOL 

(See Note on page 9-16). 

***LNKERR BIO (t) BAD 
LOAD STRUCTURE 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B11 (t) 
ddname NOT ASSIGNED 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B12 (t) EXTRN 
(xxxxxxxx) APPEARS IN 
MORE THAN ONE LIBRARY 
CARD 

(See Note on page 9-16. ) 

***LNKERR B13 (t) OB
JECT MODULE (xxxxxxxx) 
NOT FOUND 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B14 (t) END 
CARD NOT FOUND FOR 
OBJECT MODULE (xxxxxxxx) 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B15 (t) SDlpC 
TYPE E SD MISSING 

(See Note on page 9-16. ) 

9-11 

Linkage Editor 

Meaning 

The parameter displayed was read 
from an invalid source. The param
eter was ignored and binding con
tinued on a diagnostic basis unless 
the LE T function was exercised. 

The REGION symbol was misused 
in the OVERLA Y parameter 
operand displayed above. The 
symbol was processed as given in 
the parameter. Binding continued 
on a diagnostic basis unless the 
LE T option was exercised. 

The node point specified in the 
OVERLA Y statement printed above 
was in error. Binding continued 
on a diagnostic basis. 

A NO FILE reply was made to the 
executive's request for assignment 
of the symbol indicated by a caret 
(II) in the statement displayed above. 
Binding continued on a diagnostic 
basis. 

The EXTRN symbol xxxxxxxx was 
used on two LIBRARY cards. 
Binding continued on a diagnostic 
basis. 

Object module xxxxxxxx was not 
found on the file specified by the 
INCLUDE statement printed above. 
Binding continued on a diagnostic 
basis. 

Object module xxxxxxxx did not 
contain an END card. Binding 
of the current program terminated. 

A TXT, RLD, or END card pre
ceded the ESD SDlpC card. Bind
ing of the current program ter
minated. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

***LNKERR B16 (t) 
INTERNAL TABLE 
CAPACITY EXCEEDED 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B17 (t) OMF 
HAS WRONG LENGTH 
RECORD 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B18 (t) NO 
OBJECT MODULE 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B19 (t) FILE 
IS NOT AN OMF or FILE 
IS NOT AN OML 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

**LNKERR B20 (t) SYSLIB: 
NOT OML; OR NOT 
ASSIGNED 

(See Note on page 9-16. ) 

**LNKERR B21 (t) EOT 
REACHED ON SYSUT3 

(See Note on page 9-16. ) 

***LNKERR B22 (t) 
GENERATED PROGRAM 
NAME - NONAME 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

**LNKERR B23 (t) 
PROGRAM NAME NOT 
SEQUENTIAL 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

9-12 

Linkage Editor 

Meaning 

The amount of memory available was 
insufficient to process the program. 
Binding of the current program ter
minated. 

Tape block read was not a multiple 
of 80 or exceeded the maximum per
mitted length. EOF was assumed 
and binding continued on a diag
nostic basis. 

Input to current program terminated 
and no object modules were found. 
Binding of current program ter
minated. 

The ddname in the statement above 
referenced a file with an invalid 
format. The statement was ignored 
and binding continued on a diag
nostic basis. 

SYSLIB was not an OML or no 
assignment was made when an 
Executive request for assignment 
was issued. Binding continued on 
a diagnostic basis. 

E OT detected on Linkage Editor 
work tape. Binding of the current 
program terminated. 

The current program did not specify 
a program name. The linkage 
editor supplied NONAME. This is 
a warning message. Binding con
tinued. 

A program that was bound is out of 
sequence. This is a warning mes
sage. Binding continued. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

***LNKERR B24 (t) 
INVALID FORMAT 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B25 (t) 
CARD BYTE COUNT 
INVALID 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B26 (t) ESID 
NUMBER INVALID 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B27 (t) 
WARNING! OBJECT 
CARD NOT SEQUENTIAL 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B28 (t) 
NCAL INEFFECTIVE 
WITH LIBRARY 
PARAMETER 

(See Note on page 9-16.) 

***LNKERR B29 (t) 
ORIGIN/LOAD ADDRESS 
INVALID 

***LNKERR COl EXTRN 
(xxxxxxxx) SATISFIED 
FROM (yyyyy) NOT 
FROM (zzzzzz) 

***LNKERR CO2 
SYMBOLIC DEVICE 
(xxxxxx) DOES NOT 
CONTAIN AN OML 

***LNKERR C03 
INTERNAL TABLE 
CAPACITY EXCEEDED 

9- 13 

Linkage Editor 

Meaning 

The format of the statement dis-
played above was invalid. Binding 
continued on a diagnostic basis 
unless the LET option was exer-
cised. 

The byte count in the record above 
exceeds the m'aximum permitted. 
Binding of the current program 
terminated. 

The ESID number in the record 
above exceeds the maximum per-
mitted. Binding of the current 
program terminated. 

The sequence number in the record 
above is not one greater than the 
number in the preceding TXT or 
RLD record. This is a warning. 
The bound program may not be 
executable. 

A NCAL statement was used with 
a library statement. This is not 
logical. The NCAL statement was 
ignored and binding continued. 

The indicated address in the record 
displayed above is less than the 
address of the first SD of the object 
module. Binding continued on a 
diagnostic basis. 

EXTRN (xxxxxxxx) was satisfied 
from symbolic device (yyyyy) 
rather than from symbolic device 
(zzzzzz) as specified by a 
LIBRARY statement. Binding con-
tinued on a diagnostic basis unless 
the LET option was exercised. 

Symbolic device (xxxxxx) contains 
an OMF rather than OML. Binding 
continued on a diagnostic basis. 

The amount of memory allotted 
for storage area is insufficient to 
process the current program. 
Binding of the current program 
was terminated. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

***LNKERR C04 
EXTRN (xxxxxxxx) 
NOT SATISFIED 

***LNKERR C05 
SYSLIB NOT 
ASSIGNED 

***LNKERR DOl 
DUPLICA TE MODULES 
MA TCHED \\lITH 
COMMON (xxxxxxxx) 

***LNKERR D02 EXTRN 
(xxxxxxxx) COULD NOT BE 
SATISFIED FOR EXECUTION 
ADDRESS 

***LNKERR D03 
DUPLICATED LOAD NAME 
(xxxxxxxx)REPLACED 
WITH (AAAnnnM) 

***LNKERR D04 COMPUTED 
PROGRAM LENGTH IS 
GREATER THAN MAXIMUM 
SPECIFIED IN 'PROG' 
CARD 

9-14 

Linkage Editor 

Meaning 

At the completion of the Auto
matic Call Procedure, EXTRN 
(xxxxxxxx) was not satisfied. 
Binding continued on a diagnostic 
basis unless the LET option was 
exercised. 

SYSLIB was required by the Auto
matic Call Procedure but was not 
assigned by the operator when the 
executive request for assignment 
was issued. Binding continued on 
a diagnostic basis. 

Two or more object modules had 
the same name as common area 
(xxxxxxxx). The object modules 
were not moved to the common 
area. Binding continued on a 
diagnostic basis unless the LET 
was exercised. 

EXTRN (xxxxxxxx) specified as the 
program entry point could not be 
satisfied. Binding continued on a 
diagnostic basis unless the LET 
option was exercised, in which 
event, the program entry point 
is the first byte of the first module 
in the root load. 

Two or more OVERLAY state
ments contained a LOADNAME 
whose first six characters are 
identical. The Linkage Editor 
generated unique load names 
(AAAnnnM) for duplicate sym
bois. Binding continued on a 
diagnostic basis unless the LET 
option was exercised. 

The computed length of the longest 
path in the program is greater 
than the maximum length shown on 
the PROG statement. The com
puted length was used. This is a 
warning only. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cani'd) 

Message 

***LNKERR D05 SYSTEM 
MALFUNC TION 

***LNKERR D06 SYSTEM 
MALFUNC TION 

***LNKERR D07 SEGTAB 
LIMIT EXCEEDED 

***LNKERR DOB 
ENTAB LIMITS EXCEEDED 

* LNKERR D09 EXTRN 
(xxxxxxxx) COULD NOT 
BE SATISFIED FOR 
ERREXIT ADDRESS 

***LNKERR E01 
SYSTEM MALFUNC TION 

** LNKERR E02 EOT 
REACHED ON SYSUT2 

9-15 

Linkage Editor 

Meaning 

An apparent error was detected, 
during Hlase m, in the Module 
or Entry tables maintained by the 
Linkage Editor. The routine ter
minated and a memory dump was 
taken. 

An apparent error was detected, 
during Phase m, in the VCON or 
Entry tables maintained by the 
Linkage Editor. The routine ter
minated and a memory dump was 
taken. 

The number of segments in the 
program exceeded the limit (256) 
established for programs requir
ing Autom atic Overlay Loading. 
Binding continued on a diagnostic 
basis. The number of segments 
must be reduced to less than 257. 

The number of VCON items in 
segment (xxxxxxxx) exceeded the 
limit (225) established for pro
grams requiring Automatic Over
lay Loading. Binding continued 
on a diagnostic basis. The number 
of VCON items in the segment 
must be reduced to less than 226. 

The entry point specified in the 
ERREXIT statement was not sat
isfied in the root load. Binding 
continued on a diagnostic basis. 

An apparent error was detected, 
during Phase IV, in the Module, 
VCON, Load, or Entry tables 
maintained by the Linkage Editor. 
The routine terminated and a 
memory dump was taken. 

EOT was sensed on SYSUT2 before 
current program was completely 
written. The routine terminated 
normally. The current program 
is not on the output tape. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Note: 

TYPEOUTS 

Message 

System Maintenance 
Routines 

Meaning 

***PROGRAM (xxxXXXXX) Program (xxxXXXXX) was bound 
BOUND WITH ERRORS with the errors listed. The LET 

option was exercised. 

***PROGRAM (xxxxxxxx) Program (xxxXXXXX) was not bound 
NOT BOUND due to the errors listed. 

***END LNKEDT The Linkage Editor Routine has 
been completed . 

• A (t) in the message indicates the input source at the time the mes
sage was printed. 

When (t) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

0801 *** 
LNKERR 
A01 

0802 *** 
LNKERR 
A05 

0803 *** 
LNKERR 
D05 

0804 *** 
LNKERR 
D06 

0805 *** 
LNKERR 
E01 

(P) it was the primary input. 
(S) it was a secondary input. 
(L) it was an object module from a secondary input or 
OML. 

Meaning Action Response 

SYSUT1 did not con- Routine terminates None. 
tain an OMF as speci- and a memory dump 
fied. is taken. 

Executive program Routine terminates None. 
not on tape speCified. and a memory dump 

is taken. 

An apparent error Routine terminates None. 
was detected, during and a memory dump is 
Phase lIT, in the taken. 
Module or Entry 
tables maintained by 
the Linkage Editor. 

An apparent error Routine terminates None. 
was detected, during and a memory dump 
Phase ffi, in the is taken. 
VeON or Entry tables 
maintained by the 
Linkage Editor. 

An apparent error Routine terminates. None. 
was detected, during 
Phase IV, in the 
Module, VeON, Load 
or Entry tables main-
tained by the Linkage 
Editor. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

nboppppppbo 

0806 *** 
LNKERR 
E02 EOT 
REACHED 
ON SYSUT2 

0807A 
INVALID 
FORMAT 
ON (xxxxxx) 

0808 *** 
PROGRAM 
(xxxxxxxx) 
BOUND 
WITH 
ERRORS 

0809 *** 
PROGRAM 
(xxxxxxxx) 
NOT 
BOUND 

0810 *** 
LNKERR 
A06 

0811A 
NOOML 
ON 
SYSLIB 

0899 *** 
END 
LNKEDT 

Meaning 

EOT was sensed on 
SYSUT2 before cur-
rent program was 
completely written. 

Format on (xxxxxx) 
was not recognized. 

Program (xxxxxxxx) 
was bound with the 
errors listed on 
SYSLST. 

Program (xxxxxxxx) 
was not bound due to 
errors listed on 
SYSLST. 

An apparent error 
was detected by the 
1/ 0 Control section 
of the Linkage Editor 
or the Jnterspersed 
Executive Overlays 
could not be located 
on the device from 
which they were pre-
viously copied. 

An OML was not 
found on SYSLIB. 

The Linkage Editor 
routine has been 
completed. 
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Linkage Editor 

Action Response 

Routine terminates. None. 

1. Reassign 1 
(XXXXXX). 

2. Bypass assignment. 2 . 
(Further errors may 
result. ) 

None. None. 

None. None. 

Routine terminates None. 
and a memory dump is 
taken. 

1. Reassign SYSLIB. 1 

2. Bypass assignment 2 
(Further errors 
may result. ) 

None. None. 



MACRO LIBRARY 
UPDATE (MLU) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

System Maintenance 
Routines 

• The Macro Library Update (MLU) routine is used to create an initial 
Assembly Macro Library section for a Call Library tape, or to maintain 
the Assembly Macro section of an existing Call Library tape . 

• Under Executive Control 

SDN Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card Reader Control Statements, 
updates, etc. 

SYSLST Printer Listings Output. 

SYSOPT Punch Punched macros. 

INPUT1 Magnetic Tape TOS C all Library. 

INPUT2 Magnetic Tape TOS C all Library. 

INPUT3 Magnetic Tape TOS Call Library. 

INPUT4 Magnetic Tape TOS Call Library. 

OUTPUT Magnetic Tape TOS C all Library. 

WORK Magnetic Tape Work tape. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

3697 

3698 

Meaning 

Program was run 
with errors. 

Abnormal ter-
mination. 
Program not 
completed. 

9-19A 

System Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

See console log None. 
and/ or printer. 

See console log None. 
for fatal error. 
Correct and 
rerun. 



DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 
(Cont'd) 

TYPEOUTS 

Under Monitor Control: 

System Maintenance 
Routines 

Device assignments are the same as above. In addition, magnetic tapes 
may be substituted for SYSIPT, SYSOPT, and SYSLST. 

Message 

n~MLU~~~~ 
Meaning Action Response 

3601 FATAL ERROR 
"ENVIRON" control Program Termin- None. 
statement has in- ates correct 
valid field. "ENVIRON" card 

and re start run. 

3602 FATAL CONDITION File must be None. 
maximum number created or up-
of control state- dated in multiple 
ments exceeded. passes or ad-

ditional memory 
allocated. 

3603 FATAL ERROR Program term in- None. 
symbolic End of Tape has ates. Mount 
device been sensed on longer output 
name. output tape. tape, restart 

run. 

3604A The file name in Retry R 
symbolic the HDR label is 

Terminate T 
device not "SYSLIB". 
name. Ignore, continue I 

processing. 

3605 FATAL CONDITION Program Termin- None. 
Assembly macro ates. Correct 
library was ENVIRON card or 
referenced and not Mount Correct tape 
found on input tape. and restart run. 

3606 Library to be copied Processing 
library is not present. continues. 

name 
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LINKAGE EDITOR 
(LNKEDT) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

• The Linkage Editor routine is required for the preparation of execut
able programs for TOS. It creates linkage between modules of a pro
gram and converts the card-image format of a language translator output 
to the TOS Load Library format. Both Program and System Load Li
braries can be generated. The routine performs checks on all inputs and 
prints diagnostic messages to inform the user of errors or possible 
errors in his program. 

• Under M onitol' Control: 

SON 

SYSIPT 

DevieeType 

Card reader or magnetic 
tape. 

SYSLIB Magnetic tape. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic 
tape. 

SYSUTI Magnetic tape. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. 

SYSUT3 Magnetic tape. 

Remarks 

Parameter input device. 
Can also be used as 
primary input device. 

System library tape in
put. 

Diagnostic and listing 
output device. 

Primary input, if not on 
SYSIPT, or secondary 
input device. 

Bound program output 
device. 

Work tape. 

PRINTOUTS Mes~age Meaning 

***LNKERR AOI SYMBOLIC 
DEVICE (SYSUTl) DOES NOT 
CONTAIN AN OMF 

*** LNKERR A02 SYMBOLIC 
DEVICE (xxxxxx) DOES NOT 
CONTAIN AN OMF OR OML 

***LNKERR A03 MAXIMUM 
NUMBER OF ASSIGNED DE
VICES EXCEEDED 

***LNKERR A04 FORMA T 
ERROR 

9-9 

SYSUTI did not contain an OMF as 
specified. The routine terminated. 

Device xxxxxx did not contain OMF 
or OML as specified. Binding con
tinued on a diagnostic basis. 

The number of allowable input 
devices was exceeded. Binding 
continued on a diagnostic basis. 

ACTION parameter format error. 
The parameter was processed up to 
the point in error. Binding con
tinued. 



PRINTOUTS 

S}'S te m Jl.1aintenance 
Routines 

• The messages listed below appear in the ERR F LAGS column of the 
Macro Corrections Listing, or the ERROR FLAGS column of the Control 
Statement Listing. Flags appear on the same line as the statement in error. 

Code Meaning Action Taken 

3610 Undefined Par am- Parameter bypassed. 
eter Processing continues. 

3611 Invalid Parameter Same. 

3612 Illegal operation Same. 
for device (i. e. 
EXTRAC T from 
Merge tape). 

3613 Action required Same. 
from device not 
specified. 

3614 Invalid required Same. 
field in param-
eter. 

3615 Invalid optional Option is ignored, 
field in par am- processing con-
eter. tinues. 

3616 Invalid operand Parameter bypassed, 
in CDELET. processing con-

tinues. 

3617 Statement being Statement is in-
inserted or cata- serted. Proces-
loged by a ST AR TC sing continues. 
or CATALS is out (See note) 
of sequence. 

Note: 

Correct condition by another update. 
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PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) Code Meaning 

3618 The MACRO 
statement is not 
the first state-
ment of the macro. 

3619 The Macro name 
on the output 
library does not 
agree with the 
name in the 
prototype state-
ment. 

3620 Macro does 
not end with 
a MEND 
statement. 

3621 SAVE was 
specified in 
STARTC or 
CATALS para-
meter and a 
MACRO state-
ment has a 
blank sequence 
field. 

Note: 

Correct condition by another update. 
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Sys tem Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Taken 

Program generates 
a MACRO state-
ment. Processing 
continues. (See 
note) 

Processing con-
tinues. (See 
note) 

Program generates 
a MEND state-
ment. Processing 
continues. 

PROGRAM inserts 
~~~~~~~ A in 
the sequence field. 
Processing con-
tinues. 



COBOL 
LIBRARY UPDATE 

(CLU) 
GENERAL 

DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

• 'TIle COBOL Library Update (CLU) routine is used to create andmain
tain a COBOL Source Program Library. This library may appear on a 
Call Library Tape along with the Assembly Macro, Object Module, and 
Executive libraries, or it may appear as the only library on a CLT. 

Each "entry" contained in the COBOL Library consists of a name fol
lowed by one or more COBOL source statements. Entries may be de
fined for each of the four sections in the library. These sections, any 
one of which mayor may not be present, appear in the following order: 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION 
DATA DIVISION 
PROCEDURE DIVISION 
SOURCE PROGRAMS 

Entries within each section are arranged in alphanumeric sequence by 
entry name . 

• Under r~xecfltir.;e Control 01' Under. Monitor Control: 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic tape. For input parameters, 
source cards, and cor-
rections. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic tape. Listing device. 

SYSOPT Card punch or magnetic tape. Output device. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. Output Library tape. 

SYSUT3 Magnetic tape. Work tape (required if a 
directory is to be printed 
in addition to COBOL 
entries). 
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TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 
Message 

n6pppppp6 

5600 
(parameter) 

5601 
(parameter) 

5602 

5603 

5604 

Meaning 

Invalid operation field 
in control parameter. 

Optional field in 
STARTC or CATALS 
parameter card not 
SAVE, DSPLY, 
PUNCH, DSPCH or 
SEQNCE. 

Invalid CATALS or 
STARTC parameter 
because COPY pa-
rameter was not used 
to signify output. 

Invalid STARTC pa-
rameter because 
COBOL input was not 
specified with the 
COPY parameter. 

SEQNCE has been 
recognized on a 
STAR TC parameter 
and is invalid for this 
parameter. SEQNCE 
is ignored. 
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Cobol Library 
Update 

Action Response 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
next parameter is read. 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
next parameter is read. 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
next parameter is read. 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
next parameter is read. 

The rest of the par am - None. 
eter is bypassed if no 
other errors occur. 



TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 
Message 

n6pppppp6 

5605 

5606 

5607 

5608ASAname 

5609 

5610 
(parameter) 

5611 

5612 

Meaning 

An optional field on a 
COPY parameter 
cannot be identified. 

A COPY parameter 
is not the first pa-
rameter. 

A comma is missing 
between optional 
fields in a COpy pa-
rameter. 

A DSPLY request has 
been read and ignored 
because a directory 
is being written to 
the printer and the CS 
option was not used 
in a prior DSPLY 
parameter. 

A request to dis play a 
directory has been 
read after a param-
eter other than COPY 

A character other 
than a space or 
comma has been en-
countered following 
a CD (Directory) 
field on a DSPLY. 

A DS~H request has 
been read after the 
routine has been in-
formed to write a 
directory to the 
printer. 

A DELETS param-
eter has been read 
and considered in-
valid because a 
COPY parameter was 
not used to signify 
COBOL Library 
input. 
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Cobol Library 
Update 

Action Response 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Processing is con- None. 
tinued, if possible, 
starting with the col-
umn that should have 
contained the comma. 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
next parameter is 
read. 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
next parameter is 
read. 

Parameter is pro- None. 
cessed and a work tape 
is used to receive 
directory while entries 
are being printed. 

Display of the entry is None. 
ignored, but the punch 
request is honored. 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
next parameter is 
read. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

5613 
(parameter) 

5614 
(parameter) 

5615 
(parameter) 

5617 
(parameter) 

5618 
(parameter) 

5619 
(parameter) 

5620L1 
(Section 
number) L1 
(name) 

5621 L1 
(section 
number) 

5622L1 (sec-
tion number) 
L1 (name) 
PREV (Seq. 
No.) CUR 
(Seq. No. ) 

Meaning 

The section number 
and name on a 
CATALS or STARTC 
parameter is not 
equal to or greater 
than specified on a 
previous parameter. 

The entry name on thE: 
specified parameter 
is not greater than 
the previous name. 

The section number 
specified on the pa-
rameter is not equal 
to or greater than 
the previous param-
eter. 

The first character 
of name on specified 
parameter is a space 
or comma. 

The name on the 
specified parameter 
exceeds 8 characters. 

The section number 
in the specified pa-
rameter is not 1, 2, 
3, or 4. 

The designated sec-
tion and name was not 
found on the input 
tape. 

The designated sec-
tion was not found 
on the input tape. 

Requested sequence 
check of speCified 
entry on input tape 
has encountered an 
out-of-sequence con-
dition. 
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Cobol Library 
Update 

Action Response 

Parameter is bypassed; None. 
and parameters are 
read until a control 
parameter other than 
CDELET is recog-
nized. 

Same as 5613. None. 

Same as 5613. None. 

Same as 5613. None. 

Same as 5613. None. 

Same as 5613. None. 

Same as 5613. None. 

Same as 5613. None. 

Sequence checking is None. 
terminated; proces-
sing continues. 



TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 
Message 

n~pppppp~ 

5623 f). (sec-
tion number) 
f). (name) 

5624 

5625 

5626 

5627 

5628 

5629 

5630 

5631 

5632 

Meaning 

Source statement to 
be deleted from the 
specified entry name 
could not be found. 

End of tape (E T) has 
been sensed on 
SYSUT2 (output Ii-
brary tape). 

Macro Library (AL) 
not found on input 
tape. 

COBOL Library (CL) 
not found on input 
tape. 

Executive Library 
(EL) not found on in-
put tape. 

Object Module Li-
brary (0 L) not found 
on input tape. 

Macro Library on 
input tape is not ter-
minated by a tape 
mark. 

COBOL Library on 
input tape is not ter-
minated by a tape 
mark. 

Executive Library on 
input tape is not ter-
minated by a tape 
mark. 

Object Module Li-
brary on input tape is 
not terminated by a 
tape mark. 
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Cobol Library 
Update 

Action Response 

All corrective actions None. 
for the entry ceases; 
processing continues. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Processing continues. None. 

Processing continues. None. 

Processing continues. None. 

Processing continues. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

5633 

5634 
(parameter) 

5698 

Meaning 

End of tape (ET) has 
been sensed on 
SYSUT3 (directory 
tape). 

A comma is missing 
between section and 
name on the specified 
parameter. 

Previous error mes-
sages have occurred 
in this run. Refer to 
these errors for type 
of error and action 
taken. 

9-27 

Cobol Library 
Update 

Action Response 

Writing to SYSUT3 None. 
(directory tape) dis-
continued. At end of 
job, the tape is rewound 
and a partial directory 
is printed. 

Processing is contin- None. 
ued, if possible, start-
ing with the column that 
should have contained 
the comma. 

None. None. 



T APE FILE 
MAINTENANCE 

(TPMAIN) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

• The Tape File Maintenance routine can be used to maintain card or 
tape input files by updating these files as specified by input parameters. 
Data can be changed, added, or deleted. 

• Under Execlltir;e Control: 

SON OevieeType Remarks 

TFMRDR Card reader. Parameter input. Can also be 
used for file input. 

TFMLST Printer. Output device. 

TFMOPT Card punch. Output device. 

TFMnnn Any. Additional input and output 
devices . 

• Under Monitor Control: 

SON OevieeType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader. Parameter input. Can also be 
used for file input. 

SYSLST Printer. Output device. 

SYSOPT Card punch. Output device. 

TFMnnn Other device. Additional input and output devices. 
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TYPEOUTS Message 
Meaning 

n6pppppp6 

340IA Pnn: Invalid card 
(See note 1 
below) 

340IA TYPE A response of 8 or 
CARD 9 was given for 

typeout 340IA. 

3402A Pnn; Invalid field. 
(See note 2 
below. ) 

Tape File 
Maintenance 

Action Response 

1. Read next card. 1 

2. Read new set of 3 
parameters. 

3. Ignore this card and 8 
accept correct card 
from typewriter. 
(Routine will issue 
request that oper-
ator type in correct 
card. ) 

4. Reprocess this card 9 
after operator has 
entered new card 
from typewriter. 
(Routine will issue 
request that opera-
tor type in new pa-
rameter card. The 
card that caused the 
340IA typeout will 
then be processed.) 

5. Terminate. T 

Type in correct pa-
rameter. 

1. Ignore field. 1 

2. Read next card. 2 

3. Read new set of 3 
parameters. 

4. Ignore this card 8 
and accept correct 
card from type-
writer. (Routine 
will issue request 
that operator type 
in correct card. ) 

5. Terminate. T 

Note 1: Pnn indicates the field in error. When nn = 00, it indicates the 
parameter identifier. When nn = 01, it indic ates the first oper
and. Each additional comma increases the field count by one. 

Note 2: Pnn indicates the field in error. When nn = 01, it indicates the 
parameter identifier. When nn = 02, it indicates the first oper
and. Each additional comma increases the field count by one. 
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TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 
Message 

n~pppppp~ 

3402A TYPE 
CARD 

3403 

3404A 

3405A 

3406A 

3406A TYPE 
ERROR 
FIELD 

3407 IN-
VALID 
POSI FIELD-
(field) 

3408 

3409 EP 
BEFORE 
SP 

Meaning 

A response of 8 was 
given for typeout 
3402A. 

No input device 
specified. 

FL or FP entry in 
SEQ parameter in-
correct. 

F L is not equal to 
length of FB, or 
length of FI is greater 
than FL. 

Input record out of 
sequence. 

A res ponse of 7 was 
given for typeout 
3406A. 

The field that is dis-
played is invalid. 

More than five input 
devices specified. 

The end point was 
found before starting 
point. 

9-30 

Action 

Tape File 
Maintenance 

Response 

Type in correct param-
eter. 

Routine terminates. None 

Type in correct 7~GFLxx 

operand. 7~G~ 

Note: G = generate 7~UFLxx 

operand; U = update 7~UFPxx 

operand; C = check 7hcFLxx 
operand. 7~C~ 

Terminate. T 

Terminate. T 

1. Ignore sequence 1 
number error and 
continue sequence 
checking. 

2. Continue but stop 2 
sequence check. 

3. Type in correct 7 
sequence field 
when requested. 

4. Terminate. T 

Type in correct 
sequence number. 

Type in correct 
field. 

Routine terminates. None 

Routine terminates. None 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp6 

3410A 
(parameter) 

3410A TYPE 
ERROR 
FIELD 

3411 SP 

3412 EP 

3413A 
ACTUAL 
(data) 

3414A 

3415 

3416 

Meaning 

Too many cards in a 
set of parameters 
(more than 15). 
The 16th parameter 
is displayed. 

A response of 7 was 
given for typeout 
3410A. 

The input is already 
poSitioned past the 
starting point. 

The input is already 
positioned past the 
end point. 

The data displayed 
did not agree with 
the Replace pa-
rameter data. 

Input block size 
shown in this par am -
eter is larger than 
block size specified 
in first parameter. 

Double tape mark 
found before end 
point was reached. 

Double tape mark 
found before starting 
point was reached. 
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Tape File 
Maintenance 

Action Response 

1. Read new set of 3 
parameters. 

2. Accept first 15 pa- 7 
rameters; type in 
THEN or STOP 
operand for 15th 
parameter when re-
quested. 

3. Terminate. T 

1. Process this set THEN 
of parameters, then 
read next set. 

2. Process this set STOP 
of parameters, then 
terminate routine. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

1. Do not make re- I 
placement. 

2. Make replacement. 2 

3. Terminate. T 

1. Continue, using 1 
block size speci-
fied in first param-
eter. 

2. Terminate. T 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 



TYPEOUTS 

(Cont'd) 
Message 

n~pppppp~ 

3417A 
DEVICE 
NO.nnn 
INVALID. 
TYPE IN 
CORRECT 
NO. 

3418 IP REC 
FLUSHED 

3419 nnn 
ATBT 

3420 

3430A END 
OF TAPE 
FOUND ON 
TFM nnn 

3440A 
REPLY 
NOT C,T, 
OR D RE-
PLY AGAIN 

3450 LAST 
RECORD 
WRITTEN 
xxx •••• xxx 

3477A 

Meaning 

Invalid device as-
signment. 

Input block was 
larger than specified 
maximum block size. 
Block is not written 
to output. 

Device TFMnnn 
positioned at begin-
ning of tape. 

Not enough memory 
assigned for routine. 

End of tape has been 
sensed on output 
tape TFM nnn. 

Incorrect reply made 
to 3430A. 

The first 37 bytes of 
the last record 
written 
are xxx •.• xxx. 

Incorrect reply to 
preceding message. 
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Tape File 
Maintenance 

Action Response 

Type in last three nnn 
characters of symbolic 
for correct device. 

Processing continues. None 

Processing continues. None 

Reload routine and re- None 
quest more memory. 

1. Continue C 

2. Terminate. The T 
tape is closed 
with two tape 
marks and 
rewound. 

3. Display first D 
37 bytes of 
last record 
written. 

Same as 34 30A. 

Mes s age 3430A will None. 
be repeated. 

Type in correct reply. 



RANDOM ACCESS 
STORAGE 

ALLOCATOR 
(RAALLR) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

• The Random Access Storage Allocator (RAALLR) reserves storage for 
a file on a random access volume by entering the name and limits of the 
file in the Volume Table of Contents (VTOC). This routine must be run 
before any file data can be loaded. Storage may be allocated for any file 
which is accessed by the serial, direct, or indexed-sequential methods. 

The On-Line Catalog console routine must be run prior to running the 
Allocator . 

• Under Monitor Control: 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card Reader Parameter input 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic Output listing 
tape. 

Under Executive Control: 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSRDR Card Reader Parameter input 

SYSPRT Printer *Output listing 

*If no logging of parameters or error messages are desired, operator 
may respond with NO instead of a device assignment. 
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PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message Meaning 

3108 Volume sequence number 
is more than 4 digits or 
non -numeric. 

3109 Invalid ALLOC entry: 
A is not 0 or 1. 
B is not 4 digits. 
D more than 8 digits. 
o more than 8 digits. 
TisnotO, 1, or 2. 
Initial is not A, B, D, I, 
0, T. 

3110 Invalid volume serial num-
ber on XTENT card. 

3111 Required file is not on 
volume. 

3112 Invalid extent type 
specified. 

3113 Invalid extent specified. 

3114 Track allocation on 
Indexed -Sequential file. 

3115 Partial cylinders requested 
in same extent as full 
cylinders; a partial cylinder 
must be requested sepa-
rately. 

3116 Duplicate file names on a 
volume. 

3117 Invalid DEPUR operand. 

3118 Invalid unused record 
count in Format 4 label. 

3119 VTOC address violates 
device characteristics. * 

Random Access Storage 
Allocator (RAALLR) 

Action 

Last volume sequence num-
ber will be incremented by 
1. First sequence number 
will be zero. 

Parameter is rejected. 

Parameter is rejected. 

No action will be taken on 
this volume; any other 
volume serial numbers 
will be acted upon. 

A data extent is allocated. 

No action will be taken on 
this extent; any other ex-
tents will be acted upon. 

Same as 3113. 

Same as 3113. 

No action will be taken on 
this volume; any other 
volume serial numbers 
will be acted upon. 

No action will be performed 
on this operand. 

No more records written 
to VTOC. 

Allocator is terminated. 

*May be caused by improper initialization or accidental destruction of 
VTOC; volume probably needs reinitialization. 
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PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3120 

3121 

3122 

3123 

3124 

3125 

3126 

3127 

3128 

3129 

3130 

3131 

Meaning 

Extent not found. 

Insufficient area in VTOC. 

Volume in XTENT param-
eter not specified in UNITS 
parameter. 

Insufficient area for alloca-
tion in volumes assigned to 
file. 

A mass storage indexed-
sequential file has expired. 

Records are remaining in 
Format C label, and there 
is no disc or drum area re-
maining on required volume. 

There are no indexed-
sequential files on requested 
mass storage indexed-
sequential volume. 

Index-sequential volume 
found during non-indexed-
sequential processing on 
mass storage. 

First volume in UNITS 
parameter for mass storage 
indexed-sequential file not 
a disc or drum. 

Band not correct for volume. 

Invalid band speCification. 

More than one volume of a 
file has a Format C label. 

9-34B 

Randorn Access Storage 
Allocator (RAALLR) 

Action 

No action will be taken on 
this extent; any other ex-
tents will be acted upon. 

File is not updated. 

No action will be taken on 
this volume; any other 
valid serial numbers will 
be acted upon. 

Allocation halted for that 
file. 

No action is taken. Deal-
location should be requested 
with all required volumes 
on line. 

Format C is not written. 

No action is taken on this 
volume; any other valid 
serial numbers will be 
acted upon. 

Same as 3126. 

Same as 3126. 

Same as 3126. 

Entire card is allocated 
as the band. 

Format C is ignored. 



PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3132 

3133 

3134 

3135 

3136 

3137 

3138 

3139 

3140 

3141 

3198 

3199 

. 
Meaning 

No Format C on first volume 
of a mass storage indexed-
sequential fileo 

Not all volumes of file are 
included in the UNITS 
parameters. 

Invalid operand in DTFIS. 

CYLOF operand exceeds 
limits. 

KEYLEN operand is 
invalid. 

BNDSIZE operand is too 
small. 

RECSIZE operand is 
invalid. 

BLKSIZE operand is 
invalid. 

FILSIZE operand is 
invalid. 

PRINDEX operand is 
invalid. 

Extents exceed the capacity 
of the allocator: 

Format 5 - 83 per volume. 
Formats 1 and 3 - 83 per 

volume. 
Format B - 249 per volume. 
Format C - 76 per file. 

Unrecoverable I/O error. 

9-34C 

Rando.m Access Storage 
Allocator (RAALLR) 

Action 

No action is taken on this 
volume, any other valid 
serial numbers will be 
acted upon. 

Area is not returned to the 
Format B of omitted 
volumes. 

Operand is ignored. 

Entire DTFIS parameter 
is ignored. 

Entire DTFIS parameter 
is ignored. 

Entire DTFIS parameter 
is ignored. 

Entire DTFIS parameter 
is ignored. 

Entire DTFIS parameter 
is ignored. 

Entire DTFIS parameter 
is ignored. 

Entire DTFIS parameter 
is ignored. 

Allocator is terminated. 

Allocator is terminated. 



TYPEOUTS 
Message Meaning 

RUN OLC A volume indicated in 
parameter is not in the 
on line catalog. 

3151A The volume ssssss is 
MOUNT not on line. 
ssssss 

3152A The purging of card cccc 
BAD CARD on magazine ssssss 
ssssss caused an unrecoverable 
cccc write error. 

3153 Errors encountered 
ERRORS during alioc ation are 

listed on the printer. 

PRINTOUTS 
Message Meaning 

3101 Invalid parameter set. 

3102 Invalid DLAB parameter. 

3103 Filename in DLAB is more 
than 44 bytes. 

3104 File serial number is more 
than 6 bytes or is missing. 

3105 Day entry is greater than 8 
digits or is non -numeric. 

3106 V olume serial number more 
than 6 characters. 

3107 More than 256 units in one 
file. 

9-34 

Random Access Storage 
A llo cator (RAAL LR) 

Action Response 

Run On-line C 
Catalog console 
routine. When 
routine is ended, 
reply to continue 
Allocator: 

Any other 
response will 
terminate the 
Allocator. 

Mount the YES 
volume indicated 
and reply. 

1. Ignore error 1. SKIP 
and start 
purging with 
next card. 

2. Retry purging 2. R 
the indicated 
card. 

None. None. 

Action 

Read next parameter set. 

Search for next DLAB or 
END parameter. 

Filename is trunc ated at 
44 bytes. 

Search for next DLAB or 
END parameter. 

File is created with today's 
date as expiration date. 

No action will be taken on 
this volume; any other valid 
serial numbers will be 
acted upon. 

Search for ne:x-t DLAB or 
END parameter. 



RANDOM ACCESS 

INDEX EDIT 
(RAINDX) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

• The Random Access Jndex Edit (RAINDX) routine provides an index of 
the files and labels on a random access volume. This edit includes: 

1. standard volume label - serial number and owner identification 
code. 

2. Address limits of the VTOC table. 

3. Unused area remaining in the VTOC table for additional file 
labels and extend entries. 

4. Unused areas (extents) available on the volume. 

5. Listing of the names of all files stored on the volume and the 
areas assigned to these files. 

• {Inder EXl'clItiu' COllI rol : 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

PRMDVC Card reader. Parameter input. 

OUTDVC Printer or magnetic tape. Output listings. 

RDMVDC Random access volume. Required if assign 
option has been speci-
fied in VOLM param-
eter. 

Under Alonitor Conlml: 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader. Parameter input. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic tape. Output listings. 

RDMDVC Random access volume. Required if ASSIGN 
option has been speci-
fied in VOLM param-
eter. 
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TYPEOUTS I 

Random Access Index Edit 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n6pppppp6 

49PDA Request for param- 1. Console typewriter T 
ENTER eter input device. 

2. Card reader. C 
PARAM 
DEVICE 

49PRA Request for a par am - See TOS utility Manual for 
ENTER eter. parameter format. ** 
INDXEDT 
PRAM 

4901A Parameter is incor- 1. Read next param- C 
INVALID rect eter. * 
PRAM 2. Terminate routine. T 

4902 Invalid reply on None. Request will None. 
typewriter. be reissued. 

4908A Output tape has 1. Terminate T 
reached EOT. routine. 

2. Mount new reel C 
and continue. 

4920 VOL The requested vol- None. Routine ignores None. 
xxxxxx NOT ume (xxxxxx) is not parameter and reads 
IN CATALOG in the system's on- the next parameter. 

line catalog. 

*If typewriter input, the request is reissued. If card input, a card read is 
issued. An valid card may be corrected and inserted in the reader or 
skipped by not altering the input deck. 

**When parameters are entered from the console typewriter the leading 
space is not used. 
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SOURCE LIBRARY 
UPDATE(SLU) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

Note 

Source Library UPdate 

• The Source Library Update (SLU) routine is used to maintain or display 
programs stored on source library tapes created by the TOS Assembler or 
the SLU routine. These tapes contain Assembly source language statements. 

Source programs may be reordered, renamed, added, deleted, printed, 
punched, or simply copied to an output library. Individual statements with
in source programs may be resequenced, added, deleted, or replaced. 
Also, portions of individual statements may be replaced . 

• Under Executive or Monitor Control 

SDN Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader Parameter and source statement 
(see note). input. 

MERGEl to Magnetic tape. Source Library input for Copy or 
MERGE8 Merge functions. The highest 

numbered input has the highest 
priority in the case of duplicate 
program names. 

XTAPEl to Magnetic tape. Source Library input for Extract 
XTAPE8 functions. The highest numbered 

input has the highest priority in 
the case of duplicate program 
names. Extract tapes have a 
higher priority than Merge tapes. 

SYSUT5 Magnetic tape. Source Library output. 

OPTOUT Magnetic tape. Optional Source Library output. 

SYSOPT Card p,unch Source program card output. 
(see note). 

SYSLST Printer Listing output. 
(see note) . 

• When running under Monitor, magnetic tape may be substituted for 
SYSIPT, SYSOPT, and SYSLST. 
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PRINTOUTS 

Source Library Update 

• The messages listed below appear in the remarks column of the Source 
Program and Corrections listing. 

Message Meaning 

6126 Sequence number operand (F= ) in.STARTC para-
meter is invalid. An eight byte sequence number was 
assumed. 

6127 Invalid operand in STARTC parameter. Routine con-
tinued to next valid operand or next card. 

6128 Invalid R = operand. Operand was ignored. 

6130 Invalid L = operand. Operand was ignored. 

6131 An operand is incomplete in the STARTC parameter. 
Operand was ignored. 

6132 Invalid A = operand. Operand was ignored. 

6133 Invalid S = operand. Operand was ignored. 

6134 Invalid G = operand. Operand was ignored. 

6135 Invalid V = operand. Operand was ignored. 

6138 Invalid DELETE parameter. Parameter was ignored. 

6140 End of source program reached before delete action 
was completed. Delete action was terminated. 

6141 Stop sequence number in DELETE parameter is less 
than first sequence number in source program. 
Delete action was ignored. 

6151 Format error in source program TITLE card. Card 
is ignored. 

6153 Format error in source program ICTL card. Card 
is ignored. 

6154 Format error in source program SPACE card. Card 
is ignored. 

6158 The "ENVIRON" control statement did not contain 
the operand "T=C" and a card appeared after "END" 
card of program. Check listing. 

6159 The "ENVIRON" control statement did not contain 
the operand "T=C" and the "END" card was not sensed. 
"END" card was generated to SYSUT5 output. 

6160 Program name missing from STARTC parameter. 
Routine bypassed cards until next *STARTC, *END, 
or / / Monitor parameter. 

6161 Invalid P = operand. Operand was ignored. 

6162 Invalid card. Card is ignored. 
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PRINTOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

TYPEOUTS 

Source Library UPdate 

Message Meaning 

6163 SEQ Start sequence number n length is not equal to length x 
GEN START given in F = operand. Sequence numbers were not 
NO n NO OF generated. 
BYTES (F=) 
x 

6164 Invalid column number or limits in *COL parameter. 
Parameter is ignored. 

6166 Sequence number in *COL parameter did not match 
sequence number in source program. Parameter is 
ignored. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n/!... pppppp/!... 

6101 (parameter) Invalid operand in Program ter- None. 
ENVIRON para- minates. 
meter. 

6102 dddddd Program pppppp Input program None. 
pppppp (card from device dddddd is bypassed. 
image) did not begin with 

a STARTC card. 

6103 (parameter) Parameter was not Program ter- None. 
recognized. minates. 

6104 (parameter) Program or device Parameter is None. 
name missing in bypassed. 
parameter. 

6105 (parameter) An action for a Parameter is None. 
device not in the bypassed. 
ENVIRON para-
meter or an illegal 
action was re-
quested. 

6106 (parameter) Parameter exceed- Program ter- None. 
ed program table minates. 
storage area. (Reload program 

requesting addi-
tional memory. 
Refer to Appendix 
D, TOS utility 

i Routine Manual. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

I 

Message 

n/\pppppp~ 

6107 
dddddd 

6108 
(parameter) 

6109 
(parameter) 

6110 
(parameter) 

6111A 
(header 
label) 

6112 
dddddd 

6113 
*ENVIRON 

6114 
(parameter) 

6115 
*ENVIRON 

6129 
mn pppppp 

Meaning 

Reorder request for 
device dddddd which was 
not in the ENVIRON 
parameter. 

RENAME parameter 
does not contain new 
program name. 

Invalid SA VE field in 
RENAME parameter. 

New program name in 
RENAME parameter is 
the same as previous 
new program name. 

File name of input is not 
SYSUT5 or SOURCE 
LIB. 

More than 399 program s 
on device dddddd to be 
re-ordered. 

More than one input tape 
when non-sequenced 
mode (S = N) is specified. 

The SLU assumed the 
source program name 
to be spaces. 

More than eight input 
tapes. 

EOT was sensed on 
OPTOUT while program 
pppppp was being 
processed. 
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Source Library UPdate 

Action Response 

Request is None. 
bypassed. 

Parameter is None. 
bypassed. 

SA VE option is None. 
assumed. 

Only the fir st None. 
rename is 
accepted. 

1. Accept. Y 

2. Terminate. N 

Program termi- None. 
nates. Input file 
must be divided. 

Program termi- None. 
nates. 

Action is taken None. 
on a program 
name of spaces. 

Program termi- None. 
nates. 

Program termi- None. 
nates. OPTOUT 
is rewound to 
last complete 
program written. 
A double TM is 
written and ter-
mination occurs. 
This will create 
a usable output 
tape upon ter-
mination. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

6157 
(parameter) 

6165 
dddddd 
pppppp 

Meaning 

An out of sequence 
ST AR TC parameter is 
encountered on SYSIPT 
when processing in a 
sequenced mode. 

Program pppppp is in 
invalid compressed 
format on device 
dddddd. 

9-41A 

Sys tem Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

Cards are by- None. 
pas sed until next 
*STARTC, *END, 
or / / Monitor 
parameter. 

Program termi- None. 
nates. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

6139 
pppppp 

6142 
dddddd 
(current 
program) 
(previous 
program) 

6155 

6156 mn 
pppppp 

Meaning 

An illogical condition 
has occurred internal 
to SLU operation. Pro-
gram pppppp to be 
written to SYSUT5 is 
out of sequence. 

Programs are out of 
sequence on device 
dddddd in a sequenced 
mode. 

An illogical condition 
has occurred internal 
to SLU operation (in-
valid spec. packet). 

EOT has been sensed 
on device mn while 
program pppppp was 
being processed. 
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System Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

Program termi- None. 
nates and dumps 
memory. The 
output tape is re-
wound to the last 
complete pro-
gram written. A 
double TM is 
written and ter-
mination occurs. 
This will create a 
usable output tape 
upon termination. 

The (current None. 
program) is 
bypassed. 

Program termi- None. 
nates. 

Run terminates. None. 
If the device is 
SYSUT5 or 
OPTOUT, the 
tape is rewound 
to the last com-
plete program 
written. A double 
TM is written 
and termination 
occurs. This 
will create a 
usable output 
tape upon ter-
mination. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~ppppppL\ 

61V3L1TK 
#mn- BYTES 
WRITTEN 
xxxxxxxxxx 
read-
xxxxxxxxxx 
61V3L1TK 
#mn BLOCKS 
WRITTEN 
xxxxxxxxxx 
Read-
xxxxxxxxxx 
61V3LXI'K# 
mn-MARKS 
WRITTEN 
xxxxxxxxxx -
read 
xxxxxxxxxx 

61V4L1TK 
#mn-TAPE 
NOT 
POSITIONED 
AT BEGIN-
NING OF 
DATA 

61V5 
PROGRAM 
NAME MM 
DAY YR 
VERSION # 

Source Library UPdate 

Meaning Action Response 

Output device did not Program con- None. 
validate as written. tinues. The 
Differences of bytes device re-
written and read are wound to BT. 
noted in message. This is a pos-

sible hardware 
Output device assigned problem. Rerun 
to a seven level tape SLU to produce 
device with pack/unpack new output tape. 
option, validates against 
blocks read vs written 
or by position of tape 
after validation. Bytes 
written will always ap-
pear as a zero amount. 

Output tape was not Program con- None. 
positioned at the first tinues. This is 
record following the a possible hard-
label set at completion ware problem. 
of validation. Rerun SLU to 

produce new 
output tape. 

Program will not fit N one Program None. 
in program directory. Continues. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp,'\ 

6167 
pppppp 

6168 

6169 
pppppp 

6197 

6198 

61V1~TK 

#mn-DEVICE 
NOT DE-
FINED 

61V2[\TK 
#mn-OUT-
PUT NOT 
VALID AS 
WRITTEN 

Meaning 

Invalid block on tape 
input. If fixed format, 
the block was not a 
multiple of 80 or was 
greater than 400 bytes. 
If compressed format, 
the block was greater 
than 480 bytes. 

Illegal use of D = option 
in ENVIRON parameter. 

Action(s) requested for 
a program that was re-
named. Actions against 
the old name are illegal. 

Program was run with 
errors. 

Program terminated 
abnormally. 

Pos sible Program or 
hardware problem. 

An unrecoverable read 
error during validation, 
or block(s) lost during 
generation of output tape. 
Output tape considered 
as invalid. 
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Systern Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

The output tape is None. 
rewound to the 
last complete pro-
gram written. A 
double TM is 
written and ter-
mination occurs. 
This will create a 
usable output tape 
upon termination. 

Request is None. 
bypassed. 

Actions are None. 
bypassed. 

Refer to console None. 
sheet or listing. 

Refer to console None. 
sheet. 

None. Program None. 
continues. 

Program con- None. 
tinues. The 
device rewound 
to dismount 
point. This is 
a possible hard-
ware problem. 
Rerun SLU to 
produce new 
output tape. 



70/568 SERVICE 
PROGRAM 
(RAMSUP) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

70/568 Service Program 

• The 70/568 Service Program (RAMSUP) provides a number of service 
functions designed for Spectra 70 systems that utilize the 70/568 Mass 
Storage Device. The program may be employed to obtain magnetic tape 
backup for data stored on mass storage devices, to reconstruct data areas 
of a mass storage device, to duplicate magazines or portions thereof, to 
initialize or replace individual cards, and to obtain a magazine usage 
analysis. 

• Under Executive or Monitor: 

SDN Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader. (May be Parameter input. 
magnetic tape under 
Monitor only.) 

SYSLST Printer. Output Listings. 

SYSOOI Magnetic tape. Primary input or output, 
also used as work tape 
for CPYM function. 

SYS002 Magnetic tape. Alternate input or output. 
--~----------~~~-----

SYS003 Magnetic tape. Input or output device 
used by RELD function 
when reloading the pool. 
Assignment of this device 
is requested only if it is 
needed. 

Message Meani ng Action Response 
--

6800A Invalid parameter ident- 1. Ignore and read I 
ifier. the next para-

meter. 

2. Terminate. T 

-- --

6801A Duplicate entries in Same as 6800A 
parameter card. 

-_. 
-~--~- ----

6802A Serial numbers (M= or Same as 6800A 

I 
0= entry) more than 6 

I bytes. 
I --
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cant 'd) 

Message 

6803A 

6804 

6805A 

6806A 

6807A 

6808A 

6809A 

6810A 

6811A 

~-------

6812A 

6813A 

6814A 

6815A 

Meaning 

Missing or invalid M= 
or 0= entry. 

C= specifies more than 
15 cards. First 15 
cards only will be pro-
cessed. 

Card number, cylinder 
number, or M=entry is 
missing or invalid. 

B=entry is invlaid. 

Duplicate card number 
in parameter. 

Magazine serial number 
does not agree with M = 
or 0 = entry or is not 
in the On-Line Catalog. 

Extraneous or invalid 
entries in parameter. 

Insufficient entries in 
parameter 

Tape capacity insuf-
ficient for RPLC 
function. 

Parameter is missing 
a field separator 
(comma, space, or 
right parenthesis). 

Left parenthes is m is s -
ing from parameter. 

Card number or cylin-
der number is invalid. 

Val ue of S=entry is 
greater than that of 
associated E=entry. 
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70/568 Service Program 

Action Response 

Same as 6800A 

None. None. 

Same as 6800A 

Same as 6800A 

Same as 6800A 

Same as 6800A or run the On-
Line Catalog routine (EL\OLC) 
before next parameter is read. 

Same as 6800A 

Same as 6800A 

1. Mount new tape, R 
routine will con-
tinue. 

2. Ignore and read I 
next parameter. 

3. Terminate. T 

1. Ignore and read I 
next parameter. 

2. Terminate. T 

Same as 6812A 

Same as 6812A 

Same as 6812A 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

6816A 

6817A 

6818A 

6819A 

6820A 

6821A 

6822A 

6823A 

Meaning 

Attempting to reload pool 
cards and data card in 
same run; or attempting 
to reload pool to a dif-
ferent magazine. 

D=(dd, n) entry is invalid. 

Unable to read Format 
4 VTOC to obtain ad-
dress of alternate track 
pool. Address must be 
supplied through the 
console. 

Routine cannot locate 
Format 4 VTOC record. 

Device error on 70/568 
while attempting to read 
standard volume label. 

Routine has attempted to 
extract a card from an 
empty bin. 

Routine is attempting to 
load data from one part 
of a magazine to another 
part of the same mag-
azine and the areas 
overlap. 

No alternate track area 
in VTOC and function is 
not CINT. 
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1. 

2. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

2. 

Sys tern Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

Same as 6812A 

Same as 6812A 

Terminate. T 

Type in THE & RHE cccyyt, 
address of pool cccyyt 
area. 

ccc = card number 
(000-255) 

yy = cylinder 
number 
(00-15) 

t = track 
number (0-7) 

Retry. R 

Ignore and con- I 
tinue program. 
Message 6818A 
will be typed. 

Terminate. T 

Retry. R 

Terminate. T 

Ignore error and I 
continue process-
ing. Serial number 
in parameter will 
not be verified 
against magazine. 

Retry R 

Terminate. T 

Terminate. T 

Ignore and read I 
next parameter. 

Same as 6822A. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

6830 mn 
bnnn 
cc t 
ssssss 

6831 mn 
b nnn cc 
t ssssss 

6832 mn 
b nnn cc 
t ssssss 

6833 mn 
b nnn cc 
t ssssss 

6840A 
SET TALLY 
SWITCH TO 
WRITE 
AND RE-
PLACE 
CARD NRS 
xxx,xxx 

6841A SET 
TALLY 
SWITCH TO 
WRITE FOR 
CINT 

Meaning 

The track indicated is a 
defective track. Home 
Address and RO have 
been written. 

mn = device mnemonic 
b = magazine 

nnn = card 
cc = cylinder 

t = track 
ssssss = volume serial 

number. 

The card indicated is bad 
and should be replaced. 
HA & RO for track in-
dicated could not be 
written. See 6830 for 
typeout explanation. 

RO of indicated track 
could not be read from 
al ternate track area. 
See 6830 for typeout 
explanation. 

While attempting to 
delete an entry from 
the alternate track area, 
the HA of the indicated 
track could not be writ-
ten. The prime data 
track is good but reverse 
linkage still exists from 
alternate track area. 
See 6830 for typeout 
explanation. 

Self-explanatory. 

Self-explanatory. 
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System lvlaintenance 
Routines 

Action I Respon se 

None; processing continues. 

None; processing continues. 

None; processing continues. 

None; Program continues. 

Continue after action 0 
has been taken. 

Continue after action 0 
has been taken. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

6842 FILE 
IDENT IS 
xxxxxxxxxx 
TPVOL 
SER NO. 
xxxxxx 1ST 
CARD & 
CYL xxx xx 
LST CRD & 
CYL xxx xx 
OF MAG 
SER NR 
xxxxxx 

6843A SET 
TALLY 
SWITCH 
TO TALLY 

6844A 
REPLY 
WHEN 
TAPE 
IS READY 

6850A 
fffffff 

6851A 

6852A 
File id 

6853A 

Meaning 

Information typeout. 
Identifies tape file 
created. 

Self-explanatory. 

No alternate tape 
available. New tape 
must be mounted on 
SYSOO1. 

Filename entry (fffffff) 
in VOL card is not 
ITUTAPE. 

During open of a multi-
file volume, the end of 
the last file is not in 
recognizable format. 
Routine terminates. 

End of volume encount-
ered while attempting 
to open an output file. 

Routine attem pted to 
open an multifile tape 
not recognizable to 
this routine (No. VSN 
record). 
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System Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Respon se 

None. None. 

Continue after action 0 
has been taken. 

Continue after new 0 
tape is mounted on 
SYSOO1. 

1. Skip this runtime S 
parameter and read 
the next one. 

2. Terminate. T 

3. Ignore parameter I 

difference and 
use this RTP to 
process. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. If there is no alter- R 

nate tape drive, 
change tapes; other-
wise routine will 
swap tapes (SYSOO2 
for SYS001 or vice 
versa), and retry the 
open. 

Same as 6851A. 

Same as 6851A. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

6854A 

6855A mn 
b nnn cc t 

6856A mn 
b nnn cc t 

Meaning 

User-supplied tape file 1. 
serial number (from 
run-time parameter) 2. 
does not match serial 
number of tape. 

3. 

An unreadable track 1. 
encountered while 
attempting to copy the 2. 
alternate track area. 

mn = device mnemonic 
b = magazine 

nnn = card 
cc = cylinder 

t = track 
3. 

The -word "TAPE" in 
-

place of "mn b" in 
above message in-
dicates that card, 
cylinder, & track 
displayed refer to 
the image on tape, 
not the destination 
on the magazine. 

Reverse linkage from 1. 
an alternate track is 
incorrect. See 6855A 2. 
for typeout explanation. 

3. 
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70/568 Service Program 

Action Response 

TerminatE T 
-

Ignore parameter I 
and use the serial 
number on tape. 

Retry after mount- R 
ing correct tape. 

Terminate. T 

Ignore the flaw I 
build a dummy 
Home Address 
and Record 0 
on the tape, and 
continue. 

Attempt to reread R 
----------.---- ---------------------- f.-------------

the track 99 times. 
If successful, rou-
tine continues; if 
not, message is 
repreated. 

Terminate. T 

Ignore difference I 
and write alter-
nate to tape. 

Search alternate P 
track area for an 
alternate with 
correct reverse 
linkage. If found, 
write correct 
alternate to tape; 
of not, message 
6859A displayed. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Conl'd) 

Message 

685CA mn 
b nnn cc t 

685DA mn 
b nnn cc t 

---

Meaning 

Prime data track could 1. 
not be read; HA did 

2. 
not indicate it was a 
defective track. 

See 6855A for type-
out explanation. 

3. 

4. 

HA of track just read 1. 
did not agree with seek 

2. 
address used to read 
the track. 

See 6855A for type-
3. 

out explanation. 
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Action Response 

Terminate. T 

Ignore the error; I 
build a dummy HA 
and RO on tape; 
and continue. 

Retry. R 

Search pool P 
for alternate 
track. 

Terminate T 

Terminate and D 
dump. 

Retry. R 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

6857A mn 
b nnn cc t 

6858A mn 
b nnn cc t 

6859A mn 
b nnn cc t 

Meaning 

Attempted to read a bad 
alternate track. See 
6855A for typeout 
explanation. 

An RO has incorrect for-
mat or a variable length 
RO is followed by an Rl 
record. See 6855A for 
typeout explanation. 

Prime data track could 
not be read; no alternate 
track assignment is 
present; alternate track 
area was searched and 
no alternate could be 
found. 

See 6855A for typeout 
explanation. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

System Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response' 

Terminate T 

Ignore the error; I 
build a dummy HA 
and RO on tape; 
and continue. 

Attempt to reread R 
the track 99 times. 
If successful, 
routine continues; 
if not, message is 
repeated. 

Search the alter- P 
nate track area 
again for an 
al ternate with 
correct reverse 
linkage. If found, 
correct alternate 
is written to tape; 
if not, message 
6859A is displayed. 

Terminate. T 

Ignore error; build I 
a dummy RO on 
tape; and continue. 

Retry. R 

Terminate and D 
dump. 

Terminate. T 

Ignore error; build I 
dummy RO and HA 
for prime track on 
tape; and continue. 

A ttem pt to reread R 
the track 99 times 
If successful, rou-
tine continues; if 
not, message is 
repeated. 

Search the alternate P 
track area again. If 
successful, routine 
continues; if not, 
message is repeated. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

6860A 
file id 

6861A 
file id 

6862 

6863A 
ssssss 

6864A 
ssssss 

6865A 

Meaning 

Double tape mark 
sensed before file 
located. 

On RE LD function, 
the first header 
label does not match 
the standard label on 
the run-time para-
meter, and MFV 
was not specified. 

Unrecoverable 1/0 
error on tape; rou-
tine terminates. 

ssssss = Volume serial 
number in tape VSN 
record. 

The volume serial 
number in the VSN 
record on tape does 
not match the para-
meter serial number 
and MFV was not 
specified. 

ssssss = Volume serial 
number in tape VSN 
record. 

Requested data to be 
reloaded does not match 
data indicated in VSN 
record and MFV is not 
specified. 

End of Volume reached 
on tape, and card to be 
reloaded not found; tape 
is rewound to BT. 
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70/568 Service Prograrn 

Action Resp 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Swap tapes (SYS002 R 
for SYSOOI or vice 
versa) and retry. 

1. Terminate. T 

20 Mount correct tape R 
and retry open. 

3. Ignore difference and I 
check VSN record. 
Message repeated if 
it doesn't check. 

4. If tape is a multifile S 
volume set MFV 
switch and search 
all header labels 
for a match. 

None. None. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Mount correct R 
tape and retry 
open. 

3. Set MFV switch S 
and search all 
header labels for 
a match. 

Same as 6863A 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Swap tapes (SYSOOI R 
for SYS002 or vice 
versa) and retry. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

6866A 
TAPE 
nnn cc t 

6867A 
TAPE 
nnn cc t 

6868A 

6869A mn 
b nnn cc t 

--.---
686CA 

Meaning 

Track indicated could 
not be found on tape. 

nnn = card 
cc = cylinder 

t = track 

Track indicated en-
countered more than 
once on tape. See 
6866A for typeout 
explanation. 

Unsuccessful tape 
read. 

In reloading a track 
from tape, after 
writing an alternate 
(due to a flaw in 
prime track) the HA 
& RO Linkage could 
not be written to the 
prime track. (Alternate 
will be maintained in 
the pool.) See 6830 for 
typeout explanation. 

Format of HA & RO are 
incorrect on tape re-
cord. (Tape has been 
mispositioned) 
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70/568 Service Progra1n 

Action Respon se 

10 Terminate. T 

2. Skip this track and S 
continue. 

3. Skip this track; I 
routine continues. 
If this condition 
occurs again; rou-
tine will auto-
matically skip and 
continue. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Skip this track S 
and continue. 

3. Use last track I 

encountered; rou-
tine continues. If 
this condition 
occurs again, 
routine will auto-
matically take 
the last track 
encountered. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Retry read. R 

3. Skip this block S 
and continue. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Retry to write R 
linkage. 

3. Ignore and con- I 
tinue. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Restart reload 
function. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message Meaning 

6870A The alternate track 1. 

area is full. 
2. 

6871A End of tape has been 1-
sensed on SYSOO3. 

2. 

3. 

6872A After closing and re- I. 
opening SYS003, header 

2. 
or format is incorrect. 

6873A In reloading SYSOO3. I. 
unable to read the prime 

2. 
track RO record to 
allow reverse linkage 
check. 

3. 

4. 

6874A mn *In reloading SYSOO3, 1-
b nnn cc t defective track flag is 

2. 
not on prime track 
indic ating no alternate 3. 
assigned. 

4. 
mn = device mnemonic 

b = magazine 
nnn = card 
cc = cylinder 

t = track 
Represents address 
in RO data field of 
prime track. 

6875A mn *In reloading SYSOO3, I. 

b nnn cc t prime track RO data 
2. 

field has same address 
as its HA, implying no 3. 
alternate assigned. See 
6874A for typeout ex-
planation. 

Sys/e JJl Alailllenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

Terminate. T 

Research the area R 
for alternates. 

Terminate. T 

Continue to end I 
of tape. 

Deallocate SYSOO3; R 
restart. 

Terminate. T 

Restart the reload R 
pool function. 

Terminate. T 

Ignore error con- I 
dition and set 
linkage for the 
alternate written 
to the pool. 

Retry the read. R 

Skip this record S 
and erase the 
alternate from 
the pool. 

Terminate. T 

Skip this record. S 

Retry the read. R 

Ignore problem and I 
check prime track 
RO data field for 
alternate. 

Terminate. T 

Skip this track. S 

Ignore condition I 
and set linkage for 
alternate written to 
pool. 

*These errors represent discrepancies between prime and pool inform
ation. It is recommended that the relevant areas be edited and appropriate 
action taken. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message I Meaning 

I 
6876A mn *In reloading SYS003, 
b nnn cc t prime track RO data field 

does not point to the alter-

I 

nate written to the pool 
from SYS003. (Implies 
there is an alternate but 
this isn't ito) (See 6874A 
for typeout explanation.) 

6890 Input parameter. 
(para-
meter) 

6891 Using TANK option, 
the parameter storage 
area has been filled 
and there are more 
parameters in SYSIPT. 
SYSIPT is deallocated 
and processing is 
begun. Assignment for 
SYSIPT may be re-
quested later. 

6892 TANK has been re--
quested, and there is 
no area for ~toring 
parameters. This 
parameter is ignored 
and processing con-
tinues without tanking. 

I 
i 

I 

Systern Maintenance 
Routines 

Action ~esponsel 
10 Terminate. T 

20 Skip this track. S 

3. Ignore condition I 
and set linkage for 
the alternate writ-
ten to pooL 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

*These errors represent discrepancies between prime and pool information. 
It is recommended that the relevant areas be edited and appropriate 
action takeno 
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DISC/DRUM DUMP 
AND RELOAD 

(DDRL) 

GENERAL 
DISCRIPTION 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Disc/Drurn Dump and Reload routine pro'1id'~3 backup of a disc or 
drum at the device or volume level. It dumps from disc or drum to ms.g
netic tape and reloads from this tape. Unless otherwise specified, the 
entire device is dumped to magnetic tape. It also provides for support of a 
testing environment by permitting the reloading of the contents of a DDRL 
produced DUMP tape to a work device and then begin testing immediately. 

• Under Monitor or Executive: 

SON Device Type Rema rks 

SYSIPT Card Reader. May be Parameter Input. 
magnetic tape under 
Monitor only. 

SYSLST Monitor device only. For Monitor only. 

SYSOOI Magnetic tape. Alternate input or 
output. 

nnnnnn Disc or drum. Input or output. 
nnnnnn = name speci-
fied in parameter card. 

Message Meaning Action Response 

3700A Cannot recognize 1. Terminate. T 
operation desired. 

2. Discontinue pro- N 

cessing and re-
quest the next 
parameter. 

3. Request the C 
next param-
eter through 
console, in-
s tead of SYSIPT. 

3701A Duplicate keys in 
Same as 3700A 

parameters. 

3702A Disk function and 
program cannot 

Same as 3700A 
handle the device 
type assigned. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

3703A 

3704A 

3705A 

3709A 

3710A 

3712A 

3714A 

3715A 

3720A 

Meaning 

Drum function and 
program cannot 
handle the device 
type assigned. 

"D=" Key is incom-
plete or missing. 

There is an illegal 
character in the "D=", 
"DI=" or "DO=" key. 

Extraneous or invalid 
key(s) in parameter. 

Note: When a comma, 
used as a field 
separator, is 
followed by a 
blank column, 
this message is 
displayed. 

Parameter contains 
insufficient keys. 

Missing key or field 
separator (comma). 

Cylinder /Track 
number is invalid. 

The value of an "S-" 
entry is greater than 
that of the associated 
"E-" entry. 

Read error on disc 
or drum while at-
tempting to read a 
Standard Volume 
Label. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Disc/Drum Dump and 
Reload (DDRL) 

Action Response 

Same as 3700A 

Same as 3700A 

Same as 3700A 

Same as 3700A 

Same as 37 OOA 

Same as 3700A 

Same as 3700A 

Same as 3700A 

Terminate. T 

Discontinue pro- N 
cessing parameter 
and reques t the 
next parameter. 

DUMP function: set C 
control block to 
show Non-standard 
Labels and continue 
processing. RE-
LOAD function: con-
tinue processing 
wi thou t fu rthe r 
checking of RA de-
vice. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Sys Ic m lt1ainlcnance 
Routines 

Message 

3721A 
vvvvvv 

3722A 
vvvvvv 
EXECU
TIVE 

Meaning 

\\1 he re vvvvvv is the 
Volume Serial Num-
ber from the disc or 
drum. The program 
cannot find a Format 
Four VTOC record 
on disc or drllm. 

\Vhe re vvvvvv is the 
Volume Serial Num
ber from the disc or 
drum. The Execu ti ve 

RESIDENT or Program Library 

Adion 

.J:. Retry the I/O 

1. Terminate. 

2. Discontinue proces-
sing parameter and 
request the next 
parameter. 

<) DUIVlP function: set d. 

control Block to 
show no VTOC and 
no known alternate 
track extents. 

4. Retry the I/O. 

1. Terminate 

2. Discontinue proces
sing parameter and 
reques t the next 

Response 

H 

T 

N 

C 

R 

T 

N 

parameter. 
or resides on the disc or 1----.---- ----~------------~_t----~ 

PROGRAM dram to be reloaded. 3. Continue proces- C 
RESIDENT sing without further 

~-----.-------------+--------~ I 

-

L: ~:~~~~~g of the HA 

H I 4. Retry the I/O. 
~- ------.----.--------11------. ---~---___I 
I :372:3A I \Vherc vvvvvv is the 
vvvvvv Volume Serial Num-
file id bel' from the disk or 

drum and file id is 
the File ID of the 

I 
Ii rs t fi Ie located in 

I the VTOC (if no Exec 

I', Ii 1 L'L 'I or ) l'ogranl lurar,' 
I I was present) or the I 

I
I , elise or (11 Ltm to be I 

I n:loaded. 

Same as ~n22A 

T L:l71l!~_- -I Where' ;l~;~ is n-:;- DTF 11. Terminate. 
HUH I name 011 the / / \'OL '-2--D'~--t-'- -------+---:---,' T'--

. lscon Inue 11 roces - 1" 
I card. The DTF name 

sin~: of this param-
I is not "ITUTAPE". J 

eter and request 

9-56 

next parameter. 

3. Skip this param
eter and get the 
next runtime pa
rameter, if any; 

S 



TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) Message 

3732A 
nnnnnn 

3733A File 
id (NOTE: 
17 char-
acter 
header 
label) 

3734A 

Meaning 

Where nnnnn is the 
tape volume serial 
number from the 
run-time param-
eters. The serial 
number does not 
match the number in 
the tape VOL label. 

Where the 17 char-
acter text is the file 
ID. End -of -volume 
was encountered 
while attempting to 
open an output file. 

On a tape input file 
the header label or 
the "VSN" record is 
missing. 
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Disc/Drum Dump and 

Reload (DDRL) 

Action Response 

otherwise use 
DDRL standard 
labels. 

4. Igno re the dif- I 
ference and use 
the parame te r . 

I. Terminate. T 

2. Discontinue pro- N 
cessing of this 
parameter and 
reques t next 
parameter. 

3. Igno re the dif- I 
ference and use 
the tape. 

4. Swap tapes R 
(SYS001) for 
SYS002 or 
SYS002 for 
SYS001); or 
change tapes (if 
NAL T), and re-
enter housekeep-
ing. 

I. Terminate. T 

2. Discontinue pro- N 
cessing of this 
parameter and re-
quest next param-
eter. 

3. Swap tapes (SYSOO1 R 
for SYS002 or 
SYS002 for SYSOO1); 
or change tapes (if 
NALT) , and reenter 
housekeeping. 

Same as 3733A 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3735A File 
id (NOTE: 
17 character 
header 
label) 

3736A aaaa 
bbbb 

3737A 

3738A File 
id (NOTE: 
17 character 
header 
label) 

Meaning 

Where the 17 char-
acter text is the file 
ID. The user sup-
plied label or the 
standard label does 
not match the label 
encountered on an 
input file. 

aaaa = the volume 
sequence number re-
quired by the pro-
gram on an input file. 
bbbb = the volume se-
quence number from 
the header label. 

The random access 
device assigned is not 
the same type as that 
dumped to tape (de-
termined from the 
"VSN" record). 

Where the 17 char-
acter text is the file 
ID. The "EOF" or 
"EOV" label is miss-
ing. 

9-58 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Disc /Drum Dump and 
Reload (DDRL) 

Action Response 

Terminate. T 

Discontinue pro- N 
cessing of this 
parameter and re-
ques t next param-
eter. 

Ignore the differ- I 
ence and use the 
tape. 

Swap tapes R 
(SYS001) for 
SYS002 or 
SYS002 for 
SYS001); or 
change tapes (if 
NAL T), and re-
enter housekeep-
ing. 

Same as 3735A 

Same as 3733A 

Terminate T 

Discontinue pro- N 
cessing of this 
parameter and re-
quest next param-
eter. 

Treat as an end- F 
of -file condition. 

Treat this as an V 
end-of-volume 
condition. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message Meaning 

3739A File aaaaaa = the block 1. 
id mn count as accumulated 

2. 
by the lTURWR mod-aaaaaa 

bbbbbb ule. 

bbbbbb = the block 
count taken from the 
trailer label. The 

3. 
coun ts do not match. 

File id = the 17 char-
acter file ID. mn = 
the symbolic physical 
device name. 

3740A mn In the DUMP function, 1. 
B NNN ccc the Home Address 

2. 
t read does not match 
(See Le- the address specified 
gend) in the Seek command. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Disc/Drum Dump and 

Reload (DDRL) 

Action Response 

Terminate. T 

Discontinue pro- N 
cessing of this 
parameter and 
reques t next 
parameter. 

Igno re the dif- I 
ference and con-
tinue closing file. 

Terminate. T 

Discontinue pro- N 
cessing of this pa-
rameter and re-
quest next param-
eter. 

Retry the read 25 R 
times. 

Skip this track. S 

Ignore the differ- I 
ence and build a 
"dummy record". 

Terminate the pro- D 
gram and dump it. 

3741A mn B Home Address or 1. Terminate. T 
NNN ccc t Track Descriptor 

2. Discontinue pro-
(See Le- Record could not be 

cessing of this 
gend) read successfully 

parameter and re-
from a prime data 
track; or the Track 

quest next param-

Descriptor Record 
eter. 

on a defective track 3. Skip this track and 
did not point to an al- read the next one, 
ternate track. if any. 

Legend: mn installation mnemonic 
B reserved for future use. 

NNN reserved for future use. 
ccc cylinder number. 

t track number. 
xxx record number of las t successfully read record 

(where applicable) 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3742A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t 
(See Le-
gend) 

3743A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t 
(See Le-
gend) 

3745A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t xxx 
(See Le-
gend) 

Legend: 

Meaning 

4. 

5. 

Home Address or the 
Track Descriptor Re-
cord could not be 
read from an alter-
nate track. 

Home Address or the 
Track Descriptor 
Record could not be 
read and the track is 
part of an overflow 
record; program 
awai ts reply. 

The record after 1. 
record number xxx 

2. 
could not be read 
successfully from 
the prime data track. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Disc/Drum Dump and 
Reload (DDRL) 

Action Response 

Retry the read 25 
times. 

Ignore the error I 
and build a 
"dummy record" 
to write to tape. 

Same as 3741A. 

Same as 3741A. 

Terminate. T 

Discontinue pro- N 
cessing this param-
eter and request 
next parameter. 

Skip this track and S 
read the next one, 
if any. 

Retry the read 25 R 
times. 

Ignore and write to I 
tape that part of the 
track which was suc-
cessfully read. 

mn ins tallation mnemonic. 
B reserved for future use. 

NNN reserved for future use. 
ccc cylinder number. 

t track number. 
xxx record number of last successfully read record 

(where applicable). 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3746A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t xxx 
(See Le-
gend) 

3747A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t xxx 
(See Le-
gend) 

3751A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t 
(See Le-
gend) 

3762A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t 
(See Le-
gend) 

Legend: 

Meaning 

The record number 
after record xxx 
could not be read 
successfully from the 
alternate track. 

The record after re-
cord number xxx 
could not be read 
successfully, and 
this record is part of 
an overflow record. 

In initializing the al-
ternate track area on 
an output disc or 
drum, Home Address 
or Track Descriptor 
Record could not be 
written on this track. 

This prime data 1. 
track could not be 
written successfully 

2. 

and it was not marked 
as defective when it 
was read from the 
input RA device. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

DisclDrwn Dump and 
Reload (DDRL) 

Action Response 

Same as 3745A. 

Same as 3745A. 

None. 

Terminate T 

Discontinue pro- N 
cessing this pa-
rameter and re-
quest next pa-
rameter. 

Go to dynamic A 
alternate track 
assignment 
routine. 

Retry the write 5 R 
more times. 

Skip this track and S 
ge t the next input 
track, if any. 

mn installation mnemonic. 
B reserved for future use. 

NNN reserved for future use. 
ccc cylinder number. 

t track number. 
xxx record number of las t successfully read record 

(where applicable) 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Coni'd) Message Meaning 

3763A mn This prime data track, 

Disc/Drwn Dump and 
Reload (DDRL) 

Action I Response 

B NNN ccc which is part of an 
t 
(See Le-
gend) 

3766 mn B 
NNN ccc t 
(See Le-
gend) 

3767A-
nnnnnn 

3768A mn 
B NNN ccc 
t 
(See Le-
gend. ) 

Legend: mn 
B 

overflow record, could 
not be written success-

Same as 3762A. 
fully and it was not 
marked as defective 
when it was read from 
the input RA device. 

The program is un- None. 
able to write a de-
fecti ve track to this 
alternate. The pro-
gram will attempt to 
locate another unused 
alternate for the de-
fecti ve track. 

nnnnnn = the tape 1. Terminate. 
block number of the 

Discontinue pro-
block read, whose 2. 

Home Address and 
cessing this pa-

RO Count Field are rameter and re-

in incorrect format 
quest next param-

(either a bad read 
eter. 

or an incorrectly 3. Terminate and 
built tape). dump the program. 

4. Skip this block 
and try the next 
one. 

The Home Address 1. Terminate 
or the Track Descrip-

2. Discontinue pro-
tor Record of a de-
fective track could 

cessing this pa-
rameter and re-

not be written to the 
quest next param-

Prime Track (pointer 
eter. 

to the al te rna te can-
not be written). 3. Retry the write 5 

5 mo re times. 

ins tallation mnemonic. 
reserved for future use. 

None. 

T 

N 

D 

S 

T 

N 

R 

NNN reserved for future use. 
ccc cylinder number. 

t track number. 
xxx record number of las t successfully read record 

(where applicable). 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3771A 

3772 

Legend: 

DisCI Drum Dump and 
Reload (DDRL) 

Meaning Action Response 

4. Skip this track S 
and get the next 
input track, if 
any. 

There was no known 1. Terminate. T 
alternate track area 

2. Discontinue pro- N 
or the alternate track 
area has been filled. 

cessing this pa-
rameter and re-

NOTE: If the "D" quest next param-
option is selected, eter. 
alternate tracks will 

3. Skip this track and S 
be written within this 
extent without check-

get the next track 

ing previous contents 
from input device. 

of the tracks. Any 4. To assign an addi- D, ccct, 
tracks read from the tional alternate ccct 
input device that fall track extent, type 
within this extent in LHE and RHE 
will not be written address of the ex-
to the RA device. tent. 

ccc = cylinder 
number(000-202) 
t-track number 
(0-9) 

A format error was None. None. 
encountered in the 
"D" response to a 
3771A typeout 
(either not in ccct, 
ccct format; no 
commas; ccct non-
numeric; the cylinder 
number or track 
number do not exis t 
on this device; or the 
s tart address of the 
exten t is highe r than 
the end address); 

mn ins tallation mnemonic. 
B reserved for future use. 

NNN reserved for future use. 
ccc cylinder number. 

t track number. 
xxx record number of last successfully read record 

(where applicable) 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3773 mn 

Meaning 

program continues 
and retu rns to the 
3771A typeout. 

SystelJZ l1IaiJltcJl(lJlce 

Routines 

Action Response 

None. 
B NNN ccc 
t 

This track is the LHE None. 
of the existing alter-
nate track area. If 

(See Le
gend) 

3774 mn 
B NNN ccc 
t 
(See Le-
gend) 

3775 NO 
ALT 
EXTENT 

3776A 

typeouts occur from a 
"D" response to a 
3771A typeout. the 
extents specified in 
the response overlap 
the existing alternate 
track area. Program 
goes to a 3774 type-
out. 

This track is the RHE 
of the exis ting alter-
nate track area; pro-
gram goes to a 3771A 
typeout. 

There is no known 
alternate track area 
assigned on this de-
vice. Program goes 
to a 3771A typeout. 

This typeout occu rs 
when the one ad-
di tional alternate 
track area assigned 
in response to a 
3771A typeout has 
been filled. 

None. None. 

None. None. 

1. Terminate. T 

2. Discontinue pro- N 
cessing this pa-

rameter and re-
ques t next pa-
rameter. 

3. Skip this track S 
and try to read 
the next one. 

Legend: mn - installation mnemonic. 
B reserved for future use. 

NNN reserved for future use. 
ccc - cylinder number 

t track number. 
xxx record number of last successfully read record 

(where applicable) 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3785 
BUFFER 
AREA 
TOO 
SMALL 

3786 
BUFFER 
AREA 
TOO 
SMALL 

3787 
DUPLI -
CATE 
SYMBOLIC 
NAMES 
FOR RA 
DEVICES 

3790A 
PARAM-
ETER 
DEVICE 

3791A 
SUPPLY 
PARAM-
ETER 

3792 fff. .. 
fff 

Meaning 

Not enough memory 
has been assigned 
to DDRL to permit 
I/O processing for 
DUMP function 
with non-564 disc 
storage unit. 

Not enough memory 
has been assigned 
to DDRL to permit 
I/O processing for 
RE LOAD function 
with non-564 disc 
storage unit. 

For a COpy func-
tion "DI=" and 
"DO=" keys have 
the same symbolic 
device name. 

Request for param-
eter device. 

Self-explanatory. 

fff. .. fff is a one to 
eighty character log-
ged copy of the 
parameter card as 
read through SYSIPT 
with the leading and 
trailing spaces 
deleted. 

9-65A 

Syste111 Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 
---f----

The program Same as 
terminates. 3784. 

The program Same as 
terminates. 3784. 

The program None. 
terminates. 

1. Console type- T 
writer. 

2. Card reader C 

Type of parameter. 

None. None. 

I 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

3780A 
nnnnnn 

378IA 
nnnnnn 

3782A 
nnnnnn 

Meaning 

Where nnnnnn is the 
tape block count. This 
typeout follows an "X 
l" response to an 
Exec error typeout 
for the tape. 

Where nnnnnn is the 
tape block count. 
Check of key lengths 
and data lengths of 
the records read in 
from tape do not 
agree wi th overall 
length of block read 
from tape (bad block 
from tape). 

Where nnnnnn is the 
tape block count. 
Length of block read 
does not agree with 
length of block as 
shown in the block 
count at the beginning 
of the tape bloc k. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

SJ'steJlZ Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

Terminate. T 

Discontinue pro- N 

cessing this pa-
rameter and re-
quest next pa-
rameter. 

Skip this track S 
and try to read 
the next one. 

Retry the read R 
of this track. 

Same as 3780A 

Same as 3780A 

3783 The random access The program None. 
input and output I terminates. 
devices are not the 

37841 ::;::::~-me~or~ -L~-:~gra~----~-~eloa~-
BUFFER I has been assigned [ terminates. DDRL. 

I AREA to DDRL to permit i Requesting 

I TOO I/O processing for I additional 
SMALL COpy function with I' memory. 

non-564 disc 
I :: i 

______ ~orage unit. I 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Conl'd) Message 

3795A 
TYPE C 
WHEN 
TAPE mn 
IS READY 

3796A 
TOTAL 
KL & DL 
TOO 
BIG 

Svs Ie JJl Alahzlenance 
. Routines 

Meaning Action Response 

Where mn is the in- Reply when tape is C 
s tallation mnemonic ready_ 
of the tape unit as-
signed to SYSOOl. 

Typeout occ'J.rs after 
the firs t time a 
"NAL T" function has 
been specified 0 

A track has been read None. None. 
in which the cumula-
ti ve total of the Kl 
and DL fields of the 
component records 
exceeds the track I 

capacity; program 

I 
terminates and dumps, 
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LOAD LIBRARY 
TO TAPE (LLT) 

GENERAL 
DISCRIPTION 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Load Library to Tape routine provides a backup, on tape, for all 
or selected programs from a disc or drum program libraryo The tape is 
transcribed back to disc or drum using the Program Library Transcriber 
(PRGTRN) routine. 

• Under Executive and Monitor Control: 

SON Device Ty pe Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic Par&meter input. 
tape. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic Ou tpu t device. 
tape. 

SYSUT2 Magne tic tape. Output device. 

RADEV Disc or drum. Inpu t device. 

Message 

n ~pppppp 
Meaning Action Response 

4002 Unrecoverable error Program terminates. None. 
on disc or drum. 

4003 Illogical error. Dump program. None. 

4005 Firs t parameter Program terminates. None. 
was not tUNS t .. Correct parameters 

and res tart. 

4010 Invalid reply to 
previous message. Repeat reply. 

4011 Invalid parameter. Parameter is ignored. None. 
Next one is read. 

4012 Operand in Delete Operand is None. 
parameter is too ignored. 
large. 

4013 Parameter exceeds Informa tion pas t None. 
col. 71. col. 71 is ignored. 

-101-1 Delete table has No further delete None. 
overflowed. actions will be 

processed. 
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TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

n \pppppp 

4016 

4017 

4018 

4019 

4020 

4021 

4022 

4023 

4068 

Meaning 

Program to be 
deleted was not 
found. 

File ID specified 
was not found. 

No Volume label 
on RADEV. 

Volume serial num-
ber in parameter 
does not agree with 
Volume label on 
RADEV. 

Invalid operand in 
UNS parameter. 

Invalid Keyword 
in DEL parameter. 

File ID in DEL 
parameter is not 
equal to File ID in 
UNS parameter. 

Volume serian num-
ber in DEL param-
eter is not equal 
to Volume serial 
numbe r in UNS 
parameter. 

En:! of Job. The 
rou tine did not 
complete all re-
ques ted actions. 

9-68 

Systenz Maintenance 
Routines 

Action Response 

Processing continues None. 

Program terminates. None. 

Program terminates. None. 

Program terminates 0 None 0 

Program terminates. None. 

Parameter is by- None. 
passed. 

Parameter is None. 
bypassed. 

Parameter is None. 
b~'passed. 

None. None. 



10. 
SORT/MERGE 

GENERATOR 
(SRTGEN) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The TOS Sort/Merge System sorts a file of randomly-sequenced rec
ords or merges up to eight files of sequenced records. 

The system consists of a Generator (a subprocessor on the system resi
dent tape)~ and a library of object modules on the system library tape. 
Object programs are generated based on user-supplied control informa
tion. Parameters can be prestored during generation or entered at ob
ject time. 

To generate a program. the Generator and Linkage Editor are required 
job steps in a Monitor session. The object program can be executed 
under control of Monitor or the Executive. 

• Generation/Linkedit Under Monitor Control: 

SON OeviceType Remarks 

SYSIPT Card reader or magnetic tape. Monitor input. 

SYSLST Printer or magnetic tape. Receives PARAM listing and 
LNKEDT program map. 

SYSUT1 Magnetic tape. Generator output; input to 
LNKEDT. 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. LNKEDT output (bound gen-
erated program). 

SYSUT3 Magnetic tape. LNKEDT work tape. 

SYSLIB Magnetic tape. Sort/merge object modules 
(input to LNKEDT). 

SYSUT4 Magnetic tape. Optional-user modules not on 
SYSIPT (input to LNKEDT). 

• A generated Sort or Merge (if run under Monitor control) and the 
Sort/Merge Generator write all control statements to SYSLST if the / / 
PARAM Monitor control statenlent specified LIST = YES. All control 
statenlents containing punctuation errors (message number 0701) and all 
error messages pertaining to control statelnents (message numbers 0702 
and 0703) always are written to SYSLST. 

A generated Sort or Merge executed directly under the Executive 
writes all control statenlents containing punctuation errors (message 
number 0701) and all error messages pertaining to control statenlents 
(message number 0702) to the console typewriter. 

All other messages occurring during the execution of a generated Sort 
or Merge program (message numbers 0714 to 0784) are \"Titten to the 
console typewriter. 
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GENERATOR OR 
OBJECT PROGRAMS 

GENERATOR 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0700 

0701 

0702 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0703INVAL 
STATEMENT 

0703 
DUPLICATE 
STATEMENT 

0703 
MISSING 
OM OR SEQ 

0703 
MISSING 
ESD CARDS 

0706A 
Insufficient 
Disc Work 
Area 

Meaning 

Punctuation error in 
a control statement. 
Additional message 
describes details. 

Incorrect entry in a 
control statement. 
Additional message 
describes details. 

Incompatible informa-
tion between control 
statements. Addi-
tional message 
describes details. 

Meaning 

Invalid LNKEDT card 
read before proces-
sing SRTMRG state-
ment. 

Duplicate LNKEDT 
statements read. 

Object module not on 
SYSIPT as specified 
or not in proper 
sequence. 

Object module on 
SYSIPT is in im-
proper format. 

Insufficient disc 
work area allocated 
to the sort. Accord-
ing to calculations 
made in Phase O. 

10-2 

Action 

None. After all state-
ments are checked 
program terminates. 

None. After all state-
ments are checked 
program terminates. 

None. After all state-
ments are checked 
program terminates. 

Action 

None. statement is 
ignored. 

None. First duplicate 
is processed; others 
are ignored. 

None. After all state-
ments are checked 
generator terminates. 

None. After all state-
ments are checked 
generator terminates. 

Continue. (Sort may 
not be able to process 
all data records.) 
Review formula cal-
culation for disc 
sort work area. 

Terminate. 

Sort/Merge 
Generator 

Response 

None. 

None. 

None. 

Response 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

C 

T 

I 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~ppppppL\ 

0711A 
SORTIN 
ELK 
XXXXXX 
DU mn 

0712 CYCLE 
nINPUT 
RECORD 
COUNT 
xxxxxxxx 

0713 TOTAL 
INPUT REC-
ORD COUNT 
xxxxxxxx 

0714 
SORTIN BLK 
xxxxxx TU 
mn 

Meaning 

A wrong length input 
block has caused an 
abnormal termin-
ation. All wrong 
length blocks on 
the input files may 
be bypassed, and 
the program con-

] tinued. The program 
may be terminated, 
or the input blocks 
accepted and pro-
cessed. A variable 
sort cannot process 
wrong length blocks. 

The number of rec-
ords sorted in phase 
1 of cycle n is 
xxxxxxxx. 

The number of rec-
ords sorted in phase 
1 is xxxxxxxx. 

An unrecoverable 
read error has 
occurred in a block of 
the sort input. The 
error block has been 
bypassed, because 
the BYPASS option 
was specified, and 
the program is con-
tinuing operation 
(xxxxxx is the block 
number on the current 
input tape volume and 
mn is the tape unit on 
which the error 
occurred). 

10-3A 

Sort/Merge Generator 

Action Response 

Accept error block C 

and continue pro-
cessing (fixed 
sort only). 

Bypass wrong B 
length blocks and 
continue pro-
cessing. 

Terminate. T 

None. None. 

None. None. 

None. None. 



Sort/Merge Generator 

OBJECT PROGRAMS I 
Message 

Meaning Action Response 
n6pppppp6 

0710 The volume limit of Program terminates. None. 

ETW' TU mn the current cycle has Program may be re-
been exceeded due to started from last 
either a short tape checkpoint if CKPT 
volume or an exces- option was specified. 
sive number 01 write Full-length work tape 
errors on tape unit volumes are required. 
mn. If condition occurs 

with full-length work 
tape volumes, tape 
unit mn should be 
checked. 

0710 WRITE An abnormal 1/0 Restart sort. None. 
ERROR DU write condition has 

mn occurred on a write 
to disc unit mn. 
Hardware malfun-
ction is suspected. 

0711 READ An abnormal termi- Take a memory dump None. 
ERROR TU nation occurred and examine byte 32 Program 
mn during a read from of the CCB to deter- termi-

tape unit mn. mine the problem g nates. 

0711A A wrong length i n- Accept error block and C 
SORTIN put block has continue processing 
BLK caused an abnor- (fixed sort only. ) 
XXXXXX mal termination. 
TU mn All wrong length 

blocks on the input Bypass wrong length B 
files may be by- blocks and continue 
passed, and the processing. 
program continued. 
The program may Terminate. T 
be terminated, or 
the input blocks 
accepted and pro-
cessed. A variable 
sort cannot proces s 
wrong length blocks. 
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OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0714A 
SORTIN BLK 
xxxxxx DU 
mn 

0715 
MOUNT 
~EXT 

SERIAL 
INPUT 
REEL ON 
TU mn 
if re-
quired 

0715A 
REMOUNT 
INPUT ON 
TUmn 

0716 
INSUFFI-
CIENT 
DISC WORK 
AREA 

Meaning 

An unrecoverable 
read error has 
occurred in a block of 
the disc sort input. 
The bypass option was 
not specified. The 
error block may be 
bypassed and the 
program continued, 
or the program may 
be terminated. 
xxxxxx is the block 
number of the current 
input disc volume and 
mn is the disc unit in 
which the error 
occurred. (Phase 1) 

The input reel on 
TU mn wa s replaced 
by a work reel for 
a multi cycle sort. 
If additional input 
reels are to be 
processed, the next 
input reel should be 
mounted on thi s 
alternate input 
drive. 

The previously dis-
mounted input tape 
volume must be re-
mounted before con-
tinuing the program. 

The Disc Work Area 
allocated to the pro-
gram is insufficient 
to continue sorting 
the data. (Phase 1) 

10-4A 

Sort/Merge Generator 

Action Response 

J 

1. Bypass the block C 
and continue 
program. 

2. Terminate. Use a 
console 
routine, 
e.g., E 
HLT n. 

Mount tape if None. 
additional input is 
to be processed. 

c ontinue the program C 
after the input tape 
volume has been re-
mounted on tape unit 
mn. 

Program is None. 
terminated. 

-----.------



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Conl'd) 

Message 

n,~pppppp~ 

0716A 
INSUFFI-
CIENT 
DISC WORK 
AREA 

0717 
REPOSI-
TIONING 
COUNTER 
IS xxxxxx 

0718 
SaRTIN 
ERROR 
TU mn 

0718 
SaRTIN 
ERROR 
DUmn 

Meaning 

The disc work area 
allocated to the pro-
gram is not sufficient 
to sort the entire 
input data set. The 
user has the option 
to terminate the sort 
or continue and pro-
cess the data that 
can be sorted with 
the work area that 
has been allocated. 
(Phase 1) 

The multicycle vol-
ume limit for the 
sort has been ex-
ceeded or a multi-
cycle sort is 
required and not 
possible. A subse-
quent sort may be 
initiated to process 
the balance of the 
input. Automatic 
repositioning of the 
current input volume 
may be accomplished 
by including xxxxxx 
in the SKIPREC 
operand of the 
OPTION control 
statement. 

A block of the sort 
input does not con-
form to the specified 
format (e. g. , trun-
cated record or block 
variable-length 
records specified as 
fixed-length, etc.). 

A block of the disc 
sort input does not 
conform to the speci-
fied format (e. g. , 
truncated record or 
block, variable length 
records specified as 
fixed length). 

10-4B 

Sarti Merge Generator 

Action Response 

Continue. C 

Terminate. T 

None. None. 

Program terminates. None. 
The input tape volume 
should be examined 
for conformance to 
control statements. 

Program terminated. None. 
The input data should 
be examined for con-
formation to control 
statements. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Conl'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp 

0719 
WRITE 
ERROR 
TUmn 

Meaning 

An abnormal termina-
tion occurred during 
a write from tape 
unit mn (Phase 1) 

10-4C 

Sort/Merge Generator 

! 
I 

Action Response I 

I 

Program terminates. None. 
Examine sense byte 
one (byte 32 of CCB) 
to determine the 
reason for the 
abnormal 
termination. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp\ 

0714 
SORTIN BLK 
xxxxxx 
DUmn 

0714A 
SORTIN BLK 
xxxxxx TU 
mn 

Meaning 

An unrecoverable 
read error has 
occurred in a block 
of the disc sort 
input. The error 
block has been 
bypassed, because 
the bypass option 
was specified, and 
the program is 
continuing operation. 
xxxxxx is the block 
number on the 
current input disc 
volume and mn is 
the disc unit on 
which the error 
occurred. (Phase 1) 

An unrecoverable 
read error has 
occurred in a block of 
the sort input. The 
BYPASS option was 
not specified. The 
error block may be 
bypassed and the 
program continued, 
or the program may 
be terminated (xxxxxx 
is the block number 
on the current input 
tape volume and mn 
is the tape unit on 
which the error 
occurred). 

10-4 

Sort/Merge Generator 

Action Response 

None. None. 

1. Bypass the block C 
and continue the 
program. 

2. Terminate. Use a 
console 
routine, 
eng., E 
HLT n. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n6pppppp,6 

0719A 
MOUNT 
FIRST VOL 
OF NEXT 
FILE ON 
TU mn 

0720ETW 
TUmn 

0721 READ 
ERROR TU 
mn 

0721 
READ 
ERROR 
DU mn 

0722A 
MOUNT 
CYCLE 
OUTPUT 
01 ON TU 
mn, 02 ON 
TU mn, .• , 
nn ON TU 
mn. 

0723 
DISMOUNT 
CYCLE OUT-
PUT ON TU 
mn LABEL 
AS nn, 
MOUNT 
WORK 

Meaning 

The first volume of 
the next file must 
be mounted on tape 
unit mn before the 
program may be 
continued. 

The volume limit of 
the current cycle has 
been exceeded due to 
either a short tape 
volume or an exces-
sive number of write 
errors on tape unit 
mno 

An abnormal termi-
nation occurred 
during a read from 
tape unit mno 

Unrecoverable read 
error on disc unit 
mn. Hardware error 
is suspected. 

The previous ly dis-
mounted cycle output 
tape volumes must be 
remounted on the 
designated tape units 
before the program 
may be continued. 

A cycle output tape 
volume has been 
created on tape unit 
mn. When the rewind 
and unload is com-
pleted, the tape vol-
ume should be dis-
mounted and physically 
labeled as CYCLE nno 
A work tape volume 
must be mounted on 
tape unit mn. 

10-5 

Sort/Merge Generator 

Action Response 

Continue after vol- C 
ume is mounted. 

Program terminates. None o 
Program may be re-
started from last check-
point if CKPT option was 
specifiedo Full-length 
work tape volumes are 
requiredo If condition 
occurs with full-length 
work tape volumes, 
tape unit mn should be 
checked. 

Take a memory dump None. 
and examine byte 32 of Pro-

the CCB to determine gram 

the problem. termi-
nates. 

Restart sort. None. 

Continue after all cycle C 
output tape volumes 
have been remounted. 

Mount new work tape None. 
on tape unit mn as 
program continues. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0730 TOTAL 
OUTPUT 
RECORD 
COUNT 
xxxxxxxx 

0731 READ 
ERROR TU 
mn 

0732A 
CONTINUE 
WHEN 
WORK(S) 
MOUNTED 
ON TU(S) 
mnmm 

0733 
SEQUENCE 
ERROR 

0734 TU mn 
CYCLE 
OUTPUT 
PROGRAM 
NAME IS 
pppppp 

0735 MOUNT 
CYCLE OUT-
PUT 01 ON 
TU mn, 02 
ON TU mn, 
... , nn ON 
TUmn 

0737 BLOCK 
SIZE ERROR 
TU mn 

Meaning 

The number of 
records written to 
the output file is 
xxxxxxxx. 

An abnormal termi-
nation occurred 
during a read from 
tape unit mn. 

The sort has been 
waited to assure that 
the necessary work. 
tape volume is 
mounted on tape unit 
mn and, if specified, 
on tape unit mm. 

A sequence error has 
occurred during 
phase 3. 

The cycle output tape 
on tape unit mn was 
not created by the 
program being re-
started. The tape 
was created by pro-
gram pppppp. 

One or more cycle 
outputs are not 
mounted on the 
correct tape units 
for the program 
being restarted . 

The size of the last 
block read from tape 
unit mn by the sort 
does not agree with 
size of the same 
block when previously 
written to the same 
tape unit by the sort. 

10-6A 

Sort/Merge 
Generator 

Action Response 

None. None. 

Take a memory dump None. 
and examine byte 32 Program 
of the CCB to deter- termi-
mine the problem. nates. 

Continue after mount- C 
ing the necessary 
work tape volume(s) 
on tape unit(s) mn 
(and mm). 

None. Program None. 
terminates. 

Mount the correct None. 
tape and re start 
the program. 

Mount the tapes as None. 
indicated and restart 
the program. 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem is 
suspected. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n!'\pppppp~ 

0737 BLOCK 
SIZE ERROR 
DUmn 

Meaning 

The size of the last 
block read from disc 
unit mn by the sort 
does not agree with 
the size of the same 
block when previously 
written to the same 
disc unit by the sort. 
(Phase 3) 

10-6B 

Action 

Sort/Merge 
Generator 

Response 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem 
is suspected, 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

i 
i 

Message 

n '\ppppppi\ 

0723A 
DISMOUNT 
CYCLE OUT-
PUT ON TU 
mn, LABEL 
as nn, 
MOUNT 
WORK 

0724 CYCLE 
n OUTPUT 
RECORD 
COUNT 
xxxxxxxx 

0727 BLOCK 
SIZE ERROR 
TUmn 

0727 BLOCK 
SIZE ERROR 
DU mn 

0728 BLOCK 
SEQUENCE 
ERROR TU 
mn 

0728 BLOCK 
SEQUENCE 
ERROR DU 
mn 

0729 WRITE 
ERROR TU 
mn 

Meaning 

A cycle output tape 
volum e C YC LE nn was 
previously taken down 
and replaced with a 
work tape on tape unit 
mn. Program is now 
ready to use new work 
tape. 

The number of records 
written to the cycle n 
output tape volume is 
xXXXXXXXU 

The size of the last 
block read from tape 
unit mn by the sort 
does not agree with 
size or the same 
block when previously 
written to the same 
tape unit by the sort. 

The size of the last 
block read from disc 
unit mn by the sort 
does not agree with 
the size of the same 
block when previously 
written to the same 
disc unit by the sort. 
(Phase 2) 

The block last read 
from tape unit mn is 
not the block expected 
by the sort program. 

The block last read 
from disc unit mn is 
not the block expected 
by the sort program. 
(Phase 2) 

An abnormal termina-
tion occurred during 
a write to tape unit 
mn. (Phase 2) 

10-6 

Sort/Merge 
Generator 

Action Response 

Continue. C 

None. None. 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem is 
suspected. 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem is 
suspected. 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem is 

I 

suspected. 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem is 
suspected. 

Program terminates. None. 
Exam ine sense byte 
one (byte 32 of the 
CCE) to determine 
the reason for the 
abnormal 
termination. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

nL\ppppppn 

0744 
MRGIN 
On BLK 
xxxx:xx 
TUmn 

0744A 
MRGIN On 
BLK xxxxxx 
TUmn 

Meaning 

An unrecoverable 
read error has 
occurred in a block 
of the indicated (On) 
file merge input 
file. The error block 
has been bypassed, 
because the BYPASS 
option was specified, 
and the program is 
continuing operation 
(xxxxxx is the block 
number on the 
current input volume 
and mn is the tape 
unit on which the 
error occurred). 

An unrecoverable 
read error has 
occurred in a block 
of the indic ated (On) 
file merge input file. 
The BYPASS option 
was not specified. 
The error block may 
be bypas sed and the 
program continued, 
or the program may 
be terminated 
(xxxxxx is the block 
number on the cur-
rent input volume 
and mn is the tape 
unit on which the 
error occurred). 

10-7A 

Sort/Aferge Generator 

Action Response 

None. None. 

1. Bypass the block C 

and continue the 
program. 

2. Terminate. Use a 
console 
routine, 
e.g., E 
HLT n. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

,-----

Message 

n~pppppp::.\ 

0738 BLOCK 
COUNT 
ERROR TU 
mn 

0738 BLOCK 
SEQUENCE 
ERROR DU 
mn 

0739 WRITE 
ERROR ON 
DU yy 

0740 TOTAL 
OUTPUT 
RECORD 
COUNT 
xxxxxxxx 

0741A 
MRGIN 
On BLK 
XXXXXX 
TU mn 

0743 
SEQUENCE 
ERROR 

Meaning 

The block last read 
from tape unit mn is 
not the block expected 
by the sort program. 

The block last read 
from disc unit mn is 
not the block ex-
pected by the sort 
program. (Phase 3) 

Program has received 
an indic ation that an 
abnormal indication 
has occurred on disc 
unit yy. 

The number or 
records written to 
the output file is 
xxxxxxxx. 

A wrong length in-
put block has 
caused an abnormal 
termination. All 
wrong length blocks 
may be bypassed, 
and the program 
continued. The pro-
gram may be ter-
minated, or the 
input blocks can be 
accepted and pro-
cessed. A variable 
data cannot process 
wrong length blocks. 

A sequence error has 
occurred during 
phase 3. 

10-7 

Sort/Merge Generator 

Action Response 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem is 
suspected. 

Program terminates. None. 
Hardware problem is 
suspected. 

Program terminates. None. 

None. None. 

Accept error blocks C 

and continue pro-
cessing (fixed data 
only) . 

Bypass wrong length B 
blocks and continue 
processing. 

Terminate. T 

I 

None. Program None. 
terminates. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

0769 WRITE 
ERROR TU 
mn 

0770 
INSUFFI-
CIENT 
OUTPUT 
AREA 

0771 WRITE 
ERROR ON 
DU yy 

Meaning 

An abnormal termina-
tion occurred during a 
write to tape unit mn 
(Phase 3) 

The disc area 
allocated for the 
output file is not 
large enough. 

An abnormal termina-
tion has occurred on 
disc unit yy when 
writing a user header 
or trailer label. 

10-SA 

So rt/1\;lerge 
Generator 

Action Response 

Program terminates. Noneo 
Examine sense byte 
one (byte 32 of CCB) 
to determine the 
reason for the 
abnormal termination. 

None. None. 

l. Retry the R 
operation. 

20 Terminate the T 
program. 

3. Bypass writing B 
of user label and 
continue. 



OBJECT PROGRAMS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n'\.ppppppi~ 

0751 IN-
SUFFICIENT 
MEMORY 

0754 
ILLEGAL 
WORK TAPE 
UNIT TYPES 

0755 
SINGLE 
CYCLE 
SORT 

0761 READ 
ERROR TU 
mn 

0762 MOUNT 
WORK(S) ON 
TU(S) mn 
mm 

0766A 
CONTINUE 
\VHEN \YORK 
MOUNTED 
ON TU mn 

0767A 
MOUNT 
\YORK ON 
TUmn 

Meaning 

Minimum memory 
required for execu-
tion of program was 
not allocated. 

Program can not be 
executed with 
assigned mixture 
of tape unit types. 

Duplication of the 
final output tape unit 
with the first work 
tape unit was speci-
fied. The assigned 
tape units are not 
physically compat-
ible. A multicycle 
sort is not possible. 
The program is 
continuing as a 
single cycle sort. 

An abnormal termin-
ation occurred during 
a read from tape 
unit mn (Phase 3) 

Tape unit mn is used 
as an input tape unit 
and as an output tape 
unit. If a second tape 
unit designation (mm) 
appears in the mes-
sage, it is used as 
an alternate input 
tape unit and an 
alternate output tape 
unit. 

The sort has been 
waited to assure that 
a work tape volume 
is mounted on tape 
unit mn. 

Tape unit mn is used 
as an input tape unit 
and as a work tape 
unit. 

10-8 

Soyt/l\lerge 
Geneyator 

Action Response 

None. Program None. 
terminates. 

None. Program None. 
terminates. 

None. None. 

Program terminates. None. 
Examine sense byte 
one (byte 32 of CCB) 
to determine the 
reason for the 
abnormal termination. 

Dismount the input None. 
tape volume(s) from 
the designated tape 
unit(s) and mount the 
necessary work tape 
volume( s) as program 
continues. 

Continue if a work C 
tape volume has been 
mounted on tape unit 
mn. 

Dismount the input C 
tape volume from 
tape unit mn and 
mount a work tape 
volume. Continue. 



11. LIBRARY 
CONVERSION 

ROUTINES 

EXECUTIVE 
TRANSCRIBER 

(LDISK) 

• The TDOS Executive Transcriber has been deleted from this portion of 
the manuaL Refer to Systems Generation, section 4. 

11-1 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

n~pppppp~ 

58A5 

58A6 

5800 

5801 

5802 

5803 

5804 

5805 

Meaning 

An unrecoverable I/O error 
has occurred while attempt-
ing to write an updated key, 
data record which was 
originally written in the 
overflow mode. 

An unrecoverable I/O error 
has occurred while attempt-
ing to write an updated key, 
data record which was 
originally written in the 
overflow mode. 

Cannot recognize param-
eter. 

Duplicate keys in param-
eter. 

An "1=", or "V=" , entry 
is more than 6 bytes or 
"A='" entry is more 
than 44 bytes. 

An "1=", "V=", "A=" , 

or "P=" entry exceeds 
limits of the card. 

Parameter does not con-
tain enough information 
to process. 

"N=("missing from Add 
or Delete parameter. ) 

11-2A 

Library Conversion 
Routines 

Action Response 

Routine None. 
terminates. 

Routine None. 
terminates. 

Routine will None. 
read new 
parameter. 

Routine None. 
terminates. 

Routine None. 
terminates. 

Routine None. 
terminates. 

Routine None. 
terminates. 

Routine None. 
terminates. 



PROGRAM LIBRARY 
TRANSCRIBER 

(PRGTRN) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Library Conversion 
Routines 

• The TDOS Program Library Transcriber places programs on disc or 
drum from a TOS System Load Library Tape or a TOS Program Load 
Library Tape, in a format acceptable to the TDOS Executive System. 
The functions performed by the routine are completely dependent on 
user-supplied parameters. 

• Under Executive or Monitor Control: 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card Reader. Input parameters. 

SYSLST Printer. Output Listing Device. 

xxxxxx Magnetic Tape 0 xxxxxx is the symbolic name 
assigned to the TOS Load 
Library to be transcribed. 

yyyyyy Disc. or Drum. yyyyyy is the volume number 
of the disc to which the TOS 
Load Library is to be trans-
cribed. 

Note: 

Magnetic tape may be assigned for SYSIPT and SYSLST under Monitor 
control. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp,~ 

58Al Unrecoverable I/O error Routine None. 
while writing text in terminates. 
normal or special mode. 

58A2 An unrecoverable I/O error Routine None. 
has occurred while attempt- terminates. 
ing to do a normal format 
write of an updated key data 
record. 

58A3 An unrecoverable I/O error Routine None. 
has occurred while attempt- terminates. 
ing to write an updated key 
data record which was 
originally written in the 
overflow mode. 

58A4 An unrecoverable I/O error Routine None. 
has occurred while attempt- terminates. 
ing to write an updated key, 
data record which was 
originally written in the 
overflow mode. 

11-2 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

5806 

5807 

5808 

5809 

580A 

580B 

580C 

580D 

580E 

580F 

5811 

Meaning 

A flaw track exists 
in the program 
directory . 

Unrecoverable I/O 
error on disc. 

The volume serial 
number does not 
match the "V=" entry 
on parameter. 

An "A=" entry in 
parameter does not 
exist in VTOC. 

Duplicate program 
ID in program 
directory . 

Cannot find ID to 
delete. 

Cannot find ID on 
input tape. 

Program ID has ex-
ceeded end of card. 

Program ill is over 
six bytes. 

An "ADD", "DELfI, or 
I lABS I I Function has 
been requested. How-
ever, the program 
directory has never 
been initialized. 

Program will not fit 
in allocated area. 

11-3 

Program Library 
Transcriber 

Action Response 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine processes None. 
nextID. Error ID 
will be typed and 
printed. 

Same as 580A. 

Same as 580A. 

Routine terminates. None. 

The ID is truncated None. 
to six bytes. An 
attempt will be made 
to transcribe program. 

Successful trans-
cription will begin 
when next comma on 
parameter card is 
detected. The six-
byte ID will be typed. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Confd) 

Message 

n~pppppp~ 

5812 

5813 

5814 

5815 

5816 

5817 

5818 

5819 

581A 

581B 

Meaning 

Unrecoverable error 
on tape. 

An unidentifiable 
record has been 
detected on tape. 

No terminal record 
for this program. 

A text block indi-
cates a load point 
below the actual load 
address of this load. 

An attempt to initial-
ize an existing 
program directory. 

A P= entry is a non-
numeric character 
(not 0-9 or 0-7 for 
drum). 

An L= en try is not 
followed by PD, or 
the character fol-
lowing the numeric 
or PD entry is not 
a comma or space. 

No room left in 
program directory 
for this program. 

An ADD function 
can find no programs 
on the tape. 

An ABS function 
has been requested. 
However, there are 
no entries in the 
program directory. 

The number of modi-
fiers in a modifier 
block on tape and 
length of the block do 
not agree. 

11-4 

Program Library 
Transcrihcr 

Action Response 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine processes None. 
next card. 

Routine goes on to None. 
next card. 

Routine terminates. None. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

nbappppppba 

5820 

5821 

Meaning 

Work area overflow 
during internal 
processing. 

Unrecoverable 
I/O error on 
disc. 

11-5 

Program Library 
Transcriber 

Action Response 

Routine terminates. None. 

Routine terminates. None. 



CALL LIBRARY 
TRANSCRIBER 

(CLTR) 

DEVICE 
ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• The Call Library Transcriber transcribes TOS call libraries from 
magnetic tape to disc or drum in a format suitable for the TDOS Sys
tem. The functions performed by the routine may be preset, or depend
ent on optional user-supplied parameters . 

• Under Executive or Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card Reader or Input parameters. 
magnetic tape. 

SYSLST Printer or mag- Output abs tract listing. 
netic tapeo 

SYSUT2 Magnetic tape. Input call library tape. 
(required when preset 
transcription is spec-
ified. ) 

SYSnnn Magnetic tape 0 Alternate input(s) con-
or taining libraries to be 

ssssss transcribed. 

vvvvvv Disc or drum. Input and outpuL The 
(RA device volume volume serial number of 
serial number. ) the RA device to which 

the call library is tran-
scribed to, or from 
which an abstract is to 
be obtained. 

Message i 
Meaning ! Action Response 

xxyyz\nnnnnn 

5901 
MACRO IP Macro library input The transcription of None. 
TAPE CON- data format error I the Macro library 
TAINS TM on tape dddddd. I from this tape is 
AFTER DIR-

I 

terminated; proces sing 
ECTORY continues. 

5902 ~~ COBOL library input 

I 

The transcription of None. 
dddddd data format error on the COBOL library 

tape dddddd. from this tape is term-
inated; processing 
continues. 

5903~~ Object Module 

I 
The transcription of None. 

dddddd library input data the OML from this 
format error on I tape is terminated; 
tape dddddd. I processing continues. I 

11-6 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

xxyyz~nnnnnn 

5910~~ 
dddddd 

5911Ll~ 

tttttt 

5915~~ 
tttttt 

5920A 

5940A ~ 
tttttt 

5941A~ 

Meaning 

An unrecoverable 
error has been en-
countered on tape 
dddddd. The follow-
ing message will in-
dicate which library 
was being tran-
scribed. See 5981 ~ , 
5982 ~, 5983 ~ . 

The extents of a 
file have been ex-
ceeded. The follow-
ing message indi-
cates which library. 
See 5981 ~, 5982 11 , 
5983 11. 

VTOC does not con-
tain correct label for 
library to be tran-
scribed or ab-
stracted. Following 
message indicates 
which library. See 
5981 ~, 5982 A, 
5983 ~. 

End of Tape en-
countered on 
SYSLST 

Unrecoverable error 
on the random access 
device. If bypassed, 
the following message 
will indicate which 
library. See 5981 ~ , 
5982 11, 5983 ~ . 

Unrecoverable error 
while opening the ran-
dom access device. 
If function is termi-
nated the following 
message will indicate 
which library. See 
5981 11, 5982 11 , 
598311. 

11-7 

C all Library 
Transcriber 

Action Response 

The transcription None. 
of the library from 
device dddddd is 
terminated; process-
ing continues. 

The transcription of None. 
the library to the ran-
dom access file num-
ber tttttt is terminated; 

I processing continues. 

The transcription or None. 
abstract is not pro-
duced, processing 
continues. 

Tape will be closed. R 
Mount next tape. No 
label will be written 
to this file. 

Terminate the trans- B 
cription or abstract 
of the library; con-
tinue processing. 

Retry the transcription R 
or abstract of library 
from the beginning. 

Terminate function and B 
continue processing. 

Retry open, either R 
with the same, or 
another random access 
device. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Goni'd) 

Message 

xxyyz:-'nnnnnn 

5942A~ 

tttttt 

5945A~ 
tttttt 
(file identi-
fication) 

5946A~ 
tttttt 

5947A~ 
tttttt 

5951A~ 
dddddd 

5952A~ 

dddddd 

Meaning 

Serial number tttttt 
on random access de-
vice does not match 
that specified in the 
parameter. 

The area allocated 
for the Macor Li-
brary Transcription 
to random access de-
vice tttttt already 
contains the library. 

The area allocated 
for the COBOL 
Library Transcrip-
tion to random access 
device tttttt already 
contains the library. 

The area allocated 
for the Object 
Module Library 
Transcription to 
random access de-
vice tttttt already 
contains the library. 

Error encountered 
opening tape on de-
vice dddddd. 

An IDN for the 
library to be trans-
e ribed from dddddd 
has not been found. 

11-8 

Gall Library 
Transcriber 

Action Response 

Typeout parameter B 
which can be bypassed 
or resubmitted. 
See 5965A. 

Retry after volume R. 
with correct serial 
number is mounted. 

To allow transcription. B 

To bypass transcription R 
and continue process-
ing. 

To allow transcription. B 

To bypass transcrip- R 
tion and continue 
processing. 

To allow transcription. B 

To bypass transc rip- R 
tion and continue pro-
cessing. 

Bypass processing B 
parameter and con-
tinue processing next. 

Retry opening tape R 
after correct tape is 
mounted. 

Bypass processing B 
parameter and con-
tinue processing the 
next. 

Retry opening tape R 
after correct tape is 
mounted. 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

xxyyz~nnnnnn 

5961ALl 
parameter 

5962ALl 
parameter 

5963ALl 
parameter 

5964ALl 
parameter 

5965ALl 
parameter 

Meaning 

Invalid parameter 
type not TRNS or 
END 

Invalid parameter; 
key word not 1=; 
V=; LIB=; CDS; 
or ABS. 

Invalid Library 
name: not OML; 
COB; MAC or 
ALL. 

Invalid options used. 
CDS and ABS may 
not appear in the 
same parameter. 
They are mutually 
exclusive functions. 

Serial Number on 
random access de-
vice does not match 
that specified in the 
parameter. See 
message 5942A. 
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Action 

Bypass processing 
parameter and 
continue process-
ing the next. 

To resubmit a cor-
rected parameter 
where p is new 
parameter of up to 
70 characters. 

Bypass this para-
meter and con-
tinue to run. 

Resubmit cor-
rected parameter 
where p is the 
new parameter up 
to 70 characters. 

Bypass processing 
this parameter and 
continue to run. 

Resubmit corrected 
parameter where p 
is the new para-
meter up to 70 
characters. 

Bypass processing 
this parameter and 
continue to run. 

Resubmit corrected 
parameter where p 
is the new parameter 
up to 70 characters. 

Bypass processing 
this parameter and 
continue to run. 

Resubmit corrected 
parameter where p 
is the new parameter 
up to 70 characters. 

Call Library 
Transcriber 

Response 

B 

RLlP· •.. p 

B 

RLlP .... p 

B 

R6p·· ... p 

B 

RLlP· ••.. p 

B 

RLlp ..... p 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

Message 

xxyyz\nnnnnn 

5981L\~ tttttt 

5982~~tttttt 

5983~~tttttt 

5984 

5985 

5986 

5991 
~~tttttt~ccc~lli 

5992 
~~tttttt~ccc~lli 

5993 
!!t.~ tttttt~ccc!!t.lli 

Call Library Transcriber 

Meaning Action Response 

Macro Library Trans- Processing None. 
cription or Abstract on continues. 
random access device 
tttttt has been termi-
nated before completion. 

COBOL Library Trans- Processing None. 
cription or Abstract on continues. 
random access device 
tttttt has been termi-
nated before completion. 

The Object Module Processing None. 
Library Transcription continues. 
or Abstract on random 
access device tttttt has 
been terminated before 
completion. 

No MACRO Library Processing None. 
found to be extracted. continues. 

No COBOL Library Processing None. 
found to be extracted. continues. 

No OML Libraryfound Processing None. 
to be extracted. continues. 

Transcription or com- None. None. 
puting of RA extents 
has been successfully 
completed for the M 
Macro Library on ran-
dom access device tttttt 
where ccc~lll-last cy-
linder and track used. 

Transcription or com- None. None. 
puting of RA extents has 
been successfully com-
pleted for the COBOL 
Library on random ac-
cess device tttttt where 
ccc~lll-last cylinder 
and track used. 

Transcription or com- None. None. 
puting of RA extents has 
been successfully com-
pleted for the Object 
Module Library on ran-
dom access device tttttt 
where ccc!!t.lll-last cy-
linder and track used. 
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12. COMMUNI
CATIONS 

ROUTINES 

CARD CONVERT 
(CDCONV) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

• Card Convert accepts graphics input and provides EBCDIC output in 
proper format to serve as input to TSTCUP. 

• Under Executive Control: 

SDN Device Type Remarks 

SYSRDR Card Reader or Magnetic Parameter Input. 
tape substitute. 

SYSOPT Card Punch or Magnetic Parameter Output. 
tape substitute. 

Message 
Meaning 

n~pppppp~ 
Action Response 

7151 First parameter must Program Terminates. None. 
NO be / / _FLOAT. 
FLT 
CD 

7152 Invalid Parameter Program Terminates. None. 
INVAL 
PAR 

7153 Input parameters not Parameters bypassed None. 
CTL in sequence (Col. 76) until a "1" card or 
SEQ. new parameter read. 
ERR 

7154 Odd number of data Last data card is None. 
DAT cards processed. ignored. Program 
SEQ continues. 
ERR 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
TEST PACKAGE 

(TSTCUP) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

C01Jzrnunications Routines 

• The Communication User Test Program operates in conjunction with an 
MC P program to perform communications functions as specified on par
ameters read by TSTCUP . 

• Under Executive Control: 

SON Device Type Remarks 

Reader C 8rd Reader or Magnetic Parameter Input. 
Tape substitute. 

SNAPOP Printer or Magnetic SNAPSHOT output. 
Tape substitute. 

Message Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

7] 02 NO An object time Parameter is None. 
TERMINAL patch string is not ignored and proces-

/* ON properly identified. sing continues. 
PATCH 
CARD 

7]031st Invalid parameter Parameter is None. 
COLUMN code in column] . ignored and proces-
OF PRE- sing continues. 
VIOUS CD 
GREATER 
THAN X30 
OR NOT 
MULT4. 

7104 Program unable Program can- None. 
CCMXX to load CCM tinues with 
DID NOT memory. next parameter. 
LOAD 

7]05 Specified CCM Program con- None. 

CCMXX memory load tinues with next 
LOADED successfully parameter. 
O.K. written to ceM. 
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MCS OFF-LINE 
RECOVERY 
PROGRAM 

(MCSREC) 

DEVICE ASSIGNMENTS 

TYPEOUTS 

Communications Routines 

• The MCS Off Line Recovery Program can be used to assist MCS users 
in restarting MC P following system failures or emergency shutdowns. 
It utilizes information contained in a snapshot and message cells to create 
a tape that can be used to rebuild message queues. 

• Under Executive Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

MCSRDR Card Reader or Parameter input. If no assign-
Console Type- ment is made, parameters are 
writer. requested and submitted 

through the console typewriter. 

CMSNAP Disc Storage Unit Device containing COMSNAP 
file. 

CMDISC Disc Storage Unit Device containing COMDISC file 
(May be same as CMSNAP) 

MCSTAP Magnetic Tape Output device. 

Under Monitor Control 

SON Device Type Remarks 

SYSIPT Card Reader or Parameter input. 
Magnetic Tape. 

CMSNAP Disc Storage Unit. Device containing COMSNAP 
file. 

CMDISC Disc Storage Unit Device containing COMDISC file 
(may be same as CMSNAP) 

MCSTAP Magnetic Tape Output device. 

Message 
Meaning Action Response 

n~pppppp~ 

1511 DEVICE Unrecoverable I/O Program is termi- None. 
UNRECOV- error on either nated. 
ERABLE COMSNAP or 
ERROR COMDISC. 

--

1513INVAL- One or more para- l. If parameters None. 
ID PARA- meters in error. came from 
METERS SYSIPT or the 

card reader, the 
program is ter-
minated. 
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T,(PEOUTS 
(Cont'd) 

I 

Message 

n~ppppppL\. 

1515 filename 
FILE NOT 
ON DISC 

1517 SNAP-
SHOT ssss 
NOT FOUND 
OR NOT 
COMPLETE 

1519 NO 
PARA-
METERS 

1527A ENTER 
PARA-
METERS 

Meaning 

COMSNAPor 
COMDISC file not 
on assigned disc. 

Specific snapshot 
option ssss16 can-
not be processed. 

Parameters not in 
SYSIPT 

Parameters re-
quest. 
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Communications Routines 

Action Response 

2. If parameters Resubmit 
came from the parameters 
console type-
writer. 

Program is termi- None. 
nated. 

Program is termi- None. 
nated. 

Program is termi- None. 
nated. 

Type in parameter. P~L\. MSGL\.nnn, 
[dddd], [uuuu], 
cccc,xxxx 

nnnn = decimal 
number of mes-
sage table 
entries (same 
as specified in 
CMMSG) 
dddd = decimal 
number of 
bytes in Com-
mon Data Area 
if present 
(same as 
specified in 
CMMSG) 
uuuu = decimal 
number of 
bytes in User 
Station Se-
quence Number 
Table if present 
(Same as 
specified in 
CMMSG). 
cccc = decimal 
number of 
bytes in each 
cell (Same as 
specified in 
CMBUF) 



TYPEOUTS 
(Cont'd) Message 

nt1ppppppt1 

1533 MTE 
xxxx TYPE 
tt 

1536 MTE 
xxxx TYPE 
tt 

1539 LATEST 
COMPLETE 
SNAPSHOT 
IS ssss 

Meaning 

Due to an unrecover-
able disc read 
error, no cells for 
Message Table 
Entry xxxx16 of 
type tt could be 
read from COMDISC. 
Only the MTE is 
written to tape. 

Same as 1533 how-
ever, one or more 
cells (but not all) 
could be read from 
C OM DISC and were 
written to tape. 

Snapshotssss16 is 
to be processed. 
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Communications Routines 

Action Response 

xxxx = LAST -
latest complete 
snapshot is to 
be processed. 

= 1-4 
character re-
presentation 
ofthehexa-
decimal number 
of a specific 
snapshot to be 
processed. 

Processing con- None. 
tinues. 

Processing con- None 0 

tinues. 

None. None. 
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APPENDIX X 

PROCEDURE FOR 
REPORTING 
SUSPECTED 
SOFTWARE 
PROBLEMS 

General 

Required 
Supplemental 

Material 

• Prior to reporting an error condition, the following criteria should be 
checked to ascertain that the problem is actually a software error: 

1. All input data, parameter messages, device assignments, etc. are 
properly formatted and sequenced. 

2. Software system or program being utilized is the latest RCA version 
released. 

3. Operation of the problem program has been repeated at least twice 
with identical results. 

4. Operation monitored to ensure that the problem is not the result 
of an operator intervention, program rollback, or erroneous inter
vention to bypass a hardware error. 

5. Operating procedures have been followed using the latest RCA 
documentation released. 

6. Unofficial modifications have not been incorporated in the overall 
hardware and software system. This does not include own-coding or 
non-standard label logic which conform to RCA specifications. 

If incorrect results or repeated error conditions occur, a Software 
Error Notification (form #28-02-001) should be prepared, together with 
appropriate supplementary documentation, and forwarded to the local 
RCA District Office. This will apprise RCA of the problem and facilitate 
its evaluation and resolution. 

As the processing of the error notification form is part of an automated 
system, all entries must be complete and printed in a legible manner. 

An emergency problem may be communicated to the local RCA District 
Office by telephone or other expeditious means. Such action must be 
promptly supplemented, however, with a completed Software Error Noti
fication form and other required documentation. 

• The following supplemental material, as applicable, must be submitted 
to the RCA District Office with the five Software Error Notification copies: 

1. The appropriate "Result Sheet" properly completed. 

2. A printout of the entire memory if the program did not go to "end 
of run." 

3. A copy of the actual input data, source program and parameter 
messages utilized. If an assembly or RPG program, a copy of the 
source deck is also required. 

4. A detailed description of the functions performed by any own-coding 
or non-standard logic options used. 
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Required 
Supplemental 

Material 
(Cont'd) 

Appendix X 

5. The following are also required when production programs are 
involved: 

a. A duplicate of the Master Library Tape. 
b. All listings generated by the assembly or compilation system. 
c. A copy of installation operating procedures used in conducting 

computer operations. 
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